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Glyne Griffith

Editorial Preface

This is the dark time, my love,

It is the season of  oppression, dark metal, and tears.

It is the festival of  guns, the carnival of  misery.

Everywhere the faces of  men are strained and anxious.

—Martin Carter, “This Is the Dark Time, My Love,” lines 5–8

I begin this introduction to the November 2020 issue of  JWIL with a stanza from 
Martin Carter’s famous poem, because it seems to me that the force of  Carter’s poem captures 
our current time as insightfully as it did that period in 1953 when the British government 
declared a state of  emergency in the territory then known as British Guiana and arrested and 
jailed democratically elected members of  the People’s Progressive Party, including Carter. 
Of  course, our contemporary moment in the Caribbean is not characterized by resistance to 
colonial rule and the political struggle for independence, as was the case in the 1950s and 1960s. 
Nor are we poised at the threshold of  political decolonization, excitedly envisioning a range 
of  possible postcolonial futures that the heady period of  the fifties and sixties inaugurated. 
Ours is certainly a different time, and yet what Carter’s poem spoke to then, and continues 
to remind us of  now, is the stubbornness of  systems of  oppression and thus the abiding need 
to maintain the vigilance of  an antitotalitarian, collective Caribbean imagination. Just as that 
period of  the region’s political history helped to consolidate a shift in the ways that Caribbean 
thinkers and artists reconceptualized the region and the relationship of  Caribbean peoples to 
the archipelago and to themselves, so too our current conjuncture is indicative of  a period of  
change, a transitional phase. 

There are several occurrences at the close of  the second decade of  the twenty-first 
century that have some purchase on Caribbean life and letters. Perhaps the most obvious 
challenges the region faces at present are the economic uncertainty, social disorientation and 
displacement precipitated by the COVID-19 pandemic. The repercussions of  this protracted 
public-health challenge are still being realized and will likely mark a shift not only in the 
economic outlook for many territories across the region but also for the ways in which we 
reconceptualize and balance ideas of  the public good against widening expectations of  
personal freedoms in the public sphere. There is also the fact of  climate change and its 
particular threat to vulnerable ecologies, such as exist in the Caribbean. There is, as well, the 
worldwide outcry at the callous murder by a Minneapolis police officer of  forty-six-year-old 
George Floyd on 25 May this year. In response, Professor Sir Hilary Beckles, vice chancellor 
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of  the University of  the West Indies and chairman of  the CARICOM Reparations Commission, stated 
that “every person on the planet who carries a spirit of  love for humanity has become a protesting priest,” 
and he concluded his remarks as follows: “We need our prophets now more than ever. The ‘old pirate has 
robbed I’ once again. And yet we shall rise!” (Beckles). Beckles’s concluding sentence unifies the resistance 
voices of  Bob Marley and Maya Angelou, reminding us of  the long-standing Black Atlantic tradition of  
resistance orature and literature that maintain hope even in the “dark time.” As guardians of  the word 
in defence of  the sovereign imagination, our writers and raconteurs continue the important work of  
protecting Caribbean dreams from deadly invasion. 

Yet another coincidence of  occurrences that suggests a transitional phase in the environment of  
Caribbean letters is the demise, during the second decade of  this century, of  several prominent writers, 
many of  whom came of  age in the post–World War II period. Between 2011 and the current year, 
Caribbean literature lost Kamau Brathwaite, Austin Clarke, V. S. Naipaul, Garth St. Omer and Derek 
Walcott. Within the same period, the literature also lost important critics such as J. Michael Dash, Michael 
Gilkes and Édouard Glissant. Among these losses to our literature in the same period, I include Dr. Victor 
Chang, who served as coeditor/editor-in-chief  of  JWIL for twenty-two years. It is imperative to highlight 
the connection between the writers of  poetry and prose fiction, the literary and cultural critics, and 
the journal and literary-magazine editors, since the absence of  any one of  these categories of  literary 
interlocutors would render the cultural conversation far less vibrant and vivid.

This issue of  JWIL, an open issue, includes essays that examine, or in other ways draw upon, the 
work of  several of  the writers and critics referenced above. Julianne McCobin’s essay analyses the role of  
the olfactory in revealing the challenges of  narrating Caribbean history and recovering cultural memory. 
One of  the novels she engages to illustrate her argument is Austin Clarke’s The Polished Hoe.  Janet Graham’s 
essay, “Derek Walcott’s Poetics of  Naming and Epistemologies of  Place,” analyses Walcott’s Omeros and 
employs aspects of  Glissant’s theory of  relation to elucidate her observations; and Tyrone Ali examines 
Naipaul’s A House for Mr. Biswas, as he discusses representations of  Indo-Trinidadian masculinities. I have 
not referenced these writers simply because some of  their work is the subject of  analysis in this issue; as 
an open issue, that intersection is merely coincidental. I reference these late authors and critics, including 
the importance of  commitment to Caribbean journal and magazine editorship, in order to highlight the 
fact of  generational shift, even as the triptych of  new interlocutors, writers, critics and editors takes the 
literary conversation in new directions.

In the spirit of  helping to foster and advance another generation of  scholars focused on Caribbean 
literature and culture, this open issue of  JWIL includes essays by several advanced doctoral candidates, 
whose work is presented here alongside established scholars in the field. In addition, two interviews are 
offered in this issue. Véronique Maisier interviews Alecia McKenzie, a Jamaican poet and fiction writer 
whose internationally recognized work has garnered several literary awards, and Stephanie McKenzie 
interviews Aruban Argentinian writer and visual artist Arturo Desimone. Desimone works across several 
languages, and one of  his poems, written in Papiamento and accompanied by his English translation, is 
published in this issue. Continuing the theme of  translation, Rajiv Mohabir’s essay “Drinking Forever: 
Daru (Rum) Poetics in Chutney Music” presents English translations of  Indo-Caribbean Bhojpuri as a 
critical aspect of  interpreting the daru poetics of  chutney music in Trinidad. 

Also in the issue are essays by David Buchanan, Joshua Murray, Leighan Renaud and Sebastian 
Galbo. Buchanan reads Margaret Cezair-Thompson’s The True History of  Paradise as highlighting novel 
modes of  connectedness between Caribbean selfhood and landscape in the age of  neoliberalism and 
globalization. Joshua Murray’s essay on Claude McKay’s fiction focuses on McKay’s third published 
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novel, Banana Bottom, to argue for the artistic coherence of  the novel’s protagonist, particularly in the 
context of  the Harlem Renaissance. Renaud critiques the fractal structure of  Erna Brodber’s novel 
Nothing’s Mat to demonstrate the destabilizing effect of  such an interpretation on patriarchal hegemony, 
and Galbo examines Harold Sonny Ladoo’s Yesterdays to argue that the novel uses scatological discourse 
to examine the anxieties of  its Indo-Trinidadian characters with respect to caste identity and cultural 
assimilation in pre-independence Trinidad. 

Completing the offerings in this November 2020 issue of  JWIL are five book reviews. Renée Landell 
reviews Reading/Speaking/Writing the Mother Text: Essays on Caribbean Women’s Writing, edited by Cristina 
Herrera and Paula Sanmartín. Amílcar Peter Sanatan reviews A Portable Paradise by Roger Robinson, 
Carol Mitchell comments on A Tall History of  Sugar by Curdella Forbes, Andrea Ringer examines Paulette 
A. Ramsay’s Afro-Mexican Constructions of  Diaspora, Gender, Identity and Nation and J. Dillon Brown reviews 
four publications in the University of  the West Indies Press’s Caribbean Biography Series: Derek Walcott 
by Edward Baugh, Marcus Garvey by Rupert Lewis, Earl Lovelace by Funso Aiyejina and Beryl McBurnie by 
Judy Raymond.
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Olfactory Archives: Smell 
and Historical Memory in 
Lawrence Scott’s Witchbroom 
and Austin Clarke’s The 
Polished Hoe
Julianne McCobin

Smell is enigmatic. Scent and our sense of  smell are closely linked to memory—a 
particular odour can evoke past experiences and emotion in an instant, transporting the 
sniffer to another place and time—yet smells are also notoriously ephemeral and elusive, 
difficult to preserve and challenging to capture with language. Diane Ackerman refers to 
smell as “the mute sense,” commenting on our limited vocabulary for precisely describing 
smells and highlighting smell’s physiological antagonism to language centres in the brain (6–
7).1   If  it is hard to talk about smell because of  the obstacles it poses to verbal representation, 
however, that is also because smell has been devalued in Western epistemology and Kantian 
aesthetics as a lower, ‘primitive’ sense—“the sense of  madness and savagery” (Classen et 
al. 3–4 ). Modernity’s “olfactory silence” thus stems not only from smell’s essential qualities 

Source: Grieggs Mountain, St Vincent. Photography by Nadia Huggins.
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but also from particularly dismissive cultural and ideological attitudes towards it (4). One might say, in 
fact, that olfactory experience has something in common with Caribbean experience: to quote Édouard 
Glissant, it has been given “an imposed non-history” (Glissant 65).

Smell’s potent links to history and memory, however, have not eluded novelists. Despite this supposed 
olfactory difficulty, Caribbean literature is drenched in smells—of  bay rum, ginger, tobacco, Palmolive 
soap, mouldy soil, anthurium, Chanel No. 5 and eau de cologne. Though smells might not be easily 
preserved or accessible in library archives,2  novels hold scent within their pages, imaginatively preserving 
and conjuring their intimate, emotionally charged associations through language. As Morana Alač points 
out, although we tend to fixate on “olfactory ineffability,” there is lots of  “smell talk” around—right under 
our noses (149). Smells, like certain histories, are often simply undetected or ignored, yet as Vivian Nun 
Halloran has suggested, Caribbean novels can function as kinds of  museums, curating, exhibiting and 
contextualizing forgotten historical objects and experiences in their pages.3 The ‘olfactory archive’ that 
fiction offers does not simply record or reproduce real-world scents; instead, the imaginative recovery that 
novels enact is a deeply subjective, mediated, and revisionary one: literary “smell talk” draws attention 
not only to elusive olfactory experiences but also to how we process and remember them, emphasizing 
smell’s historical and sociocultural meaning. 

Smell has not yet played a large role in Caribbean literary studies, despite olfactory experience 
raising compelling questions about cultural memory, historical amnesia and representational alternatives 
to Western forms. Scholars of  Caribbean memory have tended to focus on sound rather than scent, 
though the two senses need not be at odds and in fact are not. Intriguingly, the language we often use 
to describe scent is that of  music. Perfumery, especially, draws on musical ideas of  “composition” and 
interacting “notes” to describe the temporal and spatial dimensions of  scent (Sell 187–90). Moreover, scent’s 
representational difficulties make it a potent resource for novelists seeking to represent “unspeakable” and 
traumatic histories of  colonialism and transatlantic slavery. Recent scholarship in literary trauma studies 
has shown that, in contrast to Cathy Caruth’s field-defining thesis, trauma, like smell, actually enhances 
memory, suggesting that such experiences are not forgotten but rather hard to narrate for other reasons 
(Pederson 334). Novelistic smells dramatize this narrative difficulty of  deeply felt memory, underscoring 
the obstacles of  representing violent history while also highlighting the poetic resources fiction offers for 
approaching it. 

To interrogate how literary representations of  smell participate in memory work, I examine the 
role of  scent in two contemporary Caribbean novels that take Caribbean history and storytelling as their 
subject, Lawrence Scott’s Witchbroom (1992) and Austin Clarke’s The Polished Hoe (2002). Both novels draw 
narrative energy from their aromatic literary atmospheres, as scents of  the landscape, of  bodies and of  
carefully cleaned colonial houses constitute an olfactory archive of  memory that must be noticed and 
‘read’ to tell previously untold stories. In Witchbroom, a Trinidadian novel centred on the decline of  a white 
Creole family and narrated during the festival of  Carnival, sweet smells both mask and unmask violent 
colonial histories of  economic exploitation that have been covered up in amnesiac clouds of  perfume. 
In The Polished Hoe, a novel that reworks the tropes of  traditional detective stories by drawing attention 
to a diffuse history of  colonial crime rather than to a single suspect odour, the intermixing smells of  soil 
and European perfume similarly register and unfold the history of  an island and plantation space.4 Both 
novels foreground olfactory experience and evoke memory that is more than personal, drawing attention 
to the affective and atmospheric effects of  colonialism in their quest to excavate island history and recover 
lost voices and presences. 
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In focusing on smell’s links to memory and its material entanglement with colonial history, I 
join scholars in fields such as critical geography, sociology, ecocriticism and cultural studies who have 
examined scent’s ideological, aesthetic and environmental dimensions in recent years.5 Hsuan L. Hsu 
has recently urged literary critics to develop an olfactory reading practice that pays attention not only to 
novelistic smells but also to their seeming absence, an approach that necessitates reading uneven literary 
atmospheres for what they can tell us about racial inequality (“Smelling Setting”).6 My essay takes up this 
call, bringing smell studies into Caribbean literary studies to reorient our sensory focus and interrogate 
archives of  memory beyond those of  the sea and the landscape.7 In what follows, I shift our attention to 
the air, demonstrating how textual scents inscribe and encode historical memory in a Caribbean context. 

The Olfactory Masking and Unmasking of  Colonial History in Witchbroom

Witchbroom is a novel deeply concerned with how to narrate a Caribbean story that is difficult to 
tell. As Rachel Mordecai writes, the novel “is profoundly invested in re-envisioning and indeed redeeming 
the Caribbean’s traumatic history” (70). At once both the intimate portrait of  the declining white Creole 
Monagas de los Macajuelos planter family and a broader colonial history of  the fictional island of  
Kairi—a place closely resembling Scott’s native Trinidad—the novel is “sweeping in its scope, yet laden 
with sensory, emotional, and historical detail” (70). Many of  these details are olfactory, as, throughout 
Witchbroom, smells function as material traces of  colonial history that must be excavated and ‘read’ by the 
novel’s two narrators. In this lushly atmospheric text, the wafting odours of  Caribbean flora and fauna 
intermingle with the imported, synthetic scents of  European perfume and church incense, portraying 
not only the sea but also the air as a site of  molecular mixing and memory. Throughout the novel, smells 
are a spur to reverie and to narration, enabling a storytelling that is formally inventive and also, at times, 
obfuscating: drawing on the aesthetics of  the Trinidadian festival of  Carnival, smells in Scott’s novel both 
mask and unmask colonial history as the text probes forms of  cultural memory and historical amnesia. 

Scholars have approached Scott’s work and Witchbroom especially as an attempt to forge a “genuine 
Caribbean” poetics, as Kwame Dawes describes it (121), figuring the novel’s stylistic hybridity and its 
African folk poetics of  call and response as illustrating the tension between written and oral forms of  
cultural memory in the Caribbean.8 Certainly, the book’s compositional metaphors are musical, as 
Witchbroom is explicitly modelled after a fugue: the opening section is titled “An Overture, Fragments of  
Fugue,” and overlapping and conflicting narrative voices entangle throughout the novel. I want to suggest, 
however, that the novel also draws its formal energy and structural grammar from the compositional 
qualities of  perfume. Perfume is much like a fugal symphony: lightweight molecules called “top notes” 
offer an immediate first impression but quickly evaporate to make way for “middle notes,” which emerge 
just as the top notes dissipate, with “base notes” finally appearing and evaporating only when the middle 
notes have faded (Sell 188).9 Scott’s fugal aesthetics of  hybridity, then, might be grasped also as perfumed 
aesthetics: collaborative and polyphonic, ephemeral yet recurring, perfume offers a conceptual model for 
narrating créolité. 

Like perfume, Scott’s novel is composed of  overlapping notes and tales, its contents put together by 
an unnamed museum curator—the last male heir of  the Monagas family—and his alter ego, Lavren. This 
curator conducts his research into the past by going on a “dig” in his family home, writing journalistic 
notes in the “plainer style” of  his sound colonial education, as the smells in his family home evoke his 
childhood memories (Witchbroom 95). The scents of  old candle grease, dead anthurium and the flickering 
flame of  the curator’s own candle provoke powerful déjà vu as he asks himself, “[W]as I this instant 
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remembering so vividly and with such deep going back, with historical recollection, the very things that 
were unmistakably underneath my skin?” (104). Psychological recall and personal memory are not enough, 
however. The curator relies on Lavren—“a creole Diaghilev,” a carnivalesque and hermaphroditic figure 
who hovers between genders, races, times and worlds—to imaginatively access subaltern histories and 
experiences that are otherwise inaccessible to him, compiling these into six “Carnival Tales” that make 
up much of  the novel (19). In the resulting hybrid story, one note cannot hold, as a style of  digression and 
reiteration unfolds a story of  the New World.

Though both narrators rely on olfactory stimuli to spur on their stories as they each seek to narrate 
a traumatic colonial history that has been rendered absent or illegible, it is Lavren’s heightened sensitivity 
and liminal positionality that uniquely enable him/her to ‘read’ and respond to the island’s olfactory 
messages.10 Lavren’s ability to immerse himself  in others’ stories—as s/he dives into the Gulf  of  Sadness 
and dredges up lost memory, deciphering “hieroglyphs written in coral”—similarly suggests that s/he is 
especially attuned to the memory held within certain atmospheres (12). At the novel’s start, for instance, 
the unnamed narrator prepares for Lavren to take over with his tales by immersing him in the fragrances 
of  another time: “Let us prepare the scene. Let us enter that time, that time of  showers and Palmolive 
soap behind the ears […] that time which still smells of  siesta and almond leaves falling away into the 
bougainvillaea hedge” (6). The island’s aromatic flora and fauna drink from the moistness of  the sea, 
associating the flowers’ smell with the sea’s secrets. The fragrant wild lilies near the family house behind 
the latrine, for instance, grow by the wet riverbanks and possess a “prophetic quality” (31); heavy with a 
white perfume, their intoxicating scent is part of  the “undiscovered maps of  Kairi” that Lavren discovers 
(12). 

Smells such as these allow Lavren to salvage history and avoid the traps of  linear time, as island 
odours prompt Lavren’s stories to abruptly leap forward or digress, overlap or shift as s/he immerses 
himself  in island memory and is transported across time and space. When Lavren encounters his father, 
for instance, his presence is associated with a distinct olfactory knowledge that appeals to Lavren’s 
imagination and indexes colonial history: “Immediately new smells enter the world: Palmolive soap, 
Vaseline hair tonic, Capstan cigarettes, soap mixed with cigarette smoke and shit, aromas that pervade 
the rest of  the century, rising out of  the houses of  Kairi” (182). These particular scents—several of  
them emanating from mass-market products produced for a Creole elite—are the aromatic concoctions 
that global capitalism and the colonization of  the Americas helped bring into being. Palmolive soap, for 
example, is a staple of  Lavren’s father’s cabinet, and its fresh smells of  masculine cleanliness ironically 
point to the dirty history of  transatlantic slavery, as this soap is produced using the oil palm plant, which 
was originally domesticated in Africa (Carney and Rosomoff 7). In figuring the sudden arrival of  this white 
father and his smells as a sensual interruption that demands a narrative detour, Lavren both registers and 
models the disruptions and temporal dislocations of  Caribbean history. 

It is the distinctive scents of  Lavren’s “mother-muses,” however, that bring Lavren into intimate 
contact with colonial historiography and figure memory as partly an olfactory project. At the centre of  
the island, in the turret room of  the family house, Lavren is accompanied by Marie Elena, his mother, on 
her deathbed and by Josephine, their black housekeeper, shelling peas by the kitchen door. It is from this 
“vantage point,” from his emotional and material proximity to both women, that Lavren “can listen and 
write and tell the history of  the new world” (4). Though Josephine’s oral storytelling draws on the repetition 
of  African oral tradition, contrasting with Marie Elena’s ideological commitment to linear time and the 
authoritative word, the ways these two women smell also relate to their narrative investments. Smell has 
long been used to demarcate boundaries of  race, gender and class, and Josephine’s smells, associated 
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in the novel with black bodies and domestic work, draw attention to the strict olfactory hierarchy that 
the Monagas family maintains. Josephine “smells of  talcum powder and bay rum and her weewee in 
the potty under her bed, which she flushes in the latrine”—tellingly, where the fragrant prophetic lilies 
grow (6). Her supposedly “foul” odours of  waste and sweat are spatially regulated, expelled as much as 
possible from the sensory experience of  the home—the chamber pot tucked under the bed, the talcum 
powder disguising the olfactory evidence of  Josephine’s labour. Yet Lavren’s attachment to Josephine—
and his awareness of  the prophetic power of  the lilies growing from the waste in the latrine—also suggests 
that her smells are sources of  memory and even futurity. As the curator explains, Lavren’s closeness to 
Josephine enables his storytelling: “There is no memory without the memory of  Josephine” (7).

Marie Elena, in contrast, immerses herself  in a cloud of  European perfume that aids what 
Mordecai has called her “amnesiac histories” (71). As she lies dying in the turret room of  the family house, 
Marie Elena dabs her face with eau de cologne, “telling the last tales before the end of  the world” and 
advancing an apocalyptic narrative of  island decline (4). Eau de cologne—which our unnamed narrator 
later inventories as a “perfume from a foreign city in a golden bottle with a special label”—advances 
a social narrative of  whiteness, covering over the natural smells of  the body with the imported, stylish 
fragrance of  European high society (117).11 A whiff of  this perfume immerses Lavren into his mother’s 
vision of  the colonial past (“[A]t that very moment time is altogether altered when Marie Elena sweeps 
her hair into a bun and touches behind her ears and along the flutes of  her neck with Eau de Cologne”), 
plunging him into a remote, sepia-toned colonial paradise enveloped in olfactory fog (8). This vision of  
the past is nostalgic: it is “drenched and drunk” in intoxicating scent so she can “forget in an amnesia of  
perfume” (8). Eau de cologne is a perfume with specific medicinal associations: it was originally designed 
by Italians to prevent the plague, yet it is clear that postcolonial reality is the “disease” that Marie Elena 
wants to fortify herself  against (Classen et al. 73). Enlisting aromatherapy in her quest to forget, Marie 
Elena aestheticizes her politics.

The colonial past that Marie Elena invokes and which Lavren must enter into to salvage lost 
histories is made hazy not only by this one perfume but also by a cloud of  overlapping colonial scents. The 
curator describes his family’s era as “a time of  Palmolive soap, Eau de Cologne, Chanel No. 5” (Scott, 
Witchbroom 8). In figuring these smells as important atmospheric markers of  coloniality,12 the novel draws 
attention to modernity’s investment in deodorization as a form of  hygiene, as Alain Corbin has glossed, 
even as it registers the transnational and global histories of  fragrance products (90). Marie Elena’s desire 
to purge herself  of  unwanted smells and unwanted realities stems from this broader history of  colonial 
control, as all three of  these aromatic products are meant to purify the air by overpowering unwanted 
smells with another desired fragrance. Chanel No. 5, specifically, exudes a modern, minimalist aesthetic: 
designed to reflect the complexity of  modern women’s lives, this perfume was the first to use synthetic 
scents—that is, aldehydes—to create a more abstract, and less distinctly floral, fragrance (Brown 20). 
Though no perfume is technically deodorizing, Chanel No. 5 draws on the aesthetics of  deodorization—
those of  lab-like sterility and cool impersonality—to achieve its mysteriously artificial odour effects. This 
seductive illusion of  ‘nothingness’ that Chanel No. 5 embodies complements Marie Elena’s amnesiac and 
haute style. As Judith Brown writes, the Chanel No. 5 bottle “announce[s] nothing, save for the perfume’s 
clinical, or industrial, modernity” (21). One might also say that Marie Elena—who is “for forgetting, 
for forgetting what she wants to forget”—uses scent to announce the same thing: nothing at all (Scott, 
Witchbroom 7).

In this way, then, even as Marie Elena’s perfume is associated with the narrative oblivion of  
amnesia, the scents enveloping her posit colonial historiography not merely as erasure but also as an 
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elaborate cover-up. The word ‘perfume’ comes from the Latin per fumum, literally meaning ‘through 
the smoke’; a material technology of  what Jacques Ranciere has described as the “distribution of  the 
sensible,” perfume overwhelms the senses in order to direct attention from one reality to another, often 
covering over bodily smells of  death or decay (Reinarz 56). Perfume is also a cosmetic product, and, as 
Laura Frost points out in her study of  modernist pleasure, it is “thought to disclose the essence of  the 
wearer and publicly advertise his or her taste, passion, and predilection” (34). If  the Creole women of  
the Monagas family practise forgetfulness as a form of  self-defence and self-exoneration in a racist and 
misogynistic colonial power structure, as Mordecai has argued, enforcing a strict olfactory hierarchy by 
masking undesirable smells is an important part of  their identity performance and their complicity (71). 
Marie Elena’s mystifying olfactory strategy thus contrasts with the playful and transgressive use of  masks 
in Trinidadian Carnival: her olfactory masking reinforces hierarchy rather than troubling it, glamourizing 
and obscuring a violent history in her bid for narrative control.

However, Marie Elena’s perfume also has subversive notes, as it draws attention to realities she 
would rather overwrite and enables Lavren’s carnivalesque storytelling. In fact, Lavren even refers to his 
mother’s perfumes as the “potions in his games,” since, as a child, he stole them and her black lace dress to 
enable his gender play (Scott, Witchbroom 215). Intermingling disgust and desire, Lavren is simultaneously 
sceptical of  and seduced by his fitful muse. When s/he dives into the past to observe his mother and her 
sister at play, Lavren connects his suspicion of  Marie Elena’s “composure” to her smells, suggesting that 
sweet scent might hide something sinister:

Still intoxicated by the smell of  cuscus grass and whiffs of  eau de Cologne, he was also 
drenched with the scent of  the frangipani hanging over the garden walls. In this miasma of  
scents, his desire conjures the question, ‘Why so nun-like, so compliant and obedient’ […] 
he wanted to know what lay behind Marie Elena […] her desire to tell stories that were 
untrue. (164)

Describing this medley of  seductive aromas as a “miasma,”13 Lavren identifies an invisible sickness in 
the air, connecting a theory of  airborne disease to his mother’s performance of  femininity and to the 
church. In asking why his mother is so “nun-like”—so seemingly submissive and pure—Lavren draws 
attention both to the aura of  ‘nothingness’ (“none-like”) Marie Elena has so successfully cultivated and 
to the religious connotations of  such a pose. Lavren thus connects his mother’s lies about history to 
colonial religious ideology and its obfuscating and diversionary tactics, which are made clear elsewhere 
in the novel.14 And though Lavren is simultaneously seduced and disgusted by the oppressive atmosphere, 
his mother’s fragrance provokes him to seek out what lies behind the smokescreen and to tell a different 
story. 

In fact, Lavren’s sensual curiosity and the olfactory masking that Marie Elena models ultimately 
allow for the writing of  Witchbroom itself, as the unnamed museum curator relies on his narrative mask, 
Lavren, to uncover the full story of  his family and of  the island in all its chaotic complexity. Though 
the curator finds his own olfactory evidence of  history in the family home—re-encountering his father’s 
tobacco and soap and his mother’s perfume, among other products—merely excavating his own repressed 
memories is not enough: “There were stories I could not tell,” the curator explains, not only because he 
does not have access to them but also because they are painful (96). Unable to voice his own experience, he 
must listen to Lavren and to his surroundings, allowing “the things of  the house […] to speak” (106). Upon 
opening his mother’s linen press, for instance, the curator is overcome by perfume and the accompanying 
sadness, which “smelt first of  all of  faded cuscus grass from Dominica, sewed into organza sachets in 
bulging little bundles, which were laid between the old linen sheets and the newer cotton ones” (115). The 
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fact that cuscus grass, an aromatic plant native to tropical regions of  Asia, has been folded between the 
Monagas family’s linen references the migration of  Indian indentured labourers—the bulging sachet an 
image of  colonial abundance withheld from those who harvested it. 

Figuring the white linen sheets as pages of  a book the curator must reread and account for—“My 
life is folded here like linen. […] I don’t want to open the pages of  this book”—the oppressive scent of  
this clean laundry evokes the personal and historical pain folded within it (100): 

I smelled the sadness of  washed clothes, sprinkled for ironing, steaming under hot irons, 
pressed with precision and skill by black women who were paid by the piece. […] The scene 
is arranged in my memory. The smell of  sadness: I smell it now in the words they broke to 
pieces as they negotiated this transaction of  labour. […] I was witness to this crime. […] 
My sadness smelt of  my mother’s eau de Cologne. (116–17)

This is the dirty laundry of  colonialism, aired out: sweet smelling but stained, its sadness is impressed on 
the curator’s memory as he “lays out” these pieces of  evidence in his journal “like artifacts in a museum” 
(96). The violence of  this childhood scene is seemingly invisible but deeply felt: “the words they broke to 
pieces” evoke the emotional pain of  the “broken-glass-bottle feelings” described later in this passage, a 
detail that resonates with the image of  Marie Elena’s perfume bottle (117). In this context, the “broken-
glass-bottle-feelings” of  colonialism and slavery—jagged and dangerous—are the aromatic shards of  
memory that the curator must piece together and give voice to anew in his text. It is through these efforts 
to put feeling into language and to recover fragments of  personal and collective memory that Witchbroom 
the novel is curated as a re-envisioning of  island history.

Sniffing Out Colonial Crime in The Polished Hoe 

In Austin Clarke’s The Polished Hoe, smell renders colonial crime potent and perceptible through 
a reworking of  the olfactory conventions of  the detective story—a genre, as Hsu has discussed, in which 
scent is strictly policed and unusual odours are tracked down and purged (“Smelling Setting”).15 In Clarke’s 
novel, however, a detective does not track down one distinct scent associated with a crime; instead, The 
Polished Hoe allows us to sense a different and more diffuse criminality—a hemispheric American history 
of  slavery, colonial robbery and white supremacy. Like Witchbroom, Clarke’s novel interrogates colonial 
history by turning to olfactory clues, scrutinizing the scents of  a plantation home and the cane fields 
surrounding it. Set in a fictionalized Barbados in the mid-twentieth century, the novel unfolds over the 
course of  a single night as the protagonist Mary-Mathilda draws on olfactory memories to dictate her 
oral “Statement” to Percy (who is also called Sargeant), a policeman and childhood friend investigating 
the murder of  her common-law husband, the former plantation owner Mr. Bellfeels. Mary-Mathilda’s 
‘confession’ draws attention to the lingering presence and effects of  slavery on the island, as her artful 
storytelling weaves in and out of  the past and present, encompassing island history from slavery days to 
the 1930s labour riots, to the present night. At the same time, while telling her story, Mary-Mathilda relies 
on her perfumed presence to influence her listener (the policeman investigating her), making atmospheric 
control—the “air conditioning” of  her surroundings, as Hsu would put it, drawing on Peter Sloterdijk—a 
“perceptible matter of  concern” (Hsu, “Smelling Setting”). What her story reveals, ultimately, is both 
Mary-Mathilda’s rationale for the murder and a much more heinous crime: the incestuous truth that 
Bellfeels was also her father. 
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In dramatizing the oral dictation of  Mary-Mathilda’s Statement to the police, The Polished Hoe 
implicitly contrasts an embodied, improvisational and oral poetics with the ‘objective’ sterility of  official 
historiography. Smells are often left out of  such written records, though Mary-Mathilda frequently 
invokes her olfactory surroundings to narrate her memories and to contextualize her actions. The novel’s 
epigraph, from Derek Walcott’s Omeros, highlights this common olfactory omission by critiquing the 
sterilized environment of  official history: 

That victory was hers, 

and so was his passion; but the passionless books 

did not contain smell, eyes, the long black arm, or his  

knowledge that the island’s beauty was in her looks. 

On the one hand, these lines attune us to the alternate forms of  record keeping that Clarke’s novel will 
employ, implying that the novel’s sustained focus not only on smell but also on sexuality sets it apart from 
the “passionless books” that “do not contain” these things. On the other hand, these lines also suggest 
that the “passionless books” cannot “contain”—that is, cannot limit or control—the smells lurking within 
their pages, even though they may try. Clarke’s novel, in setting out to include but also “contain” smell, 
illuminates both smell’s subversive potential and its intimacy with colonial systems of  power and control. 

Scent functions as a narrative resource for Mary-Mathilda’s storytelling throughout the night, 
as she draws on her olfactory memories to detail her relationship with Bellfeels and to give voice to a 
broader history of  economic and bodily exploitation that has been all but covered up. On Bellfeels’s 
plantation, the brutal history of  slavery is mysteriously illegible, erased from history books. A sound 
colonial education prompts Wilberforce, Mary-Mathilda’s mixed-race son with Bellfeels, to disavow the 
extent of  the British Empire’s imbrication with slavery, and even Percy, her investigator, does not “believe 
in this slavery business that everyone say was happening ’bout- here. […] Not in an English colony, Jesus 
Christ. I know the English” (Clarke 330). However, Percy’s supposed familiarity with the English and 
with his own history is made uncanny by the novel’s end, as the olfactory history Mary-Mathilda makes 
noticeable through her storytelling illuminates the diffuse traces of  trauma and violence that racialized 
slavery imposed on the island and its inhabitants. 

Whiffs of  this much darker history—one that the “passionless books” Wilberforce has read 
minimizes—are what Mary-Mathilda’s Statement both encodes and decrypts. Over the course of  the 
night, Mary-Mathilda exposes the extent of  the familiarity she has with the English and with Bellfeels. 
The complicated social privilege of  her unique position allows her to bring to light these hidden truths: 
as a black field hand who has bartered her sexuality to achieve her position as Bellfeels’s mistress, as her 
mother did before her, she exists in a liminal social space, set apart from the rest of  the island in the Great 
House but given only partial access to Bellfeels’s world of  material luxury and power. She has an intimate 
olfactory knowledge of  two worlds: that of  the cane fields, which she worked as a child just as her mother 
did, and that of  the clean and fragrant Great House, where she now resides as Bellfeels’s companion. Her 
lavender-scented bedroom, described as both a “sanctuary” and a “prison,” attests to the dual nature of  
her status (326). Yet her relative power to control her own atmospheric conditions—to style herself  as a 
woman of  means, as well as to manage the goings on of  the Great House itself—allows her the agency to 
tell her own story and to take her situation into her own hands. The novel’s title, The Polished Hoe, has been 
read as simultaneously referring to the murder weapon and to Mary-Mathilda herself  (a vernacular pun 
on ‘whore’), and it is no coincidence that the “polish” she uses for both her body and her hoe is aromatic 
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and carefully deployed (Springer 173; Clarke 53). 

As Mary-Mathilda gives her Statement, going off on tangents and revisiting her memories of  the 
past to explain the present, she imaginatively recovers and reveals her own history of  sexual abuse while 
linking her experience to broader social forces and disavowed legacies of  slavery. Indeed, though the 
Great House she inhabits is perfumed and polished with the latest cleaning products, Mary-Mathilda 
draws attention to how the breeze continues to bring in the “lingering intoxicating smell of  burnt sugar 
canes” and the pungent odours of  the landscape, figuring the island’s history of  economic exploitation 
as an essential part of  the crime scene (8). When offering her preliminary Statement to the Constable, 
Mary-Mathilda literally writes these diffuse atmospheric smells into the official record: “You could smell 
the crack-liquor, the fresh cane juice, strong-strong! What a sweet, but sickening smell cane juice is, when 
you smell it from near” (4). This oppressive atmosphere surrounding the house does more than simply 
establish a gothic setting; Mary-Mathilda implies that, to investigate this one event, the entire olfactory 
cartography and history of  the plantation must be taken into account. She explains, “[T]his Plantation 
touch all of  we […] the smell of  cane-juice boiling. […] And this sweet, sickening smell, a smell that 
sticks to your clothes, and to your mind, like the rawness and the scales from fish, from a piece of  shark 
that many a evening I watched Ma scale in the kitchen of  that same Plantation” (18). In describing the 
plantation’s “sweet, sickening” smell as sticky—a metaphorical and material trace that lingers on the 
body and in the mind—Mary-Mathilda figures a longer and communal island history as the proper 
context of  the crime, drawing attention to an environment of  violence and implicitly raising the question 
of  what it means to be a victim or a perpetrator in such a space. 

Mary-Mathilda similarly describes her relationship with Bellfeels in relation to the island odours 
she associates with him: the smells of  the cane fields and, more specifically, of  wet dirt that accompanied 
their trysts in the fields and clung to him. She communicates her disgust in visceral terms: “I don’t know 
how I managed to stomach his weight laying-down on top of  me […] me smelling him; and him giving-
off a smell like fresh dirt, mould that I turned over with my hoe” (29). These scents and experiences 
are impossible to scrub away; the trauma of  these moments is a wound that lingers and recurs. The 
repetitious syntax of  Mary-Mathilda’s sentences illustrates the cyclical nature of  her trauma, as after 
these encounters, she “started to carry this lasting smell of  mould; a smell with the tinge of  sweetness; the 
smell like cane juice and burnt trash […] this closeness left their taint on my acts with Beelfeels, and on 
my clothes, on my skin, on my natural smell, on my mind. In my pores” (65). Smell is figured here as a 
colonizing force or a contagion, as it first contaminates Mary-Mathilda’s acts, then seeps into her clothes, 
her body and her skin. Her intimacy with Bellfeels modifies her own scent long after he leaves; scent is an 
invisible touch that clings to her mind, much like the “[t]he smell of  leather [a]nd the feel of  leather of  the 
riding-crop, passing over my dress, all over my body, as if  it was his hand crawling over my body” (11). In 
associating this formative moment of  sexual trauma experienced in the churchyard on a Sunday morning 
with the smell of  the leather riding crop, Mary-Mathilda’s testimony relates compromised sexual agency 
to legacies of  slavery. Linking the odours of  the cane fields not only with sexual trauma but also with the 
pervasive and persistent acts of  colonial crime, Mary-Mathilda makes sure her investigators understand 
the palimpsest of  material clues bearing witness to Bellfeels’s acts: “That smell of  wet, black soil, is his 
smell, is Mr. Bellfeels smell. Yes. And it will always be lingering-’bout here,” she tells Percy (113).

In figuring the stain that Bellfeels left on her as a “lingering” mark that cannot be scrubbed off—not 
even with the latest expensive cleaning products she has access to in the Great House—Mary-Mathilda 
presents Percy with first-hand evidence he does not know he is seeking. Her accusation of  Bellfeels’s stink 
is a moral condemnation as much as it is an aesthetic one, as she urges Percy to notice what is right under 
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his nose. It is not only Bellfeels who is guilty of  taking advantage of  his position in a racist system, she 
suggests, but also his companions, the Creole elite of  the island, who have similarly attempted to cover up 
their crimes. Her memory has been impressed upon with these pieces of  material evidence, the “things 
they have left, the mess and the messages,” the aromatic “stains, and blots and blood” in the clothing 
she was responsible for washing as the mistress/housekeeper (117). Wilberforce calls this kind of  stain 
“indellable” (i.e., ‘indelible’; 114): “inerasable, unable to be forgotten” (“Indelible, adj.”). Intriguingly, 
this is the exact word that Dr. Christine Blasey Ford used to describe the deep, lasting memory of  sexual 
violence and its neurobiological dimensions in her own statement at the confirmation hearings of  the 
US Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanagh.16 “Indelible in the hippocampus is the laughter,” Ford 
explained (Davis). Clarke’s novel similarly suggests that traumatic sexual experience leaves its mark on the 
body and the mind: smell, ephemeral as it seems, operates as a kind of  invisible ink, as Mary-Mathilda’s 
experiences with Bellfeels are “written” on her body and in her memory. Percy’s “indellable” ink is the 
kind used in official police record keeping, but Mary-Mathilda shows that her own scent memories have 
recorded this ‘unofficial’ history. 

Mary-Mathilda’s own smell on this night—“tainted” though it may be—is cloaked in the seductive 
fragrances of  European perfume, specifically Eau de Cologne No. 4711, and it is this top-shelf  scent 
that simultaneously interferes with Percy writing down Mary-Mathilda’s Statement and prolongs her 
telling of  island history. As in Witchbroom, this fragrant accessory is not only a marker of  social positioning 
but also a narrative resource for its wearer. Its seductive power allows Mary-Mathilda to influence her 
questioner. Mary-Mathilda’s skilful manipulation of  Percy’s desire for her (which Jennifer Thorington 
Springer has connected to Mary-Mathilda’s other acts of  strategic sex work) hinges on her artful control 
of  his olfactory imagination and memories. Mary-Mathilda knows that her presence and her perfume 
have a “great pull and influence on his body and his mind,” owing to their shared history (326). Her 
perfume affects Percy deeply: being close to her and catching a whiff of  her scent causes him to feel 
weakness, to lose his composure. As children, the two had a special bond: Percy’s friends would rib him 
for chasing after her, or “smelling up behind her,” as they put it (78). However, for most of  their lives, the 
two have only been able to watch each other from a distance, since Mary-Mathilda ‘belonged’ to Bellfeels 
from a young age. Mary-Mathilda’s expensive European perfume reminds Percy both of  his desire for 
her and her untouchability, as he recalls her sliding into Bellfeels’s pew at church. With her alone now, 
the smell of  her “tantalizing, sensual fragrance […] tingles the nostrils” and urges on his investigation 
and their conversation (168). Mary-Mathilda’s scent spurs on Percy’s memory and desire, leading him on 
and also leading him off track, at least as far as her own guilt is concerned. When, after trying to decode 
her hints, Percy admits, “I don’t really know what you getting at,” Mary-Mathilda replies, “I am getting 
at you, Percy” (237). It is through these intimate interactions, as Mary-Mathilda and Percy stay close to 
one another reminiscing through the night, that the two unfold a collaborative oral history of  the island. 

As Mary-Mathilda’s perfume enthrals Percy’s imagination, he remembers his own social positioning 
and the reality of  racialized social stratification on the island. As he dances with Mary-Mathilda to an 
Ella Fitzgerald song on the gramophone, Percy shudders at how close she is, fantasizing about touching 
her but unable to act on his desire, as “the scent of  Johnson’s Baby Powder rises suddenly to his nostrils, 
from under her armpits […] yes, it is Eau de Cologne” (135). This specific scent reminds him of  the 
times he would catch sight of  her at church, sliding into Bellfeels’s pew; the scent is associated with her 
untouchability. At the same time, the perfume reminds him of  his own class difference, instilling panic 
in him as he wonders if  he has remembered to daub himself  with Limacol—a much cheaper deodorant 
advertised as “the freshness of  a breeze in a bottle” (166). In this moment, he is transported to when his 
mother would “daub [a safety pin] with Chanel No. 5, Paris, in a miniature vial, which she took from her 
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employer’s cabinet,” in order to pin his handkerchief  (166–67). Later in the night, Percy will remember 
his mother stealing “Bronnley fine English soap” from the hotel she worked at to bathe him in (219). 

The stratified smells that Mary-Mathilda prompts Percy to remember and interpret ultimately 
heighten his sensitivity not only to his material environment but also to stories themselves, igniting his 
sensory imagination. After Mary-Mathilda seductively leads Percy to her lavender-scented bedroom, she 
takes him to the cellar, revealing an underground tunnel where enslaved men and wage labourers were 
tortured and killed. Though Percy is at first relieved to escape the charged sexual tension of  the bedroom, 
he quickly associates the dark passageway with the stink of  the underground sewer tunnels that his friend 
Manny had recently spoken of  hiding in as an undocumented immigrant in the United States: “Manny 
[…] had told [him] about underground passages and tunnels, sewers that contained water that came at 
you with the force and speed of  a bullet. Some of  this water […] you could not stomach, could not bear to 
smell” (326). Influenced by his friend’s olfactory memory, Percy “put his hand to his nostrils and stifled the 
imagined dirty, stinking smell of  the underground tunnel” (326). As Mary-Mathilda describes what took 
place in this passageway, Percy associates the violence of  island history with the gothic gore of  fairy tales, 
his sensorially heightened imagination supplying atmospheric cues that are not actually there: “[H]e can 
now smell the smell of  dungeons, conjured up in those stories; and smell the taste of  old stone, old mortar, 
old sand and wet dirt, and mould” (334). Even though the tunnel is fairly benign—it has “only the smell 
of  damp coral stone and cement, and the sourness of  wet dirt”—the negative connotations that Mary-
Mathilda has built up with this scent, Bellfeels’s scent, makes it nefarious and dark, so Percy automatically 
connects this tunnel with other crime scenes (327). Though one could read Percy’s fantastic exaggerating 
of  the dungeon as a dismissal of  its sordid past, his willingness now to enter into fantasy suggests that he 
is no longer sticking to ‘just the facts’ of  the case, that Mary-Mathilda’s narrative has made him more 
responsive to unsanitized island history.

In fact, the novel’s ending suggests that Mary-Mathilda’s story and perfumed presence have finally 
overpowered Percy, bringing to light key evidence of  a different kind than he was seeking. Having long 
ago put away his notebook, what the policeman is left with is an impression, a sense memory that encodes 
the story of  the night and the history of  the island. In the novel’s final sentence, Percy is left “smell[ing] 
the fragrance of  her perfume that lingers” (462). Mary-Mathilda’s stories have conditioned him to sense 
the seemingly invisible yet enduring violence of  colonial crime, a history that is both intimate and far-
reaching.

Conclusion: Lingering Traces  

If  smells seem to disappear and disperse, these novels show that they also linger and recur. 
Witchbroom and The Polished Hoe function as olfactory archives of  scent that must be noticed and ‘read’ by 
both characters and readers themselves. That such details can encode and evoke otherwise “unspeakable” 
histories offers novelists a potent resource for representing and engaging historical erasure: that is, if  smells 
textually mark a seeming absence, trafficking in memory and in material traces, they also draw attention 
to the past’s enduring presence. In this way, olfactory Caribbeanist criticism adds another layer to our 
understanding of  postcolonial space as a palimpsest: if  history is written both “on the landscape” and 
“on the body,” the smells that bodies and settings give off—and seek to cover up—cannot be overlooked.17 
Reading Caribbean novels with an attention to scent allows us to register and respond to the imaginative 
traces of  histories too often left undetected. 
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Notes

I am grateful to the Americas Center/Centro de las Américas at the University of  Virginia for 
providing research support on this project. I also want to thank Njelle W. Hamilton for her feedback on 
earlier drafts of  this essay.

1 See Herz for an engaging summary of  anthropological and neuroscientific research on how 
olfactory experience relates to language, neural processing and memory. For a more focused 
discussion of  smell’s unique relationship to language, see Alač. 

2 I am not suggesting, of  course, that scent is impossible to archive or that existing archival work 
is lacking. There is an International Perfume Museum in Grasse, France, and sophisticated and 
impressive curatorial strategies have been developed to preserve scents, including Amy Radcliffe’s 
“scentography” camera (Wainwright). What I mean to draw attention to here is the relative 
difficulty of  preserving scents as cultural objects and how literature imaginatively engages these 
challenges. 

3 Halloran focuses on postmodern Caribbean novels about slavery, and she notes that such 
fictional narratives “strive to simultaneously create and undermine the concept of  documentary 
authenticity” since, “as apocryphal or alternative histories, these novels invent, rather than merely 
revise, the historical record” (17). 

4 See Hsuan L. Hsu’s article “Smelling Setting” for a fascinating analysis of  detective fiction and its 
olfactory tropes. 

5 In literary studies, scholars have taken their cues from Pierre Bourdieu and French sociology to 
offer cultural and material histories of  smell and perfume in nineteenth-century urban America 
(Kiechle), early modern England (Dugan), and Victorian England (Maxwell). Other literary 
criticism has analysed how novelistic smell differentiates people based on categories of  race, 
gender and class in a racist and patriarchal social imaginary (Oliver; Lai). Interest in the social 
and cultural dimensions of  scent was galvanized by Alain Corbin’s The Foul and the Fragrant: Odor 
and the French Social Imagination (1982, trans. 1986), with studies such as Aroma: A Cultural History of  
Smell (1994) by Constance Classen, David Howes, and Antony Synott extending investigations into 
smell as a cultural and historical phenomenon across cultures. Jim Drobnick’s interdisciplinary 
edited collection, The Smell Culture Reader (2006), similarly emphasizes scent’s widespread social 
importance. 

6 Hsu’s “Smelling Setting” extends some of  his considerations of  olfactory environments and 
naturalist fiction in his article “Naturalist Smellscapes and Environmental Justice.” 

7 See Walcott for elucidation of  this key geographical idea. Other foundational theorists who draw 
on a poetics of  location to explain Caribbean history and cultural forms include Édouard Glissant, 
Wilson Harris, and Antonio Benítez-Rojo.

8 See Hamilton, “Phonographic Memory” for a discussion of  Caribbean music’s relationship to 
trauma and cultural memory in Lawrence Scott’s work. An earlier version of  this reading was 
published in Hamilton, “‘From Silent Wounds.’”

9 For more information about perfume’s molecular composition and for a lively discussion of  
perfume’s social history and cultural uses, see Turin and Sanchez, Perfumes, a whimsical yet deeply 
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researched book. Their description of  perfume’s conceptual richness, in fact, emphasizes its fugal 
aesthetics and the art that goes into perfume making: “Perfumes have ideas: there are surprising 
textures, moods, tensions, harmonies, juxtapositions” (3).

10 I refer to Lavren as “s/he” throughout this essay, taking my cue from the text’s introduction of  
this gender fluid figure: “S/he levitated between worlds. S/he hovered between genders” (Scott, 
Witchbroom 12). Because Lavren presents primarily as male in the narrative and accrues male pronoun 
descriptors, however, I follow the example of  other scholars and also use pronouns such as “him” and 
“his.”

11 The perfume is immensely popular in Europe and is associated with imperialism in popular 
mythology. Classen et al. note that “Napoleon was said to be so fond of  this scent that he would 
splash a vial of  it over his head every morning” (73). 

12 On the concept of  “coloniality,” see Quijano. 
13 Miasma theory is an ancient theory of  disease that associates noxious or bad air with illness and 

contagion. Smells of  excrement and decaying bodies were especially suspect. See Corbin for a 
discussion of  how a fear of  miasmas intersected with urban modernity’s deodorizing impulses. 

14 Heavily associated with religion, sex, and sin, perfume is explicitly linked to the covering up of  the 
church’s sexual violence in Witchbroom, as Monagas women prefer the perfumed hands of  priests 
to their husbands’—even though it is well known that the priests commit sexual abuse—seeking 
comfort in the church’s aromatic innocence: “They turned to hands consecrated and smelling of  
altar wine, hosts and incense, that could comfort when the hands of  husbands had been elsewhere, 
fingering smelly saltfish crutches on the carenage” (64). 

15 Hsu claims that the detective story is generically invested in Western modernity’s deodorization 
project, crediting Edgar Allan Poe for inaugurating this tradition (“Smelling Setting”). It is perhaps 
no coincidence that Poe was familiar with the real crime of  plantation slavery.

16 In 2018, Dr. Christine Blasey Ford accused then-nominee to the US Supreme Court Judge Brett 
Kavanaugh of  sexually assaulting her in 1982. During a public hearing on 27 September 2018, 
Ford, a psychologist, testified to the Senate Judiciary Committee about her allegations. Kavanaugh 
denied the allegations and was confirmed to the US Supreme Court in October 2018. 

17 Scott draws on these foundational metaphors of  history as “written on the body” to describe  his 
creative process, explaining in an interview that his writing stems from the Caribbean landscape, 
which “has been written on by colonialism. [...] It is like a manuscript on to which you literally 
put names […] if  you look at a map of  Trinidad, you see French, Spanish names and Indian 
names”—these are the result of  a colonial “attempt to erase African culture” (“Region, Location, 
Aesthetics” 267). 
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Landless Roots: 
Demythologizing Caribbean 
Ecology and Self-Sufficiency 
in Margaret Cezair-
Thompson’s The True History 
of  Paradise
David Buchanan

Margaret Cezair-Thompson’s The True History of  Paradise (1999), a novel structured 
by a young Jamaican woman’s conflicted desire and ultimate journey to leave the island 
of  her birth, begins with a scene of  literal uprooting. Set in Jamaica in 1981 against the 
tumultuous backdrop of  Prime Minister Michael Manley’s tenure—a term characterized 
by societal insecurities, an unceasing accumulation of  foreign debts and intensifying civil 
violence between rival political parties and gangs—the novel opens with a tableau of  Jean 

Source:  Photo by Alexis Antonio on Unsplash.com
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Landing observing the capital city of  Kingston engulfed in flames on the eve of  her departure.1 Despite 
the turmoil that unfolds around her, Jean fixates on “the red ginger growing in front of  the veranda. It’s 
overgrown and is bringing lizards into the house. She has wanted for some time now to dig it up and plant 
roses there instead” (4). Although she can “barely admit it to herself,” her impending exit instils in her a 
sense of  urgency, as she almost unknowingly gets “on her knees pulling the red ginger, the sun scorching 
the back of  her neck” until “her own voice jolts her: ‘Why are you doing this? Why are you bothering with 
this now?’” (5–6; emphasis in original). Cezair-Thompson leaves these questions largely unanswered, save 
perhaps the moment in which she describes how Jean

goes on digging, uprooting several plants at a time. The effort of  her hands 
and the smell of  the soil steady her. Upstairs in her bedroom drawer is a U.S. 
passport with her photograph and someone else’s name. She’s leaving. She’s 
made up her mind. There’s nothing more to think about, she tells herself  and 
brushes the crawling ants from her arm. (6)

In this passage, which emblematizes the complexity of  the novel’s depiction of  the relation between roots, 
migration and identity formation, Cezair-Thompson situates in direct conversation Jean’s desire to beautify 
her garden, the steadying influence of  both the Jamaican soil and the tactility of  her gardening work, the 
estranging extra-bureaucratic process of  attempting to flee the island during the state of  emergency and 
her nevertheless unwavering conviction to leave. Notably, while Jean successfully uproots a “heap of  red, 
waxlike flowers,” she gets interrupted before she can plant the roses and re-establish ameliorative roots in 
the place of  what she has unearthed (6). Upon the close of  the first chapter of  The True History of  Paradise, 
then, Cezair-Thompson seems to suggest that her protagonist has been metaphorically deracinated from 
the soil of  her homeland.

In the context of  her imminent migration, Jean’s act of  uprooting this “overgrown” and perhaps 
even noxious plant undoubtedly evokes Édouard Glissant’s discussion of  roots. Of  Gilles Deleuze and 
Félix Guattari’s notion of  the root, Glissant writes, “The root is unique, a stock taking all upon itself  
and killing all around it” (11). As an alternative, they “propose the rhizome, an enmeshed root system, a 
network spreading either in the ground or in the air, with no predatory rootstock taking over permanently,” 
a notion that ultimately “maintains […] the idea of  rootedness but challenges that of  a totalitarian 
root” (11). These “principles” of  the rhizome undergird Glissant’s poetics of  relation, as he writes of  the 
rhizome, “[I]dentity is no longer completely within the root but also in Relation” (11, 18). The question 
of  whether Jean will establish a rhizomatic relation with her ancestry and her country of  birth endures 
throughout the novel as she proceeds ever closer to the moment of  her departure. 

In her autobiographical writings, Cezair-Thompson addresses similar questions, exploring her own 
relationships with her family, her country and her ultimate decision to leave Jamaica. Cezair-Thompson’s 
personal proximity to many of  the influential figures in Jamaica’s independence movement and Prime 
Minister Manley’s years in office stands out as one of  the most unique and significant attributes of  her 
understudied novel,2 one that differentiates it from other works that grapple with this particular period 
in Jamaica’s history.3 Cezair-Thompson’s birth closely coincided with Jamaica’s formative years as an 
independent nation, and her father Dudley Thompson, a notable Jamaican attorney and government 
minister for the People’s National Party (PNP), ardently supported Jamaica’s quest for autonomy. Thompson 
not only worked alongside politicians Norman and Michael Manley, but also associated himself  with 
politically and culturally astute thinkers including Rex Nettleford and Elsie Benjamin Barsoe (Cezair-
Thompson, “History, Fiction, and the Myth”). In her autobiographical writings, Cezair-Thompson 
characterizes these individuals as Jamaica’s “architects of  nationhood” because of  their determination 
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to transcend unjust social and political constructs, and imbue their descendants with optimism for the 
nation’s future (“History, Fiction, and the Myth”). Nevertheless, despite the deep sense of  patriotism 
that these personal acquaintances instilled in her, the epidemic violence that came to characterize the 
decades after independence profoundly dismayed Cezair-Thompson, who recalls that Jamaica became 
“unrecognizable” to her and candidly admits, “[A]ll I sought was escape” (“History, Fiction, and the 
Myth”).

As the first chapter of  the novel conveys, the theme of  escape serves as a hallmark of  The True 
History of  Paradise. Unable to withstand the pervasive political turmoil and violence of  the island, Jean, who 
comes from an enterprising family and works for the minister of  national security, embarks on a three-
day journey across the island from urban Kingston to rural Trelawny in order to find a safe airfield from 
which to leave Jamaica. Cezair-Thompson employs this voyage as the overarching narrative framework 
for the story, and while this central endeavour occurs in the present of  the novel, the text predominantly 
describes events of  the past, including flashbacks to Jean’s childhood, which coincide with Jamaica’s first 
years of  independence. The novel also illuminates Jamaica’s storied history through accounts of  Jean’s 
ancestors, which are conveyed through their own distinctive voices in individual vignettes.

Although The True History of  Paradise relishes in exploring these narratives of  the past, the novel refrains 
from romanticizing Jamaican history. Indeed, as suggested by the title of  the novel, Cezair-Thompson 
aims to demythologize the Caribbean as paradise, intending instead to reveal its ‘true history.’ Of  course, 
many other Caribbean authors have employed tropes of  paradise to critique colonial and postcolonial 
violence and its effects on Caribbean environments. As Jana Evans Braziel argues, such terrestrial violence 
has destroyed not only the landscapes of  the region but also “the possibility for genealogical and arboreal 
continuity of  roots and absolute rootedness,” and she says that in their stead “a new relationship between 
people and place must be theorized” (117). Elizabeth M. DeLoughrey, Renée K. Gosson and George 
B. Handley similarly strive to demonstrate how the “collusion” of  this violence with cycles of  ecological 
“death and regeneration” affords productive “poetic and environmental” opportunities (3). In response to 
colonial myths of  origin and depictions of  the Caribbean as a natural Eden, which construct the islands 
as “ahistorical, passive, and idyllic landscapes, […] Caribbean writers have had to recover a sense of  
historicity” (12). Literary imagination, they suggest, serves a pivotal role in addressing the epistemological 
gaps that lead to “the perpetuation of  myth,” ultimately arguing, “Literature is by no means the only way 
to establish a sense of  place, but its rhetorical recovery of  a sense of  history, especially when historical 
memory is fragmented, can play a crucial role in establishing sustainable belonging in the land” (14; 
emphasis in original).4 While The True History of  Paradise clearly engages in such a recuperative project, 
as the voices of  Jean’s ancestors reveal, it ultimately employs its historical insights to articulate a much 
different notion of  belonging.

In what follows, I illustrate that Cezair-Thompson departs from her contemporaries in suggesting 
that violence has foreclosed the possibility for ecological regeneration and ultimately advocates 
for migration as a preferable solution to staying in the Caribbean and trying to achieve a literal and 
metaphorical rootedness to the landscape. In The True History of  Paradise, Cezair-Thompson signals this 
ideological shift most clearly in her characterizations of  land-based rootedness and ideals of  agricultural 
self-sufficiency, which were promoted by Manley during his tenure and subsequently have been picked up 
by other Caribbean cultural figures and authors. In spite of  popular associations between the production 
of  food and notions of  autonomy and independence, Cezair-Thompson’s novel illustrates how attempts 
of  numerous characters to become agriculturally self-sufficient are unsuccessful, not only because they 
insufficiently address the problems caused by neoliberal globalization, but also because Jamaica’s pervasive 
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violence has irrevocably severed the relationship between inhabitants of  the land and the landscape 
itself. Cezair-Thompson engages with images characteristic of  self-sufficiency rhetoric and tropes of  
paradise, including fantastical visions of  Caribbean flora, in order both to assert that the restorative traits 
of  the landscape have been rendered ineffectual by new forms of  violence and to ultimately advocate for 
permanent departure from one’s home. While such a solution may seem an abandonment of  Jamaica, 
I conclude by showing that Cezair-Thompson conceptualizes the act of  migration not as a rejection of  
Caribbean identity or heritage, but rather as an embrace of  an identity based on ancestral rootedness as 
opposed to physical rootedness to the land. By drawing upon the voices and narratives of  Jean’s ancestors 
through the course of  the novel, Cezair-Thompson constructs a compelling parallel between their legacy 
of  migration and Jean’s decision to leave Jamaica for the United States, articulating a unique position on 
identity formation for the Caribbean diaspora.

Agricultural Self-Sufficiency: From the Plantation Past to the Neoliberal Present 

Jamaica’s desire for self-sufficiency frequently recurs in its political and literary discourse in 
moments of  significant societal upheaval. In the early 1970s, for example, the notion of  self-sufficiency 
served as the chief  economic platform of  PNP candidate Manley during his campaign for prime minister 
and throughout his first term. In his treatise The Politics of  Change (1974), Manley foregrounds his ambition 
to make Jamaica more self-reliant, particularly emphasizing Jamaica’s agricultural industry:

Faced with considerable balance of  trade problems and a huge food import 
bill while thousands of  acres lie idle, we have launched a massive attempt 
to feed ourselves. […] By the end of  1974, we hope to have brought some 
twenty-five thousand acres into production in what will be the first really 
concerted effort to achieve a measure of  self-sufficiency in food. (205)

Manley’s dedication to implementing self-sufficiency measures arose in part because of  the effects of  
policies established by the Jamaica Labour Party (JLP) in the previous decade. In order to offset the 
consequences of  his predecessors’ policies, Manley pursued tactics focused on the redistribution of  
assets and the introduction of  social programmes aimed at equipping Jamaica’s impoverished populace 
with both intellectual and physical means to better themselves and their society (Bernal 59). His efforts, 
particularly those intended to restructure Jamaica’s dependence on food imports, such as his land-lease 
programmes to small farmers, sought to bring his lofty goal of  agricultural self-sufficiency to fruition 
(Bernal 63). While Manley’s attention to alleviating the economic burdens on Jamaica’s lower classes 
successfully raised Jamaica’s living standards and employment rates, his policies failed to address the 
country’s insurmountable balance of  payments deficit (Bernal 60, 64). During his second term, Manley 
reluctantly agreed to a loan from, and a structural adjustment programme with, the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF) which aimed to implement new policies to adjust Jamaica’s balance of  payments. 
Designed to increase the openness of  Jamaica’s economy by dismantling trade barriers and encouraging 
foreign investments, the IMF policies enacted in Jamaica were, as Jamaican economist Richard L. Bernal 
succinctly argues, “fundamentally in contradiction to those of  the PNP government” (66). As a result 
of  the intervention of  the IMF in Jamaica, class conflict and social disharmony increased exponentially, 
Manley and the PNP government were decidedly voted out of  office in the 1980 election and many of  his 
measures to foster self-sufficiency, particularly those implemented in the agricultural sector, were undone 
(Bernal 74–79).
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 Although separated by centuries, Manley’s vision of  an agriculturally self-sufficient Jamaica strongly 
evokes the legacy of  Jamaica’s colonial-era provision grounds. Unlike the small gardens surrounding 
the slaves’ dwellings, provision grounds were large and rocky plots of  land located on the outskirts of  
the plantation where landowners permitted their slaves to grow crops for their own consumption. The 
utilization of  the provision grounds by slaves developed not only because the land itself  was not ideally 
suited to grow sugar cane, but also because it allowed plantation owners to both reduce their costs of  
importing food for their slaves and sustain interruptions or shortages of  those imports (Mintz and Hall 
3–5, 7). While this form of  self-sustenance succeeded in keeping the slaves adequately nourished, the 
most significant consequence of  the provision grounds emerged through the slaves’ ingenuity with their 
surpluses. After providing for themselves and their families, slaves brought their “commercially valued 
produce” to local markets where they bartered for other crops or sold their offerings for money that 
plantation owners allowed them to keep (Casid 208). Despite its humble origins, the accumulation of  
funds and autonomy furnished by the existence of  the provision grounds had momentous implications, 
as anthropologists Sidney Mintz and Douglas Hall argue, so that it “not only prepared [the slave] for 
freedom but, in the way in which he rose to make the fullest use of  it, established his capacity to live as a 
freedman” (19). Centuries later, following emancipation and Jamaican independence, Manley’s rhetoric 
sought to ignite a similar enterprising spirit of  Jamaican self-reliance.

In response to decades of  economic duress and political turmoil caused by the structural adjustment 
programmes initiated during Manley’s tenure, postcolonial authors and scholars have adopted and 
amplified similar appeals for self-sufficiency. Olive Senior, one of  Jamaica’s most prolific literary voices, 
frequently discusses agriculture in her works, and her collection of  poems Gardening in the Tropics (1994) 
in particular situates references to self-sufficiency within narratives of  traditions of  the past and the 
tribulations of  the present. Although Senior only occasionally refers to the IMF by name, her poems 
often allude to the organization and its policies metonymically, juxtaposing the long-standing practices of  
mixed farming with the advice of  indistinct “agricultural officers” who suggest growing only one crop to 
increase income “from exporting” (“The Tree of  Life,” lines 46, 51). While Senior refrains from exploring 
the implications of  such policies, she critiques them as both short-sighted and exploitative: the speaker in 
the poem “The Tree of  Life,” for example, knowingly wonders how the officers will eat during a drought 
or a blight if  farmers only focus on cultivating export crops (lines 55–57). In a subsequent poem, the 
speaker mourns that an unidentified “they” with industrial equipment “tore up what sustained us” and 
“disemboweled” the earth (“Seeing the Light,” lines 38–40). Through such a linguistic intertwining of  
the fate of  the environment with the fate of  mankind, Senior promotes the notion that the Caribbean 
environment “register[s] ongoing violence against people” (Savory 83). Even though opaque, Senior’s 
poems also spotlight how IMF policies corrupt long-standing agricultural practices in favour of  the global 
economy, while expressing nostalgia for traditional methods of  subsistence farming.

Other responses to structural adjustment, particularly those outside of  the genre of  fiction, openly 
criticize the IMF and graphically depict the negative consequences of  its policies in Jamaica. One such 
work, Stephanie Black’s documentary film, Life and Debt (2001), examines how structural adjustment 
dissolved trade barriers and preferential trade agreements, forcing local Jamaican farmers to compete 
directly in the global marketplace and opening the floodgates to a deluge of  imports. Throughout the 
film, Black not only depicts in detail how the influx of  subsidized and inferior imports of  bananas, chicken 
and milk powder “dumped” at disproportionally low prices destroyed the domestic markets for Jamaican 
outputs, but she also argues that Jamaica’s natural resources have been strained and exploited in order to 
comply with unreasonable export quotas established to ensure that the country could repay their original 
loans and the corresponding exorbitant interest.
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Although the film reverberates with this deep sense of  loss and an antiglobalization sentiment, Life 
and Debt concludes with a glimmer of  hope by proposing that the solution to these institutionalized inequities 
lies in strengthening physical roots and pursuing agricultural self-sufficiency. Black’s final interview features 
a highly motivated Jamaican woman who uses small patches of  fertile land to grow callaloo, beets, lettuce, 
onion and other produce for her own consumption and to share with her community. While most of  
the footage preceding this interview focuses on explaining the destruction of  agricultural industries in 
Jamaica, Black concludes her documentary by illustrating how resourceful Jamaicans reinvigorate the 
ambition for an independent agricultural economy.

The significance of  this re-emerging rhetoric of  self-sufficiency extends far beyond the realm 
of  economics to address the increasingly precarious relationship between Jamaica’s landscape and its 
inhabitants. In her literary analysis of  allegories of  origin and the formation and decay of  physical 
and symbolic roots, Elizabeth DeLoughrey explores the function of  the provision grounds to emphasize 
their integral role in “rooting Jamaican peasantry in the land, connecting each generation through 
cultivation, labor, and foodways” (60). For DeLoughrey, this indispensable hereditary link has been 
compromised by the current crisis of  soil degradation, which has arisen in part because of  structural 
adjustment and its systematic misuse of  Jamaica’s natural resources (74). Although she refrains from 
directly identifying individual returns to the soil as a solution to “modern alienation from the earth” as 
Black does, DeLoughrey suggests that “hope and responsibility” may enlighten “a more stable ground 
of  sustainability” (75). Through advocating for efforts to reclaim the soil from monolithic enterprise 
in favour of  subsistence cultivation, postcolonial writers who support self-sufficiency therefore aim not 
only to alleviate the economic burden resultant from structural adjustment, but also to reconstruct the 
decaying bond between Jamaica’s inhabitants and the land.

Roots of  Discontent in The True History of  Paradise

From the first chapter of  The True History of  Paradise, Cezair-Thompson illustrates that self-
sufficiency measures fail to accomplish either of  these goals. The opening pages of  the novel discuss 
the recurring issue of  food scarcity in Kingston: “‘No sugar in de supermarket,’ Irene drones. A month 
ago, Irene sprained her ankle in a riot at the supermarket over a shortage of  rice. ‘Miss Jean,’ she said, 
recounting the incident, ‘me neva see anyting like dis from me bawn’” (5). Although brief, this anecdote 
alludes to the import restrictions implemented by the IMF on sugar and rice, restrictions that enabled 
the Jamaican government to claim self-sufficiency but led, at the same time, to shortages of  necessary 
subsistence staples in grocery stores and supermarkets.5 The True History of  Paradise thus foregrounds the 
adverse effects of  pursuing such “self-sufficient” fiscal and agrarian policies without a full accounting of  
the attendant consequences. Cezair-Thompson’s depiction of  1970s and 1980s Jamaica throughout the 
novel, in fact, demonstrates a keen awareness of  and concern for these effects, as she probes the rhetoric 
of  self-sufficiency and ultimately rejects it as a viable solution by emphasizing the fruitlessness of  attempts 
to become more deeply rooted to the landscape.

In particular, The True History of  Paradise draws upon Jamaica’s infamous struggles with flour 
shortages to suggest the ineffectiveness of  self-sufficiency. Since the late 1970s, flour has served as a 
notorious symbol of  the negative effects of  globalization in Jamaica because of  a particularly tragic 
instance of  contamination and numerous occasions of  severe scarcity. In 1975 and 1976, seventeen 
deaths and seventy-nine poisonings in Jamaica were linked to flour imported from Europe that was 
contaminated with parathion, an insecticide banned years prior (Blumenthal). Around this same 
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moment in its history,  Jamaica also experienced its first flour shortage as the government attempted to 
stimulate the island’s net exports by implementing a “sharp reduction of  food imports,” which led to the 
“rationing [of] some staples, such as flour” (Persaud 172). Confronted by this shortage and its impact 
on their revenues, many store owners insisted on ‘marrying’ purchases of  flour with other higher-priced 
commodities. The practice of  marrying is frequently discussed in Caribbean literature: in Michelle Cliff’s 
novel No Telephone to Heaven (1987), the narrator explains, “People could buy necessities only by marrying 
goods, purchasing flour – were there flour – along with a luxury, a jar of  chutney, a box of  Cheer” (187). 
Cliff’s diction emphasizes the absurdity of  the situation, not only highlighting the uncertain availability 
of  flour, but also acknowledging the irony that the working poor were forced to buy a “luxury” in order to 
purchase an inexpensive staple. Despite such extreme circumstances created by restricting food imports, 
influential Jamaican figures continued to support the practice. In 1984, for example, respected Jamaican 
academic and columnist Carl Stone advocated for Jamaica “to stop importing […] and give the farmers 
the necessary time to gear up production of  local substitutes” (qtd. in Tollefson 196). Statements of  this 
kind, issued during moments of  significant food insecurity with seemingly little regard for the immediate 
ramifications, fuelled the divide between policy initiatives and their successful implementation.

In The True History of  Paradise, Cezair-Thompson explores the consequences of  self-sufficiency 
policies through her character Monica, Jean’s mother, who owns a successful bakery and who directly 
opposes Jamaica’s objective to decrease foreign imports. The novel’s recreation of  Jamaica’s flour shortage 
of  1976 begins with a government decree “asking Jamaicans to become more self-sufficient,” as officials 
insist that the “staple food of  the poor” should not be made using imported flour, and the government 
therefore raises the tax on the commodity by five times (206). Monica, whose Island Bakery established a 
monopoly by supplying to all of  Jamaica’s tourist resorts and many grocery stores, summarily rejects this 
mandate, manufacturing a shortage of  bread by refusing to unload her shipment of  imported flour at the 
Kingston dock (206). Although created under false pretences, this bread shortage, fabricated as an act 
of  defiance, allows Cezair-Thompson to scrutinize the proposition of  relying on domestically produced 
wheat to feed Jamaica’s working poor. In a conversation with Jean’s friend Faye, a staunch supporter of  
Manley, Monica blames the impending crisis on the misguided leadership of  the government, but Faye 
retorts, “‘We have to suffer before we can thrive’” (207). Through Faye’s position, Cezair-Thompson 
attempts to give credence to the idea of  agricultural autonomy despite the intermediate difficulties. In spite 
of  this optimism, the novel seems to reveal its ideological investments in Monica’s ensuing conversation 
with Jamaica’s minister of  trade. When probed to uncover her intentions, Monica states, “‘You want self-
reliance. Fine. Call me when the local wheat grow’” (207). Monica’s tone reveals both her contempt for 
the policy of  discouraging imports and her scepticism that Jamaica could possibly produce enough crop 
to satisfy the needs of  its people.

Indeed, the novel proceeds to characterize self-sufficiency as both ineffective and detrimental. As 
a result of  Monica’s protest and the subsequent unavailability of  bread, riots begin to break out at Island 
Bakery, and the belligerent crowd quickly becomes violent. In response, Monica picks up a rock that had 
been thrown and asks the mob, “‘Is this I mus’ tek mek bread? I mus’ mek bread from stone?’” (207). 
More than mere witty repartee, Monica’s rhetorical remark further emphasizes the novel’s conviction 
that relying on Jamaican output alone to provide for the nation would not only be illogical but would also 
require a miracle of  biblical proportions. Ultimately, Manley’s government does concede to Monica by 
reducing the import taxes instituted on staple foods, and, in acknowledging the success of  her resistance, 
Monica states, “‘You can tek a lot of  things from people, but not bread’” (208). In this succinct observation, 
Cezair-Thompson acknowledges both Jamaica’s current reliance on foreign trade and the consequences 
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of  aggressively pursuing self-reliance, while also cautioning that in the charge for agricultural economic 
independence, some sacrifices may have far too high a cost.

While the chapter depicting the flour shortage encapsulates the novel’s attitude towards agricultural 
self-sufficiency, it also seems illustrative of  some of  the foremost criticism of  the book, namely, its 
engagement with issues of  class. Of  The True History of  Paradise, Helen Scott argues that the “primary 
perspective of  the narrative is that of  the elite, who experience Jamaica’s black, working class, and poor 
majority as a threat,” adding, “[T]he novel’s central identification is not with the hungry and homeless 
masses but with the elite whose luxury homes have become fortresses gated against them” (“Reading 
the Text”).6 While the rioters outside of  Island Bakery are demonstrably not as violent as the “‘armed 
guerrillas’ or ‘militia groups’” who “raped, tortured, and killed,” the structure of  the chapter itself, which 
juxtaposes the “undeclared civil war” in Jamaica in 1976 with the bakery strike, creates an implicit, 
homogenizing connection between the politically motivated latter and the starving and helpless former 
(Cezair-Thompson, True History 204). Indeed, the reactions of  those who work for Monica reinforce 
this parallelism: at home, Irene pleads with Monica to install grillwork to protect the family, confessing 
that she is “‘fraid’” of  gunmen, while the watchman at the bakery also admits, “‘Me ’fraid a riot’” (205, 
207). Nevertheless, in the scene of  the riot itself, Cezair-Thompson notably critiques the elite, who Scott 
rightly suggests dominate the perspective of  the novel, through her depiction of  Monica. When Monica 
first confronts the protestors, she brandishes a gun in an escalation of  and perhaps even a provocation 
to violence against the mass who only bears “sticks, broken bottles, and rocks” (207). As Monica argues 
with the crowd, creating a false sense of  allegiance with them by lying that her family suffers alongside 
theirs because “‘Manley say we mus’ stop buy American flour,’” a man throws a rock at her head, and in 
retaliation “Monica [shoots] the man” (208). While the mob ostensibly instigates the violence, Monica 
not only amplifies it, but also rebuffs the notion of  her own culpability. When Jean asks, “‘Suppose you 
had killed him? […] You could have gone to jail,’” Monica retorts, “‘Jail? Me?’” (208). In Monica’s 
presumed exemption from the law, as well as her tactics to manipulate international trade for the benefit 
of  her business, the novel implicates the bourgeoisie in its embrace of  the fiscal status quo.

Nestled somewhere in between the two classes depicted in this scene, Cezair-Thompson presents a 
character in the novel who forges physical roots in Jamaica through the profession of  farming. Paul Grant 
is significant in The True History of  Paradise not only because he is Jean’s closest friend and her escort across 
the island in the novel’s central narrative, but also because he embodies physical rootedness to Jamaica. 
At a young age, Paul’s notable academic standing affords him the opportunity to leave the island to study 
medicine as his father once had; however, Paul opts to stay in Jamaica to save his grandfather’s old banana 
farm, which “had been sold off piece by piece” after his death and had otherwise been “abandoned to 
squatters” (65). Paul’s father criticizes the decision, claiming, “‘It don’t take a whole lot a brains to grow 
bananas,’” a disparaging comment that reflects the overall perception of  the profession’s insignificance 
given Jamaica’s position in the global economy (65). Yet Paul disagrees, noting that the banana “was no 
longer the king of  tropical crops,” and he improves the declining business by diversifying his produce, 
growing “citrus, […] coconuts” and “spices for export” (65). These particular crops evoke the Caribbean 
heritage of  provision grounds containing diverse products,7 constructing a parallel between those 
productive spaces and Paul’s farm, which suggests both the strength of  his rootedness to the landscape 
and his potential to withstand Jamaica’s economic turmoil.

Through Paul, the novel in fact seems to gesture towards the potential for agricultural reform and 
a successful embrace of  self-sufficiency policies. While the dissolution of  preferential trade agreements in 
Jamaica adversely affects large-scale agricultural production, scholars see in this downturn an opportunity 
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for positive, sweeping change. Tony Weis, for example, identifies “fertile ground” in the consequences 
of  globalization to “reinvigorate efforts for land reform, challenge continuing market liberalisation and 
support local food economies” (113). In the anglophone Caribbean, Weis notes, “rising food imports 
and the decline of  small farming are assumed, both popularly and politically, to be inevitable,” in part 
because “small farmers are perceived as an outmoded class in the age of  globalisation, with a fate beyond 
the reach of  ‘realistic’ policy interventions” (114).8 “[F]ew rural youth appear to want to farm anymore,” 
Weis writes, connecting this “negative view of  farming” to “the region’s intense migratory culture and the 
tendency of  many young people now to conceive of  opportunities in terms of  ‘going foreign’” (114). The 
True History of  Paradise captures precisely this dynamic in the relationship between Paul and Jean, which 
encapsulates the dialectical tension between Paul’s relentless dedication to and nurturing of  his physical 
roots through his grandfather’s farm and Jean’s similarly unwavering impulse to uproot herself  from the 
island. Though the contrast of  such positions certainly contains an “aura of  immutability,” Weis points 
to Cuba as a model for the anglophone Caribbean to emulate, because the country “rapidly reoriented” 
itself  “to enhance domestic food self-sufficiency and a vibrant small farm economy” (114–15). Until 
the 1990s, Cuba’s agricultural economy heavily favoured production for export rather than domestic 
consumption, but this structure collapsed when “almost overnight imports of  basic foodstuffs and oil fell 
by more than half  and fertilisers and pesticides dropped by 80 percent” (115). Through innovation, shifts 
in production processes and divestment of  state lands, Cuba empowered small farmers to take a “leading 
role […] in dramatically improving food security,” which Weis argues “highlights the need to challenge 
dominant narratives of  what agricultural restructuring is ‘realistic’ and possible” (115). Small farmers, he 
concludes, “could play a role in shaking historical inertia, catalysing opposition to neoliberal economic 
prescriptions and re-invigorating transformative politics” (116). In the absence of  such rapid and seismic 
change of  the kind experienced in Cuba that necessitated a reformist response, though, The True History 
of  Paradise seems to suggest that Jamaican agricultural policies will remain unchanged.

Despite the optimism suggested by the similarities between Paul’s farm, the empowering symbol of  
the provision grounds and Jamaica’s latent potential for agrarian reform, Cezair-Thompson characterizes 
Paul’s roots negatively, illustrating how his dedication to the land leads to dangerous stagnation. 
Throughout the course of  the novel, Cezair-Thompson compares Paul to Jean metaphorically, based 
on their relationship with the road. Before Jean decides to embark on her journey to leave Jamaica, 
Cezair-Thompson describes the road as a “vein” that they both “share,” thereby wedding them together 
in both purpose and direction (62). Near the beginning of  their cross-island expedition, however, Jean 
identifies a fundamental difference between them driven by Paul’s rootedness: “The road used to be a 
refuge for them; now refuge, if  it is to be had at all, lies in the destination, not the journey” (86). For Jean, 
the United States represents an escape from the violence of  Jamaica, while Paul’s destination remains 
unwavering and rooted. Although Paul seems content to stay in Jamaica, Jean notices that he does not 
appear comforted by their current journey, observing, “He looks tired, not from driving, but from all the 
lives he has been trying to take care of  […] the people on his farm, the farm itself ” (103–04). In this 
passage, Cezair-Thompson makes explicit the burden of  responsibility associated with Paul’s physical and 
emotional dedication to the land and his roots. Not only does Paul’s rootedness affect him psychologically, 
but it also fails to sustain him financially, as Jean notes that Paul seems “reticent” and recalls, “[H]e 
had been having problems with the farm, something to do with government taxes,” an ambiguous and 
indirect implication of  the government’s regulation of  agricultural output (224). Paul’s personal and 
economic struggles highlight the potentially adverse consequences of  a resolute commitment to roots in 
contemporary Jamaica.
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Notwithstanding these challenges, the novel acknowledges an enduring appeal to physical 
belonging in Jamaica. While Paul’s pastoral occupation characterizes him as a “true son of  the land” who 
would “never leave Jamaica,” Jean’s relationship to Paul also serves to create a desire in her to remain 
rooted to the landscape (320). Near the conclusion of  their journey, Jean admits to herself  that she “felt 
she could live in the Jamaica she had always inhabited with him, within the pastoral confines of  their 
drives, their talks, this farm” (320). Unfortunately, in spite of  this longing to belong, The True History of  
Paradise illustrates that the island’s sylvan spaces, those where Jean feels most rooted to Jamaica through 
her connection to Paul, are not immune from social and economic turmoil and have once again become 
sites of  exploitation and violence.

On numerous occasions throughout the novel, Cezair-Thompson juxtaposes threats of  physical 
violence towards Jean with depictions of  the Jamaican landscape, troping individual plants as harbingers of  
violence rather than symbols of  renewal. Cezair-Thompson precedes a particularly gruesome attempted 
abduction, for example, with a brief  reference to lignum vitae, a tree bark indigenous to Jamaica that 
Jean notes was used by the Arawaks “to cure venereal diseases” (243). This observation emphasizes the 
curative properties and ancestral heritage intrinsic to Jamaica’s natural resources; however, the allusion 
to the Arawaks evokes both their plight and eventual genocide, and the ability of  the landscape to reflect 
this legacy of  subjugation. Cezair-Thompson disrupts Jean’s seemingly inconsequential digression about 
the tree with a jarring depiction of  violence, as four men rob Jean and her friend Ines at gunpoint and 
repeatedly attempt to drag the women “toward the bushes” (243). The earlier image of  foliage, invoked 
as a symbol of  ancestry and healing, becomes immediately undermined by this characterization of  the 
bushes as a ruinous, secluded and silencing space of  assault.

Not only does The True History of  Paradise disrupt conventional depictions of  the restorative properties 
of  Caribbean gardens, but it also illustrates that attempts to reconnect with the landscape are ineffectual 
when confronted by such pervasive violence. In a subsequent moment in the novel, Jean finds herself  
fixated on a mango tree “full of  early green mangoes” that she passes while driving through a suburban 
neighbourhood (316). These mangoes serve as beacons of  hope for the dispirited Jean, as the unripe 
“early” fruit suggests that the prosperity promised as a result of  Jamaica’s independence and Manley’s 
leadership is yet to come; however, their “green” colour marks not only their literal unripeness but also 
Jean’s naivety. Indeed, the novel immediately dispels Jean’s momentary optimism by creating calamitous 
consequences to her attention towards the garden, as Jean fails to see the government-sanctioned 
roadblock and idling cars in front of  her, and rams into them, knocking down a soldier in the process. 
Jean laughs at the insanity of  the situation, but the moment depicts the institutionalized and systematic 
abuses of  power among Jamaica’s authorities, as the vexed soldier not only handcuffs Jean but also fatally 
shoots the stranger who attempts to intervene on her behalf  (317–18). This incident of  senseless murder 
committed by the individuals enlisted to protect her, rather than her previous encounter with violence 
at the hands of  the armed robbers, ultimately convinces Jean to leave Jamaica, and she tells her mother 
succinctly, “‘I’m not thriving. I’m dying here’” (326). By evoking gardening imagery in the very language 
Jean uses to condemn her future on the island, Cezair-Thompson undermines the quintessential trope of  
the restorative tropical oasis.

Despite the assuredness with which Jean makes this statement of  her intent to leave Jamaica, 
The True History of  Paradise functions as an exploration of  her ambivalence to abandon the ostensible 
paradise, a conflict Cezair-Thompson resolves by rendering a fantastical vision of  an archetypal farm 
that undermines any possibility of  redemption through the land. Jean’s physical and symbolic journey 
into the heart of  Jamaica in pursuit of  escape culminates at a quaint poultry farm in rural Goshen, where 
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she notices a sign unwittingly offering “fresh poetry [poultry] & eggs” (145). Although Jean dismisses it 
lightheartedly, imagining that the story behind the sign involves “an English teacher, a rural schoolboy, 
chickens, and Walter de la Mare,” the misspelling hints at the existence of  paradise in Jamaica in the 
present, where one could seek unrestrained physical, emotional and creative sustenance (145).

Equally as evocative as the symbolism of  the sign itself, the allusion to nineteenth- and twentieth-
century British author de la Mare functions not only to elicit Jean’s irresolute relationship with Jamaica, 
but also to inform the climax of  the scene to follow. Best known as an author of  children’s literature, de 
la Mare’s other notable works include writings of  the occult.9 As a child growing up in Jamaica, educated 
following a British colonial curriculum, Cezair-Thompson was exposed to de la Mare through his poem 
“The Listeners,” a short work that perfectly encapsulates his recurring themes of  the supernatural and 
uncertainty of  belonging.10 The poem recounts an unnamed traveller’s arrival at an isolated house in the 
woods. The traveller repeatedly calls out, “‘Is there anybody there?’” into the silence as he knocks on 
the unanswered door; however, he feels “in his heart” a “strangeness” and “stillness answering his call” 
(lines 1, 8, 21–22). The poem reveals that the traveller has indeed been heard by otherworldly “phantom 
listeners” who inhabit the house, and the traveller, as if  sensing their presence, declares, “‘Tell them I 
came, and no one answered / That I kept my word,’” before he departs (lines 13, 27–28). According to 
Cezair-Thompson, this particular poem lingers in her memory and influences her work because she finds 
herself  “drawn to the experience of  the [traveller] – his return to that house and his failed attempt to 
reconnect with that site of  memory” (Cezair-Thompson, personal correspondence, 4 Jan. 2016).

Indeed, this irresolute sense of  belonging imbues Cezair-Thompson’s rendering of  the “fresh 
poetry & eggs” farm, which she figures in mystically alluring terms but ultimately characterizes as an 
imperfect and indeed false retreat. In her initial description of  the garden as an “undiscovered paradise 
[…] the perfection of  the world [Jean] was born into,” Cezair-Thompson utilizes celestial language in 
order to convey its unearthly perfection; however, she punctuates this feeling of  wonderment with a 
foreboding of  danger, as Jean ponders, “No one will trouble me here?” and “begs to be able to love this 
place free from fear,” intimating her reluctance to fully accept the existence of  paradise undefiled by 
violence (True History 146). In fact, almost as mysteriously as the garden itself  appears, so too do “vague 
forms of  men gliding behind the tangled foliage” (146). “Wild-eyed, they emerge swinging machetes,” 
disrupting the tranquillity of  the garden and introducing the violence that once again banishes Jean from 
the figurative promised land of  Jamaica (146).

Of  course, the earlier allusion to de la Mare makes the reader question the very existence of  
both the garden and Jean’s mysterious assailants: Jean’s experience in Goshen could be a scene from her 
imagination, especially as the assailants come from nowhere and appear mostly as shadowy, half-tangible 
forms.11 The reality of  Jean’s perceptions becomes inconsequential, though, because what she sees in the 
garden reinforces her previous encounters with violence, which have shattered her sense of  security and 
distorted her perception of  the landscape. Stripped of  the “mask of  daylight,” Jean later nightmarishly 
envisions Jamaica as a “skeletal forest” where all of  nature’s bounty has withered and died (147). Jean’s 
imagining of  the death of  Jamaica’s tropical landscape, as well as her own failure to survive, therefore 
serves as a reaffirmation of  her commitment to flee the country and concludes the novel’s exploration of  
the trope of  paradise in the contemporary Caribbean with a dystopian evocation of  ecocide.
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Scenes of  Uprooting: Ancestral Migration and Rhizomatic Relation

Even though the dystopian vision at the farm serves an integral purpose to her depiction of  
violence in the Caribbean, Cezair-Thompson also includes far less threatening spectral presences in the 
narrative. Near the beginning of  Jean’s journey, she looks out onto the mountains, begging the landscape 
to “convince her to stay,” but receives only “[s]ilence” from the “irreverent green, overgrowing centuries 
of  secret ruin” (17). Instead, she hears from an unlikelier source: “Ghosts stand on the foothills of  the 
journey. […] She has heard them all her life, these obstinate spirits, desperate to speak, to revise the broken 
grammar of  their exits. They speak to her,  Jean Landing, born in that audient hour before daylight broke 
on the nation” (17). In this quiet moment of  yearning, the novel rebukes the silent, “irreverent” landscape 
for its role in concealing the neglected voices of  earlier generations desiring to transcend the boundaries 
of  death, “desperate to speak.” In discussing the novel, Cezair-Thompson characterizes these buried 
spectral voices as “voices that have been lost or drowned through the events of  history” (Cezair-Thompson 
and Kenan 59). These events play a critical role in how the novel represents the relationship between 
ancestry and the landscape of  Jamaica itself: reflecting on former genocides and “casual annihilation[s]” 
that have transpired on the ostensibly idyllic island, Jean thinks, “The mass graves of  history are not 
history; they are pages torn from it,” which acknowledges the rupture between heritage and the land 
caused by violence (Cezair-Thompson, True History 54). Cezair-Thompson does not illustrate that those 
lost and drowned voices have been condemned to oblivion, however, interspersing Jean’s transit across the 
island with the voices of  her ancestors unearthed by the sites—both familiar and foreign—that she passes 
along the route. The novel explains Jean’s ability to hear these ancestral voices through the concept of  
“egun iponri” or “ancestors coming and going, living in and around a person” (297). Employed during 
moments of  intense uncertainty in Jean’s journey, these omnipresent voices bolster Jean’s resilient spirit 
and reassure her of  her decision to flee.

While Cezair-Thompson includes eight different ancestral accounts throughout The True History of  
Paradise, the narrative of  Mary “Iya ilu,” one of  Jean’s eldest known ancestors, encapsulates her position 
that genealogical roots do not have to remain either figuratively or literally grounded in the Caribbean 
landscape. Mary, a Yoruba woman born in 1798 and brought to Jamaica as a slave as a teenager, espouses 
an unexpected stance on global movement despite the trauma she endured when separated from her home 
and family. Reflecting on her own experience and situating herself  within historical legacies of  upheaval, 
Mary believes, “So much people / cross water, cyaan be God mistake. / God cyaan shut him eye fe four 
hundred years” (300). By characterizing all movement, whether involuntary or chosen, as purposeful and 
including even the Middle Passage within God’s plan, Mary encourages Jean’s decision to leave Jamaica. 
In a direct address to Jean, Mary instructs her to “survive-o. Go back a Ife, go tell me muma / Hush now. 
Tell dem we did mek it cross de water” (300). Mary’s mention of  Ife, while not an exact plea for Jean to 
retrace her roots physically to Nigeria, invokes the novel’s discussion of  tropes of  genesis, as Ife signifies 
“the site not only of  human origins but also world and deity creation as well. This is evoked in the city’s 
fuller name, Ile-Ife […] ‘the house from which humanity, civilization, divine kinship, and so on spread 
to other places’” (Blier 7). In this final ancestral narrative of  the novel, Cezair-Thompson draws upon 
genesis in relation to the idea of  expansion in order to prompt Jean’s movement. Framed as a means to 
preserve and continue Jean’s familial legacy through her own survival, Mary ultimately instructs Jean to 
leave in order to use her voice to spread the message of  migration further.

The emergence of  Jean’s own voice, indeed, serves as the thematic and formal climax of  The True 
History of  Paradise, as the novel concludes with the first and only chapter written from Jean’s first-person 
perspective. Cezair-Thompson structures the chapter in the same format as the eight preceding ancestral 
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vignettes, a stylistic choice that signals Jean’s departure from her physical roots in favour of  the seemingly 
boundless reach of  her genealogical roots. In her narrative of  her final hours in Jamaica, Jean ponders 
the legacy she leaves behind on the island, wondering, “[D]oes [Jamaica] have a remembrance of  me? 
I can’t help hoping there might be some vestige of  my voice here” (330). Although Cezair-Thompson 
suggests that Jean’s presence may linger on the roads she travelled with Paul or along the stream she 
played in as a child, Jean’s act of  leaving Jamaica serves as the impetus for the birth of  her ability and 
freedom to speak. While the novel concludes before Jean physically takes flight, Jean’s final words, “Panic 
and history are mine,” suggest a complex and ambivalent message, one ultimately of  reclamation (331). 
Even though panic invokes the state of  Jamaica and Jean’s emotional and physical response to the need 
to leave her home, she claims possession of  history as an assertion of  her ability to restore the lost pages 
of  a Jamaican narrative that have been ripped out by previous iterations of  violence and death.12 Notably, 
this restoration can only occur through her act of  flight.

In this regard, Jean’s departure resonates with the concept of  errantry articulated by Glissant. 
Although Glissant correlates errantry with uprooting, he rejects the idea that errantry originates in a self-
destructive act that obliterates the self. He also rejects the idea that errantry comes “from renunciation 
[or] from frustration regarding a supposed deteriorated (deteritorialized) situation of  origin” or homeland 
(18). Instead, Glissant suggests that errantry can be productive, as it results in “difficult, uncertain births 
of  new forms of  identity that call to us” (18). “Whereas exile may erode one’s sense of  identity,” he writes, 
“the thought of  errantry—the thought of  that which relates—usually reinforces this sense of  identity” 
(20). Neither “apolitical” nor “inconsistent with the will to identify,” errantry stands in opposition to “the 
predatory effects of  the unique root” because “one who is errant […] strives to know the totality of  the 
world yet already knows he will never accomplish this—and knows that is precisely where the threatened 
beauty of  the world resides” (20). In The True History of  Paradise, Jean certainly exhibits “frustration” with 
what she perceives as the “deteriorated” state of  Jamaican society at the moment of  her migration, and, in 
crucial contradistinction to Glissant and other Caribbean writers, she does not establish “a sense of  place” 
or “a deep attachment to the natural environment in the present” (DeLoughrey et. al. 21). Nevertheless, 
Jean establishes a rhizomatic relation, if  not an entirely errant identity, through participating in a shared 
ancestral history of  migration rather than remaining in a place that no longer offers her possibilities for 
growth. If  the rhizome represents an “enmeshed root system” that spreads “in the air,” then Jean’s flight 
from Jamaica merely sacrifices the “predatory” root that threatens her very existence in favour of  the 
preservation and full embrace of  the ancestral, untethered aspects of  her identity (Glissant 11). Indeed, 
her final line proclaiming her possession of  history reflects precisely this encompassing of  her ancestry 
and all of  its attendant, irretrievably lost absences within herself. The novel’s opening moments—Jean’s 
inability to plant roses in place of  the red ginger she uproots—tease out this emergent form of  identity: 
Jean eradicates that which proves harmful, and in failing to replant, she succeeds in opening herself  
up to the possibility for an entirely new relation to her family and her island’s entwined histories. The 
legacy and contribution of  The True History of  Paradise therefore originates in Cezair-Thompson’s refusal 
to perpetuate the mythologizing of  a return to the Caribbean landscape as a remedy for the exploits 
of  globalization and her fostering of  a global network of  transhistorical Jamaican voices capable of  
advocating for the beleaguered, but not bygone, paradise.
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Notes

I am indebted to Julie Chun Kim for her invaluable support and her stewardship of  this article since its 
inception. This article benefited greatly from the insightful feedback of  the two anonymous readers at 
JWIL, to whom I extend my gratitude. I must also thank both Fordham University for funding the early 
stages of  this research and Margaret Cezair-Thompson for her generosity of  time and spirit.

 1 In his chapter on Michael Manley’s first two terms as prime minister, Ian Thomson explores 
all of  these issues at length. On the latter point about violent unrest, Thomson writes, “By the 
mid-1970s, gangs on both sides of  the JLP-PNP divide were killing each other senselessly and, it 
seemed, without restraint” (194).

 2  In the two decades since the publication of  The True History of  Paradise, few scholarly works that fo-
cus predominantly on Margaret Cezair-Thompson’s debut novel have been written. In addition to 
those discussed throughout this article, the articles and book chapters that do offer analyses of  the 
novel cover a great number of  topics, including, in their broadest terms: postcolonial sexual and 
gendered violence (Vásquez; Gillespie); multiracial and multiethnic identities (Mordecai; Yun); 
and the haunting of  colonial legacies (Shields).

 3  Helen Scott discusses a triad of  novels published in the 1990s that all focus on the upheavals of  
1980s Jamaica: Elean Thomas’s The Last Room (1991), Vanessa Spence’s The Roads are Down (1993) 
and Cezair-Thompson’s The True History of  Paradise (1999), which are “saturated with references 
to SAPs, U.S. businessmen, and the ouster of  Michael Manley’s government” (Caribbean Women 
Writers 157). Two decades later, Marlon James’s A Brief  History of  Seven Killings (2014) emerged as 
the most prominent Caribbean novel to grapple with these same issues, winning the Man Booker 
Prize in 2015. 

 4  Mimi Sheller similarly explores how the prevailing imagery of  the Caribbean “has been construct-
ed by human intervention” and “dosed with a heavy infusion of  symbolic meaning and cultural 
illusion” from the period of  discovery through the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (36). This 
“long history of  literary and visual representations of  the tropical island as Paradise” stems from 
“changing modes of  economic enterprise and consumer envelopment in the tropics” that ulti-
mately enables “a new United States imperialism […] justified as the best use of  ‘virgin’ natural 
resources” (37–38). I explore the latter as manifest in Jamaica’s struggle for self-sufficiency under 
structural adjustment programmes in subsequent pages.

 5  Local and international newspapers made staple food shortages a hallmark of  their coverage of  
this period in Jamaican history. In a New York Times article written during Prime Minister Edward 
Seaga’s tenure, reporter Joseph B. Treaster interviews a grocery-store owner who discusses “short-
ages, ‘now and again,’ of  flour, rice, salt fish, chicken and bacon,” which the article attributes to 
the “economic decline” of  Manley’s tenure (D1). In response, Seaga “started a food relief  program 
under which a million people, or nearly half  the population, are entitled to free allotments of  
skimmed powdered milk, corn meal and rice” (D1).

 6  Michael Niblett cites and amplifies Scott’s critique of  the bourgeois perspective of  the novel, sug-
gesting that its form reinforces its “circumscribed viewpoint” because the voices of  Jean’s ancestors 
“tend to privatize history back into individual biography” and therefore effectively “diminishes a 
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sense of  the more complex, transindividual forces operating in society” (164–65). Such a reading 
seems to reduce some of  the historical detail and nuance conveyed through these accounts, which 
span from the seventeenth through twentieth centuries, even though Niblett rightly raises and que-
ries the limitations of  the use of  first-person narration.

 7  See the introduction to The Slaves’ Economy: Independent Production by Slaves in the Americas (1991), in 
which editors Ira Berlin and Philip D. Morgan note, “[T]he diversity of  vegetables, spices, nuts, 
fruits and trees grown by Jamaican slaves […] astonished all who saw it,” and enumerate alpha-
betically the dozens of  crops grown on provision grounds (9).

 8  Tony Weis’s observation about the cultural attitude towards small farmers and the reaction of  Paul’s 
father to his decision to revitalize the family farm in The True History of  Paradise both echo Édouard 
Glissant’s perception that culture treats “occupations connected with the land [as] among the sor-
riest that exist” (Glissant 150). Glissant continues, “The farmer’s traditional solitude has become 
exacerbated by the embarrassed thought that his work is anachronistic, in developed countries, or 
pathetic in poor countries” (150).

 9  In “The Ghostly Place of  Children and Childhood in the Fiction of  Walter de la Mare,” Shane 
McCorristine not only discusses these dual literary modes that define Walter de la Mare’s oeuvre 
but also attempts to “redress” the lack of  scholarship on the author by exploring them together, 
“examining the ghostly place of  children and childhood in de la Mare’s short fiction” (333).

 10 Across genres, de la Mare’s writings explore how the supernatural uncovers ambivalent feelings 
of  belonging, as McCorristine posits that the author’s “supernatural fictions are narratives of  
emplacement and deplacement, of  home and homelessness, of  secret gardens and the echoing 
green” (340).

 11 This uncharacteristic moment of  the imaginary or mythical in The True History of  Paradise seems 
particularly informed by the influence of  de la Mare, as Hugh S. Pyper notes that in de la Mare’s 
ghost stories the author “constantly questions the nature of  reality and of  the one who claims to 
know it. For him, the perceivable world of  material reality is no world, but a mask” (74).

 12 See Strachan for a divergent reading of  the novel’s conclusion. “Cezair-Thompson’s protagonist 
is attuned to her ancestors, but she has not discovered from them how to live in the land they all 
call home,” he writes, noting that the final line of  the novel captures its overall message: “The True 
History of  Paradise reads like a justification of  exile from a failed society doomed by its history to 
disarray” (267).
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Derek Walcott’s Poetics of  
Naming and Epistemologies 
of  Place
Janet Graham

As a Caribbean writer and thinker, Derek Walcott is said to have quarrelled with history 
throughout his career.1 This quarrel identifies his confrontation with the colonial hubris of  
those who named the Caribbean as they seized its territories. Their naming practices all 
but obliterated earlier memories of  the land and people. To counter such an erasure that 
invalidates a search for origins, Walcott embraces the genius of  Caribbean reinvention that 
creates this ‘new world’ and celebrates it by mixing literary influences in the long narrative 
poem entitled Omeros, which tells the story of  Saint Lucia. In this poem about the island of  
his birth, Walcott immediately confronts the reader with a mixture of  influences, including 
names and similes from Homeric epic, the terza rima of  Dante, Shakespearean metaphor, 
and even lyrics from the Beatles, to create a Caribbean poem. Rather than offer an erudite 
reading of  its intertextual classical and popular influences, this article lays the foundation 
for exploring alternative epistemologies of  place that Walcott opens up in Omeros and that 
decentre the imperial historical archive. 

Source: Photo by Scott Taylor on unsplash.com
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Having embraced reinvention, Walcott is nonetheless haunted by colonial discourses of  discovery 
that subsume the history of  the Caribbean. In Omeros, he reinitiates his engagement with history to tell 
of  a place whose stories begin with dispossession. As a narrative, Omeros functions as a site for contesting 
misnaming and mourning the loss of  names. As a poem, Omeros problematizes attempts to name or 
represent the island and its inhabitants in language that subverts the certainty of  a colonial world view, 
especially where gaps open up in naming projects. 

Walcott’s concern that tourism would remake Saint Lucia into a commodified “Eden” in Omeros 
may explain why he engages with history so pointedly in this poem. Tourism as the new paradigm 
threatens the uniqueness of  the mixing that creates the place and necessitates a new genealogy, if  not a 
history, of  reinvention. Walcott describes the sea around Saint Lucia as “flat as a credit-card, extending 
its line / to a beach that now looked just like everywhere else, / Greece or Hawai’i” (Omeros 45.2.79–81). 
The credit card and its line refer to the money that comes from tourism and goes into commodifying 
Saint Lucia so it will resemble every other ‘paradise.’ As Natalie Melas explains, “The interchangeability 
that tourism’s commodification of  place endows upon Saint Lucia, Greece, and Hawaii, equivalent 
for marketing purposes as islands offering the leisure of  sun, sea, and sand [...] bleeds over into the 
formerly fixed positions of  colonial domination” (137). This form of  capitalism would erase difference 
and substitute a place’s unique identity with a commodified corporate sameness, and, in this way, tourism 
links Saint Lucia and Hawaii to an ongoing history of  colonialism. In the poem, however, tourism’s 
veneer of  sameness merely floats on the surface, revealing that Saint Lucia has not lost its unique mix of  
influences that creates the place.

While Walcott lists Greece, Hawaii and Saint Lucia as nodes in a world system on the verge of  
being flattened out by the false equivalences of  tourism, relationality, defined by Édouard Glissant—a 
Franco-Caribbean poet and philosopher—as the poetics of  global interrelation in difference, offers the 
means to counteract the commodified sameness that tourism markets. Relationality upends the possessive 
touristic gaze upon the world inherited from empire by poetically entering the abyss of  colonial erasure 
and embracing opacity. From this perspective, colonized places share a history, while all places interrelate 
in totality, though no place in its uniqueness can be completely known. 

Since Saint Lucia and Hawaii are both places that experience colonization in the modern era 
and face the effects of  tourism today, relating Walcott’s unique Saint Lucian poetics to Hawaiian place-
based knowing may offer a new reading of  Omeros. Though Melas fully explores the Greek references to 
tourism in Omeros, she says nothing about Hawaii. Considering this silence about Hawaii, a fruitful point 
of  departure for exploring relationality lies between the commonalities and differences of  Saint Lucia 
and Hawaii as islands with plantation economies turned into tourist destinations. A significant difference 
in these islands’ colonial history lies in their historical systems of  labour. While Hawaiian plantations used 
indentured labour, Saint Lucia used African slave labour before indentured labour (“History”).2 Today 
what makes Hawaii distinct from Saint Lucia is the resurgence and endurance of  native Hawaiians and 
their cultural and linguistic practices in Hawaii in contrast to the Aruac and Carib peoples on Saint 
Lucia, whose languages, culture and DNA were largely absorbed into the African and European heritage 
of  the people who make their homes there now.3 Through Hawaiian cultural and demographic survival, 
Hawaiian indigenous epistemologies of  place continue to thrive and evolve, offering possibilities of  
relating through difference to other colonized places. One such native Hawaiian epistemology to employ 
relationally to Omeros is wahi pana or the ‘storied place.’ According to Hawaiian epistemology, storied 
places are sacred sites invested with the power that comes from remembering and recounting their stories 
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(“Nā Wahi Pana”). Mapping the storied place relationally onto Omeros leads to the understanding that 
Walcott’s poetics of  naming, layering loss and invention offer a distinct epistemology of  place. 

A Genealogy of  Colonial Naming

Walcott’s aim to incorporate the colonial story into other stories in order to locate other presences 
in a totality of  difference becomes clear when he begins his poem with colonial naming. By poetically 
disrupting the colonial hubris of  naming, Walcott interrogates the image of  Adam as the colonial 
adventurer with an assumed God-given authority to name and claim a land he conceives of  as unnamed 
and uninhabited. This concept of  Adamic man, which J. Michael Dash and Walcott variously employ, 
emerges out of  the creation story of  God giving Adam dominion over all of  creation seen in his power to 
name everything that inhabits earth. Accordingly, there is a perfect correspondence between the names 
Adam assigns and the nature of  the entity named. This one-to-one correspondence does not apply in the 
case of  the colonizer who disingenuously claims the divine right to name in order to construct a totalizing 
colonial narrative.

Colonial history relies upon the same understanding of  naming evoked in this reference to Adam, 
one that is dependent on an avowed confidence in the myth of  origin. This myth defines the colonial 
outsider as the originator of  the historical existence of  the land and its inhabitants through the names he 
gives. Under such epistemological violence, history would begin with colonization and colonial naming. 
To subvert this narrative, Walcott refers ironically to the word ‘originate’ as the beginning of  history in 
the colonial imagination of  the “new world” as an erasure of  any possibility of  a pure beginning or origin 
when he states, “The new world originated in hypocrisy and genocide, so it is not a question for us, of  
returning to an Eden” (“Caribbean” 13). Walcott indicates that the search for origins will not achieve a 
restoration of  identity, which in turn marks a rejection of  the myth of  origin except as a celebration of  
awe in the face of  the immensity of  creation, yet Walcott himself  locates colonial history in his use of  
the term ‘new world’ before he deconstructs it. He uses this terminology to show that Adamic colonial 
naming comes from a specific place and time by juxtaposing it to other stories of  the island.

Though Walcott discursively invalidates the myth of  origin in the “new world,” the image of  
Adamic man still attracts and troubles the imagination of  the Americas and the Caribbean. Dash 
visualizes this concept of  Adam in his depiction of  “[t]he rejuvenated sovereign individual, feet firmly 
planted on the rock, enacting an Adamic rediscovery” (161). Linda Tuhiwai Smith’s analysis of  the 
imperial gaze elucidates the essence of  Dash’s image of  Adam in this moment: “Imperialism and 
colonialism are the specific formations through which the West came to ‘see,’ to ‘name,’ and to ‘know’ 
indigenous communities” (Smith 63). Both statements show that the colonizer mistakes his limited gaze 
for omniscience and, consequently, erroneously imagines the “new world” as terra nullius (no-man’s-land). 
This scene reveals the hidden epistemological violence of  erasure and elucidates the quarrel Walcott 
engages with the politics of  colonial naming. As will become clear from the discussion of  the storied place 
below, presenting colonial place naming as a narrative offers a way to incorporate it as one of  the stories 
that defines the place without privileging it. 

In aesthetic terms, Walcott reveals a hesitancy towards naming that comes from an awareness of  
the failure of  language to communicate the wonder and horror he feels when he beholds the islands of  
the Caribbean. He states, “In the archipelago particularly, nature, the elements if  you want, are so new, so 
overpowering in their presence that awe is deeper than the articulation of  awe. To name is to contradict. 
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The awe of  God or of  the universe is the unnameable” (“Caribbean” 12). Throughout Omeros, and in 
much of  his poetry, Walcott repeatedly questions the ability of  language to communicate the historical 
reality of  the islands and the slaves’ experience. The agony slaves experienced as they arrived at this new 
place is emblematic of  a linguistic and representational crisis as, “Men are born makers, with that primal 
simplicity / in every maker since Adam” (Walcott, Omeros 28.2.2–3). This difficulty that comes from the 
impossibility and the necessity to represent experience presents a problem both for those arriving and 
poets alike. Their story is one of  creation through loss and adaptation. In “The Muse of  History,” Walcott 
explains, “The slave converted himself, he changed weapons, spiritual weapons, and as he adapted his 
master’s religion, he also adapted his language, and it is here that what we can look at as our poetic 
tradition begins. Now began the new naming of  things” (48). The poet claims this powerful and painful 
role as the teller with the ability to mediate poetic disruptions in naming and to find connections across 
sites of  colonization and genocide.

The Poetics of  Naming

The naming of  the island that Omeros celebrates is a primary site of  contestation and critique. In 
the first chapter of  Omeros, the isle’s “lost name” is articulated as “Iounalao,” or the Aruac word meaning, 
“Where the iguana is found” (1.1.37–38). In chapter 4, “St. Lucia,” is mentioned briefly, while in chapter 
5 Major Plunkett reveals that “the island was once / named Helen; its Homeric association / rose like 
smoke from a siege” (5.3.68–70). Throughout the poem, these names compete with references to the 
“horned” island (7.2.29).4 However, none of  these names for the island achieve dominance. In the poem, 
history is presented as a list of  names, each with its own story of  place and attendant epistemologies.

In book 2 of  Omeros, Walcott engages with the heroic naming of  the island by narrating the search 
that Major Plunkett, an English settler who lives on the island with his Irish wife Maud, initiates to link a 
historic war over control of  the island, between the French and the British, to the Homeric love triangle 
depicted in the Iliad. By taking control of  the archive, Plunkett seeks to manage memory for the island. 
Reflecting upon the beauty of  his housekeeper named Helen he decides, 

Helen needed a history,

that was the pity that Plunkett felt towards her,

Not his, but her story. Not theirs, but Helen’s war. 

The name with its historical hallucination, 

brightened the beach. (5.3.46–50)

Through his research, Plunkett engages in an alternative naming praxis to integrate Helen’s name into 
the historical record and immortalize her beauty. As Plunkett has no heir, he feels he must first ensure 
that his version of  history and, therefore, his time on earth be remembered. His fear is that “[h]istory will 
be revised, / and we’ll be its villians, fading from the map / (he said ‘villians’ for ‘villains’)” (17.1.44–46). 
Against this possibility of  erasure, he locates his name in the Western historical record of  a battle and 
concludes his search, indicating he was able “to find a namesake and a son” (17.3.4). The nineteen-year old 
midshipman, who drowned in the Caribbean Sea in 1782, does indeed bear the Plunkett name. However, 
as the midshipman named Plunkett died before Major Plunkett was born, he must ignore chronology 
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and therefore subvert a colonial view of  history in order to weave himself  into a heroic narrative of  the 
island. Plunkett frames the war in heroic terms as he wonders, “How many young Redcoats had died 
/ for her?” (17.2.10–11). In the end, Plunkett is even less successful in locating Helen in his historical 
research, only confirming her namesake as a nickname for the island of  her birth. To find any evidence of  
Helen’s ancestors, he would have to look to the accounting of  the slave ships, which began bringing slaves 
to Saint Lucia for the first plantation established in 1765 (“History”). Though Helen’s ancestors have a 
history in Saint Lucia that may predate midshipman Plunkett’s existence, they are anonymous due to the 
violence of  slavery.5 Later in the poem, Walcott as a character in Omeros, who admits to being influenced 
by a classical vision of  Helen, refers to Plunkett’s mistake and celebrates Helen as a woman of  her time 
on this island (54.2.24-27). While it is true that Britain and France fought over her island home, and her 
beauty and name evoke the Helen of  Iliad fame who started a war between Greece and Troy, her beauty 
comes from African slaves whose history was stolen. 

Plunkett’s use of  the colonial narrative of  war to locate Helen historically reiterates the colonial 
production of  naming but does not give him adequate tools to rewrite history to include the woman he 
knows, because colonial narratives are caught in the cycle of  repeating the same story by simply applying 
it to different locations, which negates the specificity of  that particular place. However, the narrator of  
the poem poetically celebrates the beauty of  Helen the waitress, the maid and the beloved of  Achille and 
Hector, local fishermen and rivals for Helen’s love.

Achille is another problematic name in the poem because of  its referential connection of  a man 
whose ancestors are African to a Greek warrior in the Iliad.6 The first pages of  the poem begin with 
questions over the appropriateness of  his name, but the violence it represents, accompanied by Walcott’s 
poetic comment, comes in book 2 of  Omeros when the small admiral with a cloud the small admiral with 
a cloud / on his head renamed Afolabe ‘Achilles,’ /  which to keep things simple, he let himself  be called” 
(14.3.49–51). Here Walcott refuses to provide the name of  the admiral who misnames Afolabe, replacing 
his name with an unflattering description. The hero of  Omeros is Achille rather than Achilles, indicating 
an alteration to the name. For Plunkett, the history of  the island begins with war. For Achille, it begins in 
Africa and is channelled through the slave trade. “Once Achille had questioned his name and its origin,” 
(24.3.7) he journeys to Africa and into the past in search of  it, but the result of  his quest strongly implies 
Walcott’s critique of  origin myths. Achille recovers the name of  his father, Afolabe, in his quest, but not its 
meaning because he does not understand the language. Because Achille is a Greek name, his journey to 
his ancestors’ home in Africa can tell him nothing of  the meaning of  his name. Rather, he experiences his 
ancestors’ condemnation of  the meaningless naming practices of  his world. A gap remains that cannot 
be bridged, felt as an absence that Walcott represents poetically when Achille tells Afolabe, his father, 
“The deaf  sea has changed around every name that you gave / us; trees, men, we yearn for a sound 
that is missing” (25.3.32–33). The narrative of  the search for an origin is rejected, while a relation to the 
ancestors is affirmed. 

In a rejection of  closed and stable naming practices, Walcott embraces invention and continually 
disrupts the reader’s desire to clearly identify what she encounters in the text. He destabilizes representation 
by employing poetic transmogrification in which people conjure birds. The evening scene at the Plunkett’s 
home and the scene of  Maud’s funeral offer clear examples of  this technique in action. The poet describes 
the quilt Maud is embroidering that will be her shroud as inhabited by birds, whose common names he 
lists, ending with the sea swift that bears two additional names: the Latin or scientific name referring to 
a place in Africa, “Cypseloides Niger,” and the Franco-Caribbean word “l’hirondelle des Antilles,” claiming 
the bird for the Caribbean (16.2.18). Thus, Walcott troubles the naming of  the sea swift by showing it 
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has at least three different names with particular significations. Reflecting Maud’s mimetic power as a 
seamstress to conjure the birds in appearance, Walcott identifies them by their specific human names 
while the birds—so real due to Maud’s artistry—protest this anthropomorphism by struggling against 
being stitched in while “crying their names”—names that humans cannot know (16.2.21). At Maud’s 
funeral, the birds, trapped in her shroud and buried with her, seem real to Achille who sees “not only the 
African swift but all the horned island’s / birds, bitterns and herons, silently screeching there” (53.2.38–
39). While the reader can imagine hearing the birds in the evening scene, their silence at Maud’s funeral 
becomes terrifying. This engagement allows Walcott to consider the role of  the artist as the one with the 
power to name, but also to kill.

Further destabilizing representation and naming in Omeros, Walcott performs poetic 
transmogrification upon humans, transforming them into birds and insects. In the same evening scene 
where the birds come alive, he turns Plunkett into “a gawky egret she stitched in her sea-green silk” 
(16.3.18). Maud is also given bird-like qualities, described as “diving like a swift / to the drum’s hoop, as 
quick as a curlew drinking” (16.2.39–40). At Maud’s funeral, Plunkett’s “falsetto” takes on the “soaring” 
character of  “a black frigate-bird” (53.2.28). These artistic renderings of  birds and humans dismantle the 
divisions between human and nature while destabilizing representation.

Through human to insect transformations, Walcott appears to engage a history of  dehumanizing 
exploitation while he continues to contemplate the task of  the writer to tell this particular story. The 
central image at the end of  book 1 of  Omeros is of  women carrying coal up a rope ladder from a dock 
to the hold of  a ship. It is back-breaking work that they complete for near starvation wages or “copper 
pittances,” yet there is something beautiful about the painful image that will not leave the poet (13.3.33). 
The poet addresses his muse, comparing the task of  writing to the women carrying coal, exhorting all to 
“[k]neel to your load, then balance your staggering feet / and walk up that coal ladder as they do in time, 
/ one bare foot after the next in ancestral rhyme” (13.3.16–18). In these lines, he links himself  to his poetic 
subjects and reveals that their history is the “rhyme,” adding in “that slow, ancestral beat” to the rhythm 
of  labour (13.3.29). From a greater distance, the women carrying coal in a line might resemble ants with 
their loads, and that is what they become through poetic transformation in more than one scene. Walcott 
writes, “There, like ants or angels, they see their native town, / unknown, raw, insignificant” (13.3.26–27). 
This depiction uses ambiguity to trouble who or what might fit the descriptive adjectives at the end of  the 
above quote. The ants or angels may be looking down on the town from their elevated position, while the 
syntax also allows for the interpretation that they may be insignificant, like ants, to the townspeople or as 
unknown as angels. Walcott adds further complexity to the meaning of  the ants in book 6; “out of  the 
ocean,” a vine from Africa, delivered by a swift, “climbed like the ants” who are linked in the next line to 
the “women carrying coal” (47.3.21–23). In this scene, the swift manifests its intention to bring Africa to 
the Caribbean, and the vine, represented as many ants who are also women carrying coal, plays a vital 
role in preserving these ancestral links. In these ways, Walcott disrupts the reader’s easy assumption that 
the ant imagery is only about dehumanization, because it also reveals power and connectedness.

Walcott hints at the terror and beauty that the inhabitants experience as ants and birds on the 
island, while suggesting that neither the people nor nature can be named in any absolute sense. This 
poetic disruption of  naming in Omeros is one of  the ways he opposes the historical colonial epistemology 
of  place to imagine alternative place-based knowledges.
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Epistemologies of  Place

Wahi pana, the Kānaka Maoli concept of  storied place, offers an alternative to the colonial discourse 
of  naming and resembles the layering of  names and stories that Walcott uses to tell about his home. This 
method of  place naming contrasts markedly with Adamic naming and necessarily entails a different sense 
of  history and place.7 As Noelani Goodyear-Ka’ōpua discusses in her scholarship, wahi pana allows for 
the precise identification of  a place independent of  an arbitrary or single name. The Department of  
Land and Natural Resources for the state of  Hawaii defines wahi pana as “celebrated and storied places 
in the cultural traditions of  Hawaii. They may be heiau, royal birthing sites, legendary sites, and places 
of  significance for people who live there. These sacred places have manu (spiritual power) and are treated 
with great respect, honor and reverence” (“Nā Wahi Pana”). This source usefully suggests that names in 
the storied place are deeply embedded in an understanding of  a place because the names refer directly to 
the events and practices of  people living on the land. However, naming and translation are problematic 
in this definition. Also at issue is that the text offers a kind of  guided tour to the history of  Hawaiian 
place names, designed to promote tourism. In contrast, native Hawaiian scholars employ wahi pana to 
reinforce the claims of  the Hawaiian sovereignty movement to dismantle the military-tourism complex 
on the islands. To name Hawaii is to shoulder the responsibility of  knowing and telling ancient stories of  
place in the language of  that place. Goodyear-Ka’ōpua explains, “Unlike Euro-American philosophical 
notions of  sovereignty, ea is based on the experiences of  people on the land, relationships forged through 
the process of  remembering and caring for wahi pana, storied places” (4). To suggest the complexity 
of  both the act and meaning of  naming in the language of  Hawaii, Goodyear-Ka’ōpua defines ea as 
“life, breath, and sovereignty” (3). Ea carries all of  these meanings at the same time. They cannot be 
separated, and therefore sovereignty comes not from designating a place with a name but from living on 
a land recognized as alive, keeping its stories and sharing those stories with others through one’s breath. 
In Hawaiian epistemology, uniquely expressed in the Hawaiian language, to claim a place involves “an 
active state of  being” and a complex naming praxis that entails a unique and grounded epistemology 
of  place distinct from the Adamic origin stories of  naming, while it addresses emergence and genealogy 
(Goodyear-Ka’ōpua 4). A similar orientation to place is evident in Walcott’s understanding of  the 
impossibility of  naming a land that is alive.

Through this discussion of  wahi pana, it becomes clear that Hawaiian, the indigenous language 
of  Hawaii, names its storied places. Because the Aruac languages that communicated indigenous 
epistemologies of  the setting for Omeros have been lost, this consideration of  the importance of  the 
indigenous language in naming a place becomes especially poignant. When Walcott narrates the stories 
of  the island of  his birth, he narrates the diminishment of  the Aruac people, culture and language, and 
the lost connections of  African slaves to their languages and homes through the violence of  slavery and 
colonialism. For example, chapter 28 of  Omeros ends with an accounting of  what was lost through slavery: 

What began dissolving

was the fading sound of  their tribal name for the rain, 

the bright sound for the sun, a hissing sound for the river, 

and always the word ‘never,’ and never the word ‘again’. (28.3.21–24)

If  a place lives through its stories, mass murder and slavery figure as profound epistemological and 
ontological crises in the understanding of  place. 
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A relevant question addressed in reference to wahi pana might be how the concept of  a storied 
place can be extended in an ethical and culturally sensitive way to the island that Omeros commemorates, 
a land where the full story was lost with the Aruac as a distinct cultural and linguistic group. As Goodyear-
Ka’ōpua notes, the focus should be on caring for the land by telling the stories of  the place. Smith 
sheds light on the importance of  commemorating the storied place even when the story is incomplete: 
“Telling our stories from the past, reclaiming the past, giving testimony to the injustices of  the past are 
all strategies which are commonly employed by indigenous peoples struggling for justice” (36). Inhabiting 
a place ethically means sharing and knowing all of  its stories, including those of  injustice and resistance. 

In lieu of  an indigenous lineage of  care for the storied place, the inscription of  coexistent names 
for the island Walcott celebrates offers an alternative narrative of  lineage, honouring a sense of  wonder in 
the construction of  a relational sense of  place. Walcott energizes the storytelling of  loss by first centring it 
when he writes, “What has mattered is the loss of  history, the amnesia of  the races” (“Caribbean” 6). The 
next discursive step he takes is to embrace “imagination as necessity, as invention” to bridge historical 
gaps (6). The muse Walcott names as Omeros explains that he wants the poet “to circle yourself  and your 
island with this art” (Walcott, Omeros 58.2.33). In the case of  genocide, “this art” relates absence while 
inviting the reader to honour the memory of  the land and its inhabitants.

Genocide represents both the destruction of  a people and a language as new names from the 
different languages of  new arrivals reinscribe the place. H. Adlai Murdoch historicizes this process of  
erasure in the formation of  the contemporary Caribbean in this way: “The Caribbean region as a whole 
had been made an ethnic and cultural tabula rasa by about 1600, due to the disappearance of  the 
indigenous population through the pernicious combination of  overwork and disease once exposed to 
the Spanish conquest” (19). Though Walcott laments the loss of  the Aruac people and language on the 
land in line with Murdoch’s statement, he disrupts the notion that genocide created a tabula rasa. He 
continues to celebrate the indigenous people’s existence and meaning making on the island through their 
rhizomatic traces on the land.

Referring to “a rhizomed land” in the Antilles, Glissant explains his rejection of  a root identity for 
the Caribbean in favour of  a relational one, which offers further insight into Walcott’s project (Glissant 
146). According to Glissant, rhizomatic rootedness comes from “an enmeshed root system, a network 
spreading either in the ground or in the air with no predatory root stock taking over permanently” (146). 
The rhizome contains “the idea of  rootedness but challenges that of  a totalitarian root” (11). In this 
explanation of  the rhizome, drawing from Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, Glissant demonstrates that 
rhizomatic rootedness is relational: “The massacre of  the Indians, uprooting the sacred,” he argues, “has 
already invalidated this futile search” for a root identity, so he uses the rhizome to develop his theory 
of  relationality (146). Glissant’s concept of  the relational entails an understanding of  “contradictory 
experiences of  contact among cultures,” with land “as a place where one gives-on-and-with rather than 
grasps” (144). For him, the historical reference to genocide forms “the basis for a new relationship with 
the land, not the absolute ontological possession regarded as sacred but the complicity of  relation” (147). 
After severing a mythologized sacred relationship that the first inhabitants had to the land, the only 
ethical relationship to the land becomes relational. 

This paper argues that the story of  place in Omeros must be relational and that its relational narrative 
of  nonoriginary rootedness offers a Caribbean and island-based epistemology of  place. Though their 
languages have been dislocated, forgotten or buried—and in this way, torn from their roots—they may 
lie just below the surface of  the island’s terrain. As a demonstration of  the power of  the rhizome, Aruac 
and African presences come to the surface throughout Omeros. The Aruac emerge in the name of  a tree 
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called pomme-arac whose leaves Achille is burning when Seven Seas, a blind elder of  the island, explains 
that “arac” refers to the Aruac and “[t]his used to be their place” (Walcott, Omeros 31.2.26). In this scene, 
the memory of  the Aruac helps to name the flora of  the island. In the same scene, Achille unearths a 
small totem described as “stone-faced” (31.2.47). He throws it away, not knowing what it is, yet Walcott 
makes the disconnected presence of  the Aruac known by commenting that Achille “found History that 
morning” (31.2.34). These traces lie below the surface in the land and consciousness.

Walcott narrates a second genocide that the Caribbean witnessed involving millions of  enslaved 
people who died in the Middle Passage. He uses anthropomorphism to observe absence and loss to name 
or represent Africans who drowned. The bones of  the people who died in the crossing fuse with marine 
life, 

their hair like weeds, 

their bones were long coral fingers, bubbles of  eyes 

watched him, a brain-coral gurgled their words, 

and every bubble englobed a biography. (8.2.23–26) 

Under his spell, the marine life takes on macabre features to point to the deaths of  people from the Middle 
Passage and offers a kind of  sympathy that the sea has for the dead. In this reference to Shakespeare’s The 
Tempest in which “bones are coral made” (Tmp. 1.2.396), Walcott engages a kind of  literary relationality, 
linking Shakespeare’s play about an island in the “new world” to a Caribbean ethos of  invention through 
mixture. The word “biography” refers to unrecorded names and histories spoken under water, each 
bubble containing a life story speaking of  the millions who died. 

Walcott unearths stories buried in the land in languages that have been erased or forgotten due 
to slavery and genocide, while relationally tracing links to Africa and the Aruac in the flora and artefacts 
inhabiting the island. As with the Aruac, African languages become rhizomatic rather than rooted. To 
illustrate this rhizomatic rootedness, Walcott makes the African deities known, who wait for their names 
to be spoken by Ma Kilman: 

[S]o the deities swarmed in the thicket 

of  the grove, waiting to be known by name; but she

had never learnt them, though their sounds were within her,

subdued in the rivers of  her blood. (Omeros 48.1.66–69) 

Though she cannot name them, Walcott names them for her as Yoruba gods in the next lines of  the 
poem. What is important is that Ma Kilman recognizes that the plant contains the healing power of  
traditional African medicine. The healing African herbs that the sea swift carried are unnamed, yet they 
are present in the soil of  the island. 

Moving away from the island and connecting it to Europe and North America through its oceanic 
links, Walcott also narrates networks of  colonialism in Omeros. His engagement with these regions 
corresponds to Glissant’s description of  relational identity as “linked not to a creation of  the world but 
to the conscious and contradictory experience of  contacts among cultures” (144). The social world that 
emerges out of  the violence of  dispossession from the triangle trade formed what Paul Gilroy refers to 
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as the “Black Atlantic.” The ship routes formed a triangle by first transporting enslaved Africans to the 
Caribbean and the American South, using their slave labour to enable slaveholders to send ships full of  
sugar and rum to Europe and returning to Africa to enslave others. Gilroy notes that the “rhizomorphic, 
fractal structure of  the transcultural, international formation” avoids a nationalistic discourse (4). The 
Black Atlantic offers clear relational links between the Caribbean, North America, Europe and Africa for 
Walcott to explore in Omeros.

Walcott summons Gilroy’s vision of  the Black Atlantic to explore the refusal of  the imperial centre 
to acknowledge the suffering and the contributions of  the unnamed people who laboured to build it. In 
chapter 38, Omeros tours “wedding-cake London” and views “Gryphons on their ridge / of  sandstone 
snarled because it had carried the cries in / the Isle of  Dogs running over Westminster Bridge” (38.1.14–
16).8 Don Barnard explains that the “Isle of  Dogs,” built “for the import of  rum and sugar, an essential 
leg in the Triangle Trade that exploited slavery” is juxtaposed with “Westminster Bridge,” a reference to a 
poem William Wordsworth wrote celebrating London a week after the new dock [called the Isle of  Dogs] 
was officially opened (198). Wordsworth’s poetry celebrates the empire while ignoring the slave labour 
that produced it, but the relational connections are inescapable.

There are echoes of  Glissant in Gilroy’s representation of  the Black Atlantic that add resonance to 
the move Walcott makes in connecting the genocide of  indigenous peoples in the Caribbean and North 
America. In a continuation of  the scenes discussing the traces the Aruac left behind, Achille imagines he 
is a Buffalo Soldier who becomes a conquistador that kills the Aruac, while Seven Seas claims he was a 
“Ghost Dancer like that smoke” (Walcott, Omeros 31.3.9). By reading Gilroy through Glissant, it becomes 
clear that the sense of  relationality Walcott calls upon dismisses an imperialistic discourse in order to 
analyse the colonial inheritance of  death and exploitation for Africans and indigenous people. Genocide 
informs the entire history of  relationality in the Americas, which is why the massacre at Wounded Knee, 
communicated in the reference to Ghost Dancers, is linked to the disappearance of  the Aruac. The 
mention of  the Buffalo Soldiers highlights the dislocations of  slavery, as well as a genocidal westward 
expansion.

Walcott intensifies the stakes of  his poetic critique of  colonialism by implicating whiteness in his 
personification of  violence in nature in the following verses:

The sky raced like a shaggy wolf  with a rabbit pinned 

in its jaws, its fur flying with the first snow, 

then gnawed at the twilight with its incisors skinned; 

the light bled, flour flew past the grey window. (Omeros 42.2.5–8)

His menacing depiction of  a vicious wolf  preying on a defenceless rabbit in the sky represents genocide 
poetically, while it destabilizes romantic notions of  people living in harmony with nature. These lines 
foretell the impending massacre of  the Ghost Dancers highlighted in Walcott’s ironic metaphorical 
transformations. Emphasizing the whiteness of  snow as spoiled flour or injurious bits of  paper, he alludes 
to treaties not honoured when he writes, 

The flour kept falling. Inedible manna

fell on their children’s tongues, from dribbling sacks 
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condemned by the army. [...] 

The snow blew in their wincing faces like papers

from another treaty which a blind shaman tears

to bits in the wind. (43.1.23–25, 28–30) 

He establishes a visual historical connection between the Lakota and Caribbean people by referring to 
the whiteness of  flour, paper and sugar as tools of  domination. In Omeros, Walcott changes the nature of  
sugar poetically by transforming it into “crystals of  sweat” (38.3.30). Later he goes on to describe “the 
bitter history of  sugar,” linking it to spoiled flour and the worthless paper of  broken treaties (44.1.7). In 
this way, he ties whiteness to death and suffering in the “new world.” With poetic imagery, Walcott tells 
a creation story of  the United States as a settler colony rather than the story the nation tells itself. This 
narrative uncovers the absent presence on which the American Adam stands when he names his Eden.9

By combining relationality with the concept of  the storied place, I argue that we gain insight 
into the way Walcott narratively and poetically creates an alternative epistemology of  place that offers 
a genealogy of  the necessarily hybridized, but no less intentional, reinvention that the crisis of  colonial 
dispossession demands as a defence against the ultimate amnesia of  tourism. By linking Saint Lucia and 
the Caribbean to the Black Atlantic and indigenous North America, he animates oceanic and terrestrial 
networks that centre his island in colonial history. Without romanticizing origins, he ethically incorporates 
Aruac and African traces into the place and its story. Walcott’s poetic intervention allows him to engage 
alternative epistemologies of  place, each of  which entails different understandings of  history, to create 
alternative naming practices and construct narratives that contest an imperial version of  Caribbean 
history. 

A Relational Wound and Its Cure

I will employ the frameworks of  relationality and the storied place to consider the significance of  
both the wounding and the cure of  Philoctete to the larger project of  constructing place-based knowing 
that encompasses the island and its painful and buried history. A clear expression of  relationality in 
Omeros revolves around Philoctete’s wound because he links it directly to slavery, and the cure involves 
connections to Africa and the islands’ inhabitants. Walcott writes that Philoctete

believed the swelling came from the chained ankles

of  his grandfathers. Or else why was there no cure? 

That the cross he carried was not only the anchor’s 

but that of  his race. (3.3.13–16) 

Reference to his enslaved ancestors defines it as a relational wound. The cure itself  can be thought of  
as relational because the African sea swift undertakes an arduous journey across the Atlantic to bring 
the healing plant from Africa, for which she gave her life. This relates to Ma Kilman facing wounding 
thorns as she struggles up the hill in search of  the cure (47.3). Though these events occurred in different 
historical epochs, Walcott shows how the past lingers in the present, making the story of  the sea swift a 
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part of  the plant that Ma Kilman harvests. In order to be healed, Philoctete must feel the pain the slaves 
experienced and mourn their bondage and passage, as demonstrated in the following lines:

All the pain

re-entered Philoctete, of  the hacked yams, the hold

closing over their heads, the bolt-closing iron, 

over eyes that never saw the light of  this world, 

their memory still there although the pain was gone. (55.3.18–22) 

Weaving in another layer of  relationality, Walcott, as a character, waves to Philoctete, thinking, “We 
shared the one wound, the same cure,” before the narrator tells of  how the island was transformed when 
Ma Kilman made Philoctete stay in the bath until the African cure healed the wound of  slavery (59.1.23). 
Because everyone shares the wound, which involves relational pain, the cure heals the whole island.

As many are healed along with Philoctete’s wound, the island is revealed as “self-healing” in a 
praise song in book 7. There is a discernible shift away from poetic distortion of  perception for the sake of  
critique towards a naming of  relation near the end of  Omeros. In his explanation of  relationality, Glissant 
contrasts two divergent relationships to place: “land as a territory from which to project towards other 
territories” and an orientation to land that does not grasp at territory but focuses on living on and with 
the land and its inhabitants (144). The latter approach is evident in Walcott’s praise song, the “hymn that 
Achille could not utter” before the healing occurred (Omeros 30.3.1). It celebrates the island and describes 
it as a storied place by layering the names for the island with narrativized references to nature, Africa and 
Europe. This relational song begins with a view of  Saint Lucia from the sea: 

In the mist of  the sea there is a horned island

with deep green harbours where the Greek ships anchor [...]

it was a place of  light with luminous valleys 

under thunderous clouds. A Genoan wanderer 

saying the beads of  the Antilles named the place 

for a blinded saint. Later, others would name her 

for a wild wife. Her mountains tinkle with springs

among moss-bearded forests, and the screeching of  birds

stitches its tapestry. The white egret makes rings

stalking its pools. African fishermen make boards
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from trees as tall as their gods with their echoing

axes, and a volcano, stinking with sulphur,

has made it a healing place. (52.1.37–38, 42–52; italics in original)

This song refers to many of  the names the island has in the poem. The Aruac name is left out, and this 
could be read as a rejection of  the myth of  origins, which simultaneously notes historical rupture and 
erasure. The names referenced seem rather haphazard or rhizomatic compared to the descriptions of  the 
place imbued with its greenness. Uses of  the words “stitches” and “egret” enfold Maud and Plunkett into 
the island’s song. The African fishermen and unnamed gods are sung with subsequent poetic references 
to the Yoruba deities. The axes represent Shango, the Yoruba deity associated with thunder, while the 
volcano is compared to Ogun and Hephaestus, respectively the Yoruba and Greek deities associated with 
the volcanic heat of  the forge. 

This song is an example of  the layering and incorporation used to construct a storied place, 
which Walcott is able to assemble only after depicting the “aesthetics of  rupture and connection” in his 
relational narration of  the history of  genocide and empire (Glissant 151). Taken as a whole, with all the 
elements needed to explore alternative epistemologies of  place, the song follows the arc of  the poem, 
beginning with Walcott revealing the conflicts over naming and history, disrupting colonial and Adamic 
naming through poetic intervention, emphasizing narration and relation over naming to discuss histories 
and presences that have been buried, lost or forgotten and, finally, connecting Saint Lucia to the Black 
Atlantic and indigenous North America.

In Omeros, the search for lost names in the Caribbean, a place of  rupture and relation, belies the 
myth of  origins and disrupts the Adamic myth of  the discoverer with the power to name all of  creation. 
The process of  imperial expansion and usurpation always invalidates any territorial claims of  origination, 
and this is no less true for the tourism industry. As a poet, Walcott acknowledges that the moment of  awe 
that precedes naming will always invalidate any universal claims in a name. In reference to Goodyear-
Ka’ōpua’s discussion of  sovereignty, or ea, Walcott claims the island as home by telling all of  its stories.

This reading of  Walcott’s Omeros affirms his poetic disruption of  colonial naming practices and 
his expression of  nonterritorial relationships to land that signify decolonizing forms of  sovereignty and 
inhabitation. Though tourism represents a renewed crisis with history, the storied-place epistemology, or 
wahi pana, offers a multiplicity of  narratives that name a place partly by stretching back into the recesses 
of  memory, but also by relationally incorporating stories of  absence and erasure within the island’s 
specific genealogy of  reinvention. This method avoids reifying origin myths or flattening out difference. 
By addressing colonial, storied and relational systems of  thought surrounding place, Walcott explores the 
tragic and heroic stories of  Saint Lucia, in all of  their relational proportions, in order to begin to construct 
a decolonial understanding of  the Caribbean as he recovers layered processes of  naming and celebrates 
nonterritorial belonging.
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Notes
1 Edward Baugh refers to this quarrel, and Nadi Edwards responds to him and engages with his 

conception of  the quarrel in separate essays in Small Axe, vol. 16, no. 2, 2012. 
2 It is both ironic and unsurprising that this source for Saint Lucian history is a tourism website.
3 A testament to the power of  hybridity lies in Saint Lucian Kwéyòl, carrying African, indigenous 

and European languages. Hawaiian Pidgin offers a mix of  linguistic sources including Hawaiian, 
East Asian and European languages. 

4 This name refers to the shape of  the island from the perspective of  the sea.
5 See Spillers to consider how slavery conditioned the subjectivity of  female slaves.
6 The opposition between Greece and Africa is overstated in this discussion of  naming, as 

demonstrated in Bernal.
7 Kānaka Maoli is the word in the Hawaiian language used to identify native Hawaiians.
8 Note the continued use of  anthropomorphism.
9 This analysis echoes Homi Bhabha’s examination of  “the political ‘rationality’ of  the nation as a 

form of  narration” (2).
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“Unbounded by Little 
National and Racial Lines”: 
The Space between Borders 
in Claude McKay’s Banana 
Bottom
Joshua M. Murray

Understanding the Harlem Renaissance as a necessarily transnational phenomenon, 
Michelle Ann Stephens provides thought-provoking insight into the effects of  the New 
Negro consciousness during the period of  the 1920s and 1930s when she describes it as “a 
black American social identity that travelled well beyond the confines of  the United States, 
to serve as a metaphor for a rising, black, cultural and intellectual consciousness informed 
by international political events, which swept through the Americas and spilled over into 
metropolitan Europe”; this movement, then, helped “create an increasingly self-aware black 
world” (214). Fitting within this framework, Claude McKay garnered the most critical attention 
for his debut novel, Home to Harlem (1928), and its sequel, Banjo: A Story without a Plot (1929). 
His first foray into fiction details the transatlantic return of  African American World War I 

Source: Franck Réthoré, Femme Black Body. Licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 2.0
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veteran Jake Brown, whose reintegration into 1920s America highlights Harlem’s speakeasies and local 
nightlife, and this foregrounding of  the seedier side of  Black Harlem life contributed to W. E. B. Du Bois’s 
harsh Crisis review of  the novel. McKay’s sequel leaves the American setting behind, replacing it with the 
shore of  Marseilles and a group of  diasporic Black men. Despite the geographical disparities of  the two 
novels, they go hand in hand in characterizing Black modernity as an experience of  movement, transience 
and restlessness. The male protagonists spend much of  their time in transition, resisting stable jobs and 
permanent housing. Each novel closes with an open-ended and inconclusive scene, as the characters in 
both cases choose to leave their current locations and attempt a fresh beginning in a new place. These 
similarities cause McKay’s third published novel, Banana Bottom (1933), to be that much more compelling 
in its discussion of  home and belonging.

On the heels of  McKay’s first two novels, Banana Bottom departs from the earlier formula by 
utilizing a female protagonist who rejects the expectation that she must adhere to predetermined roles 
based on race, gender and class. Along these lines, biographer Wayne Cooper states, “With the creation 
of  Banana Bottom, McKay’s picaresque search for psychic unity and stability, begun with Home to Harlem, 
came full circle to rest in the lost paradise of  his pastoral childhood” (282). Standing in stark contrast to 
Home to Harlem and Banjo, Banana Bottom deviates by replacing the vagabond male characters with a female 
protagonist who seeks self-identity and agency on her native soil of  Jamaica after years of  schooling in 
England. The first two novels conclude ambiguously and lack finality; Banana Bottom, however, presents 
the most successful resolution to identity conflict available in Harlem Renaissance fiction, as protagonist 
Bita Plant happily locates herself  in a space between the duelling races and identities around her, without 
a sense that further resolution is sought or necessary. As Bita successfully encapsulates at the conclusion 
of  her story, her desired home space transcends time and experiences, providing her with a life “[u]
nbounded by little national and racial lines” (McKay, Banana Bottom 314). The protagonists of  McKay’s 
earlier novels seek a similar destination, yet readers cannot be sure of  this result, as each story finishes 
irresolutely with a departure. Conversely, Banana Bottom does not shy away from hardship on the part of  
Bita, yet she ultimately locates a stable, stationary home wherein she can maintain agency and assert 
independence. In the end, this often-forgotten and underappreciated text thereby flourishes in its role of  
demonstrating that tragedy is not always an inevitable outcome to the “two unreconciled strivings; two 
warring ideals” of  double consciousness (Du Bois, Souls 7).

When compared to the novels of  McKay’s contemporaries, we can see just how atypical this 
celebration of  an in-between state is. Unlike other texts, in which the protagonists frequently find their 
multilayered identities symptomatic of  an inevitably tragic ending, McKay’s novel presents Bita’s similar 
movement and dissatisfaction, yet the conclusion resists tragic overtones. This fact cannot be overstated; 
of  the Harlem Renaissance novels that highlight women, Banana Bottom illustrates a situation wherein Bita 
resists personal tragedy to a great degree—excepting the deaths of  both her biological and adoptive fathers—
and receives exactly the conclusion she desires. No other female protagonist in a Harlem Renaissance 
novel can claim the same. To elaborate, Nella Larsen’s Quicksand (1928) ends with a depressed Helga 
wishing for a way out of  her loveless marriage, and Passing (1929) concludes with Clare Kendry Bellew’s 
ambiguous death and Irene Redfield’s inner despair amid assumptions of  infidelity and betrayal. Jessie 
Redmon Fauset’s There Is Confusion (1924) shows Joanna marrying Peter in a presumed happy ending, yet 
she does so at the cost of  her own artistic ambitions; in Fauset’s Plum Bun (1928), Angela endures hardships 
before ultimately uniting with Anthony, though this final consummation only occurs when the two remove 
themselves from American racism and resettle in Paris. Fauset’s The Chinaberry Tree (1931) presents the 
ostracism of  the Strange family within their Black community as the primary conflict, and it concludes 
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with sisters Laurentine and Melissa further withdrawn from the community, though they both marry and 
focus less on the judgement from outsiders; and Fauset’s most cynical novel, Comedy: American Style (1933), 
highlights the tragic extremes of  colourism, as Olivia’s insistence on achieving whiteness leads to her son’s 
suicide, her daughter’s unhappy marriage and her own estrangement from the rest of  her family. Mimi 
in Walter White’s Flight (1926) proclaims her freedom when she decides to return to her “own people” 
following ten years of  racial passing, but the reader must question the freedom of  her belated decision, as 
she gave her son up for adoption many years prior and she still remains in a marriage with a white man 
(300). Finally, Wallace Thurman’s The Blacker the Berry (1929) details the story of  Emma Lou, who, after 
being rejected by Black communities in Boise, Los Angeles and Harlem due to her dark skin, decides to 
stop running from her problems, though the titular pyrrhic victory of  the novel’s final section conveys the 
dissatisfaction of  her verdict. Each protagonist in these novels experiences a state of  in-betweenness at the 
intersections of  race, gender and class, leading to physical and geographical transition. In the end, they 
all conclude on tragedy or compromise, diminishing self-identity in the process. Outside of  Bita, Janie in 
Zora Neale Hurston’s Their Eyes Were Watching God (1937) comes the closest to subverting this trend, as she 
arrives back in Eatonville at the end of  the novel having completed her “journey from object to subject” 
(Gates 187). However, even though she contends that she is satisfied back in Eatonville, this return stems 
directly from Tea Cake’s untimely death, Janie’s trial for his murder and her ultimate acquittal. As Ann 
duCille demonstrates, Janie’s story is “as much about powerlessness as about power,” and the ambiguous 
return of  Tea Cake after his death has potentially tragic undertones if  Janie contracted rabies from his 
bite (123–24). Therefore, as Bita establishes her home between Jubilee and Banana Bottom on her own 
terms, with the husband she chooses to marry, Banana Bottom exhibits the least compromising conclusion 
for a Black woman who maintains independence and agency.

More than merely occupying a unique space within Harlem Renaissance literature, however, 
McKay’s Banana Bottom especially thrives in its portrayal of  redemptive Blackness that deviates from his 
earlier two novels’ insistence on restlessness, which is epitomized in a final scene of  departure in each 
case. Following his first two connected novels, McKay focuses less on the vagrant lifestyle exhibited by 
male protagonists and instead creates a nuanced look at the intersecting conflicts of  race, gender and class 
that arise from the tension between competing internal and external constructions of  identity. Gingertown 
(1932), a collection of  twelve short stories, embraces this altered style tentatively in only some of  its 
stories, while Banana Bottom arguably illustrates the most insightful and cohesive example in his work. The 
Jamaican setting and McKay’s use of  female protagonists surely contribute to the success of  these texts. 
While women enjoy only minor roles in his debut novels, they take centre stage for his final two published 
texts of  fiction.1 When dissecting his first two novels, Laura Doyle insightfully illuminates “McKay’s 
uncomfortable awareness that women are ‘caught’ in this war in an especially cloaked and painful way” 
(129). Though McKay initially relegates them to the background, he reconsiders this position in his later 
writings.

The year prior to Banana Bottom’s publication, McKay released Gingertown, his only collection 
of  short stories. Taken on their own, several of  the stories appear insubstantial, which has led to the 
collection’s limited critical reception over the years. While many of  the stories are mostly forgettable, the 
literary value arises in the episodic tales’ ability to juxtapose the settings of  McKay’s individual novels 
and to consider protagonists of  differing backgrounds. In their biographical study of  McKay, Kotti Sree 
Ramesh and Kandula Nirupa Rani emphasize the importance of  these stories, even if  they find the 
collection as a whole lacking: “Like his three novels, they are set in three different locations, serving 
more as supplement to them, and hence do not demand an exhaustive study” (142). They continue this 
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review, stating that the stories “do not focus, except for one or two, on the main theme of  his major 
fictional works—the quest for self-definition. [...] [T]hey are often melodramatic and lack the strength 
of  his other writings” (142). By nature, Gingertown embodies the innate multicultural transnationalism 
and ‘quest for self-definition’ of  the Black diaspora. Kathleen Drowne, comparing Gingertown to McKay’s 
Home to Harlem, evinces the way the “stories [...] manage to break through this façade of  seemingly endless 
amusement and pleasure to acknowledge the pain caused by racism and by the difficulties in forging 
satisfying emotional relationships” (941). She continues to explore the failings of  the collection, however, 
positing that “McKay glosses over the grinding poverty experienced by many Harlemites, the lack of  
economic security even for those who held steady jobs, and the use of  alcohol and drugs primarily to 
provide temporary relief  from the pressures of  life” as a result of  being out of  touch with Harlem during 
his time abroad (942).

Of  the twelve stories in Gingertown, the first six occur in Harlem. As short stories, they fail to develop 
their characters to the same extent as McKay’s novels, thereby frequently appearing weak and flat. The 
final six stories, however, occur outside the United States; in this way, they create an important space in 
which McKay pushes his fiction away from his adoptive home of  the United States and closer towards 
his home of  Jamaica. In an attempt to prelude the paradigm-shifting presentation of  alienation in Bita’s 
tale, I will examine Gingertown in terms of  its female protagonists, its Caribbean setting and its role as a 
precursor to McKay’s eventual success in Banana Bottom. While I agree that the stories do not house the 
same complexity as the novels, I contend that two narratives in particular—standouts from the latter half  
of  the collection—incorporate nuanced quests for self-identity while highlighting the particular obstacles 
facing women of  colour that McKay ultimately addresses more completely and successfully in Banana 
Bottom.

As Ramesh and Rani rightly claim, McKay’s “Jamaican stories dealing with less hackneyed subjects 
are quite authentic in the portrayal of  characters and their environment” (145). The first of  these, “Crazy 
Mary,” conveys the account of  Mary Dean, the sewing-mistress for a small village schoolhouse. At first, 
Mary occupies a respected and socially accepted space, dating the bachelor schoolmaster and teaching 
young girls to sew. The conflict arises, however, when the schoolmaster is accused of  sexually molesting 
Freshy, one of  the students. Though evidence of  this encounter is specious,2 the village responds with 
anger, and when Mary attempts to clear the schoolmaster’s name, the villagers accuse her of  fornication. 
Regardless of  the truth of  the matter, the schoolmaster (who remains nameless) leaves the village, and 
Mary loses her social status and is ostracized. She never again reclaims her footing once the villagers 
collectively decide she is “a little crazy” (McKay, Gingertown 199). As the years pass, the schoolmaster 
continues his absence from the village, yet Mary “went about with her hair down like a girl,” “barefooted 
like a common peasant girl” and holding a bouquet of  red flowers “in her arm as if  she were nursing 
it” (199–200). At each step of  her mental degradation, the village stands by and permits her continued 
marginalization.

The disastrous conclusion begins when the schoolmaster returns to town and encounters no 
repercussions; for all the years that Mary has lived under scrutiny, his arrival grants him the status of  
celebrity. The questioning of  Mary’s character results directly from her connection to the schoolmaster, 
yet she is the one pushed out due to the double standard of  gender inequality. At this point, Mary runs 
through town nude while laughing. James R. Giles, in one of  the first biographical treatments of  McKay, 
highlights Mary’s sexuality as a key component of  her conflict, labelling her tragedy “a result of  her 
enforced repression of  a strong sexuality. [...] Her final gesture is perhaps not so insane—it expresses her 
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contempt not only for those villagers whose hysteria over the patently false charges of  an adolescent girl 
ruined her life but also for the man who deserted her during that hysteria” (119). The dichotomy between 
Mary and the schoolmaster indicates the way in which sexism weighs heavily upon Mary. At once, Mary 
parallels the two protagonists of  Larsen’s Passing. Like Irene, Mary experiences an inward psychological 
captivity. As time compounds her feelings of  inadequacy and ostracism, the inevitability of  a tragic 
conclusion becomes more apparent. But instead of  Irene’s descent into darkness, Mary’s predicament 
mirrors that of  Clare, trading Clare’s fall from a window for a leap from a waterfall.

In stark contrast to Mary’s cautionary tale, “The Strange Burial of  Sue” presents a protagonist who 
engages in a polyamorous lifestyle, a fact that leads Giles to label her “a personification of  McKay’s ideal 
of  ‘black passion’” (120). Despite her happiness and the apparent social acceptance of  her love life, Sue’s 
satisfaction and agency are nonetheless short-lived. The two stories therefore appear in clear conversation 
with one another. In Mary’s case, her suspected dalliance with the schoolmaster initiates her downward 
spiral; Sue, on the other hand, is open about her “free-loving” nature, receives no “local resentment,” 
is “friendly with all the confirmed concubines and the few married women, and she was a picturesque 
church member” (McKay, Gingertown 221–22). Even though she becomes intimate with married men, her 
kindness and nursing ability grants her a continual popularity. As a follow-up to McKay’s other Jamaican 
story with a female protagonist, then, the presentation of  Sue emphasizes the dichotomy between the 
internal and external elements of  their situations. Mary’s alienation begins when the villagers accuse her 
of  an affair, and it continues as she internalizes her isolation; Sue, on the other hand, appears to have 
sidestepped sexual discrimination, yet she too falls victim to the gossip and hatred of  the village citizens. 

Sue’s marriage to Nat Turner does not squelch her sexuality, and Turner himself  never prevents 
her from engaging in extramarital affairs, often befriending Sue’s boyfriends himself. One such 
relationship occurs when Sue becomes attracted to the young Burskin, who returns to the village after a 
failed apprenticeship with a cooper in Gingertown. Sue initiates a sexual relationship that lasts several 
months. The conflict of  the story originates, then, when she decides to swap Burskin for a newcomer 
from Panama. Burskin does not appreciate Sue’s decision, leading him to the local grogshop where he 
drunkenly shares the most intimate details regarding his experiences with Sue. Following Sue’s violent 
reaction to Burskin’s public declarations, the local church involves itself, with the parson making it his 
personal mission to excommunicate Sue from the congregation. In response to Burskin’s actions, Sue’s 
husband decides to sue him for seducing Sue, whereas Burskin plans a countersuit regarding her assault 
at the grogshop. In a brief  period, Sue goes from a satisfactory state to one in which much of  her life 
crumbles around her. The subsequent stress takes such a mental toll that she begins to overexert herself  
in her work, “[a]s if  she wanted to burn up all her splendid strength” (240). She succeeds in this quest, 
and amid the gossip of  the villagers, Sue falls ill and quickly dies. While the two characters might seem 
otherwise disparate due to their starkly contrasting lifestyles and initial public acceptance, each woman’s 
conflict arises when her agency is externally removed by the surrounding community’s inconsistent and 
selective sense of  morality. Following the same trajectory as Mary, Sue’s fall from grace leads her into a 
socially marginalized existence—one in which she loses the autonomy of  self-definition—that expectedly 
concludes with death.

In both short stories, then, the conflict directly results from the protagonists’ gender and sexuality. 
Mary and Sue enter their outcast states by way of  double standards, the accompanying disapproval of  
society and their personal internalization of  the subsequent ostracism. Whereas their predicaments do not 
necessitate tragedy, death often appears as the prevailing conclusion, as is the case here. These two stories 
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from McKay’s Gingertown thereby begin the significant contribution he fully fleshes out in his following 
novel. “Crazy Mary” and “The Strange Burial of  Sue” provide McKay with a testing ground for his first 
examination of  female protagonists while also allowing him to return to his homeland of  Jamaica. The 
return to this colonial setting provides the perfect location for McKay to underscore the layered double 
consciousness of  Black identity. The two stories of  Gingertown contribute to this discussion, but McKay’s 
last published novel truly shines in its distinction from his earlier writings.

As McKay’s fourth work of  fiction, and his third published novel, Banana Bottom firmly places the 
action in Jamaica during the early twentieth century. Continuing the efforts of  his previous writings, 
then, this work extends the transnational focus away from the United States, completely eliminating the 
US setting except in passing reference. Florian Niedlich notes that Banana Bottom is “[o]ne of  the first 
and arguably most important postcolonial novels of  the Caribbean” (338). In this way, though McKay is 
most frequently discussed in terms of  the Harlem Renaissance, his canon has undeniable relevance for 
Caribbean literature as a whole. As the final published work of  fiction during McKay’s lifetime, Banana 
Bottom completes the trajectory that began in Home to Harlem, as Jake felt the unnameable urge to move 
forward and outwards constantly. Even more significant, however, is Bita’s ‘homeless’ marginalization due 
to race, class, gender and sexuality. Attempting to establish the key distinctions in McKay’s novels, Adam 
Lively posits, “While the two earlier novels had been concerned with characters on the fringes of  society, 
with outsiders, the characters in Banana Bottom are firmly rooted in a landscape and a social milieu” (232). 
This is assuredly the case, and it is compounded when considering the colonial status of  Jamaica and 
the presence of  Bita’s adoptive white parents the Craigs, who attempt to suppress Black identity as they 
consider it inferior to what they can offer Bita and the surrounding villages. Throughout Banana Bottom, 
then, colonialism is the context in which the Black majority experiences restlessness and dissatisfaction.
As with “Crazy Mary” and “The Strange Burial of  Sue” in Gingertown, Banana Bottom represents a distinct 
deviation from McKay’s two earlier novels through the use of  a female protagonist. Amritjit Singh 
underscores this gender choice, claiming that “when McKay wrote Banana Bottom, with Bita as his heroine, 
he had realized that woman is central to his racial vision and therefore is the means to resolve the conflicts 
between folk and educated black cultures” (57). Jarrett H. Brown takes this a step further by viewing Bita 
as “McKay’s literary drag performance,” wherein “he reconstitutes the illocutionary hierarchies inherent 
in heterosexual and gender relations” (99). The gendered element is key, but the novel more importantly 
trades the transitory vagabondage of  Home to Harlem and Banjo for a clearly defined, and multilayered, 
cultural in-betweenness. The positive conclusion thereby emphasizes the possible reconcilability of  Black 
identity.

Of  McKay’s published novels, Banana Bottom has received the least critical attention. Nonetheless, 
Kenneth Ramchand offers some praise by labelling the work McKay’s “supreme artistic achievement” 
(54). Its relative neglect is especially surprising given its status as “perhaps the only novel that is canonized 
in both the Caribbean and African American literary tradition” (Edmondson 160). Indeed, the colonial 
history of  Jamaica complicates Bita’s homecoming, creating a ‘third space’ via the Venn diagram of  
colonizer and colonized. Niedlich has come the closest to this form of  critique, positing that “travel, 
space, and identity in Banana Bottom interact in such a way as to endorse the essentialist notion of  a fixed 
and stable self. As Bita returns to Banana Bottom, she reconnects with her heritage and her true self, 
transgressing the framework of  the white identity imposed on her and recovers her natural black identity” 
(341). This statement lays the groundwork for my discussion here, yet I propose taking it a step further. 
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Rather than reading Banana Bottom in a vacuum, I consider the implications of  McKay’s choice of  a 
female protagonist who overcomes the barriers of  race, gender and class to locate a self-defined space not 
dictated by the colonial or stereotypical expectations of  the time.

The set-up for Banana Bottom immediately presents the reader with a protagonist unique in her 
early twentieth-century Jamaican society. Tabitha ‘Bita’ Plant, a young Jamaican woman, receives an 
education in England and then returns to Jamaica seven years later. Due to her time away, Bita realizes 
that she returns to a state of  in-betweenness, as she initially finds herself  unable to reintegrate seamlessly 
into Jamaican society, calling into question her sense of  home. As Rosemary Marangoly George explains,

The politics of  location come into play in the attempt to weave together a 
subject-status that is sustained by the experience of  the place one knows as 
Home or by resistance to places that are patently ‘not home.’ ‘Location’ [...] 
suggests the variable nature of  both ‘the home’ and ‘the self,’ for both are 
negotiated stances whose shapes are entirely ruled by the site from which they 
are defined. (2)

Bita initially leaves Jamaica amid scandal, when the Craigs ‘adopt’ her after her rape by Crazy Bow3 
and send her to England for an education. Though she ultimately appreciates the education she gains, 
her journey begins via a sexual crime enacted against her; as with Mary and Sue in McKay’s earlier 
stories, Bita experiences a sexual removal of  her agency. Thus, when Bita returns ‘home’ an educated 
and cosmopolitan young woman, the disparity between former and current locations and selves becomes 
complicated vis-à-vis her new world view. In other words, she “returns to her community with an even 
more textured subjectivity than that with which she left (much like McKay), and she yearns for a mode 
of  expression that does not dumb her senses as an intellectual, social, sexual, or cultural being” (Brown 
110–11). Belinda Edmondson similarly characterizes Bita as “sophisticated” and “middle class,” yet also 
“instinctively drawn to the ‘primitive’ traditions of  black peasant culture” (158). Edmondson supports her 
claims by labelling Bita “gentrified” and pointing to her decision to reject her middle-class suitors and 
instead to marry Jubban, a blue-collar labourer (161). Herein lies the novel’s conflict: though Bita returns 
to Jamaica with a desirable English education, she eschews expectations at nearly every turn. In other 
words, Bita “is pulled between two worlds, that of  her Black heritage and that of  her white education,” 
while the novel’s “tension is created largely through the juxtaposition of  the two cultures which influence 
twentieth-century Western Blacks—the African pull of  their past and the Western necessity of  their 
present” (Van Mol 48). Rather than operating solely within the upper-class spheres, Bita embraces her 
ability to engage with the bourgeoisie and peasantry alike.

Though Bita’s conflict has its internal elements, her overall experience is more of  a literal and 
physical in-betweenness situated outside the borders of  the two primary settings in the novel: Banana 
Bottom and Jubilee, which form the metaphorical dichotomy between identities. The people of  these 
towns exhibit their excitement for her return, yet the expectations of  those closest to Bita relegate her 
to a nebulous state of  identity confusion. Her adoptive family becomes one end of  the spectrum, with 
Reverend Malcolm Craig and his wife Priscilla providing Bita with the trip to England in the first place. 
The Craigs represent the white upper class throughout the novel. When Bita returns to Jamaica, they 
view her education as their success, celebrating “the transplanted African peasant girl that they had 
transformed from a brown wildling into a decorous cultivated young lady” (McKay, Banana Bottom 
11). Later, Priscilla demonstrates the underlying racism of  her gift, as she “had conceived the idea of  
redeeming her from her past by a long period of  education without any contact with Banana Bottom, 
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and at the finish she would be English trained and appearing in everything but the colour of  her skin” 
(31). Their white-saviour mentality recurs throughout the novel, and the Craigs’ attempt to control Bita’s 
future hinges upon the idea that they are removing her from a lesser existence and placing her into a 
(more highly valued) colonial, white, English identity.

On the other end of  this spectrum, Bita’s friends and biological family occupy a supposed lower 
class, speaking the vernacular and partaking in local traditions that the Craigs disdain. Bita slowly 
participates in the various events around Banana Bottom, leading her to relinquish “the English identity 
that was conferred upon her” and to feel “proud of  the black identity she is regaining” (Niedlich 339). The 
transition is neither quick nor easy—the plot unfolds slowly over the course of  the novel—yet few events 
deter Bita from her course, unlike Mary and Sue in Gingertown. Despite the odds stacked against her, Bita 
progresses towards an ultimate epiphany of  identity rather than towards calamity and dissolution.

Initially,  Jamaica and England signify the opposing ends of  Bita’s double consciousness. When she 
returns to Jamaica, Banana Bottom and Jubilee create the same dichotomy. In each case, the whiteness 
of  the Craigs (represented first through England and later through Jubilee) contradicts the Blackness 
of  her former life (signified initially through Jamaica and later through the specific locale of  Banana 
Bottom). Karl Henzy identifies Bita’s conflict in a different light, foregrounding “the pressure she has 
felt to reconcile her English education, the disappointed hopes the Craigs had for her, and her need 
to take pride in herself  as a black woman and a Jamaican” (291). In this way, whereas McKay’s earlier 
protagonists find themselves essentially directionless and wandering from one place to the next, when Bita 
traverses the geographical line between Banana Bottom and Jubilee, she also traverses a metaphorical 
line between whiteness and Blackness, the upper class and the lower class—something Brown titles “a 
tightrope walk of  defiance” (111). The Craigs and the Plants most distinctively designate this binary, but 
a series of  binaries comprises the novel, greatly emphasizing the double consciousness of  the two lives 
Bita must navigate. Throughout Banana Bottom, tragedy remains a constant possibility, especially given the 
conclusion of  “Crazy Mary,” “The Strange Burial of  Sue” and other Harlem Renaissance fiction. This 
makes Bita’s positive outcome, deus ex machina though it may be, even more significant.

Through the continued trips between Banana Bottom and Jubilee, Bita realizes to a greater degree 
her dissatisfaction and disillusion with social expectations for her life based on restrictive gender roles and 
her class status. During this time, she finds out exactly who she is and who she wants to be, which she 
explains to Herald Newton Day, the man the Craigs encourage Bita to marry: “I thank God that although 
I was brought up and educated among white people, I have never wanted to be anything but myself. I take 
pride in being coloured and different, just as an intelligent white person does in being white. I can’t imagine 
anything more tragic than people torturing themselves to be different from their natural unchangeable 
selves” (McKay, Banana Bottom 169). She discovers that she loves both her intellectual pursuits and the folk 
traditions of  her fellow Jamaicans; by desiring and granting herself  the latter, “Bita discovers the autonomy 
by which she can be true to herself  and to her Afro-Jamaican community, perpetually” (Nicholls 80). At 
this juncture, barely halfway through the novel, Bita exhibits the stability of  self-identification that most 
hybrid subjects do not. Indeed, the ‘tragic mulatto’ trope hinges upon the conceit that the dual identity 
of  a biracial individual, leading one to feel simultaneously of  two worlds yet home in neither, inevitably 
leads to a literal or metaphorical death. Though Bita does not conform to a biologically biracial identity, 
her adoption by the white Craigs and her split upbringing in Jamaica and England align her with the 
literary archetype. In the pages that follow, as she finds herself  presented with binary choices in race, 
class, location, love and intellect, Bita refrains from allowing her double consciousness to define her in a 
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negative light. Instead, she enjoys the alternating sides of  her identity (reminiscent of  Passing’s Clare who 
morphs between racial identities), not allowing the dichotomy of  her double consciousness to become 
contradictory.

As the novel comes to a close, Bita maintains her agency and self-determination, choosing to 
bypass the expectations placed upon her by education or social status. She marries Jubban, her biological 
father’s uneducated drayman, and when her English mentor Squire Gensir dies, she inherits a plot of  
land, a furnished cottage and “five hundred pounds in the local bank” (McKay, Banana Bottom 309). In 
this moment, she melds the two halves of  her identity that had previously appeared incompatible, no 
longer feeling the need to oscillate between selves, but embracing and presenting both simultaneously. 
Brown celebrates Bita’s successful establishment of  a new space as “an alternative world view composed 
of  hybrid epistemologies that will allow her comfortably to negotiate the world of, and beyond, Banana 
Bottom, troubling the lines of  vision that oversee the definitions of  sexuality, gender subjectivities, power, 
and individual autonomy” (111). Her newly realized ability to straddle and break such categorical bounds 
grants Bita a refreshing and life-giving freedom that had previously remained fleeting at best.

While enjoying her newfound wealth, Bita takes the opportunity to reread Blaise Pascal’s Pensées, 
discovering a new appreciation for the philosophical writings she labels “[a] thought like food. Something 
to live by from day to day. Unbounded by little national and racial lines, but a cosmic thing of  all time 
for all minds” (McKay, Banana Bottom 314). In this moment, Bita succinctly defines her own achieved 
existence, one in which the confines of  race and nationality (and gender, sexuality and class) hold no 
power over her. In attaining “the best of  both worlds,” Bita concludes her act of  identity construction 
(Edmondson 161). Conversely, Paul Jay questions the novel’s end, pointing out its inevitability due to his 
claim that “the idea that Bita has any real choice between the one or the other is probably specious” (189). 
The truth is that Bita cannot choose between the two parts of  her identity, which is why she creates a 
static location between and within the two. Niedlich more aptly delineates the impact of  her resolution, 
stating, “Bita does not reject her white identity in its entirety after all. Rather, she manages to integrate 
part of  her white education with her recovered black identity” (339n5). He shuns the concept of  hybridity 
here because Bita’s double consciousness, which he terms “the in-between of  the ‘third space,’” is her 
preferred self, rather than a mere amalgamation of  two externally constructed ideas (339n5). In fact, the 
house she inherits from Squire Gensir physically exists in a third space, located geographically between 
Banana Bottom and Jubilee in Breakneck. If  much of  McKay’s fiction foregrounds a perpetual quest for 
home, Bita’s journey in this novel is the closest it comes to discovering and establishing one.

Nonetheless, the greatest criticism of  the novel is the unbelievability of  the convenient escapism 
afforded by Bita’s timely inheritance. For instance, though Barbara Griffin admits that Bita “is a McKay 
protagonist who has at last achieved a synthesis,” she also finds Bita’s marriage to Jubban and her reliance 
upon Squire Gensir problematic (506). She similarly contends that “Bita does not so much mediate her 
two worlds as she succumbs to the author’s concept of  what a woman could do or should do. [...] And 
her place is under one patriarchy or another or marriage to a silent man whose routine rustic life and 
sociopolitical apathy in no way threaten the colonial subtext of  the narrative: With him Bita will be 
subdued and isolated” (506). This reading raises valid concerns, yet I argue that this view downplays 
Bita’s agency in the outcome, while also overestimating Jubban’s and Squire Gensir’s influence over her. 
Bita’s marriage is another moment in which she asserts control over herself, selecting the suitor she desires 
rather than one her family or surrounding society would propose. Similarly, Bita sees Squire Gensir as an 
ally, someone who supports her desire to combine the elements of  her dual identity that the surrounding 
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society contends are incongruous. To Bita, he was “the first [white man] to enter into the simple life of  
the island Negroes and proclaim significance and beauty in their transplanted African folk tales and in the 
words and music of  their native dialect songs” (McKay, Banana Bottom 310). He merged his appreciation 
for Black culture with his pre-existing love for general education, art and literature; Bita already desired 
this amalgamation, but she had not previously known anyone who viewed or lived it as a possibility. Even 
without Squire Gensir’s death and his bequeathed estate, Bita had received the gift of  encouragement 
to choose her own path and seek her desired home. Rather than losing her independence because of  his 
role in the novel, then, Bita instead saw his example as an inspiration towards the strength she needed.

While, except within the critical context of  the anglophone Caribbean, Banana Bottom has not 
received the same level of  critical attention as McKay’s other novels or those of  his contemporaries, 
its presentation of  a resolved conflict of  race and gender deserves consideration in the same way that 
Larsen’s and Fauset’s novels do. As I demonstrate here, Bita’s sense of  homelessness arises from the initial 
irreconcilability of  her self-identity and the surrounding societal framework. In other similar cases, the 
resolution of  internal and external identity remains elusive, with compromise or tragedy as the only 
possible outcomes, making the concept of  a successful, uncompromising resolution appear idealistic and 
unrealistic. However, Banana Bottom achieves the impossible by granting Bita a redemptive resolution, in 
which the interspatial in-between becomes a stable home. The inclusion of  the transnational and the 
transitional (and the blurring of  their distinctions at times) contributes to a fuller understanding of  the 
universality of  traumatic identity conflict, especially during the early twentieth century when segregation 
and colonialism reinforced social barriers based on key demographic factors. In a seeming rewriting of  the 
expected tragedy of  double consciousness, McKay reverses the sense of  loss and indirection by creating a 
resolved hybridity. As perhaps the earliest appearance of  such resolution, Bita successfully combines her 
two identities into one, locating a stable space between borders, with no residual friction. Bita’s triumph in 
this moment therefore doubles as the triumph of  the novel itself. In spite of  any stylistic or narrative faults 
it may have, Banana Bottom conveys a nuanced and uplifting story of  a woman who refuses to be defined 
by others and instead forges a life and identity suitable to her liking. As a novel situated amid multiple 
intersecting fields, Banana Bottom is well deserving of  a second look.

Notes

1  Prior to and following the publication of  Banana Bottom in 1933, Claude McKay drafted several 
other manuscripts. Jean-Christophe Cloutier and Brent Hayes Edwards verified the authenticity of  
the previously unknown Amiable with Big Teeth, which they edited and published with Penguin Books 
in 2018. Penguin also published Romance in Marseille in 2020, edited by Gary Edward Holcomb and 
William J. Maxwell. These texts remained unpublished during McKay’s lifetime.

2  In an apparent confirmation of  the falsity of  the schoolmaster’s misdeed, the text labels Freshy 
a “petulant little actress” (McKay, Gingertown 197) and emphasizes her promiscuity years later: 
“Freshy had had three children for three different black bucks before she was nineteen” (200).
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3  Paul Jay agrees that Bita and Crazy Bow engaged in a sexual relationship, but he questions the 
violence implied via the rape allegations. Jay explicates the “colonialist ideology” at play when 
Mrs. Craig vilifies Crazy Bow due to “a number of  complex psychological, social, and political 
assumptions about race, color, sexual desire and ‘mongrelization’” (179–80). With this reading of  
Crazy Bow, Jay views the character as another victim of  racism, nationalism and colonialism, who 
becomes Mrs. Craig’s scapegoat in her quest to keep Bita ‘pure.’
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“The end linked with the 
beginning and was even the 
beginning”: Fractal Poetics in 
Erna Brodber’s Nothing’s Mat
Leighan Renaud

Erna Brodber’s Nothing’s Mat (2014) tells the story of  a nameless protagonist (later 
nicknamed Princess by her husband) who visits Jamaica as a GCE (a British education 
qualification, after age 16) student to map her family tree for a social sciences project. She 
spends an informative period of  time with her father’s relative, Cousin Nothing, who helps with 
her genealogy project, whereupon she decides not to use the “straight lines and arrows that one 
normally sees in family trees” (36) but rather models her family history on the circular sisal mat 
that she and Cousin Nothing spend their days making. The protagonist explains, “[A]t night I 
tried to put the data into a grid I had brought. No can do. I decided instead to focus on the 
never-ending circles that we were making that seemed like a mat of  my family” (14). As an 
adult, the protagonist settles in Jamaica, moves into Cousin Nothing’s house and decides to 
complete the mat, further exploring oral histories, familial ties and alternative “patterns of  

Source: “Family Tree” by Herry Lawford is licensed under CC BY 2.0
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loving” (Romdhani n. pag.). Alongside Brodber’s reimagining of  the family tree, Nothing’s Mat engages with 
such themes and ideas as Caribbean legacies of  marronage, colonialism and indentureship, landscape, 
orality and diaspora. Brodber’s engagement with these themes contributes to what I would argue is 
Brodber’s central thesis, one that is expressed in the novel through the protagonist’s teacher, who remarks, 
“The literature speaks of  the West Indian family as ‘fractured’; you might be able to prove that it is a 
fractal” (Brodber, Nothing’s Mat 36). Brodber references here those earliest perspectives of  anthropological 
study regarding the Caribbean family, wherein matrifocal and other nonnuclear family structures were 
described as “disintegrate families” (Simey 83). In doing so, Brodber rejects the Eurocentricity of  those 
early anthropological perspectives and reimagines the Caribbean family as extensive and expansive.

Brodber, as quoted in Tanya Batson-Savage’s article on the novel, credits “a combination of  
family and a growing fascination with fractals and its relationship with African knowledge systems” as the 
inspiration for Nothing’s Mat. I suggest that, through its engagement with the image of  the mat—based 
on a mat that Brodber’s sister Dr. Velma Pollard owns and photographed for the novel’s cover page 
(Cooke)—the novel is successful in rejecting the hegemonic model of  the family tree in favour of  a fractal 
approach. Rebecca Romdhani’s review of  the novel comments on its success in exploring the “difficult 
legacy of  colonialism and slavery [and its offering] suggestions as to how to begin to heal it,” follows the 
intricate familial patterns mapped in Nothing’s Mat and credits Brodber for “extending the concept of  
the collective Jamaican family” (n. pag.). This essay offers an analysis of  Brodber’s use of  fractals in the 
conceptualization of  the Caribbean family and explores the matrifocal nature of  the narrative and the 
family represented. 

Brodber’s academic work as an established social scientist often emphasizes the importance of  
recording oral histories, and her study Woodside: Pear Tree Grove P.O. (2004) pays testament to this. Born 
in Woodside (a community in Jamaica) herself, Brodber comments on the importance of  promoting 
community development that has “as its central motif  the giving of  information concerning themselves to 
the people. Knowledge is power and self-knowledge is greater power” (Woodside viii). Brodber recognizes 
the importance of  understanding local history and uses “oral and archaeological sources, as well as 
archival sources” (viii) to create a cohesive narrative about the small Jamaican community into which 
she was born. Though Nothing’s Mat is fictional, I suggest that Brodber uses the novel to map out a 
methodology for social scientists interested in Caribbean genealogy. James Clifford argues that “scientific 
anthropology is also an ‘art,’ that ethnographies have literary qualities” and that the “literary or rhetorical 
dimensions of  ethnography […] are active at every level of  cultural science” (4). By aligning ethnography 
with fiction, Clifford breaks down the assumption of  objectivity within ethnography and highlights the 
tension between narrative voice and a desire for objectivity within the discipline. By writing a fictional 
account of  the Caribbean family, Brodber, like Clifford, challenges the boundary between literature and 
ethnography and offers an alternative method of  mapping and understanding the family in the region.

In this essay, I first consider the fractal—a repeating pattern that gradually and continually 
diminishes in size—and the qualities that make it a successful model for the Caribbean family. I analyse 
the fractal imagery present within the novel, as well as make connections with existing Caribbean cultural 
theories that also utilize the fractal in their reading of  the region. I then examine the fractal structure of  
the novel and the titular mat, and consider both the possibilities of  the model. I will argue that, through the 
fractal, Brodber destabilizes patriarchal conceptualizations of  genealogy and offers an alternative, more 
inclusive imagining of  the Caribbean family—one that allows for the blossoming of  filial relationships 
that create the potential for an expansive and infinite imagining of  family.
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Fractal Poetics

Ron Eglash’s African Fractals: Modern Computing and Indigenous Design (1999), an influential addition 
to the field of  ethnomathematics, characterizes a fractal as “the repetition of  similar patterns” (4). Eglash 
explains that the “presence of  mathematics in culture can be thought of  in terms of  a spectrum from 
unintentional to self-conscious” (5), and his study points to a number of  examples in traditional African 
architecture, art and culture where fractals are not only evident but also seemingly intentional. The book 
is successful in drawing connections between occurrences of  fractals and traditional African knowledge 
systems—connections that Brodber cites as inspiration for Nothing’s Mat. Eglash offers the example of  
the Bembe mask, used in initiation ceremonies in the western Congo. Eglash suggests that the use of  a 
fractal pattern to decorate the mask is not only intentional but highly self-conscious, in that it represents 
the “scaling iterations of  knowledge” (123). Fractals, in this instance, are intentionally used to relay the 
importance of  seeking knowledge as the recipient comes of  age.

In Nothing’s Mat, Brodber asks the reader to consider the wider appeal and application of  
mathematics when Cousin Nothing (also referred to in the text as Conut) and the protagonist (who is also 
the novel’s narrator at this moment) begin making the mat. The narrator describes in great detail the 
macca plant that they use to create the sisal for the mat:

Conut intervened into my thoughts to inform me that some plants were 
particularly good. We could know them by the fact that their growth 
progression followed a natural path. And what was this natural path? One 
leaf  would emerge, then another, then two—the sum of  one and one— then 
three—the sum of  two and one, then five would emerge—the sum of  two 
and three, then eight—the sum of  five and three, and so on, the number of  
leaves continuing to determine the next number of  leaves, to infinity. (13)

Brodber first introduces fractal imagery as a natural occurrence. The “natural path” that Brodber 
describes is the Fibonacci sequence. Lynn D. Newton describes the Fibonacci sequence as a recurring 
sequence “in which each term is defined as some function of  the previous terms” (3). Nikoletta Minarova 
observes occurrences of  the sequence in nature, pointing specifically to flowers such as roses and sunflowers. 
Though extensive research has been conducted by both scientists and mathematicians, Minarova 
concludes that there is no definitive explanation as to why the sequence appears so often in nature. She 
suggests, “[It] has been presumed that it is just nature’s way of  getting maximum resources available to it, 
and taking the easiest path to these goals” (15). Minarova’s contention that the Fibonacci sequence offers 
plants the ‘natural path’ to sustainability echoes Brodber’s description of  the “natural path” in Nothing’s 
Mat. Eglash also references Fibonacci in African Fractals and determines that it is a variation of  a fractal 
pattern. He argues that, although each generation of  the Fibonacci sequence happens by using addition, 
“because the amount to be added in each transformation requires a feedback loop or, as mathematicians 
call it, an iteration” (110), it is still an example of  a fractal. The feedback loop, the repetition of  a process, 
is a necessary component in the fractal. Because the Fibonacci sequence requires the same complex 
process to be repeated, it can be characterized as a fractal.

That the macca plant follows the Fibonacci sequence means that the plant is self-generating and 
fractal. That Brodber so thoroughly details the fractal qualities of  the plant that becomes the primary 
material for Conut’s family mat suggests that there is also a self-generating and infinite quality to the 
Caribbean family itself. The macca plant has the potential to keep repeating the same patterns infinitely, 
and the protagonist describes the mat and her family as having the same potential. Upon returning to 
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England after her first trip to Jamaica, the protagonist says, “[T]he mat was not finished. There was still 
a string hanging and it would continue to do so to infinity unless someone decided to stop the journey” 
(39). The expansive nature of  the fractal works well as a model for the Caribbean family, where instances 
of  loving and kinship are often not so easily encapsulated in the linearity of  the standard family tree. T. 
S. Simey studied 270 families in 1940s Jamaica, and Mary Chamberlain notes that his research showed 
that “not a single one consisted of  only parents and their children. Every family included additional 
children and adults” (63). Brodber’s novel, as this chapter will continue to reiterate, champions a fractal 
approach, as she maps out a family tree that provides space for the inclusion of  the extensive and extended 
Caribbean family.

There are a number of  elements that Eglash cites as necessary to the creation and definition of  a 
fractal. One of  these elements is recursion, which Eglash defines as “a circular process, a loop in which 
the output at one stage becomes the input for the next. Results are repeatedly returned so that the same 
operation can be carried out again” (17). Brodber introduces the reader to the concept of  recursion early 
on in the novel, as the protagonist describes the process of  making the mat: “‘Your end is your beginning,’ 
Conut advized, so that we knew the initial set of  strands had be to be long enough to make our circles and 
leave over to begin the next, which we could then gently and neatly supply with more strands as needed” 
(Nothing’s Mat 14). The type of  recursion Brodber describes is an iteration, a feedback loop, whereby “each 
time the process creates an output, it uses this result as an input for the next iteration” (Eglash 110). In the 
case of  Conut’s mat, the already existing circle, or part thereof, becomes the input for the next circle. The 
same can also be said of  the structure of  the novel, wherein each chapter leaves a ‘strand’ that is picked 
up and developed in the next chapter. For example, the novel’s second chapter, named “Maud,” ends with 
a paragraph describing the moment Mass Eustace learns that he has fathered a child—Nothing—with 
Clarise (Brodber, Nothing’s Mat 18). Chapter 3, named “Mass Eustace,” picks up this narrative strand and 
offers the reader more details about the life of  Nothing’s father. 

Eglash offers a literary example of  iteration that is helpful when considering both the structure of  
Nothing’s Mat and the way that orality functions in the novel. He describes a story “in which one of  the 
characters starts to tell a story, and within that story a character starts to read a passage from a book” 
(Eglash 110). Nothing’s Mat is able to include a number of  iterative stories within the narrative through its 
utilization of  orality. In part 1 of  the novel, which is narrated in the first person, the protagonist describes 
her first meeting with Cousin Nothing’s ward Keith, who looks like “a large version of  a dasheen” (10). 
Brodber creates a narrative iteration here, in that she engages with orality to relay to the reader the story 
of  Keith, as told by Cousin Nothing. Conut details the story of  Keith’s mother, who was poisoned by 
Conut’s father for stealing the dasheen she craved while she was pregnant. The protagonist interjects 
to reveal to the reader, “I did not have my tape recorder with me and, more important, neither my 
grandparents nor my father, I was sure, knew this story” (11). Nothing tells the young protagonist, “[M]y 
father must have poisoned the dasheen out of  sheer frustration. […] I built what I told people would be 
a store house and I put Keith in it” (12). The relationship between Nothing and Keith is one that would 
not be aptly explained through the straight bloodlines of  the traditional family tree. Similarly, his story 
might have been lost if  Conut and the protagonist did not engage with the culture of  orality during their 
time together.

Antonio Benítez-Rojo has notably engaged with the fractal in his seminal study The Repeating Island: 
The Caribbean and the Postmodern Perspective (1996), where he redefines the Caribbean through an exploration 
of  chaos theory and argues that the Caribbean is a meta-archipelago, “a cultural sea without boundaries, 
[a] paradoxical fractal form extending infinitely through a finite world” (314). Chaos theory concerns 
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itself  with the unpredictability of  systems and “recognizes there is a natural tension between order and 
disorder. Where one expects to find order, one finds chaos, and where one expects to find chaos, one finds 
order” (Penuel et al. 105). Benítez-Rojo reads the Caribbean as “a chaos that returns, a detour without 
purpose, a continual flow of  paradoxes; it is a feedback machine with asymmetrical workings” (11). By 
defining the Caribbean as a feedback machine, Benítez-Rojo draws on fractal imagery and suggests that 
the region is a site where order and disorder come together. 

By conceptualizing the Caribbean family as fractal in Nothing’s Mat, Brodber offers a critique of  
Eurocentric studies that often defined Caribbean family structures by using such terms as ‘fragmented’ 
and ‘unstable’ (Smith 260–63). Their misunderstanding of  the uniqueness of  the Caribbean family was 
hindered by the very terms used to define it. Benítez-Rojo argues that the obstacles to the study of  the 
Caribbean are “exactly those things that scholars usually adduce to define the area: its fragmentation; its 
instability; its reciprocal isolation; its uprootedness” (1). He suggests that Eurocentric studies have been 
guilty of  “[navigating] the Caribbean with judgements […] the new (dis)coverers—who come to apply 
the dogmas and methods that had served them well where they came from, and who can’t see that these 
only refer to the realities back home” (1–2). Benítez-Rojo’s criticism of  the Western gaze of  cultural 
studies resonates with the work of  Caribbean feminists and their attitudes towards dated Eurocentric 
studies of  the Caribbean family. For example, Olive Senior characterizes nonnuclear domestic settings as 
possessing “fluidity” in her study Working Miracles: Women’s Lives in the English-Speaking Caribbean (4). The use 
of  the word ‘fluid’ suggests a rejection of  negative perceptions of  nonnuclear families and creates a space 
for possibility and expansion.

Scientists agree that fractals adhere to the principles of  chaos theory. The Fractal Foundation 
defines fractals as “infinitely complex patterns that are self-similar across different scales. They are created 
by repeating a simple process over and over in an ongoing feedback loop. Driven by recursion, fractals are 
images of  dynamic systems—the pictures of  Chaos” (“What Is Chaos Theory?”). Benítez-Rojo alludes to 
the relationship between chaos and the fractal in his assertion that “Chaos looks towards everything that 
repeats, reproduces, grows, decays, unfolds, flows, spins, vibrates, seethes,” and his engagement with chaos 
theory as a lens through which to read the Caribbean is particularly interested in the idea of  repetition (3). 
Benítez-Rojo argues that, in the Caribbean, within the “historiographic turbulence and its ethnological 
clamour […] one can sense the features of  an island that ‘repeats’ itself, unfolding and bifurcating until it 
reaches all the seas and lands of  the earth” (3). He explains that his use of  the word ‘repeats’ aligns itself  
with the discourse of  chaos “where every repetition is a practice that necessarily entails a difference and 
a step towards nothingness” (3). Both the idea of  repetition with a difference and that of  nothingness 
resonate with Nothing’s Mat and Brodber’s use of  the fractal to navigate the Caribbean family tree. The 
narrator, in a conversation with her cousin, suggests that with regard to the mat and their family, “[the] 
structures were there and all we would be doing through our lives was replicating them” (95). She believes 
in the repetition of  pre-existing structures, but every repetition leaves space for possibility, something 
new—otherwise, the family would just be repeating history, which would make for a bleak and unhopeful 
story. An example of  this repetition with a difference is evident in Everard Turnbury’s strand of  family 
history. The son of  a white father and black mother, Everard marries Cousin Nothing and moves into 
her house, which had previously belonged to the Turnbury family before his father drank away the family 
estate. Fractal repetition sees Everard’s return to this family land, but Everard observes that, as a brown 
man married to a black woman, the community shuns him in a way that echoes its shunning of  his white 
father: “[N]obody came to my side. It felt like Turnbury all over again: black people unsympathetic to my 
cause” (69). Everard’s narrative continues: 
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My father once made a comment which suggested that he felt my mother was 
forced on him because she could bring to Turnbury some material things it 
needed. If  this was my father’s psychological path, his path to drunkenness, 
then my projected relationship with the girl was just a reliving of  my father’s 
relationship. […] I could not allow this to be my path. Its possibility is what 
took me to the church in Brown’s Town. (69) 

Everard recognizes how easy it would be to repeat familial patterns and end up a lonely alcoholic like his 
father. Because he recognizes the fractal nature of  his family, the repetition of  circumstances, he is able to 
create a new path for himself. Repetition with a difference allows for the possibility of  a complex pattern, 
and it is this possibility that offers the novel’s family the prospect of  continuing to infinity, like the macca 
plant. 

Benítez-Rojo’s argument that repetition with a difference generates a step towards nothingness 
is particularly interesting when considering the title of  Nothing’s Mat. Given that he defines chaos as a 
continual flow of  paradoxes, I read Benítez-Rojo’s understanding of  nothingness as a paradox. Tom 
McFarlane suggests that nothingness and infinity are two sides of  the same coin because “[insofar] as the 
Infinite cannot be limited at all, it cannot be conceived of  as any definite thing. Thus, it is indistinguishable 
from nothing.” It is in light of  this understanding that nothing and everything are indistinguishable that 
I read the title of  Brodber’s novel. Nothing’s Mat positions the Caribbean family as having the potential 
to be infinite. As the infinite cannot be limited, it cannot be understood in definitive terms. Thus, it is 
simultaneously everything and nothing. 

The “Never-Ending Circles” of  the Mat and the Novel

Existing criticism on Caribbean women’s writing has often taken into consideration the 
representation of  families, though this has frequently been centred on the mother-daughter relationship 
as a representation of  the writer’s own fraught relationship with the motherland. Sandra Pouchet Paquet 
suggests that many Caribbean women’s narratives undertook the “quest for a female ancestor” (12), often 
represented by an absent mother, or a strained mother-daughter relationship, and this relationship has 
long been of  interest to literary critics. Given what Lorna Burns describes as the colonial implications 
of  the notions of  motherlands (20) and the feminization of  colonial land as an object to be conquered, 
the symbolism of  mothers in Caribbean women’s writing provides a rich space for analysis. Simone A. 
James Alexander compares the mother-daughter relationship to the act of  colonization in the Caribbean, 
arguing that both of  them are “crucially formative,” and thus concludes that the daughter’s relationship 
with both mother and land is “fraught with fear, alienation, and ambivalence” (20–21). Within the social 
sciences, the Caribbean family has long been of  interest, and early studies defined mother-centred families 
and female-headed households using terms such as ‘disintegrate’ (Simey 83). The use of  terms such as 
‘fractured’ in academic scholarship regarding Caribbean families is comparable with Alexander’s reading 
of  mother-daughter relationships in Caribbean women’s fiction, in that it highlights the limitations of  
existing scholarship on the Caribbean family across disciplines. The emphasis on the mother-child dyad 
has been read with negative connotations, and there has been insufficient consideration of  wider family 
dynamics. Studies like those by Chamberlain, have started to consider more thoroughly the dynamics of  
the extended family. Chamberlain’s article focuses on “the roles of  wider kin in child-rearing” (64) and 
is particularly interested in the roles of  grandparents. She observes, “[G]randchildren often have a close 
relationship with, and responsibility towards, grandparents, extending what Brodber […] described as 
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their ‘perceptual’ field of  family, and generating a sense of  ‘emotional expansiveness’” (65). I suggest that, 
through her fiction, Brodber further broadens perceptions of  what constitutes a family in the Caribbean. 
The novel offers a number of  representations of  matrifocality within the protagonist’s family, and by 
using the fractal mat as inspiration for her alternative family tree, Brodber positions matrifocality as being 
an integral element of  Caribbean genealogy. 

Andrea O’Reilly defines matrifocality as “mother focused” and “characteristic of  a cultural 
cosmology that radically differs from the exaltation of  the nuclear family as the most central building 
block of  a society”; she also suggests that “[cultures] that allow for matrifocality tend to be much more 
communal in nature” (736). The anthropological study of  matrifocality, both in the Caribbean and 
globally, has evolved over time, and attitudes towards matrifocality have varied. More recent research 
into matrifocality has largely been dedicated to promoting positive attitudes towards the family structure, 
appreciating it as a unique element of  particular communities and understanding that women are 
culturally central in matrifocal families.

Nothing’s Mat features a variety of  incarnations of  matrifocality within the protagonist’s family, and 
I would like to suggest that the title and structure of  the novel are also matrifocal. The novel is based on 
a mat representing a Jamaican family, a mat that belongs to Cousin Nothing and then to the protagonist. 
Thus, Cousin Nothing, as a mother figure to the protagonist and as creator of  the mat, functions as the 
narrative’s starting point, the seed from which the story grows. As a storyteller, Nothing is positioned as a 
mother figure, and that the narrative begins with Nothing’s oral account of  her family’s history suggests 
that the narrative is matrifocal.

The mat itself, the physical representation of  the family and the product of  Cousin Nothing’s 
storytelling, can be thought of  as matrifocal in a different manner. The production of  the mat starts 
with the recollection of  a story about Maud, Nothing’s adoptive grandmother. At the end of  the chapter 
named after her, the narrator says, “[T]he seed was a circular mat about the size of  a side plate. In my 
mind, I called this Miss Maud” (18). Maud acts as the starting point for the fractal mat and family tree. 
She is at the centre neither of  the mat nor of  the family, but her story acts as the point from which the 
rest of  the mat grows and develops. Given the structure of  the mat, wherein existing circles create more 
circles, growing in a variety of  directions, it cannot be assumed that Maud’s seed circle would have stayed 
in the middle of  the mat. However, that Maud, in her role as a mother figure to Clarise and Nothing, 
takes her place as the seed of  the mat is evidence of  the matrifocal nature not only of  the family but also 
of  the genealogical model that the mat represents. The story told in Maud’s chapter becomes the gateway 
for stories to come, and the end of  this chapter, of  this particular story, acts as the beginning of  another. 
Stories create more stories—no one story more or less important than the last—much like the circles that 
make up Nothing’s mat and the lives of  people that are part of  Nothing’s family tree. Cousin Nothing 
is able to use the ending of  Maud’s story as the beginning of  the next story in a manner that rejects the 
traditional family tree. Thus, the mat becomes matrifocal in nature.

Brodber has long been acclaimed for her experiments in form (Cooper, “Afro-Jamaican Folk 
Elements”). The distinctive recursive structure of  Nothing’s Mat helps Brodber make a case for fractal 
genealogies. The novel is split into three sections. In part 1 of  the novel, the protagonist reminisces 
about her trip to Jamaica as a teenager, when she became acquainted with Cousin Nothing, Nothing’s 
account of  their family history and the process of  making the mat. Part 2 of  the novel is made up of  three 
historical narratives from Maud, Clarise and Everard Turnbury—all relatives featured on the mat. Each 
narrative is written in the first person, with narrative interjections from the novel’s protagonist. Part 3 
brings the narrative into the present day, with the protagonist moving into Cousin Nothing’s house after 
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her death, connecting with her American cousin and becoming a wife and mother, while keeping the mat 
an active part of  her family’s life. The three parts of  the novel signify different stages in collecting family 
histories. Part 1 is made up of  oral accounts, part 2 is informed by archival sources and part 3 shows the 
importance of  understanding histories and preserving their legacies.

While most chapters in Nothing’s Mat are named after a particular character who appears in the 
mat, some are named after particular moments in the protagonist’s life. The novel’s first chapter, for 
example, is called “Making the Mat,” and when the protagonist moves to Jamaica as an adult, the chapter 
that details her new ownership of  Cousin Nothing’s house is named “The Home.” Each chapter features 
a story that can exist both individually and as part of  a collective, in the context both of  the novel’s 
structure and of  the mat it represents. By naming certain chapters after objects or moments, Brodber is 
suggesting that they have the potential to exist as part of  the family. For example, after learning about 
the very close relationship between Cousin Nothing and her own grandmother Pearl, and their success 
in business, the protagonist ponders how best to incorporate into the mat the produce that helped bring 
them so close together. She says, “[I]t would have been nice to put the sugar cane plant and the coconut in 
our mat but no one knew how to do this. Perhaps we could paint them on or embroider them on when the 
mat was finished, was Nothing’s suggestion” (32–33). Édouard Glissant suggests that “[the] individual, 
the community, the land are inextricable in the process of  creating history. Landscape is a character in 
this process” (105–06). As sugar cane and coconut are integral features in the colonial history of  the 
Caribbean, and indeed the family history represented in Nothing’s Mat, Brodber suggests that embedding 
them within the ancestral mat would be important. Thus, instead of  being a passive feature, the landscape 
in Nothing’s Mat is an important character in the family story, though the narrator is unable to find a way 
to include it. This is an example of  the differences between the physical mat and the text, and highlights 
the limitations of  the fractal as a model for the Caribbean family. It suggests that the narrator’s fractal 
genealogy is a work in progress and also suggests that the Caribbean family and the various patterns of  
loving and kinship found within it have room to extend beyond people. 

Both the text and the mat utilize the idea of  a hanging thread that is used to continue and expand 
the stories they tell. Throughout the novel, chapters end by introducing characters that feature heavily 
in the next chapter. For example, at the end of  part 2, after the narrator muses over Everard’s lost family 
history, she says, “I shelved the issue and told myself  that I would go right back to work, dealing with 
those I knew were my kin, putting my American aunt and uncle in the mat” (Brodber, Nothing’s Mat 72). 
The next chapter is thus named “John and Sally” after said aunt and uncle, and begins exploring this new 
thread of  family. In this instance, the text and the mat mirror each other. In this respect, the narrative is 
circular because each story creates more stories, and the narrative highlights this movement by mapping 
the movement from one circle of  the mat to the next. 

In Nothing’s Mat, Brodber mimics the patterns of  storytelling in that the stories are not necessarily 
relayed in chronological order, nor do they remain focused solely on the character named in the title of  
each chapter. Brodber uses the nonchronological narrative to represent a family mat that also rejects linear 
blood lines in favour of  a recursive approach. In part 1, the protagonist recollects stories she heard from 
Cousin Nothing. After the first chapter, the others are subsequently entitled “Maud,” “Mass Eustace,” 
“Everard Turnbury” and “Euphemia.” These chapters give details about the characters’ lives, but mostly 
they convey their relationship to Conut. As it is Nothing telling the protagonist these stories, it would 
follow that her recollections of  these family members centre largely on their relationship to her. Chapter 
2, for example, is named “Maud” after the woman who acted as Nothing’s guardian upon the early death 
of  her teenage mother, Clarise. The chapter details events leading up to Nothing’s birth, with both Maud 
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and Clarise being unaware of  the pregnancy. The short chapter interrogates stigma surrounding female 
sexuality in colonial Jamaica, and the narrator notes Clarise’s ignorance about her adolescent body as 
being a symptom of  the stigma, commenting, “[She] had told no one [about her period], for this was 
not the kind of  thing that a decent girl talked about and all girls were decent so there were none to say to 
her, this happened to me too” (15). Maud’s chapter, then, is not so much about Maud as it is about the 
ignorance of  Clarise that leads to the conception of  Nothing. 

The structure of  part 2 of  the novel differs from the first, and I suggest that parts 1 and 2 represent 
two methods of  collecting local Caribbean histories and genealogies, approaches that Brodber uses in 
her own social science research. In addition, they also utilize the fractal concept of  repetition, with the 
difference that part 1 ends with the protagonist considering the necessity of  the mat and the importance 
of  finishing it: “I think I will just finish Cousin Nothing’s mat. […] There is sisal left over from those 
days. […] I shall put in the details that Cousin Nothing did not know about. In my head, I will stick 
them around the circumference of  the mat and give it and me closure” (40). The protagonist comes to 
the realization that collecting oral histories can only take her so far. Part 1 has to end to make way for 
part 2—the histories informed by archival research. As a literary trope, orality has allowed Caribbean 
writers to engage with and critique established language hierarchies in the region. In Noises in the Blood: 
Orality, Gender and the ‘Vulgar’ Body of  Jamaican Popular Culture (1993), Carolyn Cooper argues that orality 
in the region, and the practices associated with it—such as storytelling, creolized spiritual practices and 
social traditions—are feminized and stigmatized (2–3). Because of  the gendered stigma, some Caribbean 
women writers such as Merle Hodge have often chosen to engage with orality as a way of  critiquing and 
resisting the colonial influences of  the established language hierarchies. In Nothing’s Mat, orality functions 
as the starting point from which the family history project unfolds. Oral histories are prioritized over 
archival sources, as the protagonist chooses to put the archival stories of  part 2 around the circumference 
of  the mat. Characters are placed within the context of  Jamaican history, with their narratives taking 
on significance beyond their relation to Cousin Nothing. For example, the chapter “Maud and Modibe: 
Morant Bay, 1865” places Maud within Jamaican Maroon history. Not only are archival sources on 
the circumference of  the mat, but so too is Jamaican history, reinforcing Renu Juneja’s contention that 
“personal history is linked to group history” in the Caribbean (27).

Parts 1 and 2 of  Nothing’s Mat circle each other, both in structure and content. Part 3 of  the novel 
further explores the fractal nature of  the Caribbean family by representing repeating patterns within 
the protagonist’s family as it spreads into the diaspora. The most notable instances of  fractal patterns 
in part 3 lie in the relationship between the protagonist and her cousin Joy, and in the characterization 
of  the protagonist’s daughter, Clarise. Joy is the daughter of  the protagonist’s father’s half-brother John. 
Since Joy was born in America, the protagonist only knows of  her through photographs and letters, 
until Joy travels to Jamaica to give birth to an illegitimate child. Joy is keen to immerse herself  in the folk 
traditions of  the island, and the narrator describes her desire to “be shut in for nine days after the baby’s 
birth; she wanted him or her bathed in a pan with silver money in it […] she wanted to drink mint tea 
and wanted the after-birth planted under a tree here. She wanted folk things I had never heard of ” (88). 
As their relationship becomes increasingly close, the protagonist recognizes this as a repeating familial 
pattern, one that mimics, for example, the close relationship between her grandmother Pearl and Cousin 
Nothing, distant blood relatives who shared the bond of  sisters.1 The kinships that extend beyond blood 
ties are further emphasized by the protagonist’s sympathetic pregnancy upon Joy’s arrival. She states, 
“[I]f  you hadn’t been told that my cousin was pregnant, five months gone at that, you would not know. 
[…] I, on the other hand, was having difficulty getting my skirts to hook and my blouses were gaping at 
the front” (90). Brodber explains this sympathetic pregnancy as a continuation of  relationships between 
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enslaved Africans in the Caribbean, who often took on each other’s pain: “We feel for each other and 
carry each other’s pain and blessing so much that if  the designated one cannot or will not perform, we 
take on the task. Just so must we have cried and screamed when one of  us fell beneath the lash too weak 
to cry out for herself ” (103). In Nothing’s Mat, Brodber suggests that the protagonist carrying the burden 
of  the physical symptoms of  pregnancy is a fractal, a pattern that has repeated since African people 
came to the Caribbean. Brodber’s protagonist is thus rewarded for her duty towards her cousin when Joy 
unexpectedly gives birth to twins and insists that the protagonist take into her care the second child. The 
pervading imagery of  fractals is once again revisited in the description of  Joy’s second child. The narrator 
asks, “[Have] you ever peeled a tangerine and found at the top of  the pegs a whole little set of  tangerine 
pegs. This little set of  pegs looks just like the normal set of  pegs except for size” (91). Brodber offers 
another natural image to illustrate fractal patterns, emphasizing her endorsement of  using the fractal as 
a means of  understanding expansive and complex family dynamics in the Caribbean. The protagonist 
adopts the smaller child and names him Modibe, in honour of  the Maroon Modibe to whom Maud was 
engaged, replicating and honouring the pre-existing connections within her family.

The protagonist’s preoccupation with replicating the patterns of  her family is further emphasized 
when she names her second child Clarise, after the Maroon Modibe’s younger sister and Cousin Nothing’s 
mother. She chooses to name her Clarise in an attempt to give her the chance to “live a normal and happy 
life this time” (97). The narrator is actively repeating patterns but making the repetition different, as with 
Benítez-Rojo’s understanding of  chaos theory and the Caribbean as a repeating island. The protagonist 
recognizes that there are pre-existing structures in her family that will continue to be replicated, but each 
repetition necessarily includes a difference, which means that they are not repeating history but creating 
the possibility of  mapping their family infinitely. The protagonist continues Clarise’s traditional African 
beliefs in ancestral spirits and offers a glimpse into Brodber’s understanding of  African knowledge systems. 
In his study of  Igbo belief  systems, Aloysius Eberechukwu Ndiukwu argues that “in life and death, one 
is in association with the family and the ancestors. We are in them and they are in us” (196). Brodber 
demonstrates her understanding of  ancestral spirits through the characterization of  Nothing’s mother, 
Clarise, in part 2 of  the novel, while simultaneously speaking to the theme of  fractals. When she becomes 
gravely ill, Clarise muses, “I was wondering whose body my spirit would get into and I was thinking 
that it would go into the little girl [Nothing] for why else did I have her?” (58). Clarise’s understanding 
of  the spirit as infinite means that she is able to recognize that death is not her end. Rather, it offers the 
possibility of  new beginnings, much like the structure of  the mat and the Caribbean family. 

The protagonist describes a moment when she sees her daughter, Clarise, dancing, which, in her 
mind, confirms her understanding of  how fractals manifest within the Caribbean family:

I had once been privileged to see Nothing in a pose which I felt impossible, 
a skill that Nothing didn’t want spoken about. I have never mentioned it to 
anyone, yet here was this child contorted like the bird into which I had seen 
Nothing turn herself, the bird into which Clarise’s grandmother, the African, 
had perhaps turned herself  to fly away home to wherever, and about which 
Clarise had told Nothing when she was just a baby. […] Clarise was also, 
somehow, Nothing. In her the circle was complete: the end linked with the 
beginning and was even the beginning. (Brodber, Nothing’s Mat 102)

Brodber highlights that familial patterns repeat until they meet their natural ending, which also functions as 
a new beginning. Nothing’s story is concluded in her successor Clarise, and yet the same story is repeating 
again. Brodber’s conceptualization of  repeating ancestral patterns echoes the ideas of  anthropologist 
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Constance Sutton, who, in her study of  the Yoruba tribe of  West Africa, writes about their belief  that “[n]
ew born children represented reborn ancestors, recent and distant. They in turn give birth to the future, 
and after their death become ancestors waiting to be reborn” (143). The cycle of  ancestors, much like 
the circles of  the fractal mat, has the capacity to be infinite, the end of  a life beginning the next. Brodber 
creates an innovative narrative and family structure through her use of  fractal poetics. 

Conclusion

Brodber draws on an existing tradition of  Caribbean women’s writing that represents the 
Caribbean family in fiction, but rather than focus on the mother-daughter dyad, Nothing’s Mat interrogates 
broader family dynamics, and offers its readers a wholly unique conceptualization of  the Caribbean 
family. Through the novel, the linear, hegemonic family tree is successfully rejected in favour of  a fractal 
genealogy that embraces openness, subverts hierarchy and creates a space within which to offer an 
expansive representation of  the Caribbean family. In her use of  fractal poetics, Brodber successfully 
reimagines and celebrates the complex Caribbean family as extensive and with the possibility of  being 
infinite. Nothing’s Mat represents family networks that are rooted in the legacy of  slavery and extend beyond 
bloodlines. Similar to the way in which Benítez-Rojo rejects readings of  the Caribbean as fractured and 
reimagines the region as an expansive meta-archipelago, so too does Brodber draw on the fractal as a 
model for the Caribbean family that directly addresses and subverts the Eurocentric perception of  the 
Caribbean family as unstable and broken. Through storytelling and the iterations that orality allows 
space for, and by offering a number of  family stories that would not have been adequately captured by 
the traditional family tree, Brodber makes a strong case for a fractal approach to Caribbean genealogy. 
Through the mat and the novel’s innovative narrative structure, she highlights the repetitive nature of  the 
family, wherein patterns repeat with a difference, making space for infinite possibility. 

As an academic who places a high importance on community development, Brodber has long 
argued that her fiction is a facet of  her sociological methodology. In writing Nothing’s Mat, Brodber 
highlights the importance of  Caribbean communities being able to trace and map family histories. 
Brodber’s imagining of  the Caribbean family rejects Eurocentric anthropological perspectives that 
suggested that the Caribbean family was broken and chooses instead to focus on the history of  loving and 
being loved among African people forcefully brought to the region (Brodber, Nothing’s Mat 103). In the 
case of  the novel and the mat, these expansive networks of  love are the seeds of  the family, a repeating 
pattern that reiterates and facilitates the possibility of  a family that continues to grow infinitely.

Notes

 1 The protagonist’s mother, talking to her husband, describes Conut as “your mother’s sister who 
isn’t your mother’s sister” (5).
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Drinking Forever: Daru (Rum) 
Poetics in Chutney Music
Rajiv Mohabir

It is my intention to broaden the existing discourse of  what Jennifer Nesbitt calls 
Caribbean “rum-poetics” (Nesbitt, “Under the Influence” 3) by positing a daru poetics as 
a subsection of  this vast archive and as an elaboration of  the Caribbean Hindi/Bhojpuri 
language archive of  songs as literary—chutney music’s own oeuvre being unique and 
multivalent. Previous scholarship and cultural examinations of  rum in the Caribbean exclude 
Indo-Caribbean Bhojpuri cultural productions. As a translator of  Caribbean Hindi and 
Bhojpuri, I provide original translations (as interpretation and transformation) and close 
readings of  chutney song lyrics from the period spanning 1979–2012. I underscore ways in 
which alcohol usage in this oral literature presents a poetry that cycles through liberation, 
dependency and violence. I assert a daru poetics that reflects and offers a window into the 
complications of  alcoholism and domestic violence as tropes for Indian communities in the 
Caribbean. Through these songs, I examine daru, translated as ‘rum,’ and more broadly 
as ‘alcohol,’ and its usage as a coping mechanism for the traumas of  reality and gender 
norms. The paper’s first section considers the background of  rum usage in South Asia and the 
Caribbean, and a discussion of  Nesbitt’s rum poetics. Following this is a positioning of  daru 

Source: Ravi B, “Rum is Meh Lovah” www.youtube.com/watch?v=2WzBRt-pWZE&t=134s
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poetics: its definition and my methodology for reading and translation. The next sections include close 
readings of  the songs that pay attention to daru as the trigger of  gender-based violence, daru as danger 
to be avoided, daru as escape and daru as liberation.

Dar mat karo bhaiyā, Dar mat karo

Look at how old lady is drinking dārū

—Babla and Kanchan, “Dar Mat Karo”

the churile’s grief  is the undertow of

every overseas gyaff. in her hands

the saltwater-pickled tongue of  my

great-great-great grandmother sings.

—Nadia Misir, “Manual for the Tongue Whose First Language is a   
         Churile of  My Second”

Rum and Rum Poetics

Rum til I die, rum til I die

She tell meh she don’t love meh 

an’ das the reason why. 

—Adesh Samaroo, “Rum Til I Die”

The above quote from Adesh Samaroo’s hit song “Rum Til I Die” shows a complicated relationship 
between the Indo-Caribbean individual and rum: sometimes it is loving, sometimes abusive. These chutney 
lyrics imply a cyclical dependency. Samaroo is saying that his “she” does not love him because of  the 
rum, yet the speaker/singer is compelled to drink it until he dies. Using rum creates an irresistible need to 
alleviate heartbreak, while reinforcing the reason for the original trauma, a reoccurring trope in chutney 
music. Samaroo paints the cycle of  substance abuse; the speaker uses rum to alleviate his pain although it 
is the “reason” that his love is unrequited. And who could resist being seduced by rum’s charms, given its 
being marketed and distributed worldwide so that all the drinkers are afforded respite in paradise for at 
least the duration of  their drink? Academic interests, until recently, have located alcohol consumption and 
addiction as secondary in the description of  the relationship of  sugar to the Caribbean economy (Smith 
3). Alcohol studies concentrate largely on “anxiety, accountability, power, identity and vulnerability” of  
the economies, as well as on the individual experiences of  the individuals and communities that form 
cultural units and nations in the Caribbean (3). 
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 Worldwide, Caribbean rum conjures an image of  sunsets, palm trees and crashing surf. Rum, 
at least in its advertising, is divorced from its role as a colonial rein that guided the beast of  English, 
French and Spanish domination and imperialism. In fact, rum as the by-product of  sugar has a very 
distinct place in the minds of  Caribbean people themselves, sometimes seen as an agent of  release from 
the tribulations of  slavery and indenture. As an intoxicant, rum also served as the landowning planter’s 
method of  control not only over the plantation economy, but also over the labourer’s psyche, used to keep 
the labourer dependent on the plantation for his/her mainstay and indebting the servant for life. This 
past reality haunts the poetry of  chutney lyrics. According to Fredrick Smith, the British Empire created 
rum’s market. Its sweet tooth and desires for sugar’s availability allowed rum to spread worldwide until 
it developed into a need. Rum, as the physical manifestation of  colonialism, is essential in considering 
cultural development in the Caribbean. 

Writing on rum in Caribbean literature, Nesbitt carefully historicizes the drink as seen through 
Afro-Caribbean novels and implicates the connections between the coloniality of  the producers of  rum, 
island economies and the poetics of  survival through addiction (Nesbitt “Under the Influence”). Smith 
locates the function of  rum in “a means to release social pressure, circumvent authority, and challenge 
social-structural inequities, which occasionally made alcohol a powerful symbol of  permanent escape 
through the overthrow of  the existing social order” (Smith 118), which was by and large white-European 
domination over the workers who were largely of  African, Indian, Chinese descent and indigenous. A 
drunken shift in consciousness triggered momentary “release” and escape, and ironically relied on the 
plantation economy established to entrap the worker. There were accounts of  many people renewing 
their indenture contracts due to their debt resulting from squandering their paltry earnings on rum. 

In her rum poetics, Nesbitt refers to rum’s function as the bridge between the “worst economic 
and cultural sins as a tenuous bridge between external material conditions and internal understandings 
of  the self ” (“Rum Histories” 310–11). Nesbitt describes the importance of  considering rum’s ability 
to “infuse distant events with the operations of  colonization” (309), meaning that rum travels the world 
over by ship and takes with it its histories. She suggests a literal internalization of  the colonial control 
that governs economy and constructions of  the self. Nesbitt states that through “reading rum attentively 
[we] can demonstrate how items of  everyday use continue to activate old oppressions in new ways” (313), 
and she continues to deconstruct Caribbean novels through this lens. She pays particular attention to 
constructions and restrictions around gender and the gendered use of  rum in homosocial space. Nesbitt 
also comments that rum was used to pacify enslaved peoples and that “colonization and imperialism are 
not over” (311).

I propose what I am terming a ‘daru poetics’ to broaden the archive by allowing the Bhojpuri bones, 
the linguistic developments of  noncolonial languages of  South Asian origin, to also show a conflicted 
and complicated relationship to a colonial and postcolonial subjectivity. There is a complete silence in 
scholarship on the ways that Caribbean Bhojpuri and Hindi language cultural productions illustrate how 
rum and alcohol consumption wreaks its joy and havoc across the land and seascape. These archives of  
sound are vast and are indispensable repositories of  poetry that add vitality to Caribbean literature.

The East India Company’s mass displacement of  Indians (1838–1917) created a new space for 
the social organization of  Indians in diaspora, in which identities around rum and alcohol usage were 
reinterpreted and negotiated. Using alcohol was not new to Indians, as Smith documents the use of  
intoxicants from “ancient times” (Smith 183). Such substance usage figured into the dharma (Hinduism’s 
idea of  rightness of  action) of  certain caste identities pointed out by Smith. According to his study, 
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Kshatriya, the warrior caste, Shudra and Dalit, or the servant caste and those outside and reviled by the 
caste system, respectively, imbibed spirits (183). 

Indeed, it was due to the complicated nature of  positionality under casted identities and the 
British Raj that Indian subjects developed their specific attitudes towards alcohol. In “Prevalence, Nature, 
Context and Impact of  Alcohol Use in India: Recommendations for Practice and Research,” S. Prabhu, 
David A. Patterson, Catherine N. Dulmus, and K. S. Ratheeshkumar show that

[t]hus a growing middle class embraced the upper-caste norms of  
vegetarianism and abstinence from alcohol (Benegal, 2005). Meanwhile, 
during the British colonial rule, manufacturing of  alcohol became restricted 
to licensed government distilleries, leading to the replacement of  traditional 
alcoholic beverages to mass produced factory made products with greater 
alcohol content (Benegal, 2005). Thus, under the British there was a slow 
and steady rise in licit alcohol availability and consumption (Mohan, Chopra, 
Ray & Sethi, 1997). Paradoxically, alcohol came to be regarded by Indians 
as a British vice and by the elite rulers as an atavistic trait of  the poor and 
socially backward Indians (Benegal, 2005). (Prabhu et al. 5)

What is clear is that the social dimensions of  alcohol consumption on the South Asian continent was a 
distribution and sales regulated by the government and a pattern of  drinking regulated by societal norms.

The new site of  the Caribbean plantation, however, had much more relaxed attitudes towards 
rum drinking, as it was both plentiful and used to help alleviate the stresses of  the labour that the workers 
endured in the field. Attitudes were so relaxed that John Amphlett expressed the complaints of  the sugar-
estate owners in Guyana (then British Guiana): “I was told by the manager of  one of  the largest estates 
in the colony, that nearly every coolie gets drunk when he receives his money on a Saturday, and remains 
drunk all Saturday, and lies about on the roadsides on Sunday […] either drunk or incapable” (qtd. 
in Smith 184). Migration across the ocean forced the indentured Indians to live in the logie, or barrack 
plantation housing, and interrupted social order changed caste identities in the Caribbean, especially 
in Guyana. Rum was used as a release from the pressures of  the indenture situation in such a way that 
people of  all represented castes participated in it without the prescribed Hindu restrictions hindering 
their self-medication. In fact, by the 1930s, there was a greater usage of  rum in Indian communities in 
the Caribbean than in black communities (Smith 185), which is a possible reason for the birth of  the 
stereotype of  the East Indian in the Caribbean being drunk and violent. 

But what of  the Indo-Caribbean subjectivity? Throughout his book The Literature of  the Indian 
Diaspora: Theorizing the Diasporic Imaginary, Vijay Mishra creates a diasporic Indian imaginary through the 
original trauma of  indenture. This, he states, is the event that causes a new creation myth where diasporic 
people, alienated from their land and families, are able to locate as a discernible, historicized point of  
origin. He compares Indo-Caribbeans—Indo-Guyanese and Indo-Trinidadians—in terms of  their state 
of  diasporic-ness through his passage on hybridity. He states that they live in a separate space as “ethnic 
collectivities that exemplify the characteristics of  plural cultural forms or institutions” (210). He locates 
several cultural traits that bind these groups together as the experience of  the “passage and the plantation” 
(211). This is useful in imagining and piecing together a statement of  group identity and cohesion based 
on this experience, material and historical, which is quantifiable through literature and linguistic heritage. 
Rum serves as a binding agent between these separate national identities with a cohesive (international) 
ethnic identity: Indo-Caribbean. 
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Daru Poetics in Action

Joy Mahabir treats the music and poetry of  Indo-Caribbeans Mahadai Das and Samaroo as 
necessarily and similarly engaging a sense of  Indo-Caribbean poetics. Mahabir discusses rum as a trope 
to indicate the need for dependence, survival and endurance on the margins. She explicitly states that 
there is a connection between colonialism, marginality, addiction, suicide and trauma: “Rum is related to 
the poetics of  space because rum functions as a code and metonym for survival” (7). Mahabir articulates 
further what I posit as a daru poetics that speaks directly to Caribbean Bhojpuri in the discussion of  rum 
as poetic. I do this to enrich the archive by exposing a latent poetics often ignored in chutney music’s 
lyrics. 

Simply put, daru poetics is a practice of  poetry used in chutney music to elucidate the complicated 
net of  relationships that alcohol has created in Indo-Caribbean communities. In the music-as-poetry 
that I present, I show that the poetry allows for palimpsestic significations and signalling of  dependency 
on alcohol, disenfranchisement (both economic and linguistic) from the trauma of  indenture, a very 
specific gendering and reimagining of  public space by women performers and liberation from day-to-
day stressors. Daru appears in these songs as bearing the history and psychic imbuing of  this history 
and social relationships that have progressed through time, changing as they moved in and out of  public 
performance. Much as alcohol betrays notes of  its curing while sipped—whether hints of  chocolate 
and leather, the spices added to add depth to the flavouring—so too daru poetics points to histories and 
nuances of  meaning, distilled from its own affective reservoir. It is a wayward poetics in how it evokes 
work and rest. It is a sloppy poetics in how not all singers agree upon the benefits of  its usage. Escape, 
liberation, domestic violence and admonishments against the drink work together to put this complicated 
poetics into musical motion. So much depends upon the languages used to craft these songs: Caribbean 
Bhojpuri, Caribbean Creoles, English and Western Standard Hindi—each used for specific purposes.

The languages of  chutney music are nuanced and important. I use my own translations, my own 
distilling and transformations of  meaning, to discuss Nesbitt’s rum poetics, which she implies apply to 
the whole anglophone Caribbean (Nesbitt “Under the Influence” 4). I am interested here in which ways 
Indo-Guyanese and Indo-Trinidadians are having conversations about rum through chutney music read 
as poems. Chutney music formed through the aggregation and syncretism of  North Indian folk music and 
Soca, Afro-Caribbean musical beats. This syncretic music presents a unique, multivalent, multimedia, 
postcolonial poetry with a history and intimate relationship to rum both lyrically and in its space of  
performance and articulation.

The languages also used to craft the chutney lyrics that I present are English, Bhojpuri, Hindi 
and Trinidadian, or Guyanese Creole. These lyrics in Bhojpuri and English illustrate a hybridized form 
that incorporates the palimpsest of  Caribbean linguistic and cultural landscapes. There is no cultural 
purity of  form in its performance; rather, this music represents a new standard by which local East 
Indian identities are reinterpreted and maintained. Therefore “Indianness” or Indian identity is locally 
constructed, particular to the specific communities that engage Indo-Caribbean cultural productions 
that replace notions of  India as the ultimate referent of  art and culture. The geopolitical boundaries of  
contemporary India are not now what they once were under British rule and during the time of  indenture.

It is my attempt to refuse the Caribbean Bhojpuri holes in the archive, to fill them with meaningful 
examples of  a dynamic poetry. The ethnomusicologist Peter Manuel states that chutney’s lyrics are 
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“semantically insignificant because of  their conventionality and, more obviously, because of  the fact that 
they are sung in a language (Bhojpuri/Hindi) which is largely unintelligible to most Indo-Trinidadians 
and Guyanese” (28). I contest this claim based on its inherent violence and erasure of  an identity. 

There are several theorists who examine chutney music as a social process and through it show 
markers of  difference from Indo-Caribbean and Afro-Caribbean communities. Mahabir uses chutney 
music, as does Darrell Baksh, to illustrate the dearth of  consideration of  Caribbean Hindi-language 
Indo-Caribbean cultural productions. In his article, “Jep Sting Radica with Rum and Roti: Trinidadian 
Social Dynamics in Chutney Music,” Baksh outlines a historical approach to reading the lyrics of  chutney 
music as inherently meaningful, originating from what he terms a “hybridized, uneasy syncretistic fusion 
of  words, secular and sacred symbols, and folk and popular cultural mythologies gleaned from memories 
[of  India] and adapted to Caribbean context” (2). 

In developing a daru poetics, I include popular chutney songs in both Caribbean Englishes and 
Caribbean Bhojpuri to examine the functions of  rum, identity and coloniality. This is by no means an 
exhaustive list but rather a sample through which I chart this emergent practice of  poetry. The songs I 
translate and the order in which I show the daru poetics in action include “Ham Na Jaibe” by Sundar 
Popo (1979), “Lotela” by Sonny Mann (1995), “Rum is Meh Lovah” by Ravi B (2006), “Na Dahru Piyea” 
by Dabraj Persad (2012), and “Daru” by Drupatee Ramgoonai (2012). I provide original translations and 
transliterations in the appendix as interpretation of  the poetry; it is necessary for me to provide access to 
the text through translation-as-transformation to offset the silence in the larger discussion of  rum poetics. 

As a translator of  oral literatures such as chutney music, I have made some very clear choices 
around the poetic stakes of  words for alcohol. In the examples provided, daru signals an assortment of  
alcohols. The Bhojpuri word ‘daru,’ as I have mentioned before literally means ‘alcoholic beverage.’ 
I substitute the word ‘rum’ as this ‘alcoholic beverage’ because, based on my own socio-pragmatic 
understanding of  West Indian and Indo-Caribbean space, this is the alcoholic beverage particular to my 
own Indo-Caribbean situation. The word ‘daru’ itself  has undergone a semantic shift to where it can 
still be used to signify alcohol broadly but is particular in its association, translated more appropriately 
as ‘rum,’ just as the word ‘Kleenex’ is synonymous with ‘tissue’ in North America. Having noted this, I 
draw out daru poetics in the following subsections: daru as domestic violence, daru and the wine, daru 
as escape, daru as threat and daru as liberation—charting the temporal shifts of  language through time. 
I do not mean to over differentiate daru from rum but rather to imagine daru poetics as a genre of  rum 
poetics, as described in Nesbitt’s writings on anglophone Caribbean literature.

Daru and Gender-Based Violence

Supriya Nair indicates in Pathologies of  Paradise: Caribbean Detours that, “though domestic violence is 
as pervasive in the Caribbean as in many other cultures, it achieves a notorious place in Indo-Caribbean 
history” (61). The relationship between alcohol consumption and domestic violence has been well charted 
in Indo-Caribbean writing. Indeed, Gaiutra Bahadur states more poetically in Coolie Woman: The Odyssey 
of  Indenture, “Alcoholism is just one disfigurement of  indenture that contributes to the current violence 
against women in Guyana” (203). The idea of  the “disfigurement” recalls the cutting of  Surpanakha’s 
nose in the Ramayana traditions in Indian and diasporic spaces. The metaphor is one in which the woman 
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is chastened for her misdeeds by a man, branding her as a reprehensible person—just as Lakshman 
chopped off Surpanakha’s nose to curb her sexual desire for Ram and to teach her an enduring lesson 
(61-61).

Nair says of  Indo-Caribbean fiction, “[D]ominance and subalterity are relational categories, so 
that the wife-beating, alcoholic husband of  Indo-Caribbean fiction may be subservient and marginal 
outside the domestic threshold” (60). She complicates previous stereotypes that argue for a simplistic 
construction of  the peripheral subjectivity of  Indo-Caribbean men by, in fact, “[situating] them [fathers 
and husbands] as figures deserving sympathy in colonial and postcolonial structures of  inequality. At the 
same time, they are also unapologetic about stressing the particularly subjugated lot of  the women” (61). 
This interpretation attempts to read domestic violence as an expression of  a colonized mentality whereby 
the Indo-Caribbean husband enacts violence on the Indo-Caribbean woman. When rum, as Bahadur 
suggests, is added into this equation, violence can erupt from the web of  a colonial past (203). 

An example of  domestic violence inspired by the abuser’s rum consumption comes from Popo’s 
song “Ham Na Jaibe,” or “I Will Not Go” (Mohabir 4), in which, instead of  the woman drinking rum, 
it is the drunken father-in-law who beats his wife. Considered temporally, this song reflects an earlier 
construction of  family structure that more closely mimics the South Asian context of  the bride leaving her 
birth family to live with her husband and his mother and father. Recorded in 1979, Popo forged “chutney 
music” as a genre from the songs of  older generations of  musicians (Ramnarine 13). His language is 
marked in its complete Caribbean Bhojpuri.

In “Ham Na Jaibe,” rum is the cause of  the domestic abuse as it makes the father-in-law a visibly 
volatile character. The following passage begins and ends verses of  the song, 

Every day my father-in-law drinks rum, 

every day my mother-in-law pokes me with a stick.

Father-in-law beats his wife, father,

having taken his own stick, father. (Mohabir 4) 

The sandwiching of  the text between references to the object of  violence, the “stick,” is also a possible 
reference to sexual abuse from the father-in-law against the mother-in-law. Shaheeda Hosein states that 
mothers-in-law were responsible for “[transforming] the new bride into a household drudge” (118), 
thereby entangled in the hostile situation for the newly married daughter-in-law. This practice also drove 
women in previous generations to immigrate to the sugar plantations of  British Guiana, as documented 
by Bahadur (33). Of  Maharani and other indentured women who in 1987 gave testimony to Kumar 
Mahabir for his book The Still Cry: Personal Accounts of  East Indians in Trinidad and Tobago During Indentureship 
1845–1917, Bahadur writes that, due to punishment by her in-laws for spilling milk, she left India for 
Trinidad (Bahadur 48). 

In the song “Ham Na Jaibe,” the reoccurrence of  the stick also reminds the reader/listener of  
the father-in-law’s state of  sobriety during his continuous abuse of  his daughter-in-law and wife. The 
mother-in-law “pokes” the daughter-in-law, enacting violence. The mother-in-law is then beaten by her 
husband. The ordering of  events betrays a simple ecology of  the home: First comes rum, the activator. 
Then comes the poking, stoking the sexual appetite of  the father-in-law. Next comes the mother-in-law’s 
coddling of  her husband. Finally, the father-in law beats the mother-in-law. Through the daru poetics, 
what emerges is an ethos of  alcohol’s place in the threatening of  women. The father-in-law beats the 
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mother-in-law only after she sings/says that he has consumed daru, or alcohol. One of  the interesting 
inflections of  this poetic is the fraught history of  rum in the family space; the daru poetic takes on this hint 
of  flavouring. For instance, the drinking of  alcohol “was a common form of  escape from the drudgery 
and daily humiliations of  life in the coolie” (Carter and Torabully 101). I will expand on this idea of  
escape further in the section “Daru as Escape” below.

The tensions in “Ham Na Jaibe” highlight a cultural shift and various stages and levels of  adoption 
of  creolization and its disavowal, though the tropic and ironic pandering to the stereotypes assigned 
to Indo-Caribbean space as a marked ethnic identifier by the Caribbean at large is complicated and 
reaffirmed by the daru poetics of  these songs. It is not rum-drunkenness itself  that caused domestic 
abuse. Rather, drawing on Nair, Carter and Torabully, and Nesbitt, I posit that the culprit is the social 
and economic marginalization of  Indo-Caribbean men who escaped the day-to-day stresses with alcohol. 
This cyclical dependency trapped them in an exploitative situation that caused violent behaviour and 
choices rooted in Indian gender norms inexorable from the constructions of  interrelation and social 
dynamics of  the plantation system.

Daru and the Wine

In Mann’s 1995 hit “Lotela,” the male speaker describes the domestic scene of  his elder brother 
and his wife. The title “Lotela” comes from the Bhojpuri word meaning ‘to writhe.’ Keeping the language 
chosen for this song by the writer in mind, I translate loTelā to the Indo-Caribbean ‘wine,’ a dance move 
that requires the gyration of  the hips, explicitly sexual in nature at its realization in performance. This 
title indicates the new type of  chutney dancing that has been described as disruptive of  traditional gender 
roles by its ribald nature and its performance by women in public spheres—not just at the matkor/matikor 
wedding ritual. This song seems to be a commentary on the changing roles of  the Indo-Caribbean woman 
post-independence and shows the explicit reaction of  the elder brother to his wife’s new—perhaps located 
as ‘Creole’—ways in the speaker’s understanding and self-location in post-independence time. Written 
completely in Caribbean Bhojpuri, the speaker/singer begins by showing the sister-in-law’s usage of  rum 
in a ridiculous way: “My sister-in-law takes soap and bathes / after having started to drink rum she wines” 
(Mann). The implication here is that when the sister-in-law drinks rum, she “wines” her waist only after 
she bathes. To wine is to twist the hips: a ribald gyration traditionally reserved for pre-wedding female 
homosocial space during the matkor/matikor ceremony. Drinking rum causes the sister-in-law to bathe and 
then to self-reward with drinking, which leads to wining. The rum economy of  this interaction illustrates 
the ways that the daru poetics opens a stage from which the actors challenge dominant paradigms of  
behaviour.

The sister-in-law’s drinking of  rum is not the only way she threatens gender norms, but it is the 
first. The others include not working, dancing wildly and singing a song that neither the elder brother nor 
the speaker can understand; according to the logic of  placement and time, these actions are related to or 
inspired by her drinking rum. Is rum the cause of  her change or just another way in which the national 
culture is shifting, given the time period? Since this song was recorded in 1995, the same year that Hosein 
did her study of  women in rural Trinidad for her PhD (Hosein 101), the gender norms would have been 
set by the early 1920s generation that she outlined in her study of  the collected oral histories.

The singer/speaker punishes his sister-in-law in “Lotela” for her betrayal of  her place in the 
patriarchal household, which included rum drinking and dancing. He sings,
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My sister-in-law sings plenty

and my brother doesn’t understand.

Sister-in-law says, you like your brother don’t get it

My brother picks up a stick and thrashes my sister-in-law. (Mann)1

This supposed song that the sister-in-law sings, which is indecipherable to the brothers, can be many things, 
one of  which is the perceived intersections of  modernity and Indo-Caribbean cultural productions. This 
may reflect a social distancing of  the sister-in-law from the past’s norms. Indeed, this entire song reflects 
the anxiety that the man has in response to his wife’s behaviour in the public and domestic spheres. Of  
this change through time, mapped onto the 1990s in the Caribbean, Patricia Mohammed says,

The stereotype of  Indian woman as primarily keeper of  the culture, 
sacrificial and passive, can no longer apply to all Indian women. They 
have become more integrated into the society, a process accelerated in the 
post-independence era by the increased opportunities available to them in 
education and employment out of  the home. (144)

The modern, in “Lotela,” is the consumption of  rum and broader participation in national space. The 
brother-in-law reacts to this challenge of  his own gender identity with fear. He beats his wife, as she is 
presumably drunk. The singer/speaker illustrates this by presenting a brother who reacts to the “growing 
confidence of  Indian women in confused and sometimes violent fashion” (P. Mohammed 144).

The domestic violence can be read on several levels simultaneously: the elder brother protecting 
his own sense of  culture threatened by his wife’s drinking and wining; deviating from the normative 
sobriety ascribed to women; and integrating alcohol into the domestic sphere; the disavowing of  
Caribbean national participation as legitimate; and finally, the affirmation of  the constructed identity of  
the Indo-Caribbean male that reifies community in-group status and belonging through the reliance on 
the gender normative of  spousal abuse in the direction of  male to female abuse. In this instance, rum is 
the justification for the man’s poor behaviour and abuse.

Daru as Escape

The clearest function of  rum in daru poetics is the escape that it offers from any upsetting or troubling 
event; this is the pressure pot where the material representative of  colonialism creates a dependency on 
its ability to provide temporary relief  from the anomie of  subjugation and the trauma of  destitution. 
This is particular to Indo-Caribbean communities and reaffirms the stereotype of  the ‘drunken coolie’ 
because of  the Indo-Caribbean’s more recent history with the cane fields. Smith notes that “the high 
rates of  alcohol use in Guyana, and to a lesser extent Trinidad, may therefore reflect a disproportionate 
number of  East Indian drinkers” (241). But the stereotype is an unfair one. As noted above, rum was used 
as an escape from and the binding tie on the plantation economy, in which the labourers would spend 
their paltry earnings on rum to gain temporary relief  from the trauma of  the cane field but would grow 
dependent on the cane’s by-product. In Coolie Woman, Bahadur writes,

In the end, innumerable indentured men became indebted to the company 
store and wasted money on rum that might have been saved or invested. 
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Their survival strategy proved self-destructive in the long term, trapping 
them in multigenerational cycles of  poverty and heavy drinking from which 
many of  their descendants are still struggling to emerge. (203)

This cycle of  dependency drove labourers back to work in the same conditions from which they tried to 
escape, only to squander their earnings again in the same attempt to relieve the anomie and despair of  
servitude. 

Daru is a double-edged poetic that also represents escape for the later generations, removed from 
the plantation but still haunted by its ghost. The mention of  rum in Ravi B’s song “Rum is Meh Lovah” 
carries the notes and flavours of  this history. Rum allows the drinker to focus on relieving immediate 
tensions instead of  planning for the future or escaping the system of  dependence; mental slavery from 
a colonial past and a neocolonial present endures today in the music coming from Indo-Caribbean 
performers. In his hit “Rum is Meh Lovah,” singer songwriter Ravi B sings about the dispossession:

Rum kill me muddah, rum kill me faddah,

rum kill me whole family;

rum kill me bruddah, rum kill me sistah,

now it want to come an’ kill me

but ah don’ really care wha people say, 

ah drinkin’ today an’ ah drinkin’ forevah,

akela huun meh. (Bissambhar)

The last phrase, “akela huun meh,” is Western Standard Hindi and not Bhojpuri, using meh huun (maiṅ hūṅ) 
in the place of  the Bhojpuri ham hai/ba. The sole survival or indication of  linguistic ties to his imagined 
Indian past conveys his sense of  history and a comment on authenticity and alienation—all part of  a daru 
poetics that is particular to chutney music.

Ravi B’s singing of  one phrase in the Western Standard Hindi of  Bollywood exposes the problematics 
of  Indian linguistic identity in the Caribbean. This disconnect between Caribbean Hindustani and 
Bhojpuri can be understood through the lack of  transmission of  the language from older generations to 
the present. In The East Indian Speech Community in Guyana: A Sociolinguistic Study with Special Reference to Koine 
Formation, Surendra Gambhir writes about the anxiety that emerges from speakers in the latter half  of  
the twentieth century. According to Gambhir, when the speakers of  Guyanese Bhojpuri encountered 
the Western Standard Hindi of  Bollywood films and religious communities through Indian interaction, 
they eschewed Guyanese Bhojpuri and favoured the more socially profitable languages of  English and 
Western Standard Hindi. Gambhir states, 

There is little denying the fact that the current ongoing process of  language 
loss in Guyanese Bhojpuri has emerged from the speakers’ past attitudes, 
which themselves were generated by social and political realities. While the 
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favorable attitude toward Hindi allowed Hindi to coexist with Guyanese 
Bhojpuri in harmony, the favorable attitude to Creole/English generated 
through the latter’s prestige and functional necessity set in motion the process 
of  the displacement of  Guyanese Bhojpuri. (34)

The one Hindi phrase in “Rum Is Meh Lovah” is the only one in the entire song that echoes the loneliness 
about which the speaker/singer laments and croons. The lonely line functions as a representation not 
only of  a historical displacement from linguistic community, but also of  the destitute subject who bucks 
the advice of  the “people” advising him to stop drinking—an added nuance to its appearance in the song 
that articulates this daru poetic. The speaker/singer’s reasoning is simple: he drinks to escape loneliness.

The speaker admits that his dependency on rum is hard for him to escape; indeed, it is all around 
him, ever present, and its usage was ubiquitous in his family. The speaker is fully aware of  the situation: 
rum’s toxicity and deadliness, as his entire family has been slain by this attitude that causes them to seek 
escape from their present situations. He realizes that this dependency on rum will kill him and defers 
comments on the future by saying that he does not care—to be read as a strategy for avoidance. The 
subject survives his family and the loneliness through rum, as a metaphor for survival and the temporary 
mental peace from momentary escape through intoxication. This illuminates the paradox of  survival and 
dependency: to survive his life he feels he must be dependent on rum. The singer/speaker laments this 
juxtaposition, citing his dependencies, knowing the deadliness of  his behaviour, while acknowledging his 
inability to change his deeply entrenched patterns.

Despite this, he is not alone in the literal sense; he relies on his Hindi hook to remind the listener 
of  his emptiness and alienation. He says/sings, “Ah drinkin’ wid my whole posse / we singin’ an’ we 
limin’, bottle an’ spoon we beatin’ / happy an’ we feelin’ so free” (Bissambhar). And here he is happy and 
music- and merrymaking with his “posse,” an entourage of  males of  similar age and histories. In this 
homosocial space, most likely the Indo-Caribbean rum shop described by Jack Sidnell as “arenas where 
men and soon to become men compete with one another in various proofs of  their masculinity, where 
they seek to acquire and display their reputations and maintain status quo among their peers […] and 
reaffirm local values of  solidarity” (77). These rum shops are also the sites of  spontaneous music, as well 
as the source of  the rum.

The rum shop is an important site for the displaying of  differences between gendered space for 
rum drinking and intoxication. It is a public space where men drink together—excluding women and 
children—a place to reify Indo-Caribbean masculinities through exclusion and commiseration, with its roots 
planted firmly in the history of  colonialism and exploitation. This place leads to the patterns in which Indo-
Caribbean men escape any trauma, from the economic to the familial. Smith cites, “[T]he higher incidence 
of  alcoholism among East Indian men in Trinidad is the result of  the East Indian male’s desire to escape 
intense personal conflicts with wives, parents, children and in-laws” (241). In fact, Sidnell suggests that 
these rum shops were created by the British to appease the labourers and quell any sense of  independence, 
with “all-male contexts of  conversation in the political and economic structures engendered by British 
colonialism” (72). 

Ravi B indicates his economic exchange with the rum shop: “We drinkin’ on a Monday, Tuesday 
Wednesday Thursday / Friday Saturday an’ Sunday, we drinkin’ by de rum shop / we drinkin’ by de quick 
shop, we drinkin’ ’cause we get de fortnight pay” (Bissambhar). Here the intoxication is a daily occurrence 
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and precipitated by his “fortnight pay.” It is important to note in this situation of  impoverishment, or in 
the legacy of  forced migration and addiction, that the subject is not always powerless. Fortnightly pay 
signals for the reader/listener biweekly pay for waged labour versus the monthly salary, which is associated 
with skilled professional labour. The song suggests a particular agency, where the participant opts into 
this system of  subjugation. A possible reason for this can be seen in the site of  the rum shop again, as 
Smith indicates that “drinking at rum shops confers upon men a special status and a momentary sense of  
power” (245), thereby relieving the depression that arises from a back-breaking economic exchange. It is 
through the act of  drinking that liberation from the ails of  society can be attained. 

Dahru Na Piyea

Daru poetics are not always simple. They are complex and sometimes paradoxical, just as alcohol 
can release the user from temporary suffering yet remain deadly. A dissenting voice emerged in 2012, 
generations after indenture, that challenges alcohol dependency. Voices emerge that do not celebrate rum 
but see it for the death it brings. The song “Na Dahru Piyea,” or “Don’t Drink Rum,” by Dabraj Persad 
illustrates this by the speaker/singer’s didactic tone. He literally tells the audience to stop drinking and to 
adopt a work ethic that promotes clear thinking in order to end the haunting of  colonial violence. Almost 
a century after indenture’s end in 1917, Persad chose to write in simple, older Caribbean Bhojpuri, not 
opting to translate his song into Western Standard Hindi in 2012. This choice is both aesthetic and 
deliberate. By doing so, the speaker/singer recalls the history of  indenture and the forging of  an Indo-
Caribbean identity through the use of  nonstandardized Caribbean Bhojpuri. By using this language, the 
voice becomes more intimate, in that it recalls the speaker’s own familial linguistic history. He says/sings,

In the morning, work, go to work,

don’t go to the store and drink.

Having gone home and made noise,

many drunk boys have died.

Come the next day, they go to work;

such sickness has infected us. (Persad)

Persad locates rum as the inspiration for argumentation (“made noise”) that ultimately leads to death. Here 
he protests the squandering of  money at the rum shop as “the store” where one drinks. The admonishment 
that going to work instead of  drinking rum will cure the illness may be read as labour, “[going] to work,” 
being the answer to the colonized mind, the mind “infected” with “sickness.” Here the individual can be 
read as a metonym for the nation, or the cultural nation, where participation in reaffirming behaviours 
comes not from the escaping from traumas but from “going to work”—the implication being that work is 
the opposite of  drinking, while rum is the opposite of  self-sustaining activity.
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The activation of  the alternative to celebrating daru in the messy, uneven daru poetics points to 
the audience for such a song. The singer/speaker addresses the larger Indo-Caribbean community by 
singing about the familiar daru while pronouncing the alternative to dependency, with work and labour 
as the salve and antidote to the “sickness” of  alcoholism. It is in this address, given the choices around 
language usage—using Bhojpuri instead of  Western Standard Hindi—that the voice is intimate and 
angled. The audience would be broader if  it were sung in Creole or in English, but the writer crafts his 
work in Caribbean Bhojpuri, adding to the archive of  Caribbean Bhojpuri songs. The socio-pragmatism 
of  Bhojpuri is an aesthetic choice whereby the singer/speaker is calling alcohol ‘daru,’ reflecting an 
intimacy of  communication with the older generations. It is the elder’s voice that speaks to the listener.

Daru as Liberation

Daru poetics are also such that they complicate and interrupt traditional Indian gender norms 
by offering a literal entrance into modernity. Rum usage and dependency no longer solely intoxicate 
the male homosocial sphere. Nair describes Indo-Caribbean women as having become “ethnic markers 
of  difference, generally seen as more docile and pliable participants in a patriarchal system” (60). They 
challenge this normative by entering the public sphere and by becoming singers of  chutney songs about 
rum.

In this way, the Indian woman no longer is only an object but also the subject of  the song text. In 
fact, there is a close link between the Indo-Caribbean woman and chutney music, as Mahabir indicates, 
as the Indo-Caribbean woman’s Bhojpuri songs have survived through their amalgamation into chutney 
music as a form (8). Even though men take the voices of  women and sing from their perspectives (as is 
the case with Popo’s “Ham Na Jaibe”), “even when men sing chutney songs the representational space 
created is always linked to female Indo-Caribbean subversive spaces of  survival” (Mahabir 8). Here the 
rum poetic functions as escape and survival in ways similar to those seen previously in male homosocial 
space.

In Ramgoonai’s song “Daru,” the speaker maintains the homosocial space by using words like 
sakhi, which refers specifically to female friends. In the verse “Dis dulha curry up daal and peppah chokha 
/ de pot on de fiyah,” Ramgoonai reassigns the tasks of  the domestic sphere to the male “dulha” (literally, 
bridegroom), and the female speaker drinks rum in a public space: in the water of  the Caura River. This 
liberation from traditional norms is highlighted in Ramgoonai’s lyrics by her bucking several assumptions 
at once, giving agency to her positionality: First, she establishes her audience as being female only. Second, 
she as a woman breaks an older taboo and sings, in 2012, about women drinking rum—traditionally a 
public-sphere event for males to assert masculinity and masculine identities, as seen above—in a public 
forum. And finally, she further thwarts patriarchal expectation through performance at the very site of  
the river. 

Hosein writes that the river, for women “who came of  age in the 1920s,” was a major site of  
women’s domestic work. But work was not devoid of  joy. She says, 

The irksome and the onerous were turned into fulfilling experiences through 
a capacity to make the best of  life. For women who accessed water from 
rivers, washdays meant an entire morning spent at the riverside. It was a 
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time when they exchanged news with each other. […] Work and fun were 
conjoined in a uniquely female space. (106)

The song that Ramgoonai sings combines joy with alcohol, a direct connection to the earlier generations 
of  women who worked at the river. The only work task being performed in the song is by a man, at the 
ancestral site of  women’s labour, according to Hosein (the “dulha” who “curry up daal and peppah 
chokha”; Ramgoonai).

This is not Ramgoonai’s first challenge to the impositions of  masculinity in Indo-Caribbean music. 
In fact, Aisha Mohammed notes that chutney music “attempts to pin down gender roles by offering 
prescriptive images of  men and women and by denouncing behaviors that do not conform to normative 
ideas of  gender” (8). In the song “Daru,” Ramgoonai clearly has a “dulha” cooking not only for his wife 
but also for all of  her friends at the river site. This is an interesting scene in situ when considering the 
river as the site of  women’s work: a dulha cooking for the speaker/singer and her sakhi, her female friends. 

Also challenging the older prescribed gender norms is the fact of  Ramgoonai’s performing in 
the male-dominated chutney-music scene. A. Mohammed continues, “when the chutney ‘explosions’ 
occurred at weekend fetes, women reset these parameters by bringing private traditions into public spaces 
and expressing their sexuality vibrantly though song and dance” (8), which transgresses Nair’s positioning 
of  the norm of  woman as bearer of  culture and propriety (Nair 50). According to A. Mohammed, 
specifically, Ramgoonai’s “Lick Down Me Nani” threatened the established rules of  female sexuality by 
having the speaker demand oral sex from a partner. A. Mohammed notes that “even more disturbing 
to critics was the fact that Ramgoonai moved out of  the Indian public sphere into the black male public 
sphere of  calypso” (A. Mohammed 8), thereby participating in the space of  the Trinidadian Creole. This 
move is reserved for those who want to creolize “through miscegenation and cultural amalgamation” 
(Hintzen 99). 

Such social contact was frowned upon in previous generations, but chutney music opened up the 
space for more interracial contact. P. Mohammed goes on to indicate that any assertion of  independence 
and a shifting national identity have caused men to react not so favourably and even violently, especially 
as liberation from the domestic sphere opens up alliances and relationships between ethnic groups. She 
says, “The violence is not always manifested physically and can take the form of  vicious, degrading or 
obscene insults slung at Indian women who choose to be friendly with men outside their ethnic group” 
(144). 

In Ramgoonai’s song “Daru,” we see an interesting function of  the Western Standard Hindi 
lyrics, included in typical chutney style as a symbolically Indianizing feature. The first line of  the song 
is grammatically incorrect, though its mere presence sets it apart. She says/sings, “O with the bottle of  
rum come close to me / and sing a song of  joy.” Ramgoonai’s inclusion of  the Hindi can also be read 
as subversive, or destabilizing, of  Indian identities. It shows how women are able to embrace rum and 
its cultural baggage, and maintain locally defined Indian identity. The song reifies her distance from the 
Bhojpuri language, as it uses the conventions of  Western Standard Hindi but garbles the grammar in a way 
that is almost indecipherable. Whether this is intentional on her part, an accident of  Bhojpuri language 
attrition or a statement on the marginalizing effect of  Hindi-language hegemony on its perceived and 
various ‘dialects’—or even her way of  distancing herself  from older Indo-Caribbean gender norms—is 
yet to be seen. In other recordings such as “Ab Pathar” or “Mohan Bina Gowna,” her fluency in Bhojpuri 
song does not thwart grammatical rules in the same way that these Western Standard Hindi inflected 
lyrics do in “Daru.” What her use of  Western Standard Hindi does signify is a new Indian ethnic identity 
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by foreignizing the song text, indicating and highlighting the distance it allows between herself  and 
previous patriarchal expectations. Since Ramgoonai is a culturally creative individual, she, through the 
agency her music allows her, is able to challenge patriarchy. 

The speaker/singer continues, “Come, friends, sway and dance, / drink and eat” (Ramgoonai). 
This passage shows the ways in which the speaker/singer beckons her friends to lime at the river—that 
previous site of  work, now updated with joy unfettered by labour. She asks that they engage: that they 
eat, dance and drink—much against the prescribed behaviours of  women in public space. P. Mohammed 
states, “The stereotype of  Indian woman as primarily keeper of  the culture, sacrificial and passive, can no 
longer apply to all Indian women” (144). It follows that this challenge to previous patriarchal mandates 
functions as a new way of  envisioning Indian women’s liberation through the lime. Here the speaker/
singer and her women friends, including the female singers “Big Red” and “Karma,” are having what 
she calls “a real jam session.” 

The idea of  chutney music being the site of  women’s liberation is one that has been contested by the 
queer scholar Suzanne Persard who states in her article “Queering Chutney: Disrupting Heteronormative 
Paradigms of  Indo-Caribbean Epistemology,”

Debating the liberatory/oppressive dichotomy within chutney proves a 
disappointing intervention since it relies on the assumption that Indo-
Caribbean women’s sexuality is uniquely repressed. Instead, the chutney 
space should be approached as a site of  subversive sexualities within the 
context of  empire and (post-)indentureship, and as a part of  the broader 
socio-cultural implications of  post-indentureship liberatory politics. (5)

Her intervention also asserts that since chutney music evolved from women’s homosocial space as related 
to wedding rituals, its appropriation into the dominant male culture produces gender norms around 
sexuality and identity. 

The daru poetics of  Ramgoonai asserts an update on women’s domesticity and sexuality, as what 
she emphasizes in “Daru” is the lime by the river that opens up the discursive potential for queer contact 
between women. The singer/speaker in “Daru” speaks from the first-person plural as an invitation to her 
women companions into the space. Valerie Youssef, in her article “Finding Self  in the Transition from 
East to West,” says that Ramgoonai “[has] radically challenged the traditional established strictures and 
[has] openly explored their sexuality” (124). While this is the case, daru poetics have a liberatory velocity 
that can be seen in this specific song, as well as others.

Conclusion: Daru Poetics as a Window

Daru poetics has journeyed through time, public and private space, and languages. Its vehicle, the 
chutney music read as poetry, is its own traveller, as singers jam and croon in the Caribbean spaces in 
Suriname, Trinidad, Guyana and the diasporic communities of  Toronto, New York, Fort Lauderdale and 
London, to name a few. Many people celebrate chutney’s public performances with alcohol—lyrically 
and actually, so it follows that a daru poetics can be used to elucidate its appearances and shadows of  
historical hauntings in the psyches of  the audience and singers.
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While there have been voices that speak out against chutney music and its bawdy audacities and 
‘inauthenticities,’ there is a large contingent of  people who see it as a cultural production of  the Caribbean 
that marks Indian presence in public culture. Cultural self-recognition and awareness underwent shift and 
transition from indenture contract to cane field. The process of  Indo-Caribbean identity formation can 
be seen metaphorically through the creation of  chutney as a musical genre specifically and as creolization 
in the larger Caribbean context. Daru poetics holds this history close and exposes the resonances of  rum, 
colonial control and the fraught economic dependencies that endure despite survival. It does this by 
activating the Caribbean Bhojpuri- and Hindi-language archives, which have broadly been ignored for 
its significations, nuances and poetry. 

While I have presented the lyrics of  the chutney songs-as-poems, I have not concentrated much 
on the performance culture of  chutney music or on the enacting of  the daru poetics in a lived sense of  
the singers’ and audience’s own alcohol consumption. In doing so, such a study would open up and veer 
away from literary studies, but would add a vibrant component to this topic. Also lacking in my study is 
a comprehensive discussion of  queerness through performance and lyric craft. As such, I am hesitant to 
say that homosocial space is inherently queer, but it allows for queer contact between individuals. The 
last aspect of  this poetry that requires further study is the absence of  rum in the song-poems. Where do 
rum and alcohol hide in poems when not explicitly mentioned? How does its spectre inform or haunt the 
music?

Through full consideration of  the possibility of  an important and daring non-English poetry and 
poetics, the Indo-Caribbean community enters the discussion of  the material reality of  colonization 
through community creation and maintenance. It speaks, and people are listening. Daru poetics speak 
through the web of  significations and layers of  rum usage and its history through the poetry-craft of  
chutney music. In many accounts, daru is essential for escape, for pleasure and for ensuring dependency on 
colonial infrastructures and markets. As seen above, the marriage of  rum usage and domestic violence in 
the Indo-Caribbean home was a stereotype placed upon a community without acknowledgement of  how 
alcohol was used to escape the pressures of  living. By considering daru poetics, we can see how deleterious 
this stereotype can be, made from quick pronouncements without understanding rum’s complexity.

The archive of  Caribbean literature must be interrogated for its lack of  linguistic inclusivity. I 
demonstrate a poetic through my translations and close readings that expand Nesbitt’s rum poetics. 
Through the close readings of  these chutney song lyrics and an opening of  daru poetics, I show rum’s 
poetic journey through the cycles of  liberation, dependency and violence. I open a window through 
which scholars, singers and writers might imagine an archive that is not English (and English-based 
Creole) only. Rather, chutney music brings a daru poetics that presents a complicated picture of  how rum 
is used: where alcohol dependency is mapped onto the poetics of  this oral literature. These songs, read as 
poems, illustrate the effects of  subjugation. What emerges is a poetic practice from Caribbean minority 
languages that adds nuance and depth to the connection of  Caribbean space.
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Notes

 1  All translations are mine unless otherwise noted. 

Appendix of  Chutney Songs and Original Translations

“Ham Na Jaibe” (“I Will Not Go to My In-Laws”; Sundar Popo, 1979)

ham nā jāibe sasur ghar mẽ bābā

jiyarā jaḌ gail hamār bābā

roj roj sasur dārū piyat hai

roj roj sās more lakḌī kõcat hai

roj roj sās more cijawā dikhāwe 

dekhke sasur jiyā lalchāwe

sās jhulāwe sasurwā ke bābā

apnī godī sajariyā pe bābā

sasur pīte sasuiyā ke bābā

apnī choTī jhopaḌiya mẽ

sasur pīte sasuiyā ke bābā

leke apnī lakḌiyā se bābā

I will not go to my father-in-law’s home, father;

I am afraid (my life has frozen), father.
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Every day my father-in-law drinks rum; 

every day my mother-in-law pokes me with a stick.

Every day my mother-in-law shows her goods;

having seen this, my father-in-law watches greedily.

Mother-in-law rocks father-in-law, father,

while he lies, adorning her lap, father.

Father-in-law beats his wife, father,

in their small hut, father.

Father-in-law beats his wife, father,

having taken his own stick, father. (Mohabir)
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“Lotela” (“Wine”; Sonny Mann, 1995)

loTelā hã loTelā khūb loTelā

bhaujī khūb loTelā

bhaujī leke sābun khūb nahāyela

dārū piye lagale bhaujī khūb loTelā

bhāiyā leke gāḌī khūb kām karelā

bhaujī nā jāne kām kare khūb sutelā

bhāi aur bhaujī barāt mẽ gaile

tāssā bajāwe bhaujī khūb nāchelā

hamār bhaujī khūb gāwelā

hamār bhāiyā nā samajhelā

bhaujī bole bhāiya ke tarah nā samajhelā

bhāiyā leke lakaḌī bhaujī khūb mārelā

She wines, yes, she wines in dance,

my sister-in-law wines up so.

My sister-in-law takes soap and bathes;

after having started to drink rum she wines.
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My brother takes the car and does plenty of  work;

sister-in-law doesn’t know how to work and sleeps.

My brother and sister-in-law join a wedding procession;

when the tassa plays, my sister-in-law dances wildly.

My sister-in-law sings plenty,

and my brother doesn’t understand.

Sister-in-law says, you like your brother, don’t get it.

My brother picks up a stick and thrashes my sister-in-law. 
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“Rum is Meh Lovah” (Ravi B [Bissambhar] and Karma, 2006)

Rum is meh lovah an’ ah don’t care,

so we drinkin’ today an’ we drinkin’ forevah,

akela huun meh [I am alone].

Rum kill me muddah, rum kill me faddah,

rum kill me whole family;

rum kill me bruddah, rum kill me sistah,

now it want to come an’ kill me,

but ah don’ really care wha people say.

Ah drinkin’ today an’ ah drinkin’ forevah,

akela huun meh.

We drinkin’ by de rivah de Hinnock and cassava,

ah drinkin’ wid my whole posse;

we singin’ an’ we limin’, bottle an’ spoon we beatin’,

happy an’ we feelin’ so free

‘cause we don’ really care wha’ people seh.

We drinkin’ today an’ we drinkin’ forevah,

akela huun meh

We drinkin’ on a Monday, Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

Friday Saturday an’ Sunday, we drinkin’ by de rum shop,

we drinkin’ by de quick shop, we drinkin’ ’cause we get de fortnight pay,

an’ we don’ really care wha’ people seh.
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“Na Dahru Piyea” (“Don’t Drink Rum”; Dabraj Persad, 2012)

bhāi aur bahano nā dārū piye

roj sawere kām kare, kām jāke kare

nā jāye dukānē dārū piye

ghar mē jāke shor macāwe

pī hau laḌakan khūb mare

dussar din āye kām kare, jāke kām kare

bahut bīmār ab mār paḌe

Brothers and sisters, don’t drink rum.

In the morning, work, go to work,

don’t go to the store and drink.

Having gone home and made noise,

many drunk boys have died.

Come the next day, they go to work;

such sickness has infected us.
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“Daru” (Drupatee Ramgoonai, 2012)

o dārū boTal se pās mere āo

aur khusī ke gīt gā

āo sakhī re jhūmo aur nācho

pīo khāo

mazā lenā pīnā

Whether is Marracas,

Bande or Caura,

Put we daru in a big coolah;

we headin’ down a Caura Rivah.

Wit we bottle an’ we glass in we han’,

dis go be a real jam session.

Dis dulha curry up daal and peppah chokha

de pot on de fiyah.

Wit Big Red, daru, an’ Karma we sippin’

an’ drinkin’ in de wata.
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“A Great Need to Defecate”: 
Excremental Angst in Harold 
Sonny Ladoo’s Yesterdays
Sebastian Galbo

There is more than one memorable scatological outburst in Harold Sonny Ladoo’s 
novel Yesterdays (1974),1 but perhaps the most arresting is when Choonilal describes the bowel-
inducing powers of  his son’s erudition: “‘Me son so educated dat wen he talk, I does only feel 
to shit man. […] Man wen I hear de Latin, a shit take me one time’” (34). Rather than feeling 
proud of  his son’s hard-earned learning, Choonilal experiences the unintelligible mutterings 
of  Latin as a linguistic laxative, a material and symbolic rejection of  (European) academic 
learning. Taking place in a Trinidadian village (Karan Settlement) during the mid-twentieth 
century (i.e., 1955), Yesterdays tells the story of  Poonwa, a rash adolescent with ambitions to 
establish himself  as a Hindu missionary in Canada. His inspiration, however, is spurred not by 
religious zealotry but rather by a vengeance to colonize the race that imposed Christianity on 
his ‘heathen’ island. Poonwa’s father, Choonilal, is harried by family and meddling neighbours 
to mortgage his property to finance his son’s misguided mission abroad.

Source: Carly Bodnar, “Stomach Pains” (2006) is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 2.0
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As Roydon Salick quips, “[W]e may scatologically modify Descartes and use as an ironic motto for 
Yesterdays, ‘Vacuo, ergo sum’ (‘I defecate, therefore, I am’)” (77). Intensely scatological (there are dozens of  
scatological references in the novel), Yesterdays indexes the defecatory habits of  his West Indian characters: 
where and when they defecate, what provokes defecation, the gastrointestinal pains of  excretion and 
what they think and feel when they use latrines. The novel comingles scatological and sexual vernacular 
with a kind of  carnivalesque fury in various portrayals of  defecation, sodomy, nasal discharges, cuckoldry 
and sexual violence. Ladoo’s characters’ emotions, dreams and anxieties are enmeshed in episodes of  
defecation, and they react excrementally to the societal and religious frustrations of  their everyday lives. 
Excrement deserves critical attention due to its sheer ubiquity, but what are readers to make of  postcolonial 
texts that situate faeces and flatulence centrally in their narratives? Does scatological content vitiate an 
otherwise worthwhile narrative deserving serious scrutiny? As Joshua Esty asks, “What is scatology’s 
vocation in the cultural zone of  the postcolony?” (26).

This paper reads excrement as a discursive tool whose function is “not just as a naturalistic detail 
but as a governing trope in postcolonial literature” (Esty 23). Ladoo ties his characters’ societal and 
religious anxieties to their bowels—their excrement functioning as a kind of  psychosomatic mediation of  
various social, cultural and religious pressures, specifically the clashing binaries of  cleanliness and filth, 
religiosity and secularism, sin and virtue. Defecation expresses rejection, a literal and symbolic expelling 
of  what is foreign, intimidating, undesired and incomprehensibly other. This paper’s objective, then, is to 
use Yesterdays as a prism to explore some of  the protean functions of  defecation, both symbolic and literal, 
in the context of  scatological discourse in literary and postcolonial studies.

I argue that Yesterdays is anomalous insofar as Ladoo’s excremental imagery does not align seamlessly 
with the more commonplace scatological modes of  other postcolonial literary texts (the subversive, satirical, 
political, etc.). If  it is true, as Esty puts it, that ordure is a “symbolic medium for questioning the place of  
the autonomous individual in new postcolonial societies,” for Ladoo, the predicament of  the writer in a new 
nation is envisioning Indo-Caribbean selfhood outside the confines of  caste structure into a world defined 
by opportunity and individualism (36–37; emphasis added). In what might be termed the ‘excremental 
moment,’ Ladoo’s characters’ social and religious anxieties are tied to their gastric systems, specifically, 
how their bowel movements, intestinal pains and flatulence mirror and interrogate certain caste anxieties 
in pre-independence Trinidad. In that sense, and because it is so hilarious and bawdy, it evokes the 
carnivalesque of  Mikhail Bakhtin’s Rabelais and His World, where the focus on the physiological realities of  
the lower stratum of  the body is revealed as a way of  subverting social proprieties and hierarchies.

Human Waste in the Colony and Postcolony 

Postcolonial criticism has generally defined the literary employment of  defecation as serving both 
symbolic and satirical purposes. On the one hand, scatological references are loaded with subversive 
potential, capable of  smearing the escutcheons of  hegemony with ordure (Lincoln 37). On the other 
hand, faecal matter in postcolonial contexts is seen as a “material sign of  underdevelopment; as a symbol 
of  excessive consumption; as an image of  wasted political energies; […]” (Esty 34). Excreta, with their 
symbolic puissance, also signal political inequity: “Shit,” Esty explains, “can redress a history of  debasement 
by displaying the failures of  development and the contradictions of  colonial discourse and, moreover, by 
disrupting inherited associations of  excrement with colonized or non-Western populations” (25–26). In 
addition to symbolism, Sarah Lincoln notes the literal power of  excrement as “dismally documentary 
and realist”—a malodorous reminder of  abject poverty (37). Postcolonial literary criticism thus magnifies 
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the various symbolic and political undertones of  human waste, although it seems somewhat axiomatic 
that excremental symbols signal poverty, abjectness and degradation. Indeed, excrement has historically 
been instrumental in shaping colonial discourse’s perceptions of  the besmirched coloured body. Warwick 
Anderson’s trenchant article “Crap on the Map, or Postcolonial Waste” scrutinizes how different strains 
of  scientifically collected human-waste samples reinforced “corporeal distinctions between colonizer and 
the colonized” (169). It can also be used farcically to satirize master-slave relationships and can mark 
occasions when characters themselves sense the depth of  their own abjection, hopelessness and alterity. 

What is more, colonial medicine fuelled discourses of  hygiene that further demarcated the colonizer-
colonized body: “Medical typologies of  toilet practice and personal hygiene could be used early in the 
twentieth century to distinguish the bodies and behaviour of  white males and natives” (Anderson, “Crap 
on the Map” 169). Using colonial Philippines as a principal example, Anderson notes that American 
medical workers during the early twentieth century frequently described locals as “promiscuous defecators” 
(169). Anderson observes that this pernicious title concretized racial ideology that “the colonized lacked 
the self-control characteristic of  white men, and therefore required guidance toward self-government of  
body and polity” (169). Dr. Thomas R. Marshall, one of  these American medical personnel, decried the 
seemingly lacking hygiene of  his patients: “[T]he Filipino people, generally speaking, should be taught 
that […] promiscuous defecation is dangerous and should be discontinued” (qtd. in Anderson, “Crap 
on the Map” 170). This colonial viewpoint was fortified by an intractable flare-up of  various widespread 
diseases—specifically, cholera, malaria, dysentery and typhoid—within Filipino barracks. Consequently, 
American medical workers characterized the white colonizer’s space (and body) as one closed off by 
cleanliness, surfeit, control and consumption, while the native’s space (and body) was constructed as open, 
hazardous, deviant and unhygienic.

Like other colonial and racial binaries, these notions of  the colonizer-colonized body gave rise to 
a host of  other dichotomies defined in relation to hygiene:

 Thus colonial medical officers delineated the polar opposites of  white and 
brown, retentive and promiscuous, imperforate and open, pure and polluting, 
civilized and infantile—all superimposed on each other, almost ready to 
topple. Just as the anus served as synecdoche for proximate natives, the brain 
came to symbolize white male presence. (Anderson, “Crap on the Map” 
170–71) 

Before long, these same medical workers launched colonial investigations that studied and classified 
natives’ excrement, which provided the scientific framework for further solidifying the constructed 
characteristics of  the colonized and colonizer’s body: “[T]he decent, delibidinized, closed space of  the 
modern laboratory had conferred on shit the ‘epistemological clarity’ of  just one more specimen among 
many” (Anderson, “Excremental Colonialism” 669). These scientific practices and their resulting studies 
established discourses that culminated in “excremental colonialism,” leading inexorably to larger colonial 
medical projects that prioritized the study, management and control of  other aspects of  the native body, 
all of  which were designed to reinforce notions that the native body was porous, filthy and in need of  the 
white colonizer’s hygienic control.

Anderson’s work underscores the peculiar colonial fixation on native waste and how scientific 
discourses shaped the broader implementation of  hygiene programmes. Similarly, Esty’s work, in which 
he formulates his notion of  “excremental postcolonialism,” examines the ubiquity of  faecal references in 
African and Irish fiction during and following colonial rule (Esty 22; emphasis added). He identifies writers 
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like Wole Soyinka, Ayi Kwei Armah, Samuel Beckett and James Joyce as developing an “excremental 
vision” that articulates the shortcomings of  postcolonial governance and the flagging political energies of  
nationalism (23). Their work assumes “excremental contours,” as “these African writers (and their Irish 
counterparts) use excremental tropes to register the tension between the demands of  the ethical or aesthetic 
subject and the demands of  the social collective. Shit marks this conflict symbolically because it acts as a 
primary and mobile signifier of  fundamental self/other (or private/public) divides” (44). Esty traces how 
faeces are used in African postcolonial literature to draw attention to the failings of  the postcolonial state 
and the residual waste of  expended political efforts, and the clash of  European brands of  individualism 
and the political exigencies of  new governments: “Excremental satire, in other words, expresses the 
partial misconception (or anal birth) of  postcolonial nationalism” (47). Excremental postcolonialism 
magnifies also how waste has been employed subversively by African writers with divergent political 
objectives. Some writers, for instance, place excrement in proximity to their former white imperialists, 
while others hurl ordure at their African counterparts who endeavour slavishly to emulate Europeans. 
Native waste, clarifies Esty, was once a hygienic problem that white colonialists analysed and struggled 
to solve (consider Anderson’s aforementioned study); however, within postcolonial contexts, native shit 
signals a vitiated nationalism (Esty 25-6).

In many ways, Esty’s analysis elucidates what Ladoo’s novel reflects: “Postcolonial scatology gives 
full literary expression to the predicament of  the writer in a new nation” (Esty 55; emphasis added). Ladoo 
published his novel just twelve years after Trinidad’s 1962 independence from Great Britain (the story 
actually takes place in March 1955), and it can be said that he—even as he wrote the novel abroad while 
living in Toronto, Canada—was writing for a nation following its liberation from colonial rule, albeit 
perhaps not from colonial hegemony. The characters of  Yesterdays may be remote from the flux of  pre-
independence politics, but this does not render them oblivious to the subtle social changes that impact 
them on a smaller quotidian scale.

Still, although Ladoo’s work certainly evinces distinct excremental contours, it does not exactly 
harness faecal imagery to focus on a tired government beleaguered by political shortcomings and 
disillusionment or on an individualism at odds with a collective nationalism. The characters of  Ladoo’s 
Trinidad are not educated political firebrands but rather comprise a little-known Indo-Caribbean 
community. As Salick notes, “Only Ladoo among West Indian writers has probed the psyche, individual 
and collective, of  the enclave of  Indo-Caribbean peasantry known as the ‘janglees’” (Salick 75). Little 
is known about the Janglees, but it is assumed by historians that they originally settled in rural hill areas 
of  India. Once on the island, Janglees sought similar habitations in the Central Range of  Trinidad 
(75). Intermingled with the Janglees, who were “beyond caste,” were the “bhangees” and “topas” who 
maintained society’s latrines and collected excrement; they were branded as society’s untouchable 
scavengers (75). The centrality of  excrement in Ladoo’s novel literally and figuratively keeps his characters 
mired in their Janglee caste roles as custodians of  human waste (Salick 76). In other words, says Salick, the 
ubiquity of  shit (alongside the characters’ propensity for petty crime, cuckoldry and disdain for education) 
epitomizes their inability to ever entirely sever themselves from, and rise above, Jangleeness and the clutch 
of  its caste demands (Salick 75-6).

Nevertheless, we cannot overlook each character’s unique interplay and perception of  his or 
her waste—so that excrement, the inescapable sludge of  a doomed caste, also becomes a dynamic 
and contingent “governing trope” in our reading the novel (Esty 23). Like Bakhtin’s carnivalesque, the 
excremental in Ladoo’s world always includes its opposite within itself: it not only makes visible the 
subjugation of  the lower stratum of  society (and the body) but also capitalizes on what links human life 
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across barriers of  caste, property, profession, age, et cetera. For Ladoo, the predicament of  the writer 
in the new nation is moving his characters beyond the spectre of  their collective Janglee ancestry into 
a world defined by opportunity and individualism. Ladoo’s characters, however, vacillate, struggling to 
either reject, or cling to, certain cultural traditions and their aversion to assimilation. Their social and 
religious anxieties are tied to their gastric systems, but in the excremental moment, their physical expelling 
of  bodily waste reflects on and reacts to the broader abstractions of  their changing island world.

The Latrine: Space and Place of  Caste Confrontation

One salient way the excremental moment manifests itself  is through the ways Ladoo’s characters 
themselves experience the place and space of  the latrine. Any discussion of  Ladoo’s excremental 
imagination cannot overlook the centrality of  the latrine, or “pit,” as the novel’s momentum is very much 
propelled by the characters’ individual attempts to distance themselves from it and its fetid contents. 
Beyond its everyday utility, the latrine has a protean significance: it symbolizes the collective abjection 
of  the characters’ historical caste status as Janglees and exercises a looming, almost larger-than-life 
influence on their lives. The latrine is a mnemonic force, a monument that conjures up and reminds 
Ladoo’s characters of  their historic caste role as pit scavengers. The latrine is not an easy space for 
readers to appreciate—it is shared and filthy; it is sometimes the site of  crime; it blurs public and private 
space (neighbours observe and gossip about who uses which latrine and when). As the cynosure of  many 
of  the novel’s critical events, the pit is the vexed site of  trauma, community superstition and religious 
anxiety, which Ladoo uses to dramatize how the characters negotiate and distance themselves from their 
Jangleeness (even though not all of  them are doing so consciously).

Before examining the latrine as it functions in the novel, let us consider who the Janglees are (aside 
from what Salick has already limned for us)—that is, from whom have Ladoo’s characters descended? 
Historian Rama Sharma’s 1995 study, Bhangi: Scavenger in Indian Society; Marginality, Identity, and Politicization 
of  the Community, examines the historical role of  the Bhangi caste in India (one of  the communities among 
the Janglees, as noted previously). Although the study observes caste traditions unique to India, it still 
offers apposite insight into the broader historical occupation of  the caste’s position and role in society. 
Sharma’s study limns the everyday routines and observed customs of  a Bhangi cleaner, or ‘scavenger’:

Bhangin’s work starts after 8 am. People do not want her to come earlier 
than that as persons using the latrine after she has cleaned it will leave the 
excreta lying exposed to flies until the following day. […] Until a generation 
ago, the Bhangin would announce her arrival before entering the house. This 
was observed in order to avoid causing pollution to persons or things in the 
house. […] The Bhangin enters the latrine, throws hearth ash or garbage on 
the excreta—black with flies especially in the summer—the swarm escapes 
and settles on the latrine parapet. (56–57)

There is a marked concern with preserving the cleanliness and purity of  the superior castes by entering 
homes only after announcing oneself; however, Bhangin status extended deeper than occupation alone 
by branding its caste collectively as “untouchable”—the Bhangi caste has “no status in the Hindu social 
structure for they are ritually below the pollution line and therefore only marginal to it, perhaps beyond 
the system. […] Economically, they are the poorest of  the poor, toiling in the most degrading occupations” 
(26–28). As Sharma notes, this occupation required carrying a tin scraper, bamboo-bristle broom and 
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wicker basket: “After transferring the night soil into her basket, the Bhangin rolls the earthenware pitcher 
full of  water and washes and scrubs the seats and the floor of  the latrine” (57). None of  Ladoo’s characters 
carry brooms or wicker baskets, as many have risen above the pollution line working as petty shopkeepers 
and tradesmen; but it is because of  the ubiquity of  human waste that pervades their lives, and their 
obsession with defecation and cleanliness, that they seem haunted by their ancestral caste status as the 
shunned scavengers, sweepers and collectors of  excreta.

Early in the novel, excrement and religion comingle in a superstitious concoction, creating tension 
between Choonilal and the Aryan gods. A bitter disagreement emerges between Choonilal and his tenant, 
Tailor (a sobriquet for his sartorial profession), concerning whose turn it is to clean the latrine. So acrid 
are the latrine’s fumes that Choonilal attributes them to his unnerving nightmares about “excreta and 
worms” (Ladoo, Yesterdays 7). The latrine’s odours, he believes, thwart benevolent visits from the Aryan 
gods: “The stench that came from the pit made the gods angry. One of  the gods had threatened to doom 
Choonilal so that for another million years he would be born a worm” (7). Recurring anguish of  being 
reincarnated as a worm leads Choonilal to demand that the latrine be cleaned, lest he “lose the blessings 
of  the god” (7). For Choonilal in particular, the pit’s evident filth and offensive odours put him at odds 
with the gods. In another scatological episode, we learn that Choonilal’s wife was once raped near a 
larine: “Desire rose in the taxidriver [sic] when he saw Basdai by the outhouse” (11). Recovering from 
the attack, she is told by the village priest, Pandit Puru, that her assailant was an “evil spirit” (10). Basdai 
accepts the priest’s injunction to never again use an outhouse but begins to wake regularly at midnight 
to “empty her bowels in the sugarcane field” (11). Defecating in the field, she senses that the Aryan gods 
“were going to be mad with her” and dreams that Hanuman, the Hindu monkey-god, humiliates her by 
chasing her throughout the village. Like Choonilal, Basdai’s excremental doings are tied to nightmares 
and a larger anxiety of  displeasing the Aryan gods.

The latrine, even as it creates discord with the gods, also functions as a kind of  refuge for Choonilal 
as he attempts to evade committing to funding Poonwa’s Hindu mission—his aversion to the idea and the 
expense of  the project is bowel inducing. Informing Poonwa that he does not have five thousand dollars to 
finance the mission, Choonilal “felt a sudden pain in his belly. The desire to defecate was so strong, that he 
started to run” (32). While his latrine remains uncleaned, Choonilal begins to use the pit of  his neighbour 
and friend Ragbir (or Rag), known to be a “lecherous man” who has “committed many rapes” (35). 
Choonilal complains, “Tailor shit fat fat leer in de pit man, boy Rag. Man Rag I does feel to kill meself  
wen I smell dat pit in de night” (22). It is in Rag’s latrine that Choonilal discusses and frets over Poonwa’s 
desire to launch the mission: “Wot de ass he want to go and teach white people about Hinduism? […] 
White people is real criminal you know boy Rag” (37). The more Choonilal inveighs against his son’s 
vision of  missionary splendour, the longer he defecates: “O God boy Rag, lemme siddown little bit nuh, 
man. Just now wen I dead, den nobody eh go have de cause to shit in you latrine” (38). For Choonilal, 
the mere mention of  Poonwa’s mission and the fear of  having to mortgage his hard-earned property to 
finance it instigates a powerful bowel movement.

Poonwa, caressing his scars, broods bitterly over his father’s refusal to fund his mission. He reminisces 
about a former abusive schoolmistress when he was a student of  the Tolaville Canadian Mission School. 
He recalls his teacher, a corpulent “Canadian blonde” whose cruel visions of  religious ecstasy culminated 
in flogging Hindu children: “She used her teaching job as a platform to wage war against the heathen 
children. […] With her blue eyes she saw the Hindu children journeying to hell and the young Christians 
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marching to heaven” (38). Succumbing to zealous paroxysms of  hymn singing, “her blue eyes would glow 
and her big breasts would heave with emotion, but if  a heathen child tried to sing along with her she 
would get mad and hit his hands sharply with a ruler” (40). Fearing her vicious beatings, Poonwa would

sneak through the back door of  the school and hide in the outhouse. The 
school’s outhouse was always filthy; there were scraps of  brown paper and 
copybook pages with waste sticking to them scattered on the floor. There 
were flies too; millions of  them; they maintained a steady buzz inside the 
wooden hut. Though the flies bothered him, Poonwa was happier with them 
than the white school teacher. As the days passed Poonwa became adjusted 
to the smell in the outhouse. The toilet was a safe place; there was no one to 
slap him and strike him with whips. (41)

Poonwa flees to the reeking latrine, with its waste, stench and flies, to avoid the sadistic floggings of  the 
blonde Christian. But he cannot escape the schoolmistress’s zeal for beating her Hindu student when, as he 
eats a roti in the outhouse, he accidentally swallows a “large blue fly” that enters his mouth. Overhearing 
Poonwa’s vomiting, “[t]he white woman thought that some Christian child was having difficulties with 
his bowels, so she ran out of  the school to the rescue. […] and saw a heathen vomiting there in the 
darkness” (41). Dragged to “the flogging house of  the heathens,” Poonwa is beaten so horribly that for 
months he cannot sit comfortably (41). In this unnerving episode, Poonwa is the brown heathen buried 
in the vast darkness and stench of  the latrine, from which he is dragged out by the white, clean, Christian 
schoolmistress—the light of  culture, education and Christianity piercing the fetid depths of  the Indian 
pit. 

This scene harkens back to vestiges of  Anderson’s notion of  the so-called promiscuous defecator 
(as Poonwa hides out in the latrine, intermingling food consumption in proximity to excrement). At this 
moment, from the perspective of  the white schoolmistress, Poonwa is a promiscuous defecator (an open/
porous and filthy Hindu body at odds with the closed-off/clean Christian body), inverting bodily function 
(ingestion rather than digestion and defecation) within the confines of  the latrine. Poonwa’s recounting 
of  the harrowing latrine incident is that a defecating Christian would have been acceptable (after all, the 
schoolmistress’s intent is to help a “Christian child [who] was having difficulties with his bowels”), but that 
a deviant Hindu student, because he is caught “eating in the toilet,” deserves a beating. This traumatic 
event, in part, inspires Poonwa’s Hindu mission, an extravagant fantasy to exact revenge on the blonde 
Canadian whose scourges scarred his body: “He strapped her mentally to the bench, then he took a fat 
cable and flogged her” (44). In this scatological episode, Poonwa views the latrine no longer as a place of  
private refuge but as the site of  traumatic experience that only excites missionary fantasies of  revenge. 
That revenge should occur through missionary work points again to the upending of  social expectations 
and associations, which the novel stages again and again—its lowering of  the abstract and spiritual to its 
most instrumental or material level.

Ordure, Caste and Identity in Yesterdays

The latrine is thus a site or source of  some individual trauma or anxiety, representing or evoking 
superstition, fear or association with a chaotic event in which one meets misfortune. It is also the context 
against which loftier ideals of  education, spirituality and abstract notions are tested, contested and delineated 
in the novel. Against this excremental background, however, Poonwa and Basdai continue to harangue 
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Choonilal to finance the mission. Money aside, the growing divide between father and son seems to rest 
on their relative discomfort with, and proximity to, their respective waste and how the waste is disposed 
of. Their different relationships with, and reactions to, the latrine (and toilet, subsequently) evinces, in 
part, their respective willingness to either cling to or reject their Jangleeness. This difference between 
father and son, which germinates subtly throughout Ladoo’s narrative, is a growing intergenerational 
divide between the traditional Janglee and an individual of  the younger generation—a weary parent tied 
to Hindu traditions and an educated child bent on deviating from orthodoxy.

Choonilal is the male voice of  Hindu tradition, mildly condemnatory and suspicious of  new 
livelihoods available to the younger generation and dismissive of  aspirations to social mobility. He is 
resistant to social change and assimilation as evidenced by his annoyance with the incipient erosion 
of  traditional ways of  life: “Everybody in dis island want to go to school. Nobody dont want to work 
in de cane or plant tomatoes and ting, you know boy. All of  dem want big work in govament and ting. 
All of  dem want to be police and postman and ting, boy Rag” (41). When Poonwa once expressed his 
unhappiness in school, Choonilal even vouched to remove him and “send him to learn a trade” (41). It is 
Basdai, however, who thwarts his decision, “feeling that Poonwa was going to get a fine education” (41).

Nevertheless, despite his own illiteracy and bullish aversion to formal education, Choonilal is not 
entirely oblivious to the alluring aspects of  schooling, especially his son’s ability to speak English fluently. 
He confesses that “good English has always made him happy”; that the “beauty” of  Poonwa’s command 
of  the English language “swept Choonilal off his feet”; that although he had never been to England, 
Poonwa “spoke English with an Oxford accent”; and that Poonwa placed “first in a public speaking 
contest in Spanish City” (29, 30, 107). In moments of  paternal pride, aware of  Poonwa’s academic 
learning, Choonilal feels that he is a “disgrace to his son: Poonwa was a philosopher and a master of  
many languages; his father was an unlettered peasant” (31). Even though he hyperbolizes the depth of  
his son’s learning (after all, Poonwa is neither sage nor polyglot), Poonwa’s learning reminds Choonilal of  
his Indo-Caribbean peasantry, the unlettered, ignorant and rural Janglee ancestry that puts him at odds 
with intellectual sophistication. Choonilal recollects occasions when he, without being literate, would sit 
in the neighbourhood rum shop and pretend to read periodicals. He took “part in passing judgment on 
the destiny of  Europe” and “had the feeling that he was strong enough to debate international affairs” 
(79). Still, when his son’s schooling inevitably reminds him of  his peasantry and status, it provokes him to 
defecate, an undeniable sign that Choonilal regards education with suspicion.

On other occasions, Choonilal is given to humorous blunders and misnomers, asking, “Who 
was Gatio [Galileo]?” (77) or “Who was Kal Pax [Karl Marx]?” (77). There is a piteous cluelessness to 
Choonilal’s feigned learning and, while he is quietly proud of  his son’s refined grasp of  religion, philosophy, 
history and politics, he remains deeply “bothered” by “the ease with which Poonwa drifts into the affairs 
of  the larger world” (78). Ladoo creates an excremental moment that links education and defecation, 
as Choonilal, although impressed, has a purely excremental reaction to his son’s command of  the Latin 
language: “[W]en I hear de Latin, a shit take me one time” (34). Education, literacy and schooling are 
understood to be a manifestation of  assimilation and exposure to “the larger world,” provoking Choonilal 
to defecate, to figuratively reject the infiltration of  foreign ideas and learning into his provincial life. 
Conversely, Poonwa is acutely aware of  the dead-end future that awaits him if  he stays in Trinidad, that 
his future is certain to end in inebriated misery: “Do you want me to stay on this island and drink rum 
father! Do you know that the educated men on this island are drifting more and more into a career of  rum 
drinking? Soon we will become a nation of  rum drinkers!” (31). Education, even though Poonwa has only 
a high-school diploma, is represented as one of  the main intergenerational wedges that divides father and 
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son; it is not so much jealousy of  one’s learning that creates familial tension, but how schooling, as a force 
that precipitates assimilation, propels one from home into “the larger world” in a way that is consistently 
associated with excess, whether it is through tropes of  alcoholism or diarrhoea.

It is therefore not surprising that one of  the most poignant intergenerational clashes in the novel 
is the installation of  a toilet in the family’s new house. When Choonilal builds a new “modern and 
spacious” home, he is informed by a carpenter that a modern bathroom will be installed. Choonilal is “so 
mad that he had run the carpenter out of  his yard with a machete,” with the unnerving conviction that 
the “Aryan gods were going to hate him for the rest of  his life” (54). He is also haunted by the prospect, if  
he installs the toilet, of  being “doomed” to “a cycle of  rebirths after his death”; he and Basdai agree that 
“a latrine was a threat to the gods” (54). Ladoo’s narrator notes that Poonwa, while a Hindu, is a “modern 
Hindu,” that is, one who values “the wonders of  a modern toilet” (54). Poonwa first comes to appreciate 
toilets while working as a lawyer’s clerk in Spanish City. Unlike his traditional parents, he regards the 
latrine as an acrid, fly-infested relic of  rural ignorance and believes that one can be a clean and pious 
Hindu while benefiting simultaneously from modern hygienic amenities. After Poonwa, learning of  his 
father’s rejection of  the toilet, threatens to leave home to settle in Spanish City, Choonilal acquiesces and 
has the toilet installed, admitting that the city is an unsafe “place for a Hindu boy to live” (54). No longer 
engulfed by the primeval darkness of  the pit, and lacking mortal fear of  how one’s excremental privacies 
might enrage the Aryan gods, Poonwa adores, even fetishizes, the sterile and odour-free functionality of  
the modern toilet: “There were no smells; there were no flies; there was always that soft seat and the rolls 
of  tissue paper; there was that special kind of  security which created an atmosphere of  pleasantness” (54). 
The modern toilet is very much tied to Poonwa’s nascent sense of  prosperity, especially after “emptying 
his bowels all his life in outhouses” (54). But his disgust for the latrine finds its apotheosis in his renewed 
decision to eat and defecate concurrently—he even ate “lunch while he defecated”—as if  looking back 
with defiance to the memory of  his blonde teacher who discovered that he had been eating roti in the 
schoolhouse latrine, when he embodied that maligned colonial construct of  the promiscuous defecator 
(54). 

What might account for Poonwa’s mingling of  excreta and food, consumption and defecation, 
ingestion and digestion? Why bring all of  these into direct contact? In what might be called ‘disorderly 
defection,’ Poonwa’s insistence on installing and using the in-house toilet gives him a degree of  self-
assertion, breaking the cycle of  unquestioned tradition that regulates where and how one is to defecate, 
how one is to maintain cleanliness and expel waste. Poonwa’s excremental moments vacillate between 
extremes, from being pulled out of  a latrine and beaten to flouting religious anxieties by enjoying the 
perceived luxuries of  a modern toilet—both of  which demonstrate his attempt to obscure his inherited 
Jangleeness, of  severing ties with the darkness, filth and ignorance that the pit represents.

Beyond Karan Settlement, beyond the Latrine 

Salick’s cynically fatalist reading of  Yesterdays concludes that Ladoo’s characters, despite their 
gradual upward social mobility, are doomed to eternally epitomize their individual and collective caste 
shortcomings, that they are forever unable to exorcize Jangleeness from their identities: “Although with the 
inevitable passing of  the years, the characters have become shopkeepers, tailors, and even priests, they are 
still in their hearts ‘bhangees’ and ‘topas,’ cleaners, dumpers, and purveyors of  filth” (Salick 76). Indeed, 
while this may be the patent case of  some of  Ladoo’s characters, it is not a fate shared by all, particularly 
Poonwa. But even Poonwa, states Salick, is doomed to his inherited Jangleeness “because his motivation 
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in life is pure, blinding revenge” (76). Salick’s severe assessment of  Poonwa’s character, however, does not 
factor that the boy is youthful, defiant and petulantly resentful of  the colonial legacies etched into the 
everyday fabric of  his life as a Hindu living in pre-independence Trinidad. Salick notes that Poonwa is 
“Ladoo’s version of  the traditional comic figure, the buffoon. He is driven by monomaniacal revenge, the 
idiocy of  which is succinctly summed up in his bold assertion penciled in his notebook: Christians are 
Criminals” (82). Is this idiocy or historically informed indignation? Are readers to believe summarily that 
Poonwa, a youth with only a high-school education, has a heart already ossified by the shortcomings and 
indignities of  the class in which he was reared?

How do perceptions of  Poonwa change if  readers situate him in relation to Esty’s aforementioned 
remark that “[p]ostcolonial scatology gives full literary expression to the predicament of  the writer in a 
new nation?” (Esty 55). Might Poonwa’s rash antics adumbrate the makings of  a fiery poet of  the future? 
Flawed as Poonwa’s world view may be for someone his age and with his lack of  experience, he may 
be the only one among Ladoo’s characters who has a counterdiscursive imagination that, if  redirected, 
might realize a productive creativity. Perhaps this is how the excremental moment comes full circle: 
Poonwa, whose subversive consciousness is stirred within the confines of  the latrine, seeks an art that 
might allow him to intervene critically in Trinidad and abroad, one that might elevate his community 
out of  the ordure and filth that mire his world. Although his methods are certainly misguided, and he 
plays, as Salick notes, the fool or “buffoon,” the existing criticism may be minimizing the productive, 
subversive potential in Poonwa’s angsty irreverence and behaviour. If  highlighting the latter risks being 
an extratextual gesture, it is at least one that is tethered to the anti-colonialist angst that Poonwa expresses 
through his bizarre journal entries and passion for his missionary work; there is, I believe, a modicum of  
counterdiscursive hope here, as he demonstrates a more intimate awareness of  the broader community’s 
injustices, social ills and local history than do the other characters. Though young, he is burdened by 
memory in a way his adult counterparts are not. He yearns to retaliate, to assert a Hindu voice that is 
vociferous and proud.

Poonwa’s notebooks are a window into his mind. Divided by sections entitled “The Philosophy of  
Poonwa” and “A Treatise on God and Other Matters,” his notebooks reveal a seething desire for revenge 
exacted through coerced religious conversion. Writing methodically his plan of  action, Poonwa explains, 
“I will take the Bhagavad Vita with me and open a school in Canada and employ East Indian teachers. I 
will build a torture chamber in the school” (Ladoo, Yesterdays 42). He speculates with derisive irreverence 
on Christian theology, such as the gender of  angels and the phenomenon of  the Immaculate Conception, 
quipping, “Mary was still a virgin after Jesus passed through her legs” (43). Poonwa’s scribblings are 
desultory, inclusive of  the doodles and toilet-humour limericks: “Once there was a girl / With two cracks 
in her hole / She pissed in a bowl. Until she grew old” (42). Such scatological lyrics were likely penned 
to mock the exaggerated anatomy of  his much-loathed Christian schoolmistress. Elsewhere his heretical 
fantasies conjure a scene of  celestial rape: “As the universe unfolds, a woman’s hole will become larger and 
larger. The angels will find a way to rape the foetus ” (86). Poonwa thinks highly of  his writings, believing 
that “[s]ome day, after he was dead, his notebooks would be published and all the world would know his 
private thoughts” (43). There is, admittedly, not a trace of  writing that intimates literary promise, but his 
notebooks display a relish for blasphemy that reveals a subversive mindset.

Poonwa’s subversive energy exemplified by the secret penning of  his notebooks extends to his 
impassioned orations on the goals of  his mission: “In my Mission, all children will have to learn the 
Hindi alphabet. They will study only India history and Hindi Literature. They will have to dress like East 
Indians” (77). His rhetoric swells into a crescendo of  fantasized coercion: “I will push hard. My Mission 
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so help me God is to make white people good Hindus” (77). Continuing, Poonwa envisions total cultural 
effacement and abject mimicry: “I am going to make them feel that their culture is inferior; that the 
colour of  their skin can justify their servitude. Within a few decades I will teach them to mimic Indian 
ways. Then I will let them go to exist without history” (78). He goes so far as to panegyrize Hitler and 
Mussolini, lauding their “great determination” and “capacity for work,” saying that he will be a Hitler “in 
the religious sense” (78). Of  course, Poonwa’s words amount to little more than petulant grandiloquence, 
but his ultimate goal, to “make East Indians a superior people,” reveals an emotional perception of  
Indian culture and its subjugation (78):

Christianity broke the spirit of  the Indians and the spirit of  the Negroes 
as well. Today on this island the young Indian boys are drinking rum and 
killing each other. You just have to read the newspapers to know that. There 
is reason for this. They have no culture. They are lost! They are worse off 
than the Negroes. Today the Negroes are searching for their culture, and they 
will find it! But the Indians are lost. Indian culture has not been completely 
broken by the Indenture System. Today the Indians instead of  making use 
of  their cultural heritage, they are ridiculing it, and making a mockery of  it. 
Soon they will become a people without identity. (107)

It is worthwhile quoting this passage at length because it reveals, again, that Poonwa—far from being a 
callow buffoon—is more observant and understanding of  the issues facing Trinidad’s Indian class than 
many, if  not all, of  his contemporaries at Karan Settlement.2 Yes, Poonwa seeks to win his audience’s 
support through cringeworthy hyperbole, but it is through his mission that he aims to accomplish the 
more noble objective of  reclaiming, reasserting and preserving Indian culture. Whether casting such 
cause through the trope of  revenge is instrumental or detrimental will of  course be a matter of  ideological 
contention, if  not predilection.

The fact that Poonwa is wedged between eloquence and bombast, written word and oral 
demagoguery, hatred and solicitude, cleanliness and filth, individualism and the collective aligns him 
with a nascent political, if  not poetic, consciousness—one similar to what critic J. Michael Dash writes of  
Édouard Glissant’s essay “Natural Poetics, Forced Poetics,” in which Glissant registers the nascent voice 
of  the postcolonial writer locked in an in-between state: “In this attempt to voice the unvoiced, the writer 
is […] poised between light and dark, self  and other, felt and expressed, hill and plain, and ultimately 
between solitude and solidarity” (Dash 26). Dash describes the speech or expression emanated from this 
in-between space as “androgynous” or “the speech of  a twilight consciousness” (26). In this crepuscular 
awareness, which is evolving and maturing, one senses the “need to break with self  to understand 
community, to break with self-consciousness in order to understand the collective unconscious […]” (26). 
Poonwa’s speech, longing for an authentic and unified Indian identity, is redolent of  the similar crepuscular 
yearning of  Aimé Césaire’s Return to My Native Land, where the narrator, seething with fiery restlessness, 
exclaims, “I want to rediscover the secret of  great speech and of  great burning. [...] As frenetic blood rolls 
on the slow current of  the eye, I want to roll words like maddened horses […]” (Césaire 23). Poonwa’s 
reveries of  power point to his desperation to secure agency in the world, to intervene critically (if  without 
a sense of  practicality) in circumstances that undergird his community’s ignorance and subordination. 
Indeed, one wonders if  etched into Poonwa is anything resembling Ladoo’s own youthful temperament—
not of  a religiously inspired vengeance but of  an outraged sort of  inspiration, of  an eloquent indignation 
bent on leaving an indelible mark among strangers in a world abroad (Canada, specifically) and at home, 
in Trinidad.
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Unfortunately, Poonwa’s grand visions of  mass Hindu proselytization are not met with uniform 
support. Choonilal, aside from his suspicions towards assimilation, is the most vociferous voice of  doubt, 
mainly because he would have to mortgage his property to fund his son’s trip. Choonilal vents that 
Poonwa’s inspiration is misguided, that he is naive to the hardships of  the outside, that is, the all-white 
world beyond Trinidad. Choonilal argues with his wife (obliquely invoking Poonwa’s untouchableness in 
his suggestion that his son is not even worthy of  being urinated upon): “White people woudnt even pee 
on Poonwa. You hear dat. […] You don’t know wot white people give, nuh. Dey want dis whole world 
for deyself, yeh” (Ladoo, Yesterdays 66, 67). Basdai supports Poonwa’s vocation, probably less for religious 
reasons, as she wants her only son to escape the prevalent island vices, specifically the mind-numbing 
ravages of  rum: “Poonwa going to beat dey ass and make dem learn Hindi. I tink he can do it” (67). 
Without the necessary funds, Poonwa resorts to drastic antics to erode his father’s refusal. Before he finally 
gets his father to sign the mortgage papers and hand over the money, Poonwa devises alarming tactics, as 
he fakes his own death (56), screams and pulls out his hair (87), and, finally, climbs a chataigne tree with 
a pound of  rope, where he threatens to hang himself  (92). Choonilal eventually signs the papers, giving 
Poonwa an opportunity to leave Karan Settlement to realize his missionary dreams abroad.

In the time leading up to Choonilal’s capitulation to sign the mortgage, he becomes convinced that 
unusual scatological incidents convey that the Aryan gods are angry with him. In this way, his decision 
to mortgage the home can be seen as Choonilal’s desperate attempt to restore his relationship with the 
gods. Sharing his recent experiences with the local priest, Choonilal recalls that he had a “great need to 
defecate” but felt that he could not use his neighbour’s latrine and instead went publicly in the sugar-cane 
field. “Each time he tried to go into the field,” Choonilal continues, “an evil spirit held his feet and pulled 
him back to the trace. When he found out that the spirit was pulling his feet all the time, he had sat on the 
trace and defecated” (88). On another occasion, after defecating, he fell asleep and dreamt that his house 
transformed into a bird and flew away, causing him to feel “a great pain in his belly” (89). The bird turned 
into a vulture and “took out its penis and urinated on Choonilal” (89). Choonilal interprets his expulsion 
from the latrine to the sugar-cane fields as a grim portent, of  which the local priest says, “De gods dont 
like how you didnt sign that mortage paper yet. […] Never fool around with the Law and with God” (88). 
For Choonilal, access to the latrine and regular bowel movements represent a kind of  balanced spiritual 
state in which he senses that the Aryan gods are pleased with him. While Poonwa’s threat to hang himself  
was the absolute tipping point, Choonilal is secretly eager to dispel the irregular defecation and disturbing 
scatological nightmares. As Choonilal, deluded by excremental superstition, seeks entry to the familiar 
darkness and stench of  the latrine, his son prepares to leave behind Karan Settlement, his eye on the dim 
light of  Canada and whatever opportunity awaits him.

Conclusion 

Significantly, Ladoo composed the story in Yesterdays from a post-independence perspective but chose 
to place his characters in a pre-independence world, seven years prior to Trinidad’s liberation from British 
rule. Yet, without the novel’s time stamp or references to certain period technologies, such as automobiles 
and modern amenities, it would be difficult to ascertain that Ladoo’s characters live in the mid-twentieth 
century, such is their entrenched isolation, the depths of  their ignorance and superstition, their enduring 
fixation on human waste. The novel’s title, Yesterdays, suggests an Indo-Caribbean peasantry locked in 
temporal limbo, a community that is strikingly anachronistic, largely oblivious to the ferment preceding 
their nation’s independence; his characters seem at times so far, so remote from 1950s Trinidad. It may 
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be said that Ladoo, writing this novel with a post-independence perspective, treats his home community 
cynically, that a quiet exasperation uproots any hope he might nurture for its future enlightenment—but 
then there is Poonwa, impractical but fiery, as he carries his misguided vision to Canada, leaving behind 
the reek and darkness of  the latrine.

Situated within the broader realm of  what has been termed “excremental postcolonialism,” 
Yesterdays occupies, then, a rather atypical place in the scatological genre.3 Indeed, it is focused less on the 
political symbolism of  human excreta or the shortcomings of  political and national ideology than on the 
characters’ own ambivalent mobilization of  the larger meanings and associations they evoke. The space 
of  the latrine (and modern toilet), the repository of  excreta, functions as a space wherein each character 
faces and responds to his or her own degradation and abjection, religious and social anxieties, and fears 
of  assimilation. Close readings of  the novel magnify Ladoo’s preoccupation with a human community’s 
strivings to distance itself  from, or cling to, an inherited sense of  waste and abjection perpetuated and 
preserved through caste. Scatological references, as they work to undergird each character’s world view, 
provide a framework for problematizing caste identity in a way that evokes the “dualistic ambivalent 
ritual” of  the carnivalesque (Bakhtin, Problems 124), albeit at an individual rather than collective level.

Notes

I am especially grateful for the guidance and insightful commentary provided by Carine Mardorossian, 
PhD (professor of  English, University of  Buffalo), during the research, writing and review of  this article.

1  The scatological imagery of  Yesterdays is starkly antipodal to Harold Sonny Ladoo’s first and bitterly 
tragic novel, No Pain Like this Body (1972). He wrote and published only these two novels before—on 
17 August 1973, at the age of  twenty-eight—he was murdered while visiting his home in Trinidad.

2 It is interesting to note, however, the ambiguity of  Poonwa’s in-depth knowledge of  Hinduism. It 
is not clear how well versed Poonwa is in Hindu scripture, how fluent he is in Hindi or if  he would 
even be the most suited leader for the mission. Also curious is that Poonwa seems to turn a blind 
eye towards Hinduism’s enforcement of  caste structure and social stratification, the very type of  
subordination that he seeks to denounce and reverse.

3 Ladoo’s approach is evocative of  what is known in Russian literature as poshlost (по́шлость), which 
is an untranslatable word that indicates an admixture of  banality, vulgarity, obscenity, bad taste, 
promiscuity, triteness, petty sin and a weak or entirely absent spirituality. Ladoo’s novel is redolent 
of  the claustrophobic world of  Fyodor Sologub’s novel The Little Demon (1907), for instance, in 
which the action unfolds in a cramped and impoverished provincial village. The protagonist is 
a vile, self-serving schoolteacher with aspirations to become a government inspector. Whether 
Ladoo was fashioning a distinctly Caribbean iteration of  poshlost would, of  course, be impossible 
to substantiate. We could only surmise that Ladoo may have read Russian writers while he was a 
student at the University of  Toronto.
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“To me, I no man yet!”: Indo-
Trinidadian Manhood in 
Samuel Selvon’s A Brighter Sun 
and V. S. Naipaul’s A House for 
Mr. Biswas
Tyrone Ali

Samuel Selvon’s A Brighter Sun (1952) and V. S. Naipaul’s A House for Mr. Biswas (1961) 
are two literary masterpieces that together depict various degrees of  the Indo-Trinidadian 
man’s sexuality and quest for manhood as being at the heart of  human life. While serving to 
maintain traditional heteronormative relationships that are largely conjugal and monogamous, 
they reflect a far more acute and deeply conflicted understanding of  what makes a man a 
man. Indices of  romantic love, intimacy and sexuality feed heterocentric masculine identities 
that seemingly gravitate towards a female partner in the quest of  formulating androgynous 
personalities for these novels’ protagonists. Interestingly, the related quests of  the Indian men 

Source: A Brighter Sun first edition cover image.
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to achieve a seemingly elusive masculinity in these novels eventually and unintentionally facilitate an 
emergence of  the blindingly clear heroism and pragmatism of  their Indo-Trinidadian wives. This is 
manifested in the role that each wife plays within the heteronormative relationship that allows her husband 
to finally attain a sense of  manhood. In this regard, the interplay between Indo-Trinidadian masculinities 
and femininities also propel a deeper appreciation of  Indo-Caribbean masculinity in both novels during 
the particular time frame of  each story in what was then the British colony of  Trinidad. An understanding 
of  the temporal and sociocultural contexts of  these peculiarities, in turn, impacts the novels’ portrayal of  
the Indian male in an almost contradictory manner. Throughout the storylines, the reader is inundated 
with an awareness of  the prevailing stereotype of  the adult Indo-Trinidadian male as inherently passive 
in the cases of  Selvon’s Tiger and Naipaul’s Mr. Biswas, protagonists of  both novels, respectively. The 
implications of  such an assertion would be transferred to related practices of  male gender socialization, 
thereby creating a cyclic notion of  what is the Indo-Trinidadian male’s notion of  societally endorsed 
masculinity. As these characters grapple with the tensions, contentions and collisions of  life, however, 
there slowly emerges a challenge to these stereotypes in ways that reveal a more active, purposeful resolve 
on their part to nullify such a stereotype. At the novels’ end, there is a potent reversal of  the earlier 
perception, and the reader witnesses a refreshing emergent view of  Indo-Trinidadian masculinity. Such 
a transformation over time suggests that the passive gender identity of  the Indian male is a product of  
socialization processes and cultural tenets, but largely one that may be seen as a rite de passage before his 
true self  emerges. The protagonists of  both novels commence their journeys to attain manhood based on 
points of  similarity, take divergent paths at times, figuratively coincide with each other at various points 
and eventually reach their journeys’ end as they attain their own peculiar sense of  manhood, with their 
wives as partners throughout the entire process of  development and male gender-identity construction. 

A Brighter Sun portrays the quest for and negotiation of  processes leading towards the acquisition 
of  Indo-Trinidadian manhood and sense of  self  specifically and Indo-Caribbean masculinity generally in 
the former white-run plantation and then plural economies of  the Caribbean, which were largely replaced 
by a blossoming Creole society. It is the first of  a trilogy of  Indo-Caribbean peasant novels by Selvon that 
captures the sugar-cane experience as the defining mark of  the Indo-Trinidadian male, and the home, 
work and marriage bed are identified as the locations for the processes through which masculinity is 
cultivated, performed and evaluated. Selvon’s other two works in the trilogy, Turn Again Tiger (1962) and 
The Plains of  Caroni (1970), further this perspective, as the male Indo-Trinidadian protagonists in each 
constantly engage a process of  negotiation and renegotiation in the creation of  their particular masculine 
identities. The cane experience in the Caribbean is the agent for shaping economies, livelihoods, sexual 
divisions of  labour and sexual ideologies, as the story is one of  struggle with the land. An epistemological 
craft that helps the reader construct an understanding of  life in a British colony, A Brighter Sun reflects 
life in early 1940s Trinidad and has as its protagonist Tiger, a peasant with middle-class sensibility on 
the verge of  discovering and shaping his sexuality and masculinity when he is married at age sixteen. 
The novel explores the processes of  growth and development of  the young Indo-Trinidadian from 
obscure boyhood into naive manhood. Selvon’s protagonist is an all-inquiring one who leaves his father’s 
Indian community and sojourns to Barataria in the quest for a better way of  life. Each experience in this 
Bildungsroman contributes, stage by stage, to his maturation and his construction of  masculine identity 
in an Indian-African environment. According to Kenneth Ramchand:

A Brighter Sun was the first brave attempt to deal, in fiction, with the crucial 
issue of  the kind of  relationships that may exist between Indians and Africans 
[and] Selvon employs a simple device to begin his story of  African-Indian 
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rapprochement: the newly married country Indians, Tiger and Urmilla set 
up house in Barataria next to the African couple Joe and Rita. (174) 

Selvon carries his reader on a tripartite journey in the novel, with the first dimension being the 
mutual ignoring of  the couples by each other. It is in this phase that Tiger confronts and interrogates what 
has been his sexual identity as an Indo-Trinidadian man before and after marriage. It is the era of  blatant 
patriarchy and, characteristic of  the orthodox Hindu household in which Tiger has been socialized, he 
is expected to agree unquestioningly to the arranged marriage that his parents have contracted with 
Urmilla’s parents. Between Tiger and Urmilla, there is thus a lack of  the customary kind of  intimacy 
that evolves in Western romantic heteronormative relationships during the courtship period prior to a 
wedding. Both of  them enter a union devoid of  infatuation with each other and show an adherence to 
ancient cultural Indian traditions transplanted from the motherland: “Tiger didn’t know anything about 
the wedding until his father told him. […] The whole affair had been arranged for him; he didn’t have 
anything to do with it” (Selvon 4–5). His sense of  the dragging determination of  religious circumstance 
comes to a head at last in feelings of  being trapped in a Hindu wedding he resented, and later in the 
novel, he spits out to his wife,

They married me to you, and I didn’t even know you or where you come 
from. Up to now I don’t know what sort of  woman you really is! All now so, I 
could have been a man, and I would have meet a girl I love, and get married 
to she when I could have afford it. You think they give me anything? They 
give me a cow and this old mud hut in Barataria, and they give me you. Look 
at you. You ain’t have no sense, you ain’t even pretty. (141)

In this extract, Tiger’s vision for masculinity springs forth at the expense of  Urmilla’s mental well-being. 
American gender scholar Timothy Beneke classifies this as “the compulsion or need to relate to, and at 
times create, stress or distress as a means of  proving manhood and conferring on boys and men superiority 
over women” (36). For most of  the novel, Tiger attempts to prove his manhood and superiority over 
Urmilla by these frequent rehearsals of  toughness and his quick, aggressive responses to situations. Such 
behaviour becomes the forerunner to domestic-violence episodes that later characterize the marriage, 
while it serves to solidify the stereotypical notions of  both Indo-Trinidadian and Indo-Caribbean unions as 
marked by intimate partner violence. Patriarchal attitudes and values of  aggression and violence become 
critical in Tiger’s crusade to find manhood, lest he be found wanting of  being masculine. Beneke avers, 
“[W]ithout stress or distress through which men could test their manhood, they risk becoming women 
or remaining boys” (39). And for Tiger, the subservient stereotype of  Indian femininity must never be 
mistaken for his construction of  masculinity. For Tiger, his boyhood must pass. This is indicative of  Indo-
Caribbean masculinities that are defined largely in relation to Indo-Caribbean women’s femininity. Noted 
Caribbean gender activist and scholar Patricia Mohammed posits that, by indentureship’s end in 1917, 
three competing masculinities existed: “the dominant white patriarchy which controlled state power as 
it existed then; the ‘creole’ patriarchy of  Africans and the mixed group, functioning in and emerging 
from the dominant white group; and the Indian patriarchy found among the Indian population” (35). 
Mohammed claims that, within this configuration, men of  different racial groups struggled for “power 
of  one sort or the other—economic, political, social, and so on. In the face of  the hegemony of  the white 
and ‘creole’ population, and the increasing struggle on the part of  the black and Indian populations to 
assert themselves, the contest was for a definition of  masculinity between men of  different races” (35) . 
For Indian men who were positioned at the bottom of  this hierarchy, “this involved, as well, a retrieval 
of  their masculine pride from the demeaned status it had suffered during indentureship” (36). Assertion 
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of  control over Indian women was key “for a masculine definition of  the Indian community to emerge 
clearly in the contestation of  patriarchy in the wider society of  Trinidad” (37). These circumstances 
largely led to reinscription of  a heterosexual nuclear family unit with Indian husband/father as head and 
Indian woman/mother as subordinate (Mohapatra 250).

Tiger’s uncertainty about his sexual role in his marriage is vividly expressed in his quest to attain 
the elusive manhood that he anticipated would be a by-product of  his marriage. He is initially the ignorant 
youth who is unaware of  his sexual role in a marriage: 

“What I must do?” he asked Ramlal, and Ramlal laughed.

“Is how yuh mean, boy?”

“I mean – I don’t know what to do when I go with the girl.” (Selvon 7) 

Subsequently, he finds that he is seen as a man by his wife when he engages in sexual relations with her, 
even as he remains uncertain about his manhood: “To my wife, I man when I sleep with she. To bap,2 

I man if  I drink rum. But to me, I no man yet” (45). Selvon’s protagonist seems to reflect a personality 
that is fairly passive and in need of  direction, as in the case of  his growing quest to attain manhood, 
underpinned by sexual enlightenment over the years. Contemporary gender theorist Robert W. Connell’s 
concept of  the positivist approach to manhood, which describes what men actually are at any point in 
time, may be applicable to Tiger’s ignorant youth, and Connell’s normative definition of  masculinity 
aptly characterizes Tiger’s enlightened adult self  in matters of  sexuality (Connell 306). For Tiger, it is 
clear that the penis is not a personal transcendental signifier that magically catapults a boy into the realm 
of  manhood. His impression of  his wife’s notion of  manhood is that she perceives him as a man as long 
as he can satisfy her sexually, in keeping with Connell’s essentialist definition of  masculinity. Tiger’s 
experiences show that minorities and working-class men are marginalized within hegemonic masculinity, 
which is normalized as characteristic of  white middle-class educated men (Nurse 6). The notion of  the 
‘ideal male,’ however false, is particularly impossible for Indo-Trinidadian and Indo-Caribbean working-
class men—and working-class men of  colour, in general—to achieve because of  their race, but also 
because they often do not have access to networks and educational opportunities that might more easily 
lead to economic and social mobility (Baksh 100).

Sexual relations and the knowledge of  intercourse between Tiger and Urmilla in A Brighter Sun 
become a microcosm of  endorsed and expected sexual behaviours among Indo-Trinidadian men. Unlike 
Jamaican anthropologist Barry Chevannes’s notion of  the dominant lower-strata Afro-Caribbean man’s 
prominent focus on sexual intercourse from as early as adolescence—as underscored in his research on 
Afro- and Indo-Caribbean masculinity in five anglophone territories of  the region—the Indo-Caribbean 
man is portrayed as having very little experience in sexual relations with women before marriage. 
Chevannes, in his 1995 study of  Indo-Caribbean culture in Guyana, claims that “[m]arriage marks 
a decisive turning point in the life cycle of  the individual, male or female, and […] is the gateway to 
legitimate sexual relationship, and it is presumed that until they are married a couple have never had 
sexual intercourse” (Learning 83). Tiger’s conversation with Ramlal substantiates Chevannes’s findings 
when the former asks for advice on the impending sexual experience with his betrothed:

“What, boy! Never seeam your bap and mai3 when dey sleeping in de night?”
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“Yes, but-”

“Well, is dat self. You doam same thing.” (Selvon 7)

Not only does this exchange reflect Tiger’s complete ignorance as a youth in sexual matters, but it also 
points to Ramlal’s acceptance and expectation of  Tiger’s innocence. His response does not chide Tiger for 
never having engaged in sexual relations, but rather implies that males are simply expected to learn about 
sex by imitation and mimicry. Ramlal’s response, therefore, alludes to the absence of  premarital sex as 
the expected sociocultural norm among Indo-Trinidadians. It appears that both the male and female Indo-
Trinidadian would have been socialized to adhere to prescriptive notions of  gender construction and 
gender identity that revolve around performativity. Noted gender theorist Judith Butler argues, 

Gender is not the conceptual or cultural extension of  chromosomal/
biological sex, but an ongoing discursive practice currently structured around 
the concept of  heterosexuality as the norm of  human relationships. […] The 
body is not naturally ‘sexed’, but becomes so through the cultural processes 
that use the production of  sexuality to extend and sustain specific power 
relations. (7)

Butler’s notion of  performativity describes the way in which gender is produced as an effect of  a regulatory 
regime that requires the ritualized repetition of  particular forms of  behaviour (54–55), and Tiger’s process 
of  negotiating personal manhood reflects this.

Tiger’s capacity to perform sexually makes him a man in the eyes of  Urmilla. But much the 
same psychological development of  a feminine sexual ideology applies to Urmilla, as is revealed on her 
wedding night: “Urmilla moved and opened her eyes. She knew what was going to happen and she tried 
not to be afraid. Her mother had said, ‘Beti,4 whatever happen, don’t frighten. You is a woman now.’ It 
was the same thing with Urmilla: she felt she had to prove herself  a woman in front of  Tiger” (Selvon 
15–16). Two self-defining notions are echoed in the text here. First, we see that premarital sex among 
females is a social taboo, and the pristine retention of  the virginal hymen until marriage is considered 
honourable in Indian communities. Second, the advice from Urmilla’s mother that sexual intercourse is 
to be embraced rather than denied by the new Indian bride, as it graduates her into womanhood, tells 
of  the wider Indo-Caribbean society’s esteem of  sexual relations within the conjugal sphere as a rite 
of  passage from pubescence to adulthood. When coupled with Ramlal’s counsel to Tiger, such a belief  
system is seen to shape the ideologies of  both males and females alike in the process of  self-development 
and identity construction.

But for Tiger, his personal quest for manhood goes beyond sexual performativity, although such an 
ideology impacts directly on his attainment of  it. Sociologist Linden Lewis’s assertion becomes relevant: 
“Masculinity is as much to do with what men do, how they behave in order to win the respect and honor 
of  other men, as it is about winning the respect and admiration of  women” (3). Tiger certainly wins 
Urmilla’s admiration in matters of  sexuality, and he is well aware of  the growth of  his sexual identity over 
time. He reflects on his conversation with Ramlal during his pre-wedding days, when he “was glad for 
this putting off of  the unknown, this stretching of  the few days before the overwhelming river burst over 
its banks and swept him off his immature feet” (Selvon 7). He also basks in the subsequent wonder of  the 
new knowledge of  sex with Urmilla, as they awake on the morning after their wedding when “they did it 
again” (16). In intimate moments between man and wife, Tiger draws upon his sexuality as a means of  
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reaching a holistic masculine identity: “He pulled Urmilla’s hand to him. The girl was glad. She held on 
tightly. He thought, ‘This must be growing up. I must be really coming man now’” (49).

The second phase of  the journey that Selvon crafts for the reader involves a dawning of  the 
initial acknowledgement, subsequent acceptance and blossoming friendship of  two racialized couples. 
Tiger and the Afro-Trinidadian Joe’s relationship is underpinned by patriarchal notions of  the proper 
treatment of  their wives, and it is perhaps this commonality experienced by the Indian Urmilla and 
the Afro-Trinidadian Rita that draws these two women closer. Rita assists Urmilla in the birth of  the 
latter’s daughter, Chandra, and this concretizes their friendship. Such a friendship allows Rita to later 
goad Urmilla to adorn herself  with cosmetics on the evening Tiger plans to bring his superiors at work 
home for dinner. But a terror-filled evening on Urmilla’s part leads to the fulfilment of  her worst fears. 
Decorating herself  the way Urmilla does was not at all socially acceptable in 1940s conservative Hindu 
households in Trinidad. If  Indian women did that, stereotypical notions of  ladies of  the night were 
triggered, and Urmilla would be seen as certainly not the kind of  wife that she ought to be, particularly 
in front of  company. 

Tiger violently thrashes her, as was his custom in relating to her when he is made to feel emasculated, 
and calls her a whore fit for the prostitution that was characteristic of  the war days and the sexual 
landscape of  Trinidad at the time. The novel’s temporal setting is 1941–45, the period when Trinidad 
saw itself  become surrogate home to British and American soldiers who used the island as a base during 
World War II. One of  the social ripple effects of  the time was rampant prostitution in the capital city. 
Both the white foreign soldier and the local islander—African and Indian—served as clients for the local 
prostitutes, thereby perpetuating both the objectification of  women and heterosexuality as established 
practices, regardless of  the ethnic background of  the males involved. 

Like Joe, Tiger adopts a patriarchal stance in the novel. Unlike Tiger’s wife, however, Joe’s wife 
struggles with him whenever he attempts to abuse her. Rita seemingly represents for Selvon the idea that 
Afro-Caribbean women are able to retaliate against the patriarchal dimensions of  abuse and trauma—the 
legacy of  marriage in many families. Contrariwise, Urmilla’s acceptance and unwillingness to reciprocate 
physical blows with Tiger, as Rita does with Joe, suggests her understanding of  the deeply enshrined 
role of  the superior Indian husband and the inferior Indian wife in a Hindu marriage. Evidence of  
this is Tiger’s edict to Urmilla that “[i]t better be a boy chile, I warning you” (40), in keeping with the 
patrilineal ideals of  Indo-Caribbean consanguine relationships. Selvon’s fiction here echoes Chevannes’s 
finding that, in Indo-Caribbean families, having a male child is considered a necessity (Chevannes 74). 
And like the Indian women of  Chevannes’s study in Guyana, Urmilla feels she has to bear her lot in life 
in keeping with the Indian wife’s place in a marriage, which in turn feeds her husband’s gender identity. 
The frame of  reference for Indo-Trinidadian male attitudes towards women is culturally sanctioned and 
is seen as emanating from ancient religious scriptures, thereby justifying inequality in gender relations and 
endorsing domestic violence as the means to maintain the status quo. Subsumed in this is the idea of  the 
Indian wife being subservient to her husband, who is supreme, in dominion over his wife and is likened 
to Lord Rama in Hindu scripture. Siddhartha claims, 

The notion that a woman’s role is to be utterly devoted to her husband is an 
old one. […] The Indian bride comes to her husband much as the Western 
woman might enter a church. […] For the woman supreme love is […] a 
duty. As a disciple might, she prostrates herself  before him, touching his feet 
with her head before receiving his blessing. (221)
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Urmilla knows this and believes it is her role to be the subservient wife to Tiger, as both tradition and 
religion prescribe.

The final phase of  the reader’s journey sees Tiger’s manhood coming to fruition as a by-product of  
embracing creolization. Initially, Tiger’s self-imposed alienation from his African neighbours mirrors his 
failure to attain manhood status in a world that he preferred to define solely as Indian. His construction 
of  masculinity develops with his subsequent acknowledgement and acceptance of  his full community. His 
extended-family network objects strongly to Tiger’s growing association with his new black neighbours, 
which in turn draws him closer to Urmilla, since she shares his acceptance of  them. He begins to discern 
a kindred spirit in her, and it is this factor that contributes to him embracing his total masculine identity 
near the novel’s end, as his awareness of  manhood is anchored in the growing level of  intimacy he 
experiences with his wife. Urmilla herself  becomes more grounded, visible and vocal, signifying her role 
in a partnership with Tiger for life. This flourishing communion between man and wife allows for Tiger’s 
realization that his is not an isolated existence, that the culturally stereotypical prejudices he previously 
held about women hindered his full acclamation of  self  and identity. The reader is blindingly aware that 
Tiger and Urmilla become intertwined in a sacred union in which each half  feeds off the other, while 
simultaneously nourishing each other to reveal a complete androgynous being, one marked by an active 
gender identity that diminishes earlier notions of  passivity for both male and female. Cognizance of  this 
facilitates comprehension of  the cultural bigotry Tiger harboured for years towards Africans and fuels his 
subsequent ardour for change. Selvon illustrates this towards the novel’s end when Urmilla, expecting her 
second child, requires urgent medical attention. Urmilla has begun labour, and Rita is in attendance. As 
he waits for the birth of  their child, Tiger is inspired by a wave of  gratitude towards Joe, which leads to a 
confession: “And, Joe, ain’t all of  we does live good? Ain’t coolie does live good with nigger? Is only white 
man who want to keep we down, and even so it have some good one among them. You know something, 
Joe, they have good and bad all about, don’t matter if  you white or black” (Selvon 194). It is this pivotal 
baring of  soul on Tiger’s part that allows the reader to see his personal growth and development as he 
continues to reach ever closer in his attainment of  manhood.

According to Anita Baksh, “In the Caribbean, Indo-Caribbean masculinities are commonly defined 
in terms of  competition between Afro-Caribbean and Indo-Caribbean men and within heterosexual 
gender relations between Indo-Caribbean men and Indo-Caribbean women” (96). But in his overall 
journey, Tiger makes what is undoubtedly the most important of  his discoveries as he comes to understand 
that “it was what you was inside that count” (Selvon 204). While Tiger is coming to this important self-
awareness, he also discovers, from his earlier disconcerting experiences with Indian, African and white 
doctors who reacted differently to Urmilla’s travails, that good and evil are everywhere. Harold Barratt 
concludes, “More pertinently, he comes to understand that people are neither white nor black, only grey. 
Tiger’s boyhood has ended” (189). Tiger’s construction of  masculine identity is one that comes with an 
awareness beyond that represented by race and ethnicity, and Barratt surmises that “[t]his, surely, is the 
hub around which all the other issues in the novel turn” (194). After all, manhood is more than merely 
physical maturation; rather, it entails the more discerning attributes reflected in critical thought, practical 
resolutions and an appreciation for the notion of  other than self. It is a conglomeration of  attitudes, 
values and behaviours that may be examined in Naipaul’s A House for Mr. Biswas, as this novel becomes 
very useful in comparing and contrasting another Indo-Trinidadian male in the quest for manhood, 
albeit more along lines of  Hindu religious doctrine than according to sociocultural constructs associated 
with Hinduism.
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The capacity of  the Indo-Trinidadian male to overcome related hurdles in the pursuit of  romance 
and masculine identity is epitomized in Naipaul’s quintessential figure and protagonist, Mohun Biswas, 
in A House for Mr. Biswas. Truly a Bildungsroman of  the Caribbean ilk, the novel explores the period of  
East Indian immigration to the New World, with the accompanying challenges of  acculturation as part 
of  the creolization process and the emerging social order. Naipaul provides a picture of  Hindu Indian 
life in Trinidad with focus on the prominent Tulsi family that Biswas marries into solely by virtue of  his 
position in the caste system. Set in Trinidad, A House for Mr. Biswas reflects a temporal frame of  1931–48 
and an Indo-Trinidadian man’s creation of  an ethnic and masculine identity. The period is critical for an 
evolution of  the novel’s themes, as Trinidad was marked by the famous oilfield labour riots of  the 1930s, 
out of  which emerged the popular Tubal Uriah Butler, a labour champion for Afro-Creole working-class 
men. The subsequent cane-field labour riots during the 1930s and early 1940s also saw the political birth 
of  Adrian Cola Rienzi, perceived as a political messiah for Indians who saw themselves marginalized in 
society. 5 Together, these two major labour riots fed the process of  creolization. Indian culture, characterized 
predominantly by Hinduism, was slowly being eroded by an emerging West Indian culture that favoured 
a conglomeration and reformulation of  a national culture, as opposed to the maintenance of  segregated 
cultures. An approach to Hinduism that involved negating the presence of  other cultures would have 
nullified Indo-Trinidadian men and their attempts at survival. Further, it would have diminished any 
hope of  East Indians entering the political fray and claiming part of  the national consciousness that was 
pervading the new bourgeoning society. Ramchand states, “This process of  ‘creolisation’ affected nearly 
all aspects of  life so that customs, and forms of  social structure which superficially appear to be entirely 
‘Indian’ are in fact sharply modified by the local environment” (158).

Naipaul consequently portrays the Indo-Trinidadian Biswas as searching for identity, struggling 
with loneliness, dealing with unaccommodation and experiencing dispossession. He is representative of  
an era of  young men faced with the burden of  laying “claim to one’s portion of  the earth” (Ramchand 14), 
of  finding one’s home in the New World as stories of  return to Mother India by former indentureds came 
to be seen as simply tales, nothing more. Certainly representative of  the Hindu man “caught between 
the decaying closed Asiatic culture and the anomie of  the emerging West Indian culture,” Biswas seeks 
to construct his masculinity against the backdrop of  “intimate family relationships which surface within 
such a framework” (Morgan 11). If  there were one major branch of  similarity between this new emerging 
culture and the traditional Hindu way of  life that came to mirror the novel’s masculine identities, it was in 
the perpetuation of  patriarchal norms regarding both women and weaker men. This comes to fruition in 
the adherence to the caste system that defines Hinduism. At the core of  Indian culture and social structure 
was (and still is) caste, a system of  social organization based on hierarchy specializations called ‘jatis.’6 
Although fervently upheld in the motherland and during the early days of  the indentured labourers in the 
Caribbean—as seen during the temporal frame of  Naipaul’s novel—caste has been transformed in the 
Caribbean over time. Creolization, coupled with the upward spiralling of  individualism in the developing 
society, has been the principal agent of  this transformation, resulting in a dilution of  the importance, 
adherence and overt demonstration of  related values and behaviours in the Caribbean today. 

In its efforts to defy creolization at all costs, the Tulsi family of  the Brahmin order attempt to 
maintain a purity of  caste by ensuring that their daughters marry within the order.7 This is Biswas’s fate 
in his arranged marriage to Shama, which is immediately planned after the Tulsi matriarch discovers 
that the young sign painter attempted to slip a ‘love note,’ which reads, “I love you and I want to talk to 
you” (Naipaul 85), to Shama in the family haberdashery store. In conjunction with Mrs. Tulsi, Shama’s 
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brother-in-law, Seth, performs the patriarchal role of  selecting a husband for her. This patriarchal episode 
in family relations not only points to the submissive Indian female but also highlights the dominance of  
Seth over the weaker Biswas, who is constrained to marry Shama.

Like Selvon’s Tiger, Biswas enters an arranged marriage, albeit qualified in Biswas’s circumstance, 
since he—unlike Tiger—made the initial contact with Shama. His acquiescence is tantamount to a passive 
acceptance of  his situation, made evident in his hesitance and subsequent silence when he is questioned 
by Mrs. Tulsi and Seth about his interest in Shama, now depicted as a child necessitating Biswas’s nurture:

‘What’s the matter? You don’t like the child?’

‘Yes,’ Mr. Biswas said helplessly. ‘I like the child.’

‘That is the main thing,’ Seth said. ‘We don’t want to force you to do anything. 
Are we forcing you?’

Mr. Biswas remained silent. (90–91; emphasis in original)

Biswas enters a marriage devoid of  traditional Western notions of  romantic love, and he spends the 
rest of  his life seeking romance and an escape from the embrace of  the intimate Tulsi family relations. 
Naipaul plants in Biswas this unquenchable thirst: “He no longer simply lived. He had begun to wait, not 
only for love, but for the world to yield its sweetness and romance. He deferred all his pleasure in life until 
that day” (80). It would be a day of  fulfilment, the day he finally claimed his masculine identity.

Heteronormative sexual intimacy between man and wife is only alluded to in this novel, as, for 
example, at the end of  one of  Biswas’s tirades against his in-laws. In his self-proclaimed rebellion against 
the established social order and his desire ‘to paddle his own canoe,’ Biswas fashions an unspoken war 
against the entire Tulsi family, and he proceeds to allocate animal names to each member in turn. This 
he divulges to Shama, who is well acquainted with his less-than-honourable disposition towards her 
family. At the end of  his name calling, “Shama’s head was on his soft arm, and they were lying side by 
side” (120). The heterosexual ideology that permeates the entire novel is experienced as a perfunctory act 
on Biswas’s part—indeed, on the part of  all the adult males in Tulsidom—and marriage to Shama sees 
the birth of  four children. Sexual enchantment and enticement of  the Indian wife is far removed from 
reality for married men in this novel. Paula Morgan asserts, “The construction of  the Indian woman as 
sexually alluring finds no counterpart in A House for Mr. Biswas. This place of  privilege belongs to Biswas’ 
fantasy of  the slim, untouched virgin who makes no sexual demands, bears no children and provides 
illusory relief  from his plump, perpetually-pregnant wife” (112). Shama does not live up to Biswas’s 
fantasy. She exists not for his sexual fulfilment but rather for the sole purpose of  procreation, which is 
held in high esteem in Indian communities. In siring children, not only does Biswas fulfil his obligation to 
society, but he also ensures that Shama fulfils hers as childbearer and child rearer, thereby making both 
of  them contributory members of  society. Having children is often seen as a necessary rite of  passage 
in proving one’s masculinity, and the overt societally endorsed function of  male sexuality in the era of  
Naipaul’s novel was fatherhood. Beneke claims, “One realm where manhood is threatened and proved is 
the realm of  sexuality” (73), and Biswas is well aware that should he not father children, then his sexuality 
serves little purpose. His sexuality was never manifested in overt actions as those of  his cousin, of  whom 
it is said, “[I]t was well known that he was having an affair with a woman of  another race by whom he 
had already had a child; he was proud both of  the child and its illegitimacy” (Naipaul 83). This account 
of  Biswas’s cousin foreshadows the dissolution and gradual decay of  an alienated Hindu lifestyle that 
denies the existence of  societal change and shows the threat of  creolization to the established order. The 
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outward pride demonstrated by Bhandat’s son is emblematic of  the growing influence that West Indian 
creolization was having on the lives of  other Hindus in the society. In the area of  frank sexuality, Biswas 
is not one of  them. His marginalized masculinity is reflected only too sharply in matters of  sexuality prior 
to his marriage in his discussions with Bhandat’s boys: “[T]hey were full of  scandalous and incredible 
revelations about sex; and at night, in whispers, they wove lurid sexual fantasies. Mr. Biswas had tried to 
contribute to these, but could never strike the correct note. He was either so tame or so ill-informed that 
they laughed, or so revolting that they threatened to tell” (63).

Throughout his marriage, Biswas plays the recalcitrant to all that the Tulsi family holds sacred, 
and Shama withstands the worst of  his emotional abuse. He exhibits a personal myopia that disallows 
seeing any meritorious quality in any of  the Tulsis, including his wife. His passion and zeal for a complete 
annihilation of  the traditional way of  life and preference for a new emerging world order are unleashed 
on a family and community that have not been prepared for change. His resultant intransigence leads 
him to retain his one-dimensional, stoic attitude of  superiority towards Shama, such that he almost fails 
to recognize her growth and development until the novel draws to a close.

Ten weeks before his death, Biswas loses his job, and he ponders his next step. It was then that 
Shama’s new self  emerged before his eyes with her words, “Don’t worry. We’ll manage” (7). His reminiscing 
about her actions through the years, such as returning to her mother’s house in times of  financial distress 
but not doing so anymore, creates an awe that envelops him as he sees Shama for what she has become: 
a person filled with a sense of  self-worth, first, and a dutiful wife and mother, second. His appreciation 
of—and reliance on—her deters him from doing “anything against his wife’s wishes. He had grown to 
accept her judgement and to respect her optimism. He trusted her” (8). Ironically, Biswas begins to live, 
and his own quest for manhood is fulfilled as he approaches death’s door. J. J. Bola’s notion that “[t]he 
idea of  being a man and the notions of  masculinity that come with it more so resemble a sport that has 
ever-changing rules, depending on the location it’s played in” (10) is apt for Biswas’s circumstances now. 
His personal health circumstances, coupled with the emergence of  Shama as the family’s cornerstone, 
allow him to appreciate his sense of  masculinity as intertwined with his life partner. The reader becomes 
fully aware of  the power of  Shama’s role in her union with Biswas as she slowly rises to balance off the 
proportionate fall in his gender performativity. A quasi role reversal of  sorts is seen in the gender relations 
of  man and wife. Whereas an earlier Biswas was vocal, decisive and in power, Shama was silent, following 
and subservient. As the story nears its end, Shama takes charge of  the family situations, suggests strategies 
for success and exhibits her capacity to effect positive change. However, Naipaul does not create any 
impression that this is the rise of  a feminist agenda for the discerning critic. Rather, he propels the notion 
of  woman and man uniting together to form one coherent being. Fundamentally, Biswas realizes that his 
notion of  manhood is one that feeds off of  Shama, leading the reader to an awareness of  androgyny as 
an indispensable attribute of  Naipaul’s protagonist’s masculine identity—one that paints the picture of  
mutual respect and interdependence between husband and wife. 

Naipaul creates for the reader a character that “had begun to wait, not only for love, but for the 
world to yield its sweetness and romance” (Naipaul 73). His new-found intimacy with Shama manifested 
at the novel’s end pivots him to truly imbibe the world’s “sweetness and romance,” as the reader learns 
that “Mr. Biswas planted a laburnum tree. It grew rapidly. It gave the house a romantic aspect, softened 
the tall graceless lines, and provided some shelter from the afternoon sun. Its flowers were sweet, and in 
the still hot evenings their smell filled the house” (584). Metaphorically, this is depictive of  Biswas’s final 
attainment of  manhood. All his life he craved it, and in the sunset days of  his time on earth, he found it. 
The search for manhood on Biswas’s part was one that was marked by a search for home and belonging, 
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a powerful motif  in West Indian literature. It is a search, which somehow becomes indelible in Indo-
Caribbean male identities, to one day own their part of  the earth and thus find fulfilment in belonging. 
It comes to characterize the patriarchal dimension of  men’s role in gender relations to be a provider 
for their families. And perhaps the most poignant words of  Naipaul’s novel come to reflect this, when a 
young, fatherless Biswas cries and tells his mother, “You see, Ma. I have no father to look after me and 
people can treat me how they want” (66).  It is at this crucial time in his life that he realizes that owning 
a home is rudimentary to his attainment of  manhood, and in all of  the houses he lived in as a boy, an 
adolescent and a young man, he never felt at home. It was only when Biswas bought his own piece of  
land, despite the mortgage that he incurred, that he was able to feel successful as a man: “And now at 
the end he found himself  in his own house, on his own half-lot of  land, his own portion of  the earth” (8). 

The laburnum tree becomes representative of  his emergent positive concept of  gender relations 
as one of  fairness and equity, and an appreciation of  the roles of  man and wife. He now sees Shama’s 
role in his life with new eyes:

He had grown to accept her judgement and to respect her optimism. He 
trusted her. Since they had moved to the house Shama had learned a new 
loyalty, to him and to their children; away from her mother and sisters, she 
was able to express this without shame, and to Biswas this was a triumph 
almost as big as the acquiring of  his own house. (8) 

Biswas is at the pinnacle of  his male gender identity as he fully appreciates the growing interdependence 
on Shama, and the romance he craved all his life unfolds before his eyes in his sense of  gender relations 
with his wife. It is this image that remains with the reader as Biswas sits in his room and looks out the 
window and sees the tree. It is an overwhelming sense of  accomplishment of  having attained manhood 
that allows Biswas to realize that he has finally become successful, both as a man with his own sense of  
masculinity and as a husband who has fulfilled his patriarchal task in providing for his family in a manner 
that completes him while sheltering his loved ones. The processes, lived experiences and social realities 
that have shaped both novels’ protagonists bear some similarities and differences. Both Tiger and Biswas 
are products of  their respective time frames, which are characterized by unwavering patriarchy, Indian 
ethnic traditions, Hindu religious conventions and a perception of  what the colonial Trinidadian Indian 
man is supposed to encompass in terms of  values, attitudes and beliefs. Both are products of  arranged 
marriages, depictive of  life in 1940s Trinidad Indo-based communities, albeit inflected in ways that reflect 
some disparity when compared to each other’s circumstances. And both men are constantly engaged in 
the processes of  constructing, deconstructing and reconstructing their masculinities in a dynamic process 
fed and watered by sociocultural and politico-economic factors. 

But they also differ considerably. Whereas Tiger inherits a mud hut that he is capable of  calling his 
own upon marriage, giving him a feeling of  masculine accomplishment that is acute in Indo-Trinidadian 
sensibilities, Biswas does not. On the contrary, Biswas’s sense of  masculine identity is marked almost 
solely by his eventual attainment of  a house. The West Indian motifs of  belonging, the search for identity 
and the quest for home become inextricably and indelibly woven into each character’s sense of  masculine 
identity in the respective novels, marked by calling their own space ‘home.’ Indeed, for the 1940s Indo-
Trinidadian man, having a house becomes synonymous with their sense of  masculinity. 

Additionally, Biswas fails to emerge from his jealously guarded, insular silo that is Hanuman 
House, thereby restricting his own sense of  creolization in ways that are not the experience of  Tiger. 
Having cautiously developed community friendships with both Afro-Trinidadians and white temporary 
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migrants in his space, Tiger’s sense of  self  becomes more overarching in ways that Biswas’s masculine 
identity cannot reflect. Biswas remains more restricted and only emerges from his insularity when he 
leaves the inner walls of  Hanuman House and sojourns in the city. It is there that he eventually gets his 
own space and his own home, and, in so doing, cultivates his own sense of  romance, achievement and 
masculinity. Undoubtedly, creolization becomes the way for both men finally to forge their eventual sense 
of  masculine identity. And both novelists allow the reader to see this development, as they are aware 
that only when both men break the shackles of  a one-dimensional existence and embrace the diversity 
afforded by creolization can they attain anything remotely close to masculine self-actualization.

Indo-Trinidadian and Indo-Caribbean masculine identities are largely equated with 
heteronormativity in the Western imaginary. Like his Afro-Creole brother, the Indo-Creole also experiences 
a privileging of  male sexuality. This comes to fruition through the cultural process of  male gender 
socialization that shapes Indo-Caribbean masculine identity and sexuality in these novels. Pertinent to the 
temporal context of  each novel, one of  the critical differences between the sexuality of  the Afro-Creole 
male and the Indo-Creole male, however, seems to be free choice of  sexual partner(s) on the former’s 
part, whereas in the latter’s case, a life partner is largely chosen for him by members of  his extended-
family network—a far cry from reality today. The Indo-Caribbean character’s sexual identity moves from 
a fairly ignorant, youthful, innocent and passive sexuality that acquiesces to the wishes of  the extended 
family to one that wants to appear powerful and dominant to his female. Such complicit masculinities 
do not achieve hegemony in themselves. However, according to Jordanna Matlon, “they support the 
hegemonic project, thus realizing the patriarchal dividend; complicit masculinities involve practices that 
support male dominance” (1017). Tiger and Biswas are both perpetrator and victim of  this reality.

All of  this occurs in the quest to reclaim an emasculated identity, created by their coercion 
into taking a life partner, with no possibility of  free choice, in a dated cultural practice. They project 
themselves as being powerful and in control—features associated with traditional Western notions of  
masculinity—towards the person that caused their perceived emasculation and passivity in the first place, 
their wives, whom they intend to keep subdued and submissive, while at the same time maintaining a 
heteronormativity endorsed by cultural patriarchy. Baksh is incisive in her following assertion:

In Samuel Selvon’s A Brighter Sun and V.S. Naipaul’s A House for Mr. Biswas, 
we encounter Indo-Trinidadian male characters who negotiate identity, 
power and status within the home and the outside colonial world. […] 
Tiger’s performance of  masculinity in Selvon’s A Brighter Sun takes the form 
of  smoking, drinking alcohol and exerting control and violence over his wife, 
behaviors he copies from his father. Tiger’s performance is as much an attempt 
to convince himself  that he is a powerful man as it is to persuade others. 
V.S. Naipaul’s Biswas negotiates masculinity within the context of  Hindu 
patriarchy embodied in the novel by his in-laws and the demands of  being 
an Indian male in an increasingly creolized colonial society. Even though the 
texts vary in form and setting, all present the complex ways in which Indo-
Caribbean men define masculinity within family (often as husbands), within 
community (usually exemplified by extended family) and the larger colonial 
world (often seen through relations with characters of  other ethnic groups). 
(95)

Such underpinnings of  Indo-Caribbean masculine gender and sexual identities, represented in 
these two novels, have been traditionally sanctioned by Indo-Caribbean family structures owing allegiance 
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to ancestral practices, cultural contexts and societal norms. But it is a phenomenon that prevails until 
realization sets in that allows the Tigers and Biswases of  the Caribbean imaginary to become fully cognizant 
of  the development of  the Urmillas and Shamas in their lives, in a manner that makes these men’s search 
for identity complete upon acceptance of  their wives. The Indo-Caribbean protagonists recognize that life 
is indeed a partnership, and a reliance on their faithful, dutiful and loyal wives facilitates their constructions 
of  masculine identities and completion of  self. The resultant holistic beings that they become with their 
wives, which symbiotically allow their wives to become complete with them, create such a uniform structure 
that both masculinity and femininity within the conjugal union propel gender identities as flip sides of  the 
same coin. From their research on comparative ethnographies, Andrea Cornwall and Nancy Lindisfarne 
lend credibility to this new emergent masculine identity: “Being masculine need not be an exclusive 
identity. It can involve self-preservations which include behaviour conventionally associated with both 
masculinity and femininity” (15). The Indo-Caribbean male’s construct of  masculinity is therefore to be 
seen not as a deficiency, but rather as a positive hybridity of  gender specificities, a hybridity that allows 
him to reach the end of  his journey in his search for manhood. In this regard, any perceived notion of  
passivity on the part of  Tiger or Biswas may be seen as a rite of  passage that these Indo-Trinidadian men 
had to endure in order to emerge more distilled, more complete and, undoubtedly, more masculine than 
when they started their respective journeys.

Notes
1 Susheila Nasta states that this shift in migration patterns was frequent and expected. During 

the period of  Selvon’s youth, in particular, a significant process of  urbanization had begun, and 
many younger East Indians had started to move away from their traditional agrarian cane-based 
communities into the towns, attracted by new forms of  employment, such as were provided by the 
newly instituted American military bases (Critical Perspectives 3).

2  ‘Bap’ refers to father. See Winer 52.
3 ‘Mai’ refers to mother. See Winer 553.
4 ‘Beti’ refers to daughter. See Winer 73.
5 Tubal Uriah ‘Buzz’ Butler, associated with the later Oilfield Workers’ Trade Union, fought for the 

rights and better terms and conditions for workers in the oil industry. Adrian Cola Rienzi was a 
labour and political leader of  the 1930s and 1940s. Their roles in the labour and political dimensions 
of  Trinidad society saw a gradual shrinking of  separate religious and cultural ideologies and the 
emergence of  a new social and political order that featured both African and Indian ethnicities in 
the public sphere. See Brereton 227–32.

6 Jatis are grouped into a system of  four varnas (orders), ranked in descending order of  purity and 
prestige from Brahmin (priest), Kshatriya (warrior), Vaisya (trader) and Sudra (menial servant/
artisan). Outside of  these four orders and below even the Sudra are the untouchables, indigenous 
tribes, who were thought to be so unclean as not to be fit to live within the village proper. Barry 
Chevannes quotes Bailey, 1960, in Chevannes 69–70.
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7 Marriage is a very important social institution among Indians, for through marriage and kinship, 
ties are extended, the continuity of  the male line is vested, and the family’s social standing is either 
maintained or improved. 
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Storytelling, Art and Activism 
in Alecia McKenzie’s Oeuvre: 
An Interview
Véronique Maisier

Alecia McKenzie was born and grew up in Kingston, Jamaica. She received a bachelor’s 
degree in languages and art from Troy University, Alabama, before attaining a master’s degree 
in journalism at Columbia University, New York, and doing postgraduate media research at 
City University in London. She has lived in various countries, including Singapore, Belgium, 
England and France.

McKenzie is a writer of  poetry and fiction. She has published two collections of  short 
stories, titled Satellite City (1992) and Stories from Yard (2005); two novellas for young readers, 
When the Rain Stopped in Natland (1995) and Doctor’s Orders (2005); as well as a novel titled 
Sweetheart (2011). Her short stories have been published in several anthologies dedicated to 
Caribbean literature, such as “Private School” in The Oxford Book of  Caribbean Short Stories 
(1999), “Firstborn” in Stories from Blue Latitudes: Caribbean Women Writers at Home and Abroad 

Source: Portrait of  Alecia McKenzie.
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(2006) and “Full Stop” in the Penguin Book of  Caribbean Short Stories (1996). She also contributed “The Joys 
of  the Brief  Encounter” to Writers on Writing: The Art of  the Short Story (2005). In addition, she has written 
articles for different newspapers and media, and has taught classes in communication studies and creative 
writing (in Brussels and Paris).

McKenzie’s writing has garnered international recognition and several literary awards. Her 
collection of  short stories Satellite City received the regional Commonwealth Writers Prize for Best First 
Book. More recently, her novel Sweetheart received the regional Commonwealth Book Prize (2012). 
Sweetheart, which was translated into French (by Sarah Schler) under the title Trésor (2016), also received the 
Prix Carbet des lycéens in 2017.2 A new novel, titled A Million Aunties, scheduled for release in November 
2020 by Akashic Books and Blouse & Skirt Books (Blue Banyan), is already garnering high praises. Booker 
Prize-winning author of  Girl, Woman, Other, Bernardine Evaristo describes A Million Aunties as “an elegantly 
written and emotionally engrossing work of  fiction,”3 and Curdelia Forbes, author of  A Tall History of  
Sugar, writes that 

A Million Aunties gives us the stories of  an unlikely cross-world community 
brought together by anguish, loss, difference, the healing gifts of  art, and 
above all the loves of  women. Under her deceptively revealing title, Alecia 
McKenzie recreates Jamaica’s enduring traditions in fresh and illuminating 
ways that make this one of  the most avant-garde fictions I have read in a long 
time.4

In 2007, Isabel Carrera Suárez described McKenzie as a writer abroad “with a strong connection 
to the island [Jamaica] and a piercing social view” (186). Indeed, McKenzie’s literary production stands 
out in large part because of  the feeling of  connection to place and to people that emanates throughout 
her stories. While McKenzie has lived abroad for many years, the location for most of  her stories has 
consistently been Jamaica. As she says in the interview that follows, she places her characters in a “setting 
that [she] know[s],” and that setting is the Jamaica where she grew up. The sense of  place shows in the 
author’s decision to place her characters in the streets of  Kingston, in the neighbourhoods of  Jack’s 
Hill, Cherry Gardens and Meadowvale,5 and, less often, in Negril or in the Cockpit Country. When 
McKenzie’s characters leave Jamaica, go study abroad or emigrate to make a living, they do not sever 
their ties with ‘home’ but instead lead diasporic lives that maintain contact through frequent exchanges 
back and forth between home and ‘foreign.’ In the stories, these exchanges can take the form of  phone 
calls, letters, photos, money orders, packages and requests meant to recapture a taste of  home, such 
as the cerasee tea that Sweetheart’s Dulcinea asks Cheryl to bring to New York when she comes to visit 
her. The sense of  place is accompanied by a sense of  belonging, reflected in the author’s inspiration 
from and connection with the storytellers of  her Jamaican background, whether family members from 
her childhood or others like Miss Lou (Louise Bennett), her high-school teachers or fellow writers who 
further nourished in her the love for telling stories. McKenzie’s mastery in her craft is particularly striking 
in the portraits she draws of  complex, nuanced and endearing characters. Her determination to avoid 
stereotypes, her attention to detail, her rendering in the dialogues of  individual voices, her use of  the 
vernacular, her sense of  humour, her astute analyses of  people’s relationships all add up to bring to life 
such memorable characters as Grand Ma Scottie, Natasha, Clinton, Vera, Cheryl and Dulcinea, among 
many others. McKenzie’s strong sense of  connection with Jamaica—‘the local’—anchors her writing, 
and inspires her stories and the treatment of  her characters. At the same time, however, McKenzie insists 
on acknowledging the value of  our shared humanity, reminding us in the interview that “we’re all in the 
same boat, rowing like crazy to stay afloat.” She communicates her pleasure in finding out that readers 
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around the world relate to her characters, to their environment and their circumstances, and is delighted 
to see that these readers reclaim her characters’ experiences and her stories as their own, thus also firmly 
establishing them in ‘the global’ and underlining our human connections.

The following interview is based on an exchange of  emails, which took place in 2019 and 2020.

Véronique Maisier (V. M.): The first story in Satellite Story, titled “Full Stop,” is told through 
an exchange of  letters between a grandmother who lives in Jamaica and her granddaughter who works 
as a doctor in New York. Likewise, the first story in Stories from Yard, titled “Sour like Guinep,” opens 
on a phone call between Vera who lives in Jamaica and her long-time friend Carla who has moved to 
the United States. My first set of  questions, then, has to do with emigration and diaspora, as they are 
prevalent themes in your writing. What place does emigration hold in Jamaican society? How do you 
think Jamaican families and Jamaican society in general are affected by emigration?

Alecia McKenzie (A. McK.): Thanks for this question. I hesitate to speak for ‘society’ as a 
whole, but my friends and I grew up knowing we had relatives abroad, and we were aware that we too 
might one day leave. Experts have spoken of  the brain drain, and, at a recent gathering in Brussels, our 
current prime minister said the government was working to understand why people left. Still, this is a 
two-way street. The brain drain is no doubt a reality, but the country has admirable achievements in 
education, culture, sports and many other areas because of  the people who stay. Meanwhile, those who go 
abroad retain strong connections and contribute in a range of  ways. We cannot underestimate the impact 
of  remittances, for example. In this story, we see the granddaughter sending money to her grandmother 
on a regular basis … that’s nothing unusual.

Everyone has a different reason for ‘leaving’ or ‘staying.’ I’ve done readings of  “Full Stop” in 
several countries, and people have always said that they can identify with the characters. I guess this is a 
global issue? We could also discuss the effects on children left behind to be raised by grandparents, aunts 
or other relatives, and the effects on those who move to a new country and have to face the situation of  
being considered ‘the other,’ with all that brings. But this would take a long time.

V. M.: In her introduction to Stories from Blue Latitudes, Elizabeth Nunez emphasizes the exchanges 
that continue to take place between those who leave and those who stay. She claims that “[j]et travel has 
made us transnationals rather than immigrants in developed countries. Within hours we can be at home. 
We have not lost touch; the Internet keeps us even closer. We have one foot in the place of  our birth and 
the other where we live, where we earn a living” (7). Is this your experience and how you feel?

A. McK.: I would certainly agree with the idea that we have one foot in our homeland and the 
other in our current or adopted place of  residence, and that we have not lost touch. But I would still call 
myself  an immigrant in France, not a “transnational”—whatever that means. I’ve written about aspects 
of  my experience as an outsider in prose and in poetry, including in the poem “The Writer Dreams of  
Mangoes.”

V. M.: The title of  the first chapter in your novel Sweetheart is “Cheryl. JamAir Flight 15,” which 
immediately places your writing in the sphere of  travelling from or to Jamaica. The novel’s incipit is 
particularly striking, as it combines in one fell swoop emigration, borders, drugs and death: “Cho, Dulci, 
why couldn’t you have been buried like everyone else? And why half  of  the ashes in Negril and half  in New 
York? I just know these custom people are going to think it’s drugs I have in this bottle” (7). These lines 
indicate a physical divide, translated in the dispersion of  the ashes. How would you answer the character’s 
question: Why are the ashes thus disseminated in two different places? In the novel, a journalist called 
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Susie writes an article titled “Ashes in the Wind: An Artist Returns Home” about the ceremony to spread 
Dulcinea’s ashes. Where/what is Dulcinea’s home? What is your definition of  ‘home’?

A. McK.: Thanks for the kind words about the beginning of  Sweetheart. I think Dulcinea knew 
she had no home, and we could ask, Does an artist need one? Perhaps art has to spring from a sense 
of  ‘not belonging’? I consider Jamaica to be ‘home,’ but I’ve also learned to appreciate my sense of  … 
dislocation, displacement, unbelonging.

V. M.: Several of  your characters leave Jamaica to get away from the violence that seems pervasive. 
As a result, the United States—and Europe, in a couple of  stories—appears as a way out, a place where 
people can find work, money, success, material comforts, et cetera, while their homeland seems a place 
to leave behind. For instance, in “Sour like Guinep,” Tony’s mother and sister moved to Brooklyn after 
his sister was raped by men who broke into their house. Referring to the violence his family experienced, 
Tony claims, “That’s why I hate this place” (26). Yet the narrator immediately nuances Tony’s feelings 
with these comments: “But it wasn’t true that he hated the island; he loved it in spite of  himself, and 
he couldn’t help trying to see the parts of  it he didn’t already know” (26). Is Tony’s ambivalence and 
conflicted relationship to the island representative of  people’s feelings? What is the relationship between 
the people and their country? Is emigration perceived as a panacea? What are the reasons for people’s 
decision to emigrate or to stay?

A. McK.: Again, I cannot speak for others, and I’m not sure it’s fair to focus just on violence in 
any society. The UN has noted that increasing violence is a global issue. In the ten years or so that I’ve 
been back in Europe (after being based in Asia), I’ve seen the rise in levels of  aggression, discontent and 
in the expressions of  young people wishing to leave. I grew up during a time of  political violence, so that’s 
my background, but I know that writing can magnify things. The experiences of  one character shouldn’t 
necessarily stand for the experiences of  an entire population. But, yes, violence is an issue in many societies, 
including ours, and it is one of  the reasons for emigration. In his 2020 New Year’s message, our prime 
minister called the violence a “social epidemic” and a “disease,” before devoting several minutes to the 
government’s plans to bring down the number of  murders, which he said had “skyrocketed” to 13,418 
during 2000–10, from 7,621 in the previous decade.6 Although there was a ‘drop’ from 2010 to 2019, 
the figure is still shocking: 12,698 homicides. You have only to think of  the victims and their families. We 
need to question the reasons for the violence … the historical and current reasons that include poverty, 
oppression, inequality and discrimination. Inadequate resources for mental illness. The drugs trade. The 
guns—which we don’t manufacture—where do they come from? Political corruption and impunity. But 
I’m just a writer. For me, an equally great concern is gender-based violence, which shows no signs of  
abating, anywhere.

V. M.: You mention that you are “just a writer.” Do you think that writers have a responsibility—
or maybe a role to play (or not!)—in shaping people’s minds about the world and their place in the world? 
It is the old question of  art and aesthetics versus what the French call littérature engagée. What do you think?

A. McK.: I think that in this climate, we all have to be activists in some way or other, we all have 
to be personally engagés while still being ‘artists’ and storytellers. There’s too much at stake, re peace, 
sustainability, equality, the survival of  the next generation. I use nonfiction or reporting to raise awareness 
about environmental, gender or rights issues [e.g., McKenzie, “Loss of  Biodiversity”]. With fiction, the 
main aim is to tell a good story, not to deliver a manifesto. Messages can be subtle and still have an impact.
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V. M.: Also in “Sour like Guinep,” when the main narrator suggests that well-intentioned people 
should perhaps remain in Jamaica in order to “build the place,” Tony responds, “Whatever you build, 
hurricane or gunman will soon come and tear it down, Tony said. You might as well go build somewhere 
else” (22). Tony mentions human violence and nature’s violence as the two triggers for emigration. Is 
violence as prevalent in Jamaican culture as it appears in many writers’ texts? I’m thinking about the 
burglar bars that people install on their windows everywhere.

A. McK.: I don’t see the stories as being particularly about violence, but about human relationships 
and the struggle to survive amidst so many factors that could crush you—including natural disasters. 
Climate change (and the spread of  diseases now) is probably a bigger long-term threat to overall survival 
than gunmen, and burglar bars are a fact of  life in many countries, not just in Jamaica. Again, we should 
try to avoid seeing individual characters as speaking for the whole of  society. The views expressed are 
Tony’s, and some people may agree with him, while others might not. As a writer (again making a 
distinction between different genres), I’m not necessarily using Tony as a mouthpiece but trying to create 
a credible character and an effective story, within a setting that I know.

V. M.: Violence on women is a recurring theme in your texts. The large majority of  the women 
in your stories, however, appear as resilient, independent and strong characters. It seems to me that your 
texts show a lot of  admiration and respect towards your female characters. Satellite City and Sweetheart 
are both dedicated to your mother, while Stories from Yard is dedicated to your two sisters. Several of  your 
stories show the importance of  the grandmother and of  the aunt when it comes to raising children whose 
parents are unavailable, deceased or gone abroad.7 For instance, Grand Ma Scottie, found in several of  
your stories, stands out as a strong, no-nonsense character. About Jamaican women, you write, “[I]f  there 
was one thing about most women on the island, it was that they were sensible” (Satellite City 139). How do 
you explain this trait in Jamaican women?

A. McK.: Hmmm, I really don’t wish to add to any stereotypes of  the ‘strong Caribbean woman,’ 
but if  my stories convey admiration, it’s probably because I’ve grown up around admirable women. I also 
have a great deal of  respect for the men in my family, aware that everyone has strengths and weaknesses. 
My father died when I was ten, and my brother-in-law and my uncles were there for support. As a girl 
in Jamaica, I was never told that I had less right to an education or to a career. And there were always 
important role models—at home, at school, in art.

V. M.: Yes, I realize that your stories also portray admirable male characters, especially perhaps 
male characters who are family members, as opposed to boyfriends? I notice that boyfriends tend to be 
unreliable in a few stories—Tony in “Sour Like Guinep”; Francis McKnight in Sweetheart; Antonio da 
Cunha Olivera in “Morro”—but the grandfathers and the uncles—Uncle Chet in “Sour Like Guinep”; 
Uncle Selwyn in Sweetheart—are devoted to their extended families.

A. McK.: My uncles have been and are lovely people. I guess that comes out in the writing.

V. M.: While Jamaican women are described as well-grounded and practical women, several 
characters claim that their compatriots are all crazy. In “Sour Like Guinep.” a character comments, “We 
were a nation of  mad people” (39). In Satellite City, the narrator Mavis of  “Bella Vista” goes to visit her son 
in the mental hospital and claims, “No wonder the island had so many mad people” (151). In Sweetheart, 
Dulcinea claims that “[t]he whole island is a mental hospital” (63). Could you tell us more about your 
‘reading’ of  madness? How are your characters mad or sane? Is the level or type of  ‘madness’ in Jamaica 
different from other places?
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A. McK.: I think, in these instances, the characters are perhaps ‘projecting’ onto others. And 
it’s not unusual for people to refer to their own country in stereotypical ways. With the on-going strikes 
and demonstrations in France, for instance, I’ve heard French citizens describe their compatriots as lazy, 
as well as crazy. But regarding ‘madness,’ I’m interested in the effects of  historical trauma and in how 
change, migration, violence and hardship affect mental health, which is a serious issue. I think everyone 
is ‘mad’ to a certain degree, and maybe some ‘madness’ (a different way of  seeing the world) is essential 
for art. Still, so many Caribbean writers have written about ‘madness’ that we have to question the 
reasons for this, and a book that does so is Madness in Anglophone Caribbean Literature: On the Edge, edited 
by Bénédicte Ledent, Evelyn O’Callaghan and Daria Tunca (2018). Like your own excellent Violence in 
Caribbean Literature: Stories of  Stones and Blood (2014), it sheds light on the issue. Anyway, whatever word we 
use, I think we can all recognize the toll of  mental illness.

V. M.: Yes, you are absolutely right. Because I work specifically on Caribbean literature, I can 
think of  other writers who have included characters dealing with madness,8 and I tend to interpret this 
as a manifestation of  past traumas; but madness is certainly not a phenomenon limited to Jamaica or the 
Caribbean region. Do you think that your texts gravitate towards some specific themes? Are there topics 
that appeal to you, to which you are drawn when you write?

A. McK.: I think I’m most interested in relationships and in how individuals and community can 
stop the slide towards certain social ills. Everyday kindnesses are important, and we see this throughout 
the Caribbean, as well as in other regions. I’m always struck by the generosity of  people who may be 
considered to have so little for themselves. I’ve experienced this time and again, and I hope that I’m part 
of  the tradition.

V. M.: Many of  your characters are artistic and creative. Their art sometimes helps them succeed 
(Dulcinea in Sweetheart and Clinton in “Satellite City” come to mind); but more frequently artistic 
aspirations are disappointed, and the artistic characters live in poverty and feel dissatisfaction, such as 
Ray Clifford in “Stuck in the Maid’s Room” in Satellite City and the art teacher Mr. Fitzpatrick in “Planes 
in the Distance” in Stories from Yard. There is a lot of  humour in these stories (“Jakes Makes,” “Planes in the 
Distance”) but also some sadness because many of  the characters might not have been able to fulfil their 
potential. There is also criticism of  an American artistic world based on fashion and random trends. In 
the novel Sweetheart, the main character is a young artist dedicated to her art, whose success in New York 
might have more to do with timing, fashion, chance and good looks than talent. Is there an appreciation 
of  Jamaican art—painting, writing, music, et cetera—in Jamaica? Are there opportunities in Jamaica for 
artists?

A. McK.: I think it’s tough to be an artist, no matter where you live. And yes, there definitely is 
an appreciation of  Jamaican art and culture at home and, in many cases, internationally. The fact that 
reggae has been inscribed on UNESCO’s Intangible Cultural Heritage List [in 2018]9 shows the impact 
and reach of  this culture (which has seen massive appropriation, by the way). Finding opportunities for 
one’s art in countries without formal and established systems of  official support is always difficult, and 
additional challenges are related to international distribution and markets. 

V. M.: Thank you very much for this information about UNESCO’s Intangible Cultural Heritage 
List. I notice that, in 2008, UNESCO listed the Maroon Heritage of  Moore Town.

A. McK.: Yes, and the Blue and John Crow Mountains are a mixed-heritage site on UNESCO’s 
World Heritage List. The inscription in 2015 highlighted the role they played in providing “refuge first 
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for the indigenous Tainos fleeing slavery and then for Maroons (former enslaved peoples).”10 This history 
is important; in Sweetheart, the grandmother of  the Aunt Mavis character lives in these mountains and 
recounts part of  the ancestors’ story.

V. M.: Among many other things, what makes your texts particularly moving to me comes from 
the dialogues and from your characters’ voices. They speak Jamaican, or would you call it ‘patois’? Several 
of  your characters mock their acquaintances who suddenly speak with a British or American accent. In 
“Pinkie,” the narrator Miss Daisy comments on her hairdresser’s affected British accent—“Always the 
Queen’s English with Pinkie. […] Not a word of  patois ever pass Pinkie lips” (25)—and chooses instead to 
use her ‘patois’: “But as I born on this island I going to talk the way everybody else talk” (25). What role 
do language, patois, accents play in your writing? How important is orality in your texts?

A. McK.: Thanks again for the kind words. Language is important, and especially reclaiming 
language while recognizing the historical reasons for your ‘mother tongue.’ This is something I’m aware 
of  when I write, even subconsciously—what voice or language to use and its significance for the character.

V. M.: Caribbean writers sometimes choose to include a glossary at the end of  their novels to 
explain some of  the vocabulary or expressions that might be difficult for a large readership to understand, 
while other writers refuse to do so. Where do you situate yourself ? Do you feel you have to choose between 
‘authenticity’ and maybe outreach to a large(r) audience? Or do you not worry about these issues? And 
are there pressures from publishers to write in a ‘mainstream’ fashion?

A. McK.: I haven’t felt pressure to write in a ‘mainstream’ fashion, but then I don’t suppose that 
my books are mainstream. I think that a glossary can be helpful when the work is translated, as we’ve 
done, for instance, with the collection of  contemporary Jamaican short stories translated into Chinese. In 
general, I think glossaries are unnecessary because the “language becomes the place,” as Wilson Harris11 
and others have said.

V. M.: Many expressions and sayings add humour to the dialogues and to your characters. For 
instance, in “Angie Comes Home for Christmas,” a talkative woman is described as follows: “If  you say 
A, she gives you the rest of  the alphabet” (57). Is this a saying from Jamaica? What are the sources for the 
humour found in your texts?

A. McK.: That’s a twist on a popular saying. Humour plays a big part in the way we navigate daily 
difficulties … I remember a teacher calling it a pressure valve—it prevents things from blowing sky-high. 
Humour is a means, as well, to address certain serious political issues, and a great national influence here 
has been Miss Lou (poet, writer, actress, educator Louise Bennett).

V. M.: Louise Bennett is indeed an important literary figure for Jamaican and Caribbean literature. 
Isabel Carrera Suárez, for instance, claims that “[t]he major landmark for the oral and poetic epistolary 
genre was the work of  Jamaican folklorist, performer, and writer Louise Bennett […]” (180). How has 
Louise Bennett influenced your writing? Do you see other influences in your career as a writer or in your 
literary choices?

A. McK.: I grew up watching Miss Lou on TV and listening to her on radio, so her voice is always 
there, just like that of  my mother, who was a wonderful storyteller. Then in high school, we had to read 
[V. S.] Naipaul’s A House for Mr. Biswas (unforgettable; 1961), and in college in Alabama, a teacher gave 
me a copy of  Toni Morrison’s Song of  Solomon (1977). When I finished it, I raced to get the other books. 
[James] Baldwin’s If  Beale Street Could Talk (1974) and [Chinua] Achebe’s Things Fall Apart (1958) were also 
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revelations when I read them as a teenager at my sister’s house—she was an avid reader and music lover 
and had a huge collection of  books and records (music has provided inspiration as well). Later, I met 
Olive Senior and Velma Pollard at a conference in the United States, and their presence bolstered the 
belief  that I could be a writer—Jamaican and woman. I think that everything you read and like stays with 
you subliminally, and it’s also important to know fellow writers who are supportive. A few other, perhaps 
subconscious, influences? Camus, Molière, García Márquez … because I studied French and Spanish 
literature in high school and college, and that marks one’s writing as well, I think. In addition, there was 
the music I heard at home throughout my childhood.

V. M.: In her book Communities in Contemporary Anglophone Caribbean Short Stories (2014), Lucy Evans 
writes that “McKenzie’s stories extend beyond a simplistic imagined geography of  the city, showing us 
the social and economic unevenness within both uptown and downtown Kingston” (101). How does 
one reject over-simplified depictions of  Kingston and offer a nuanced painting through writing and 
particularly perhaps through the writing of  short stories? What do you hope readers will gain from your 
books? What understanding of  Jamaica and of  Jamaicans do you think readers will develop through the 
reading of  your texts?

A. McK.: I hope readers will connect with the characters and see that we’re all in the same boat, 
rowing like crazy to stay afloat. Something that I found striking was when a Ugandan colleague told me 
that the stories in Satellite City could have been set in his country. And I’ve had similar comments from 
others, in different regions.

V. M.: In “The Joys of  the Brief  Encounter,” you “identified a few pleasures particular to the [short-
story] genre” (7), and one of  these pleasures is precisely the “brief  encounter [that] always involves quirky, 
original characters, full of  passion and individuality. You remember them for a long time. Sometimes they 
can change your way of  seeing and feeling, all in the space of  a few minutes” (8). How does one manage 
to create such memorable characters in the space of  a few pages? What makes the readers connect with 
the characters?

A. McK.: This was a piece celebrating the short story, written as a tongue-in-cheek rebuttal to 
those who believe ‘sustained narrative’ is somehow of  a higher order than the pared prose of  the short 
story. I think readers connect when the character is credible, when they can say, I know that person, when 
they care about what happens as the story progresses.

V. M.: A question frequently asked to Caribbean writers is whether an author can be widely read 
and widely known while living, writing and publishing in the Caribbean region. Many Caribbean writers 
have moved abroad in order to pursue their writing, while others have stayed at home—and sometimes 
claim that they need to be at home in order to write about home. Merle Hodge, from Trinidad and 
Tobago, for instance, said in an interview with Kathleen Balutansky that it was especially hard for a 
woman to stay home and be a full-time writer.12 What is your experience with writing and/or publishing 
at home or writing and/or publishing abroad? How much importance do you think the location of  the 
author has in the writing process?

A. McK.: Sometimes distance may help to construct certain stories, and sometimes perhaps you 
need to be at home. I’m not sure. I think it comes down to discipline—some people can write anywhere. 
I don’t believe it’s ‘easier’ to write when you’re ‘abroad,’ although access to publishers may be more 
apparent. I tend to write best in certain spaces, but that has little to do with geographical location. A long-
standing concern, of  course, is why we don’t have a bigger publishing industry in the Caribbean, given 
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how many writers the region has produced. But that sector is evolving and needs everyone’s support, 
whether we’re based at home or ‘abroad.’

V. M.: In addition to the short stories published in various anthologies, as well as in Satellite City 
and Stories from Yard, you have also published a novel and two novellas for young readers titled When the 
Rain Stopped in Natland and Doctor’s Orders. You also write poetry. What inspires you to write? How do you 
choose the format for your writing?

A. McK.: Being from the Caribbean provides unlimited inspiration. I come from a family of  
casual storytellers—my mother had a great sense of  humour and an anecdote for every occasion—and I 
also had the prerequisite childhood traumas. I don’t intellectualize too much about writing. I put on the 
page what comes. If  the format doesn’t work, another format suggests itself  in the long run, and then we 
get to the rewriting and editing stage where I’m more conscious of  structure, plot and making sense.

V. M.: The young readers who participated in the Prix Carbet selection gave top place to the 
French translation of  Sweetheart in 2017. Did you receive feedback/comments from these readers? Can 
you tell how your novel touched them?

A. McK.: I wish I could express how much their reactions touched me. For the prize, I was 
invited to Guadeloupe, Martinique and Guyane, and I’ll never forget meeting so many talented young 
people and their dedicated teachers and librarians. Some of  the students said that they identified with 
the friendship between Dulcinea and Cheryl, and they performed skits, music and dance to demonstrate 
this. Some said they were affected by the focus on art, as they wished to be artists, and others spoke of  
dealing with grief, which is an aspect of  the story. The fact that they embraced the characters and chose 
this particular story really moved me. I can’t thank them enough.

V. M.: The main protagonist in Sweetheart is called Dulcinea, a name that evokes the Spanish word 
dulce meaning ‘sweet,’ therefore echoing so well the title Sweetheart; and it is also a name that brings to mind 
Miguel de Cervantes’s famous character, idealized Dulcinea in Don Quixote, who has come to symbolize 
unrequited love. There seems to be a double Spanish connection here. I believe you studied languages 
at Troy University. What place do foreign languages play in your life, in your career and perhaps more 
importantly in your writing?

A. McK.: I try to read books and articles in the languages that I speak (or struggle to speak), and 
I also believe in the importance of  translation. That’s one of  the reasons for launching the Caribbean 
Translation Project in 201713 and editing a collection of  short stories by Jamaican writers that was first 
translated into Chinese and published in November 2018. In high school, we learned European languages 
in the arts stream, but I wish we’d had access to indigenous languages, to Swahili, to Arabic. In Paris, 
ironically enough, I now have the opportunity to learn these languages—though I’m past the stage where 
learning is easy!
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Notes
1 For more information about Alecia McKenzie’s publications, see McKenzie, Alecia McKenzie.
2 McKenzie’s Trésor was one of  six novels to make the final list in 2017, alongside Evelio Rosero’s 

Le carnaval des innocents, Raymond Boutin’s Une aube de vie, Lyonel Trouillot’s Kannjawou, Louison 
Cazal’s L’archipel des nomades and Daniel Picouly’s Le cri muet de l’iguane.

3 Citation found on Publishers Weekly website. See A Million Aunties. For a detailed review, see 
Kastner, Julia, “Book Review: A Million Aunties.”

4 Citation found on Publishers Weekly website. See A Million Aunties.
5 For an analysis of  the representation of  Kingston in McKenzie’s writing, see Evans, ch. 2.
6 Information and statistics taken from “The Most Honorable Prime Minister Andrew Holness New 

Year’s Message 2020,” which premiered on Dec. 31, 2019. See Holness, Andrew.
7 In Sweetheart, Aunt Mavis raises Cheryl and Trevor; in “Sour Like Guinep,” Aunt Betty and Uncle 

Chet raise Vera; and in “Jakes Makes,” Grand Ma Scottie raises Carmen and Richie.
8 Jean Rhys’s response to the ‘mad woman in the attic’ in Wide Sargasso Sea immediately comes to 

mind. In the sphere of  the francophone Caribbean literature, I can also think of  Simone Schwarz-
Bart’s Télumée in Pluie et vent sur Télumée Miracle or Marie-Sophie Laborieux in Patrick Chamoiseau’s 
Texaco, who both experience a temporary mental breakdown when faced with adversity.

9 On November 29, 2018, the reggae music of  Jamaica was added as a new element on “the 
Representative List” of  Intangible Heritage with the following description: “Originating within 
the cultural space of  marginalized groups, mainly in Western Kingston, the Reggae Music of  
Jamaica combines musical influences from earlier Jamaican forms as well as Caribbean, North 
American and Latin strains. Its basic functions as a vehicle of  social commentary, as a cathartic 
experience, and means of  praising God remain unchanged, and the music continues to provide 
a voice for all. Students are taught how to play it from an early age, and festivals and concerts 
are central to ensuring its viability.” See UNESCO, “Thirty-one new elements inscribed on the 
Representative List.”

10 See UNESCO, “Blue and John Crow Mountains.”
11 From remarks made during a panel discussion at the “Caribana Milano International Conference on 

Caribbean Literatures,” Milan, Italy, May 21-22, 1996.
12 According to Merle Hodge, “The women from the Caribbean who have been able to produce 

prolifically live in metropolitan countries; they live outside. There are a few of  us trying to live at 
home now and trying to write as well” (qtd. in Balutansky 651).

13 As part of  the Translation Project launched by McKenzie, her culture site SWAN: Southern World 
Arts News has profiled translators of  Caribbean writing. See “Caribbean Lit.”
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Arturo Desimone, Aruban 
Argentinian Writer and Visual 
Artist: An Interview 
Stephanie McKenzie

Arturo Desimone is a writer and visual artist who was born in Aruba, the Dutch 
Caribbean, in 1984. His mother’s family fled Poland during the war and settled on the 
island. He grew up in Aruba and lived there until age twenty-two, when he immigrated to 
the Netherlands. Later, he relocated to Argentina, his father’s birthplace, to work on projects 
related to his Argentinean family background. His poems, articles, reviews and short fiction 
have appeared in The Acentos Review, CounterPunch, New Orleans Review, The Missing Slate, Hinchas 
de Poesia, Berfrois and the Kenyon Review. Two books of  his poems and drawings appeared with 
small presses in the United Kingdom, Africa and Argentina. These are Poems of  the Mare 
Nostrum, Costa Nostra (2019) and Ouafa and Thawra: About a Lover from Tunisia (2019), which was 
released recently in a bilingual edition in Argentina (La amada de Túnez, 2020). Three Aruban 
poems from the unpublished book Russian Caribbean Requiem are forthcoming in South Florida 
Poetry Journal. 

Source: Portrait of  Arturo Desimone.
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Dr. Stephanie McKenzie, a professor in the English programme at Grenfell Campus, Memorial 
University, Newfoundland, Canada, and a specialist in Caribbean literature, interviewed Arturo Desimone 
about his life and work on 8 August 2019. Desimone’s work is probably not well known to our JWIL 
readership and so in addition to this interview, we offer a selection of  his poetry and visual art. The 
interview, conducted by McKenzie, took place in Buenos Aires, Argentina.1

In remarks that preface her interview with Desimone, McKenzie states,

Desimone and his work are complex, and this complexity is a healthy challenge 
to the impulse inherent in much literary criticism which tries to place authors 
in categories. I am not as well versed or informed about Caribbean writing 
as many excellent scholars are. Also, I have not read the entire corpus of  
Desimone’s prolific work. I chanced to meet him in Argentina based on 
common connections we had to the writing centre Residencia Corazón, in 
La Plata, and this meeting introduced me for the first time to his poetry. After 
having read his collection Poems of  the Mare Nostrum, Costa Nostra, I knew I had 
encountered not only a first-rate poet but also an important voice which is as 
multi-faceted as the world itself. I am hoping this interview will draw as much 
attention to the amount of  work that needs to be done on Dutch Caribbean 
writing as the recognition that there is great worth in tearing down borders 
and walls.2 (McKenzie et al.)

Arturo Desimone (A. D.): Thank you for proposing this interview.

stephAnie mcKenzie (s. mcK.): Not a problem. I know information can be found about you 
online and in various forums, but I’m wondering if  you can say a couple of  words about where you came 
from, what has made you and why we’re in Buenos Aires today.

A. D.: Yes, what has made me? Well, I was born on the island of  Aruba in the Dutch Caribbean, a 
few miles from the coast of  Venezuela. And I am also a citizen of  Argentina since I was one year old. That 
was my first nationality because my father came from here. In the late 1970s, he was a musician; he went 
to Aruba. My mother’s family, though originally from Poland, eastern Poland, came to the Caribbean 
coast of  Colombia and then from there they went to Aruba, somewhere in the middle of  the twentieth 
century. So, I was born in Aruba, and my family history has also brought me to pass some years, to spend 
some years here in Buenos Aires, in Argentina, so ... .

S. McK.: Okay, where would you consider home to be, or are you a citizen of  the world, so to 
speak?

A. D.: ‘Citizen of  the world’ is a term I tend to find a little suspect. I have ... I reserve some 
suspicions toward the term ‘world citizen.’ Though many people in the Caribbean will say it is very 
cosmopolitan and I cannot reject the term and they certainly intend it as something positive, but not 
always. Yes, I find I am, well, rather itinerant in a way. I wouldn’t find it particularly glamorous as it 
has come very naturally to me, because I always had many connections that were sprawled across very 
vast parts of  the world because of  ancestry, because of  family fleeing different crises here and there, 
calamities; they spread all over the world. On the other hand, Aruba is a very small island; I won’t get the 
measurements exactly right—maybe fourteen by twenty-something kilometres. Yes, it’s very restrictive, 
so the first more or less twenty years of  my life were spent on the island, though I did go on holiday now 
and then, so ... .
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s. mcK.: Well, if  you’re abandoning the term ‘citizen of  the world,’ let me come from this 
direction. I’ve spent a number of  years now specializing in Caribbean literature, and I see that you’ve 
published in such places or such magazines as Bim, for instance, or Small Axe. Would you consider yourself  
a Caribbean writer?

A. D.: At the end of  the day, yes. At first, it seemed unlikely that I would regard myself  in this 
manner. I read widely outside of  the Caribbean and tried to find some kind of  origin or some kind of  
genetics in the literature from countries where my ancestors came from. People around me always found 
it rather eccentric—I was born and lived in Aruba; “What are you doing here? How can it be?”— 
because I’m not really representative of  what is Aruban, not my name, not anything. So, I read a lot 
of  Argentinian and Eastern European literature, especially the poetry, Middle Eastern Jewish poetry, 
Hebrew, Italian, mostly Latin American, and ... I just read very widely, and not only specifically what 
related to me directly. But, at the end of  the day, if  I read [Gabriel García] Márquez, who is from the 
Caribbean, more or less, situated near the Caribbean coast, at least he planted his world there, the world 
he writes about. I’m not sure how close Aracataca [Colombia] is to the Caribbean, where he’s from, or if  
I read V. S. Naipaul ... I don’t really see eye to eye with someone like Naipaul in terms of  anything with 
regard to politics or ethics.

s. mcK.: [laughs]

A. D.: But if  I read his fiction, his prose, if  I read [Derek] Walcott’s, if  I read Dutch Caribbean 
writers like the novelist Tip Marugg, which was a pseudonym he used—and I believe he was the greatest 
novelist of  Curaçao—or if  I read Jean Rhys—of  course Wide Sargasso Sea—I notice everything is very 
familiar. Even if  I would not think of  myself  as in any way broadly Caribbean, nonetheless I tend to be 
proven wrong when I read the actual literature that comes from there, because I recognize everything. It’s 
a combination of  the … I don’t want to name a list of  the ingredients — the clouds, the trees, the climate, 
and so forth—but I recognize situations, things that I think may have happened around the corner from 
me in this literature; and sometimes I also recognize it in the literature that comes from places where my 
grandfather came from in Poland, like I read it in Isaac Bashevis Singer. But mostly I recognize it more 
instantaneously if  I read texts, whether prose or poetry, from the Caribbean, if  written in an inspired 
manner.

S. McK.: Well, my next question has to do with … well, I’m encroaching upon a discussion of  the 
dissemination of  your work. As an itinerant poet, not a world citizen ... . 

A. D.: Well, maybe ‘itinerant’ is a lousy word choice, I don’t know ... .

S. McK.: I love it. There’s nothing wrong with it. So, this book Poems of  the Mare Nostrum, Costa 
Nostra is published by Hesterglock Press imprint, and I hadn’t heard of  the publishing house before, 
which, you know, is probably my ignorance. I know you’ve travelled a lot, and I’m wondering where 
your reception is greatest. You’ve written from Africa, you’ve written from Europe, from South America. 
Where is—I don’t like this term, but—where is your greatest following, so to speak? Who is ... is there a 
nation or school of  poets who is most familiar with your work?

A. D.: I’m really not all that certain, because the vast majority of  publications I’ve had are in 
online literary magazines, and the Internet remains a matter of  voyeurism, so you can never be all that 
sure what is going on with one’s material. It’s hard to control that or to measure that. I think of  this: I saw 
this documentary of  this man;3 his name’s Sixto Rodriguez, the singer—a rock singer from the United 
States, from Detroit—who had no idea that he was very well known in South Africa.
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s. mcK.: Yes!

A. D.: He did not have the faintest idea, I mean, he was practically living on the streets, and he 
had not ... I mean, they tried to kill his records; they tried to kill his album. And he had not the faintest 
idea that his music was massively popular with people in South Africa—not that I have any delusions 
that that’s happening with my work. I mean, that would be like some kind of  silly daydream, but I do 
find that situation with the Internet. The thing is that I’ve written many articles on politics, and people 
tend to contact me sometimes about articles on politics published usually on left-wing websites. Some of  
them don’t have the greatest reputation, but they are very widely read, and often they’re read around the 
world, South Africa and the anglosphere. Whenever an article got translated into Spanish, it was widely 
circulated, not only articles about politics but also about ... like, I wrote about the history of  poets who 
were disappeared by the regime here. Interrupt me if  I’m talking too much, please.

s. mcK.: I’m here to interview you, so that’s fine [laughs].

A. D.: Yes, these got circulated a lot in Argentina and in Latin America, and I ... frankly, I don’t 
know why. There’s a literary organization called Moko, which has its base in Tortola in the British 
Virgin Islands, and they brought me over to do a workshop with some poets. But I’ve also done mostly 
translations of  my poetry into Spanish at festivals in Nicaragua, the last poetry festival to be held in 
Granada, Nicaragua, in recent years before the political situation there erupted. I performed there for 
the first time in front of  an audience of  thousands of  people, and I very much liked the response from 
the audience, as well as from the international poets, but that was only possible because of  translation. 

s. mcK.: I’m very interested in dissemination and publishing and how one gets one’s voice out 
there. And I very much ... I’ve read through your blog4—not everything because there’s so much material 
on it—but I’m wondering what are the publishing opportunities for writers here in Argentina or in 
South America? I know something about what it’s like in the Caribbean, and probably one of  the most 
noteworthy presses is Peepal Tree Press, operating out of  Leeds, but it’s very difficult to find a publisher 
in the Caribbean. What is the situation like here?

A. D.: In Argentina? Well, it depends. I am really an Argentine, but a foreigner as well, writing 
usually in English in a country where very few people actually speak or read English. Many prefer not 
to. They might read “Bartleby” in Spanish translation, saying, “I prefer not to.” And, well, for somebody 
who writes in Spanish, or has translations available, it’s not really all that difficult to get published. I 
find that Argentina has less of  a massive audience for poetry than any other Latin American nation. I 
think Chile, Colombia, Peru, Nicaragua and Mexico, they all have a more broad and young audience 
that wants to hear poetry, that has the culture of  seeing the poet as a conjurer of  sorts. Not so much, 
Argentina. Argentina is a culture of  speed.

s. mcK.: Of  speed?

A. D.: Of  speed, of  comedy, of  rock ’n’ roll. It’s not a very introverted culture. I think that—
especially not the capital—certainly the provinces to the north are more prone to produce poetry, to 
produce the culture that understands and connects with poetry, where an average person, rather than 
an erudite ... rather than some high priest ... where the average person has a very intuitive connection 
to poetry. That’s harder to find in Argentina than in the surrounding countries. I do see the potential for 
that culture in the island where I’m from, Aruba, and also in Curaçao. Only conservatism is much more 
prominent in Aruba and Curaçao than I imagine it to be in other Caribbean islands. I find that one is less 
free. I mean, if  you don’t mind, I would still like to talk about the Caribbean.
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s. mcK.: Yes, please do.

A. D.: I mean, the anglophone Caribbean is another matter. I think that one is more free there, 
and there are more opportunities when it comes to performing and publishing in Barbados, for example. 
The relationship between the Commonwealth and the London publishing world, it’s much more natural 
compared to Aruba and Curaçao. The thing is, in Aruba and Curaçao the majority speak and read 
Papiamento or Creole, which is slightly similar to what people speak in the Cape Verdean Islands. I wrote 
about this in an essay in Small Axe, a manifesto of  sorts, on translation.5 And yet Aruba and Curaçao are 
still somehow in some kind of  eerie construction that is perhaps beneficial or wise for the time being; 
they are still within the kingdom of  the Netherlands. What that means, however, is that educational and 
publishing opportunities remain in Amsterdam, in a language that is not the language that the people [in 
the Dutch Caribbean] write in or read or speak. And the markets in the Netherlands are more limited 
than the markets, the literary markets, to use such a strange term—I mean, maybe writers should not use 
these terms, maybe agents should talk that way—than the literary markets in some other locations.

s. mcK. Okay, let’s talk about language. You just drew attention to; can I call it the Creole of  
Aruba?

A. D.: It is a Creole language.

s. mcK.: So, do you still speak Creole?

A. D.: Sure. I do. It’s not the language I most often write in, very rarely. I would like to explore 
this more in the future. 

s. mcK.: Yeah, absolutely. How many languages do you speak?

A. D.: Around five. I speak around five fluently, yes. 

s. mcK.: That’s amazing. What are they? 

A. D.: I speak English, Spanish, Dutch, Papiamento and French.

s. mcK.: Is there a language which you associate most with your poetic voice? Is it English?

A. D.: No, it depends. It depends. I don’t want to fall into a trend I see a lot with writers of  my 
generation who feel like they are trapped and that they were robbed of  language. They have no choice 
but to write in English because of  history. Their Hindi or their Farsi or their Spanish is not that good, 
and their parents had to move. And I don’t want to fall into that trap. I spoke English with my mother, 
and I spoke Spanish with my father. My mother’s father was from Poland, but her mother had a more 
American upbringing in New York. So that’s how the language travelled to my larynx, to my mouth—as 
simple as that. And it’s very hard to sever from that; it’s harder to sever from the maternal tongue than 
to sever from one’s mother. So, I wrote in English, and I did not choose; it was perhaps conscious, then, 
not to write in Papiamento. It was not really my preference not to write in Spanish. I am ... anyway, I’m 
talking a lot. I forgot the question.

s. mcK.: That’s fine. You’re the reason I’m here. Let’s shift a little bit, and I’m going to talk about 
your drawings at some point, too, but let’s shift to the act of  translation. I see on your blog that you’ve 
published there some of  your translations of  Spanish poets or people who were writing in Spanish—
South Americans. And I’m wondering if  you could talk about translation and why it’s important to you, 
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and whether you see that as an essential part of  your artistic practice and maybe your soul. And also, 
just in terms of  that, who do you think are the most important—some of  them—the most important 
contemporary South American poets today?

A. D.: Well, I have to pause for a moment to think about it carefully … who I think is the most 
important contemporary poet and is translation immensely important for my soul? The act of  translation 
itself, not so much. Perhaps I am indebted, somehow, because though I wrote in English, I was very much 
dependent on translations from other languages into English. I read translations of  Russian poetry, of  
[Osip] Mandelstam, his wife’s memoirs, Nadezhda Mandelstam—somehow that was available on our 
bookshelf  in Aruba—Isaac Babel. I read and studied Hebrew and Arabic poetry in translation before I 
became serious about studying these actual languages, Hebrew and Arabic, which I do study. I studied 
... I’ve depended heavily on translation and mostly translations in English, mostly following my literary 
interests. I read more of  that and less of  Raymond Carver, less of  Mark Strand and more of  [Abul-
Qâsem] Ferdowsi or Mahmoud Darwish, the Palestinian poet. So translation, in the passive sense, was 
important. Now I have too many plans and programmes to have an orderly existence, really. But one 
thing I do consider important is to translate the poets who were forcibly disappeared in this country, 
because the greatest talents of  their generation were forcibly disappeared, and it led to an emptiness 
in literature that has been glorified by the machinery of  hype but has never been filled: Miguel-Ángel 
Bustos, a great surrealist poet, who was not ... only recently was he translated. I interviewed his translator.6 
When it comes to the Creole of  Aruba, I feel I have to combine the two geographical areas because 
of  your emphasis on the Caribbean. When it comes to Aruba, I do find that a translation will be very 
important for the survival of  that language in the future, but even more important is the translation of  
other languages into Papiamento.

s. mcK.: Okay, let’s go back to that question about ... or maybe I can ask the general question 
that so many people ask writers during interviews: Who are your main influences? Maybe in the past, 
maybe today, and maybe that will bring up a consideration of  contemporary writers.

A. D.: My main influences when it comes to poetry, most of  them have been, again, translations 
from Eastern Europe and the Middle East. I grew up with—as a pubescent, adolescent, whatever—with 
a lot of  books I was reading, so it’s been so varied and expansive. I am also very much under the spell of  
poetry in Spanish from a certain period, from St. John of  the Cross and St. Teresa [of] Ávila to Federico 
García Lorca, who I find is a poet I have very deeply internalized. There’s a very close relationship I’ve 
always had with ... especially the poem Poema del cante jondo, and this has always been important. Also, 
reading novels like Yevgeny Zamyatin’s We was a big hit, and also the Beat generation, but that was 
… I mean, that’s good for teenagers to read—Naked Lunch and so on. The Beat generation, [Vladimir] 
Nabokov, when I was a teenager. I read very broadly, so I no longer know for certain. When I was a 
teenager, I liked Sylvia Plath, for example. I don’t believe now, today, that she is still ‘it,’ because it is so, 
you know, the influences are layers upon layers, and at some point, it is hard to tell anymore. Everything 
has been smashed and mixed up and fused like glass in the furnace. You can no longer identify the 
original grains of  sand. 

s. mcK.: Let’s talk about education and about reading. I think we’ve had this conversation. 
You’re self-taught. Have you ever studied writing formally? What about university education?

A. D.: Yes, well, when I was fifteen or so, I took my mother’s credit card, and I signed up for online 
writers’ workshops with Gotham.
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s. McK.: Did she know you took her credit card?

A. D.: She accepted it because, you know, there are worse things you can do. So, I signed up for 
these workshops that were online writers’ workshops. And that was good for me to start off. That was the 
only workshop type of  setting I did.

s. mcK.: At fifteen?

A. D.: More or less, yeah. Mostly I read outside the context of  school. I think it was necessary to 
be an autodidact of  sorts because the educational system in Aruba, despite the fact that the teachers were 
local, was still very colonial, very bad, and the children had a hard time with very old material from the 
1950s written by some Dutch friars. We were children in the 1990s, and so it was rather limiting. So, I 
read outside of  my formal education and for different reasons altogether. I left school at the age of  fifteen. 
I dropped out. I decided it would be wise to get a GED[General Educational Development diploma], 
so I went to a place in the refinery town of  St. Nicolas where the University of  Aruba offers the general 
equivalency diploma exams. I did that and I passed and then I dropped out of  school. That was the 
decision I took.

s. mcK.: That was very precocious. I love that.

A. D.: My parents weren’t too excited about that.

s. mcK.: I’m sure they were not, especially if  their credit cards kept going missing. Now, let’s talk 
about the combination of  your artistic practice. Your drawings are strewn throughout your book.

A. D.: In small format, yes.

s. mcK.: Yes, you have copious amounts of  drawings.

A. D.: This was also because the editor was eager to include more and more drawings. 

s. mcK.: But let’s talk about the drawings themselves and when you began drawing and how you 
would consider those in relation to your writing. And you also write essays, too?

A. D.: Yes.

s. McK.: Is there a primary form of  artistic expression that is your first and greatest love, or do 
the illustrations and the essays all go together?

A. D.: Essays emerge for different impulses. Essays sometimes emerge really from frustration—
frustration from the very narrow parameters of  the ruling rhetoric of  the moment I hear around me. It 
frustrates me, and I want to have some kind of  ... some kind of—maybe it’s vindictive—but I also want 
to free up, to free up my own thinking and perhaps the thinking of  those around me. Maybe the venom, 
the venom of  social media has brought me to rebel by writing essays, or to do so to save my own thought 
processes, I don’t know. But the way of  making a drawing, the way a drawing begins to happen and the 
way a poem happens are very similar. These are similar ways of  testing and touching a reality that is 
becoming visible and tangible the more you meddle with it.

s. mcK.: Do you prefer one form over the other?

A. D.: There’s a lot of  pleasure in drawing, but it is very different from poetry. Poetry is a way of  
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making an edifice to carry very extreme emotions in a way that is meaningful to others, and drawing is 
a way of  seeing, a way of  ... it’s a way of  seeing, if  that makes sense. Prose, very little of  my prose has 
been published, so I don’t feel so free to talk about that, but prose is also different. I mean prose that’s not 
essayistic.

s. mcK.: Let’s talk about travel. I happened to meet you by happenstance at Residencia Corazón 
in La Plata, which is great because it led to this opportunity. And for me, travel is one of  the most 
important things in my life; it’s how I learn significantly. How important is travel to you? I see that you’ve 
travelled a lot; is it essential to the manner in which you understand the world or express yourself  to the 
world? 

A. D.: Travel is essential in understanding the world. It is impossible to seriously fathom the 
current events happening out there only by reading explanations in journals. It is very important to 
understand, as Mark Twain said, that “travel is fatal to prejudice” (The Innocents Abroad 650). Miguel 
de Unamuno sounded more activistic when he said, “El fascismo se cura leyendo y el racismo se cura 
viajando” (Salamanca Al Día) — fascism you cure by reading, and racism by travelling. That’s a more 
specific political point he was making. I don’t travel to ‘cure my racism’—that would be quite a lot of  
antibiotics needed, if  that was the main reason—but I find it very futile to talk about current events 
without having been to countries and interacted with people in those countries. But it always came 
rather naturally to me because I had a very restricted life in Aruba, a small island. Then due mostly to 
misfortune, I left Aruba for the Netherlands; it was never my destination. I mean, especially because so 
many Arubans go to the Netherlands and I don’t know how much it helps them and they seem to become 
a little bit gloomy about it. But I went to the Netherlands because I needed a stable, predictable place 
for a certain time and because of  certain health matters that couldn’t be tended to in Aruba. It wasn’t 
a happy choice, but once I was in the Netherlands, which I never found to be a very stimulating place, I 
began to travel somewhat in the way I wanted to, though I did not really have means. Really, I did it in 
the most austere way possible, which I guess a lot of  young people do—I mean, a lot of  people a little bit 
younger than me, still ... . I went to Spain to see where Lorca was from, to Granada, then I went to Poland 
to see where my grandfather’s family had fled from—my maternal grandfather—and I understood many 
things about my own history, about Poland. I went to the Middle East because I have relatives there; that 
was the first time I went there, very briefly, and it was not an especially happy trip. I started to travel in a 
more sweet, sugary and luxurious manner when invitations to poetry festivals came in because, unlike the 
online literary journals in English—nobody reads those—people are really looking at the online literary 
journals in Spanish; they’re really following them.

s. mcK.: Is that right? That’s wonderful.

A. D.: Yeah, so after I started to publish translations, the invitations came in to go to Cuba and to 
go to Nicaragua, or to be in a poetry festival here in Argentina where I happen to have a complex family 
history that I find is very important for my writing. Also, because Aruba is a colony, or a former colony—a 
strange limbo—it is a place where a certain amnesia or a certain tabula rasa about origins weighs upon 
the people. And it wasn’t just imposed; the people participated in that. And it made it very important for 
me not to accept the tabula rasa, not to accept the blissful oblivion of  forgetting one’s origins. It made it 
important for me to look into origins, to see, to go to the places where my ancestors came from. 
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s. mcK.: Arturo, I just want to say a huge ‘thank you’ for agreeing to meet with me and for 
agreeing to share your thoughts and reflections in this interview. It was a great pleasure to meet you, and 
I will be keeping an eye on your publications and new work.

A. D.: Thank you.

Notes
1   The interview was transcribed by Teri-Ann McDonald. It was also filmed by Sebastian Argüello, 

an independent film-maker and photographer in Argentina, and edited by Edward Johnson of  
Information Technology Services, Grenfell Campus, Memorial University. The recorded interview 
is housed in the Digital Library of  the Caribbean (dLOC); see McKenzie et al.

2   See Residencia Corazón (website).
3   The film Searching for Sugar Man (2012) details the life and legend of  Sixto Rodriguez.
4   For Arturo Desimone’s blog, see Desimone, Arturoblogito. 
5   See Desimone, “Divided Dutch-Antillean Writer.”
6   For Desimone’s review of  Lucina Schell’s translation of  Miguel Ángel Bustos’s Vision of  the Children 

of  Evil, see Desimone, “Was Miguel-Ángel Bustos the Argentinean Poet Who Prophesied His Own 
Death?”

Appendix

“E defensor di Snoa” 

Pafo di e Snoa grandi geel na Punda,

eyfo e ta para: e homber di security,

watchman ta wak bo, vigilado,

e ta zoya su puñanan

despues e ta para fluit, mishi 

cu su radio, 
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su pistola ta drumi

na su faha mara,

e ta huma sigariya

na warda, 

e ta defende Snoa, 

e parse un Rubiano, 

 di wowo berde kla, 

 yiu di piscado, 

of  ta ruman e ta

 E tun Goy,

 tin tiki duda.

Eigenlijk e parse mas un Romano, 

tiki menos bruha cu gobernado Pilate,

Por ta cu e watchman ta birando pocopoco

mas mane’ hudiu mientras cu e para eyfo

dilanti dje Porta geel dje Snoa na Punda: 

 e ta laba man,

prome cu e huma, y despues cu e dal, 

y prome cu e yama

cierto numernan.

Riba su brasa, tatuahe chikito, dje temponan aya

(inkt fresco dje djeguedjegue a bira muha,

un man di awa di lama a lastr’ele core

riba su cuero kima, pa cambia 

loke a wordo skirbi)
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Con e ta wak: e ta zundrabo keto bay

cu su wowonan.

Weit’e’le: e parse un senturion romano,

Un soldaat Griego dje kolonia,

cu e autoridadnan Romano a pone na warda,

un postillon. 

A lo minimo, midi su balor 

na zilver y na cristal.

E tun yiu dje piscado,

di un isla di desierto, 

cu a dun’e come soldachi di lama p’e bira sabi.

Riba otro colonia pata pata yen

di lacrana sin beneno,

kolma cu redo, y cu negoshinan scur, 

y pobernan lesando nan korant su cantica

y hudiunan Latino, 

esnan cu sa lesa algo otro 

de bes en cuando,

y hopi yiunan di catibu.

Shelo di atardi ta cera su waaier cora, 

e caida no ta zona mane 

hekinan di pakhuis 

ora nan cay, na ora.

Awo e cantica di e Chazzan ta zona:

su canto scur ta tembla 
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e belanan electrico 

di tanto menorah,

Ta dal drenta su orea, mane awa

Mane’ loke lama sa papia,

den orea di isleño tur anochi,

ta kibra tur ley di e holoshi. 

“Portrait of  the Security Guard outside the Grand Synagogue of  Curaçao”

There he stands

before the ochre-walled 

grand synagogue of  Punda:

the security guard,

watchman sees you, vigilant,

he swings his fists,

later on he’s whistling, he fidgets

on his walkie talkie, his pistol black

rests on holster, 

he smokes cigarettes

whilst keeping vigil.

Defender of  the Temple—

he resembles an Aruban, pale

of  faded clear green eyes,

son of  a fisherman, 

or a fisherman’s brother, perhaps.

He’s a Goy. He leaves little doubt.
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Frankly, he resembles a Roman more

slightly less torn than governor Pilate.

Perhaps the guardian, slowly

more and more, comes to resemble a Jew

while he stands vigil in the portico of  the ochre-yellow

Grand Sephardi Synagogue of  Punda. 

He washes his hands often, before he smokes,

after throwing a punch, 

and before he dials

certain phone numbers.

On his forearm a key of  crystal:

tiny tattoo, faded doodle needled there

long ago, juvenilia, the fresh ink then

got wet with seawater, a hand from the water

blurred it across on his burnt skin

to alter what was written

like the writing on a golem’s wet clay.

How he stares soundlessly, shouts at you with his eyes.

See him standing like a Roman centurion,

a Greek soldier of  the colony

whom the Roman authorities put in this post.

A postilion.

At the very least, measure his worth

in silver and in crystal.
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He’s the son of  a fisherman

of  a desert island

who ate the crustaceans in order to wisen

on yet another colony isle replete 

with scorpions sans venom,

redolent with gossip and dark trades

and poor people reading their tycoon newspaper’s canticle

and Latin Jews,

those who know how to read something older and other

than newspapers, now and then,

and the offspring of  slaves.

Afternoon’s sky shutters its red fan;

the fall sounds unlike

the crashing gates of  the main-street stores

as they drop their latticework on the hour.

Now the song of  the Khazzan:

its dark chant trembles the electric candles

in myriad menorah, 

burgles into the ear canals like seawater’s roar,

like what the sea mutters 

into the ears of  islanders ever night

breaking every law of  the clocktower. 
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Fig. 1. Arturo Desimone in conversation 
with Stephanie McKenzie, 16 August 
2019, Buenos Aires, Argentina. 
Photograph by Sebastien Argüello.

Fig. 2. Arturo Desimone, Guerre Foi Terre, 
December 2018, dry pastels on paper, 
279 × 420 mm, Phoenix Athens Gallery 
(temporary). Photograph by Lucrecia 
Gimenez.

Fig. 3. Arturo Desimone, Visitation 
Possibly Oshun, February 2019, dry 
pastels on paper, 279 × 420 mm, artist’s 
personal collection. Photograph by 
Lucrecia Gimenez. 
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Cristina Herrera 
and Paula 
Sanmartín, editors, 
Reading/Speaking/
Writing the Mother 
Text: Essays on 
Caribbean Women’s 
Writing

 In recent years, the ‘silent’ and often forgotten voices of  women—the scholars, the 
literary writers, the subject matter—are being recovered. But among them, the equivocal 
voice of  the Caribbean mother remains mute, and the conceptualizations of  motherhood 
and maternity in Caribbean women’s writing is still understudied. Reading/Speaking/Writing the 
Mother Text: Essays on Caribbean Women’s Writing by Cristina Herrera and Paula Sanmartín incites 
an indispensable dialogue about the contours of  motherhood scholarship and its disregard of  
maternal representations in the Caribbean literary landscape. The book promotes a shift from 
the canonical literature that idealizes the traditional, patriarchal and Western image of  the 
‘mother.’ In so doing, Herrera and Sanmartín offer a powerful counternarrative to reductionist 
conceptions of  motherhood, which have substantiated the silence and exclusion of  Caribbean 
women’s voices. This concern with erasure is by no means novel. Carole Boyce Davies and 
Elaine Savory Fido have “documented the need to unearth Caribbean women’s voices within 
the racialized and gendered discourses of  power that have silenced this group” (Herrera and 
Sanmartín 1). What makes Herrera and Sanmartín’s book so crucial is that this collection of  
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essays centralizes the ‘role’ and the lived experiences of  Caribbean mothering—motherhood-as-practice 
and not just theory, which is mostly missing in other similar critical texts. “This still enduring theoretical 
absence,” Herrera and Sanmartín insist, is the core issue that the “collection seeks to address” (2). By 
raising essential questions about the homogeneity of  the term ‘mother,’ the influence of  culture and the 
conventional understandings of  biology, gender and family structures, the editors and contributors meet 
their objective.

Several facts make this 2015 publication exceptionally significant. The first thing to note is that, 
while there are several published studies by writers such as Susheila Nasta and Caroline Rody that 
centrally position motherhood and maternity in writings by Caribbean women, few are book length. 
Reading/Speaking/Writing the Mother Text not only is a comprehensive study, but it is also pertinent and 
opportune. Foregrounding twenty-first-century perceptions of  motherhood-as-identity and subjectivity, 
the book ventures beyond restrictive conceptions of  mothering. The lack of  previous published book-
length studies and the timely publication of  this book are not the only essential publishing details that make 
the text crucial. Much can be said about its publisher. Demeter Press—widely acknowledged as being 
the first-ever academic and feminist press to focus solely on the study of  motherhood and maternity— is 
named in honour of  the goddess Demeter. In Greek myths, she is characterized by her suffering-filled 
relationship with her beloved daughter, Persephone (Bakula). Their story is one of  separation, biopolitical 
injustice, grief  and, most importantly, resistance. Such thematic concerns correspond to the historical and 
contemporary experiences of  the mothers described in Herrera and Sanmartín’s book. The symbolic 
relationship between the text and its publisher is one that reinforces the aims of  both: to pose a significant 
risk to traditional, hegemonic master narratives by creating new/authentic images of, and possibilities for, 
the mother.

Herrera’s previous work on understudied Chicana mothering practices and Sanmartín’s earlier 
studies on Caribbean literature qualify them to explore the importance of  motherhood and maternity 
in Caribbean literature. Organized into four thematic sections, Reading/Speaking/Writing the Mother Text 
exposes the “myriad ways” in which motherhood and maternity are shaped and contested in texts by 
Caribbean women. Part 1, “On Being a Mother: Challenging Motherhood and the Mother as ‘Other,’” 
examines the extent to which motherhood, perceived by many as being a biologically determined role for 
women, can be a choice. This section argues that there are three choices for Caribbean mothers: physical 
survival, identity formation and empowerment. Abigail Palko explores physical survival-as-choice. In her 
reading of  Gisèle Pineau’s L’espérance-macadam, Palko argues that the idea of  motherhood-as-salvation 
for the abused “girl-woman,” which is posed by the novel, is a “problematic construction of  mothering 
as well as of  salvation/healing” (17). In her essay “Or Not to Mother? Astrid Roemer’s Lijken op liefde” 
(ch. 2), Doris Hambuch explores identity formation as she directly confronts traditional definitions of  
motherhood by asserting that “childless” mothers are still mothers.

The third chapter is especially striking. Here Herrera provides a fresh discussion on maternal 
rejection and colonization in her reading of  Esmeralda Santiago’s Conquistadora. Herrera not only challenges 
reductionist understandings of  mothering, but she also suggests that the rejection of  motherhood is an 
act of  ‘taking the power.’ In so doing, Herrera examines how the protagonist Ana cultivates her “identity 
as powerful colonizer,” aligning herself  with patriarchal customs (7). This notion takes a riveting turn 
in part 4, “Troubling Motherhood: Maternal Absence, Rejection, and Violence.” In her reading of  
Marie-Elena John’s Unburnable, Amy K. King explores in chapter 9 how women are also complicit in 
patriarchal violence by using sexual violation to maintain racial and class hierarchies while Florence 
Ramond Jurney in chapter 11 explores maternal violence and rejection in her reading of  Gisèle Pineau’s 
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novels. Earlier scholarship has compared the mother-daughter relationship to the relationship between 
colonized and colonizer. In chapter 10, Daniel Arbino intricately explores this notion in his reading of  
Jamaica Kincaid’s The Autobiography of  My Mother.

Part 2, “Matrilinealism and Maternal Legacies,” and part 3, “Motherly, Daughterly Voices and 
Herstories,” dissect the fraught and tense relationship between mother and daughter. Focusing on orality 
and memory, the essays in these sections examine the extent to which one can construct self  through 
maternal storytelling, despite absences and omissions. In part 2, Adrienne McCormick provides an 
analysis of  Shara McCallum’s poetry to emphasize the difficulties in constructing self  with memory 
when the mother is estranged, while Amy Lee reads Maryse Condé’s Victoire: My Mother’s Mother to 
examine attempts of  tracing lineage through the maternal line, “to reconstruct a [...] complete verbal 
narrative of  her ‘forgotten’ maternal grandmother in order to facilitate self-understanding” (Herrera 
and Sanmartín 101). In part 3, Charlotte Beyer and Paula Sanmartín explore the relationship between 
Caribbean mothers and their “diasporic daughters,” the bridging of  the gap and also the enmeshment 
of  subjectivity. Angeletta Gourdine’s essay on “doublespeak” in Edwidge Danticat’s fiction is particularly 
insightful; Gourdine speaks about the “rebellious bodies” of  mothers and daughters who challenge social 
and cultural forces.

While the editors provoke many responses by bringing together a group of  diverse voices, they 
invite a few more questions. In their introduction, Herrera and Sanmartín ask why only few scholars 
have investigated such a worthy subject, “if  indeed Caribbean women’s writing is wrought with maternal 
imagery?” (3). I could not help but notice how their plausible curiosity did not encourage them to consider 
two prevalent and pervasive maternal images: motherland (including ‘-country’ and ‘-tongue’) and the 
Mammy figure. Few critics even mention the term ‘motherland’ (and other derivatives), and those who 
do forgo any meaningful discussion on gendered spaces. For example, King argues that the maternal 
images of  the “British Empire” depicted in Michele Cliff’s novel No Telephone to Heaven, facilitated violence 
on colonized peoples (Herrera and Sanmartín) However, her discussion seems somewhat incomplete 
without subsequent detail of  the violence inflicted on the ‘motherlands’—especially considering how Cliff 
represents both Africa and Jamaica as maternal symbols in his novel. Completely omitted in this volume is 
the historical and contemporary depiction of  the Mammy stereotype. ‘Mammy’ had, historically, bolstered 
the false notion that Black women were bad mothers to their children and yet sublime, cheerful and 
willing ‘other-mothers’ to white children. It would seem apt, in a project centred on the representations of  
Caribbean mothering, that the symbols that distort and disfigure the maternal body be robustly critiqued, 
given that they continue to perpetuate misguided messages about Black motherhood/-lands. 

The strengths of  Herrera and Sanmartín’s text are irrefutable. The images of  motherlands and 
the Mammy are but two of  the avenues Herrera and Sanmartín open for further discussion on the 
understudied subject of  motherhood and maternity in Caribbean women’s writing. The editors recognize 
that Caribbean mothering is obfuscated by deep historic wounds, which are constantly provoked, and 
that it is somewhat characterized by what would widely be considered controversial and defiant cultural 
practices. Therefore, the crucial success of  the book is the way in which it deals with the complexities, 
complexions and splendour of  Caribbean mothering while demonstrating that we can use literature 
as a method of  reassessment and re-presentation. Grappling with patriarchy, racial difference, biology, 
sex and gender, the book offers a very productive model for critically embedding diasporic voices and 
representations of  Caribbean mothers in scholarship. The existing scholarly silence echoes the voices 
of  Black/Caribbean mothers in health care today. In the United Kingdom and the United States, the 
rate of  pregnancy-related deaths among Black women is disproportionately higher than among white 
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women (Kasprzak). This racial/ethnic difference in maternal mortality exemplifies what it means to be 
both a daughter and granddaughter of  Black Caribbean women growing up in Britain. I have come to 
understand that we are still not granted full access and agency over our bodies and that society still refuses 
to listen to us. Reading/Speaking/Writing the Mother Text allows us to hear the Caribbean mother speak in her 
voice; we get to read her story in her words. And so, this text is useful not only for scholars of  diaspora 
studies, postcolonial studies, critical race theory and gender studies but also for Caribbean women and 
girls—my grandmothers, my mother, my sister—me.
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Roger Robinson, A 
Portable Paradise

All poetry has a political commitment. The poète engagé aims to restore dignity and 
meaning to human life and landscapes that have been condemned to obscurity and wretch-
edness. Roger Robinson is one such poet. In his most recent collection of  poems, A Portable 
Paradise,1  he animates the spaces of  survival, hardship and resistance that define the experi-
ences of  people of  Caribbean heritage and wider communities of  immigrants in England. 
Robinson elevates the voices of  “hoodied boys”; grandmothers who “dice goat meat and 
season it”; and the “Bob Marley in Brixton” buying a peanut punch. Through them, he 
provides insights into the conjunctural social fabric of  contemporary British society. At the 
same time, he inflects his writing with the visuality of  landscape from Trinidad and Tobago 
so as to give a distinct Caribbean character to his poetry, often shelved as ‘black British’ writ-
ing in bookstores. The collection is divided into five sections; each section, with the excep-
tion of  the fourth, examines the multiplicity of  meanings and invocations of  paradise for the 
poet. 

The notion of  paradise as a representation of  Caribbean space was prominent in 
early European writing on the region in traveller diaries. These narratives continue to influ-
ence the tourism sector. Today, tourism, narrowly developed to stimulate economic growth, 
“is vested in the branding and marketing of  Paradise” (Sheller 170). Poets like Derek Wal-
cott have resisted this “clichéd perception” of  the Caribbean and its people. He observed, 

[T]here isn’t much interest, though, I think in the real 
Caribbean which is small and negligible in a way, so it’s the 
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Caribbean writers and artists who have made attention happen to the 
Caribbean, that aspect of  the Caribbean, not just the tourist aspect of  it. 
(“Transcript”)

Robinson continues this critical tradition on discourses of  paradise, yet his aim is different from his 
predecessors who challenge (mis)representation. His poetry explicitly addresses the ways the countries 
of  colonial empire were collectively imagined as a paradise for some in the Caribbean—a paradise that 
offered social and economic possibilities. Yet for Robinson, paradise is not reductively about represen-
tation or a discourse connected to the (post)colonial imagination. For him, paradise is connected to a 
deeper human desire to “make Earth feel like paradise” (20).

Paradise can serve as a function of  memory that establishes the idea of  ‘home’ for an individual and 
community settling in ‘new’ territory. Groups of  Caribbean people, as subjects of  empire and then 
members of  the Commonwealth, travelled to the United Kingdom for economic opportunity and 
the chance to improve their lot in life in ‘paradise.’ Some thrived, and some ultimately betrayed Lord 
Kitchener’s refrain “London is the place for me” in the face of  racism and economic exclusion: it was 
the very sense of  place, of  the Caribbean they departed from—music, foods, relationships and other 
artefacts of  memory—that sustained them and stood in for pieces of  paradise in England. 

The denial of  legal rights of  Caribbean families living in the United Kingdom during the 2018 
Windrush Scandal exposed the Home Office’s blatant disregard for the Caribbean community living in 
the United Kingdom. Robinson reflects on notions of  citizenship and the ways Britain has strategically 
used communities for their labour needs and even for the nation state’s reputation-building banner of  
multiculturalism. As Martin Carter challenged the Caribbean to reconstruct itself  as a “free community 
of  valid persons,” so does Robinson pose this challenge to British society. In the poem “Citizen I,” he 
writes,

You fooled us. Render your work, not your lives.

This seems like the newest answer to an old question.

Cheap muscle and blood to build you an Empire. […] (44)

What happens to the psyche of  immigrants who come to the realization that they have spent more years 
‘abroad’ than they have spent at ‘home’? Which land is ‘foreign’ and ‘away’ to them now? 

Paradise, for Robinson, is a source of  revitalization that people turn to for guidance in challeng-
ing and new situations. The final section of  the book holds deeply personal experiences of  faith for the 
poet. In the opening poem of  the section, “Grace,” Robinson expresses gratitude for the extra-mile 
service and empathy of  a nurse of  Jamaican origin who cared for his child through a complicated birth 
process. The nurse, Grace, reveals a vision of  paradise to Robinson, one where he is a father to a son. 
The birth of  his son has added weight to his roots and the idea that ‘home’ is his expanding family and 
the place they choose to call their own. When a poet finds a home in poetry, that settles the spirit and 
answers his most private prayer. It gives a glimpse into paradise. 

It is worth mentioning that the final section, which includes poems such as “On Nurses,” 
“Prayer,” “Noah” and “Maracas Beach Prayer,” have a glibness that is at odds with the gravity of  
Robinson’s subject matter. These poems attempt to show the redemptive energy of  faith and prayer, but 
the language is not very surprising. For example, in the poem “Prayer,” Robinson’s listing of  a litany of  
requests is unremarkable:
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Lord, save my baby. Lord, save these babies, save all babies. Lord,

save her baby. Lord, save their baby. Lord, save your baby.

Once more, amen,

your humble servant till then. (71) 

Hope, however, contours everything. 

The title poem, “A Portable Paradise,” fittingly closes the collection. Utilizing paradise as a 
potent symbol for psychic resilience, this poem offers life lessons and instructions for coping with the 
difficulty of  everyday living and an unjust social order. Through private affirmations, Robinson reiter-
ates family as the source of  his wisdom. The lines “And if  I speak of  Paradise / then I’m speaking of  
my grandmother” (81) testify to the legacy of  fortitude that he has inherited—strengths that allow him 
to continuously write his portable paradise into being: 

And if  your stresses are sustained and daily,

get yourself  to an empty room – be it hotel,

hostel or hovel – find a lamp

and empty your paradise onto a desk:

your white sands, green hills and fresh fish. (81)

Notes

1  A Portable Paradise has been awarded the Royal Society of  Literature Ondaatje Prize for 2020. 
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Curdella Forbes, A 
Tall History of  Sugar

Set in the fictitious town of  Tumelo Gut, Jamaica, A Tall History of  Sugar by Curdella 
Forbes chronicles the life of  Moshe, so named because he was “draw[n] out of  di water” 
(15) and adopted by Rachel and Noah, a childless couple. Moshe, the product of  the rape 
of  a Jamaican schoolgirl by a British teacher, wears the history of  his traumatic conception 
on his body in the form of  pale delicate skin that tears at the slightest provocation and has 
lines that “r[i]se on the surface [...] each time his veins erupt [...]” (211). Throughout the 
book, the weakness of  Moshe’s skin and his allergy to sugar perform as extended metaphors 
for Afro-Caribbean people’s relationship with freedom and privilege, the pervasive legacy of  
colonization and the impact of  the world’s craving for sugar on the Caribbean. His skin is a 
constant reminder of  the region’s inherited trauma.

At its very centre, this is a love story. Delicate and strange, Moshe profoundly affects 
most people he meets—most intensely, Arrienne, an elementary-school classmate whom 
Moshe’s mother, Rachael, challenges with the task, “Take care of  my son” (211). Up until 
entering school, the two children had lived equally sheltered lives filled with books and few 
companions of  their own age. They both chose silence as a coping method when faced with 
the harshness of  the outside world, so, as Arrienne narrates, “it [was] fitting that [they] met 
and fell in love on [their] first day of  school” (29).

 A Tall History of  Sugar quietly echoes Toni Morrison’s The Bluest Eye in the way in 
which the life of  each major character is described in great detail, leaving the reader with a 
complete vision of  how their past brought them to the point at which they interact with the 
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present of  the story. The writing has a consistent haunting, lyrical and richly descriptive quality, which 
sets the reflective tone that pervades the tale. Moshe is described as “a child of  coincidence who had 
been born and brought up in a place where coincidence (the exquisite or appalling concatenation of  
circumstances) was the route taken by history, and so nothing was surprising to him and everything was a 
route to an expectation” (161). Forbes defines the relationship between Moshe and Arrienne particularly 
carefully—using images from science (“one embryo that split without becoming two” [336]), everyday life 
(“one [pot cover] that has been split straight down” [328]) and mythology (one body cut in two by Zeus to 
diminish their power [333])—thus making it is easy to believe that Moshe and Arrienne were able, often 
without words, to read each other’s intentions, motivations and needs. Their relationship is so realistically 
portrayed that when Moshe travels to England, readers may be as distressed as the characters are and 
may imagine that Arrienne and Moshe must “still [be] touching each other by a line thrown across the 
water” (273). 

No love story can exist without its complications, and the issues that divide Arrienne and Moshe 
as the two grow from childhood to adulthood are particularly problematic. Arrienne withdraws from 
Moshe when her feelings take a romantic turn. Moshe battles his own demons—his uncertain parentage, 
his unusual appearance and his sexuality—alone, until eventually “guilt and fear and other things [...] 
stood between [them] like strangers” (339). Using their relationship, Forbes conducts a deep exploration 
of  human connectivity and how past experiences (even those of  our ancestors) fundamentally impact 
how we function in relationships. The conclusion Forbes seems to fashion, as she sends Moshe on one 
quest after another only to return him where he began, is that our past is ground into our present, that the 
“bone and blood” of  our ancestors and their experiences “got mixed in the métissage” and is inescapable 
(9). Our history, our home is where all answers lie.

With a nod towards oral storytelling, Forbes uses a capricious style of  narration that slides from 
Moshe to Arrienne to Moshe’s mother, Rachael, and sometimes to an omniscient narrator, all of  whom 
directly address and implicate the reader in every gesture and every betrayal of  the story. The reader is 
prepared for this from the very beginning, when Arrienne states, “I am afflicted with the affliction of  the 
people who come from where I was born, the habit of  everlasting and divaricate endings, whether in 
bearing record or saying goodbye” (23). And the book lives up to this promise, with the plot revealed from 
the very close perspective of  the narrators’ most intimate thoughts. 

With that said, each narrative style is distinct. Moshe speaks with a quiet thoughtfulness, whereas 
Arrienne’s voice is scrappy and assertive. The input from the omniscient narrator is one aspect of  the 
book that readers might find unsettling. There are explanations where readers could have been trusted 
to make the conclusions themselves, and interjections such as, “[A]nd then of  course it became Little 
London after the Brexit vote” (7), referring to a time beyond the characters’ purview at that point in the 
story. These distractions are infrequent, and the narrative style is generally fast paced and enjoyable.

Another point of  contention is the editorial decision to translate the Jamaican Creole, especially in 
the early sections of  the book. For example, one morning some boys torment Moshe saying, “An him look 
like maggish too, enuh, bwile maggish!” (73). This text is directly followed by the very formal translation, 
“And moreover he looks like maggots, a nest of  boiled maggots, communicable abominations” (73). The 
use of  Creole, both in dialogue and in the narrative, is integral to the portrayal of  Forbes’s world as real 
and worthy of  existence. As a result, the translation seems unnecessary and harkens to the debate on 
how Creole languages should be presented in literature, and whether or not Caribbean authors owe non-
Caribbean readers translations and explanations at all.
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A Tall History of  Sugar is an ambitious project, both in the vast ground it covers in Moshe’s life and 
in the difficult questions it tackles about the intersection between the complicated past and the present of  
Afro-Caribbean people. It is an important book for our times, and when a character says to Arrienne, “I 
made up my mind early, I was never going to let love kill me the way it killed you and Uncle Mosh” (362), 
we are left to contemplate how future generations can lose their sense of  self  if  we shield them from the 
stories of  their past.
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Paulette A. 
Ramsay, Afro-
Mexican Constructions 
of  Diaspora, Gender, 
Identity and Nation

In Afro-Mexican Constructions of  Diaspora, Gender, Identity and Nation, Paulette A. Ramsay 
explores the lived experiences and cultural productions of  people of  African descent in 
Mexico. Her book stakes a claim in the ongoing fight for racial recognition of  Afro-Mexicans 
in a nation that upholds the more homogenous mixed-race identity of  mestizaje. These colour-
blind policies, Ramsay argues, have relegated Afro-Mexicans to auxiliary historical actors in 
the larger history of  Mexico. Moreover, there has been a whitening process that is unsupported 
in the actual historical record. Instead, as Ramsay demonstrates throughout the book, Afro-
Mexican culture has permeated the cultural fabric of  Mexico, and the long-standing presence 
of  Maroon communities remains particularly undeniable. 

In her exploration of  difference—ranging from physical characteristics to linguistic 
traits of  Black communities in Mexico—Ramsay focuses her analysis on the Afro-Mexican 
communities in the Costa Chica region. Through a variety of  cultural productions, she details 
a long and continuous history of  resistance by Afro-Mexicans that has shaped their identities 
and experiences. According to Ramsay, “Afro-Mexicans themselves battle, negotiate and resist 
the realities of  invisibility, racism, social and economic inequalities on a daily basis.” She 
roots this argument in several deeply researched pieces of  evidence and connects her thesis 
to the larger Caribbean, which, as she notes, is marked by “marginalization, displacement” 
and other experiences inherent to the legacy of  Atlantic-world slavery and colonization (75). 
By drawing the Afro-Mexican experience into the history of  the Caribbean, Ramsay situates 
herself  as a first-hand expert in what she deems the “Caribbean cultural aesthetic” (137). 

Andrea Ringer
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Although she sources her evidence from a smaller area of  Mexico, her analysis seamlessly ties together 
the Afro-Mexican experience with Afro-Hispanic history.

Despite the overarching argument about a national mestizaje identity, Ramsay does not explicitly 
engage with this concept in each chapter. Instead, it emerges near the end of  the book, after a series of  
chapters that meticulously analyse various types of  cultural productions that explicitly reference the Afro-
Mexican experience, as well as within the larger frameworks of  diaspora, gender, identity and nation. For 
Ramsay, none of  these lenses operates in isolation, as she actively engages with intersectional analysis. 
Even if  the reader is unfamiliar with the referenced works, Ramsay offers reprinted Spanish originals 
with English translations embedded in the chapters. However, in some places—for example, in her 
discussion of  Afro-Mexican representations in the visual culture of  the comic book titled Memín Pinguín—
reproductions of  specific images would have been a helpful way to draw the reader into her deep analysis. 

Postcolonial theory undergirds the entire work, but Ramsay also engages with several other critical 
frameworks, particularly gender analysis, which she applies to many of  the cultural works. Ramsay takes 
a broader approach to understanding how socially constructed notions of  gender have affected Afro-
Mexican identity and culture. For example, she engages with ideas of  Black femininity, ecofeminism and 
Africana womanism to understand character development of  Yoatzin, a female folktale character who is 
connected to nature and who boldly defines herself  with the story. Ramsay also explicitly engages with 
masculinity, which she argues has disproportionately centred Aztec heritage in Mexico while ignoring 
Afro-Mexican constructions. Ramsay’s linguistic analysis in postcolonial feminist frameworks is the most 
impressive part of  the book. Her argument is predicated on the idea that particular identities in a colonial 
society, such as gender, are often defined by that colonial society itself. In this reading of  gender, Ramsay 
is able to deconstruct several Afro-Mexican works in nuanced ways. In an excerpt of  Jamás fandango al 
cielo, for example, she shows that female characters often appear as objects, both in a literal sense and 
grammatically as the objects of  verbs. 

The artwork in Afro-Mexican Constructions of  Diaspora, Gender, Identity and Nation is borrowed from 
Father Glyn Jemmott Nelson, whose workshops are centred in a Black community in Mexico. Nelson 
also contributed to the book by penning the foreward, which provides a deep historical underpinning 
for the cultural works analysed throughout Ramsay’s study. Through the inclusion of  Nelson’s foreward, 
as well as historical introductions of  sources throughout the book, Ramsay provides enough historical 
context about the Afro-Mexican experience to make this work useful beyond literary studies. Historians 
would greatly benefit from Ramsay’s work, which serves as a source of  bountiful accounts on the Black 
experience in Mexico. She also inserts her work into larger historiographical debates about the spatial 
and temporal boundaries of  the Caribbean and the Black diaspora. Her work speaks to Paul Tiyambe 
Zeleza’s earlier call to stop privileging the Atlantic, particularly the anglophone, in studies of  the African 
diaspora (Zeleza). Through this study of  Black identity and erasure within a space that has self-defined 
itself  following colonization, Ramsay has demonstrated new layers of  complexity in African diasporic 
studies. 

Moreover, Ramsay’s theoretical foundation speaks to larger conversations about identity 
construction in interdisciplinary ways. She demonstrates that poems from Afro-Mexican writers, such as 
those from the Alma cimarrona collection, are geopolitical, as writers engage in their own racial and regional 
identity that tie them to Black communities in Costa Chica. As she claims near the conclusion of  the 
book, Afro-Mexicans “are not just a random sprinkling of  people without anchor, but are also engaged 
in creating self-referential identities and affirming black consciousness” (159). Through her analysis of  
cultural productions within Afro-Mexican communities, Ramsay has demonstrated a strong self-identity 
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that defies the notion of  a homogenous mestizaje nation and connects to a larger Black diasporic identity.

Perhaps most important for thinking about the current political and social moment, Ramsay’s 
work provides an often-ignored lens for exploring the implications of  colour-blind policies. Through this 
cultural study, Ramsay is documenting an intentional erasure in national politics. And despite recent 
gains for the recognition of  Afro-Mexicans, Ramsay’s work serves as a much-needed call for further 
cultural decolonization.
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Edward Baugh, 
Derek Walcott
Rupert Lewis, 
Marcus Garvey
Funso Aiyejina, 
Earl Lovelace

Judy Raymond, 
Beryl McBurnie

These four titles represent the first offerings from a new series undertaken by the 
University of  the West Indies Press—the Caribbean Biography Series. The initiative, as 
narrated on the back cover of  each volume, is aimed at introducing a general readership 
to “the shapers and bearers of  Caribbean identity.” Slim and written in an easy-to-follow 
manner, these books, on the whole, readily fulfil the stated goal of  the series, providing a 
basic grounding in the lives and work of  the eminent individuals chosen as their subjects. 
In terms of  those choices, there is little with which to quibble, as the subjects so far—Derek 
Walcott, Marcus Garvey, Earl Lovelace and Beryl McBurnie (a fifth volume, on Una Marson, 
has recently been released)—surely represent key players in the formation of  the present-
day Caribbean. The volumes differ individually in organization, emphases, strengths and 
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weaknesses, but in aggregate they perform a welcome service, offering accessible commemoration of  an 
initial (and potentially ever-expanding) pantheon of  significant Caribbean figures in politics and the arts.

The first volume, on Walcott, is authored by Edward Baugh, an eminent scholar and poet in his 
own right, who has deep expertise in this area. Walcott’s myriad accomplishments—he won the Nobel 
Prize for Literature in 1992, among many other honours, and published over twenty collections of  poetry 
and an equal number of  plays—pose something of  a challenge here, as it would be impossible to cram a 
comprehensive, detailed analysis of  his career into the approximately one hundred pages that the series 
appears to set as a page limit. Baugh, however, meets this challenge with aplomb, unobtrusively integrating 
quotations from a nice range of  Walcott’s work with the more general summaries and descriptions 
necessary to capture a sense of  the entire scope of  the poet’s life. We are given a great number of  
telling details—with especial attention paid to Walcott’s intense relationship to the land and people of  his 
home island of  St. Lucia—without ever getting bogged down in them. The closing chapters of  the book, 
encompassing Walcott’s life at the apogee of  his international fame, recede sometimes into dry listings of  
his awards and speaking engagements. If  this perhaps formally represents some of  the dreary rigours of  
worldwide celebrity (against which Walcott famously bristled, from time to time), it is also not as much 
fun to read and could perhaps have been left to an appendix or a more ‘official’ biography. However, 
Baugh makes excellent use of  his own archival expertise, pointing the reader to numerous more obscure 
or unpublished sources on and especially by Walcott, and thus whetting the appetite of  even scholarly 
readers to explore the archive more fully. Baugh employs elegant, poetic gambits at both the beginning 
and end of  the biography too, in each case providing a pertinent quotation of  Walcott’s, followed by a 
meditation on how it might shed light on a proper reckoning of  Walcott’s life and work. The reader is left 
with a compact, artful and vividly realized portrait of  Walcott the man and the writer, accompanied by 
expertly compiled suggestions for further reading and research.

The series’ volume on Marcus Garvey is likewise left in expert hands: Rupert Lewis, a scholar 
who has dedicated his career to analysing the life and ideas of  Garvey (authoring a monograph and 
coediting two essay collections on him). As a subject, Garvey also poses difficulties for his biographers, 
due in equal parts to the complicated paradoxes of  his personality and the controversies that attached 
to him across much of  his career. In the contracted space of  this book (Colin Grant’s authoritative 
biography of  Garvey exceeds five hundred pages), there seems to be some indecisiveness in whether 
to emphasize the personal or the public aspects of  Garvey’s life. Small details of  his upbringing in the 
book’s initial stages offer fruitful insights into Garvey’s character, but as the book moves on, its subject’s 
tumultuous personal life is generally kept out of  the frame. The book is much stronger on the public side, 
illustrating the radical newness of  Garvey’s ambitious attempts to catalyse his revolutionary vision of  
global racial equality. One particularly successful moment is the listing of  Garvey’s 1929 manifesto of  his 
People’s Political Party, which simply and undeniably illustrates the often-unacknowledged progressivism 
of  (many of) Garvey’s political ideas. Nevertheless, the book tends towards hagiography, skimming over 
multiple controversies: the mere existence of  W. E. B. DuBois, one of  Garvey’s most important and 
influential antagonists, is only grudgingly acknowledged; Garvey’s notorious imprisonment for mail fraud 
in the United States is flabbily dismissed via reference to Garvey’s own calculatedly self-exculpatory book, 
compiled while he was detained; and the grandiose, often-lampooned pageantry of  Garvey’s Universal 
Negro Improvement Association is simply never mentioned. There is, to be sure, an argument to be made 
for valorizing Garvey as this biography does, but the defensive, laudatory disposition it adopts towards its 
subject seems to unnecessarily occlude much of  what is most interesting—and, given his multiple failures, 
most instructive—about Garvey’s life and work.
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Funso Aiyejina, the author of  the volume on Lovelace, is likewise an enthusiastic admirer of  his 
subject. Unlike Garvey, however, Lovelace has not been the object of  vitriolic attacks and controversy, 
and what emerges in Aiyejina’s book is a warm, affectionate and intimate portrait of  the writer. Aiyejina’s 
preface specifically describes his research on and friendship with Lovelace, giving particular emphasis to 
the efforts he put into collecting and publishing the author’s essays, speeches and autobiographical notes 
in the volume Growing in the Dark. Thus, it becomes clear from the outset that the biography is a product 
of  his intense, sympathetic engagement with Lovelace’s writings. The book is excellent in portraying early 
influences on the author’s life—his time living with his grandparents in Tobago, his two searing failures of  
the college exhibition exam, his love of  sports, his time spent as a government employee (in forestry and 
agriculture) in rural Trinidad—capturing in sensitive detail the experiences out of  which Lovelace built 
his fiction and his philosophy. Aiyejina’s closeness to his subject is fruitful in this regard, as the biography 
offers an insightful synopsis of  the issues that animate Lovelace’s work, including rural folk traditions, 
rebelliousness, African spirituality, community, Black Power and, ultimately, the case for reparations. The 
structure of  the book is a bit odd, in that it has a preface, introduction and then only three body chapters, 
the last of  which reads more as an academic analysis of  Lovelace’s style than as a biography. This, plus 
the book’s tendency to touch nimbly on examples across Lovelace’s entire career at any time, might cause 
some chronological confusion in readers unfamiliar with his oeuvre. Puzzlingly, as well, Lovelace’s most 
recent novel, Is Just a Movie (2011), is almost wholly absent from the discussion. Nevertheless, the book 
paints a heartfelt and sensitive portrait of  an important author who is likely not feted as much as he 
should be.

McBurnie’s biographer,  Judy Raymond, faced a much different challenge in her task: unlike 
Walcott, Garvey and Lovelace, McBurnie, the Trinidadian dancer and founder of  the Little Carib Dance 
Company, left very little in the way of  a paper trail. Raymond, the only nonacademic biographer of  
the series’ first four volumes, appears to have employed her professional-journalist skills to good effect, 
interviewing a large number of  McBurnie’s friends, colleagues and students in order to gain a more 
comprehensive view of  her enigmatic subject. There is a sense (especially from an academic’s point 
of  view) that more archival sleuthing might have been in order—the book leans extremely heavily on 
just a couple of  newspaper profiles of  McBurnie—but, as Raymond makes clear, McBurnie’s own 
tendencies towards strategic self-dramatization and improvisation, let alone the transitory nature of  dance 
performances, make an authoritative picture more or less impossible to achieve. To anchor her text, 
Raymond shrewdly employs the building and grounds that McBurnie worked feverishly to establish as a 
permanent performance space for autochthonous Caribbean folk culture—the Little Carib Theatre—
and opens with a description of  it in the present, an acknowledged site of  cultural importance. The bulk 
of  the book, however, is devoted to tracing precisely how difficult the path was for the theatre space to 
arrive at this august status, through the indefatigable efforts of  McBurnie. The story that emerges offers 
an intriguing picture, neatly capturing the combination of  charisma, drive and dedication, as well as 
the tempestuousness, capriciousness and organizational improvisation that characterized McBurnie’s life 
and work. Readers get a sense of  the deep commitment with which McBurnie almost single-handedly 
willed her salutary cultural-nationalist project into existence, incessantly scrambling for funding and 
dodging demolition notices; they also get a clear sense of  all the ways McBurnie’s own impetuousness and 
stubborn pride undermined her pursuits and serially alienated many of  her collaborators and allies. While 
insight into McBurnie’s inscrutable intimate life is reduced to one oblique quotation from a letter written 
to an absent female friend, the biography succeeds in recording for posterity the bittersweet, frenetic 
flavour of  McBurnie’s pathbreaking contribution to Caribbean dance (and folk culture, more broadly)—a 
contribution, the book makes clear, only fully recognized after McBurnie’s forlorn, impoverished demise. 
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In sum, then, the Caribbean Biography Series begins as a timely and successful initiative, setting 
out for its anglophone audience—in brief, thoughtful and readable form—a valuable, introductory 
rendering of  some of  the region’s most eminent figures. It is to be hoped that many more volumes will 
follow to help fill out a more complete picture of  just how much has been achieved in such a short and 
transformative span of  time.
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